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NEWS 
EUROPEAN CAMAC ASSOCIATION 
CAMAC SURVEY 1974 
This survey of the use of CAMAC in 1974 has 
continued to steadily acquire data and, at June 1st, 
104 respondents had supplied details about 295 
systems applications on returned CAMAC SURVEY 
1974 proforma. An interim analysis of this data will 
be supplied to these respondents only, and to 
encourage other CAMAC Users/Suppliers to 
respond, the following is one aspect of the analysis. 
The total value of CAMAC equipment in the 295 
systems was $ 7.4 M equivalent and was distributed 
in the following fields of application in order of 
rank: 
Physics, Medicine, Space/Astronomy, Instrument 
Engineering, Fission, Engineering, Fusion, En-
vironment, Chemistry, Energy, Product pro-
cessing, Education, Public Utilities. 
Of the total systems, 33% were unlikely to be 
expanded in the next 2 years, however for the 48% 
that were definitely scheduled for expansion their 
expansion in CAMAC equipment would be by 36%, 
on average, ·the highest expansion being in Engi-
neering applications (automatic testing, avionics, 
automotive, mining). 
Anyone requiring a Survey Form should contact 
Mr. H. Bisby, AERE Harwell, OXll ORA, 
England (Telex: 83135) who is acquiring the data-
base under conditions of strict confidentiality. 
CAMAC IN STRESA 
The 2nd Ispra Nuclear Electronics Symposium 
took place on May 20---23, 1975 in Stresa. Some 250 
participants were present. Among the many in-
teresting sessions a whole one was devoted to 
CAMAC and including 17 papers on quite different 
topics. 
The first paper, an invited one, 'Applications and 
Development of CAMAC in North America' by 
D. A. Mack and L. J. Wagner, LBL, Berkeley, 
U.S.A., gave a broad review of recent CAMAC 
applications in this area. It demonstrated a great 
interest in CAMAC serial systems. The mentioning 
of a serial system including optical transmission by 
means of laser light attracted special attention. 
Several papers treated the use of microcomputers 
in connection with CAMAC. Speakers from both 
CEN, Saclay, and JRC, Ispra, presented papers on 
autonomous crate controllers using the INTEL 8080 
microprocessor. 
At the accompanying exhibition several CAMAC 
manufacturers showed their products. 
1975 NUCLEAR SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM 
The 1975 NUCLEAR SCIENCE SYMPOSIUM, 
to be held in San Francisco, November 19-21, 1975, 
at the Sheraton Palace Hotel, has recently issued a 
Call for Papers. The symposium will feature papers 
on recent developments in nuclear detectors, 
circuits, instrumentation systems, novel applications 
in experimental and space physics including 
CAMAC and computer systems, energy conversion, 
nuclear medicine, environmental measurements, 
and reactor instrumentation. Program Chairman is 
Dick A. Mack, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 
University of California at Berkeley. The conference, 
which will run concurrently with the 1975 Nuclear 
Power Systems Symposium, will feature invited 
Plenary Sessions on important current issues in 
nuclear science, invited technical papers, panel 
discussions, as well as concurrent poster sessions. 
Detailed program information can be obtained by 
calling or writing: 
R. Hamman - Publicity Chairman NSS 
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 
P.O. Box 4349 
Stanford, California 94305, USA. 
CAMAC COURSES AT HARWELL 
The next, and 16th two-day course on CAMAC at 
the Harwell Education and Training Centre will be 
held on 21-22 October 1975. It is intended for users 
of CAMAC, rather than for equipment designers, 
and deals with the CAMAC specifications covering 
all the aspects of the Data way, Parallel Branch and 
Serial Highways and IML. The lecturing panel 
contains, among others, Messers H. Bisby, R.C.M. 
Barnes, I. N. Hooton and A. Lewis and the possi-
2 
bilities are being explored of this course being run 
in conjunction with the activities of the UK 
CAMAC Association. 
The course fee is £40, (exclusive of VAT and 
accomodation), and application forms are obtain-
able through the Education and Training Centre, 
AERE Harwell, Oxfordshire OXll OQJ Telex 
83135. Early application is advisable because 
attendance at the course is restricted to 30 places. 
APPLICATION NOTES 
AN OPTIMIZED ARCHITECTURE FOR A 
MULTICHANNEL PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSER 
by 
R. M. Keyser and R. H. Baldry 
ORTEC Incorporated, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, USA 
Received in revised form, 13th January 1975 
SUMMARY The architecture of multichannel analysers 
(MCA) has progressed from hardwired analysers to com-
puter-based analysers. An architecture for the next 
generation MCA is based on a computer with CAMAC and 
a high-level interactive language. 
The multichannel pulse-height analyzer (MCA) 
has been recognized as a valuable tool in many 
scientific disciplines during its relatively brief 
existence. Beginning as a group of single channel 
analyzers and counters that responded to adjacent 
and sequential amplitude ranges, it has been devel-
oped into a hardwired MCA with simplified 
controls such as the system shown in Fig. 1. The 
INPUT 
Fig. 1 Block Diagram of Modern MCA 
input amplitude is measured by an ADC to select 
a memory channel for each pulse, and storage is 
conditioned by Single Channel Analyzer (SCA) 
Fig. 2 Block Diagram of a Computerized MCA 
recognition. Modifications of the original concept 
expanded the memory size and provided multi-
detector storage and multiparameter operation for 
newer techniques. 
Recording and storage capabilities limited ad-
vancement until minicomputers were interfaced with 
MCAs, and they also provided some on-line analysis 
using the system of Fig. 2. This trend has now led to 
the next generation which is the computer-based 
MCA shown in Fig. 3. Advantages of the new 
Fig. 3 Block Diagram C?f Computer-based MCA 
system include ease of reconfiguration, output 
flexibility, more adequate displays, and easy expan-
sion. The disadvantage is that the central processing 
unit and memory must be shared in time for storage, 
display, and data manipulation. 
AN OPTIMUM ARCHITECTURE 
With the advantages and disadvantages of these 
systems in mind, we have developed an architecture 
for a computer-based MCA system that attempts 
to retain the advantages of both the computer-based 
MCA and the hardwired MCA. Achievement of this 
goal required the following: 
• high-performance (low dead time) data acquisi-
tion in several modes from more than one data 
source; 
• flexible data manipulation between data storage 
areas, displays, and other peripherals; 
• convenient operating conditions from a user-
oriented control panel; 
• powerful computation facilities for on-line/off-line 
data reduction; 
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• flexibility of hardware configuration to match the 
experimenter's needs and his pocket; allowance 
for expansion; 
• powerful but convenient program generation 
capability to match the overall system perfor-
mance and flexibility. 
The first step in this development was to divide 
the tasks associated with an M CA into those done 
best or fastest by hardware and those done best by 
software. · 
The hardware tasks consisted of: 
• storing ADC data in a memory dedicated to that 
task; 
• monitoring overflows, error conditions, and 
regions of interest in the data; 
• transforming computer code into characters, 
vectors, and logarithms for display; 
• encoding the control panel functions to minimize 
software decoding time; 
• storing or refreshing the current display image. 
The software tasks involve: 
• generating display data, titles, and scale factors; 
• manipulating data, transfer to other modes, etc; 
• controlling the M CA by responding to encoded 
control-panel functions and executing the re-
quested function; 
• supplying on-line reduction of data; 
• controlling data and program storage peri-
pherals. 
A block diagram of this system appears in Fig. 4. 
Parallel to the development of the architecture an 
operating system was developed to communicate 
with the user through the typewriter keyboard and 
control panel. Because this operating system has 
other applications it must have the following 
characteristics: 
• support a high-level FORTRAN-like language; 
• support any mixture of computer hardware in-
cluding CAMAC; 
• be able to respond to CAMAC interrupts by exe-
cuting high-level language routines. 
The architecture shown in Fig. 4 has been imple-
mented with CAMAC modules, a PDP-11/05® 
computer, a removable-media disk, a storage-display 
MCA Memory 
Memory 
Characters 
Dots, Vectors, Logs 
Fig. 4 Block Diagram of Hybrid Architecture 
®Trademark registered by Digital Equipment Corporation. 
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unit, and the language/operating system ORACL®; 
see Fig. 5. 
/ 
l Keyboard J- H Dual Disk 1 PDP-11/05 
16k or 24 k core 
I Control Panel H Optional I Paper Tape 
I ML/ v c P M. c c D 
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E 
CAMAC 
I 
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Storage Display 8k ADC Amp. High 
Voltage 
NIM 
Fig. 5 Module Diagram of Fig. 4 
THE SYSTEM AND ITS IMPLEMENTATION 
The advantages of the system developed at 
ORTEC are many: 
• The high data rate of a hardwired analyzer is 
achieved. The CAMAC-based ADC interface 
contains a live-time correction circuit so that proper 
dead times are accounted for. 
• The addition of extra detectors does not affect 
system dead time. Other detectors can be added by 
simply adding the ADC, ADC controller, and 
CAMAC memory. 
• The display functions are fast and the display 
itself can be quite complex with text, axes, and data 
shown, without flicker or distortion. 
• Disks, magnetic tapes, paper tapes, plotters, etc., 
are readily available and easy to add in both soft-
ware and hardware. 
• The control of experimental parameters such as 
counting time, position of stepping motors, detector 
voltage, and others is easily achieved wit,h standard 
CAMAC modules and high-level control sub-
routines. 
• Other parameters, not usually recorded, can 
easily be entered via CAMAC modules. 
• System checkout, maintenance, and downtime 
are significantly reduced by the combination of 
modular hardware and the high-level control 
language. 
System Features 
The avantages cited above are achieved by using 
the following system features: 
• ORACL, which was developed by ORTEC for the 
purpose of creating interactive data collection 
systems, allows the user to communicate with 
CAMAC modules in a high-level FORTRAN-like 
language. The system also responds to CAMAC 
® Trademark registered by ORTEC, Incorporated. 
LAMs (flags) and allows the user to create (in 
high-level language) the program to be executed 
when the LAM occurs. 
• The memory used for data acquisition is separate 
from the program and computation memory of the 
PDP-11/05; in addition the ADC-to-memory data 
path is not time-shared with the CAMAC or com-
puter buses. Once initialized and enabled, the ADC 
and the memory will acquire data independently 
of the system until a preset condition is met or a 
command to stop is received. The system generally 
accesses this memory only for display or data 
transfer (for computation or input/output); these 
functions are all performed infrequently. The 
modularity of this section readily permits expansion 
of one data channel or expansion to multiple data 
channels. 
• The use of a storage type of display means that 
rapid refreshing of the screen image does not have 
to be used to maintain a high quality flicker-free 
display of large amounts of data and/or text. Nor 
are a display-refresh memory (or D/A channel) and 
associated hardware necessary for constraining the 
display image. A storage display reduces time 
loading of the CPU and memory bus, as the image 
is usually updated no more than three times per 
second during data acquisition and at intervals of 
seconds during analysis. Activity of these units is 
limited to the few milliseconds required to update 
the data display. 
The aesthetic and technical limitations of a 
conventional bistable-storage cathode-ray tube are 
overcome by using a DIGIVUE® gasplasma 
storage display. This new device allows: 
• permanent image retention without degradation; 
• long life time; 
• fast total-erase (0.5 millisecond); 
• selective write or erase of any of 512 by 512 points 
on the screen; 
• no image drift or distortion. 
The system control panel contains a variable-
sized matrix of push buttons interfaced to a CAMAC 
module. When pressed, each button generates a 
unique binary code and a LAM. The system 
responds to the LAM and executes the ORACL 
program associated with that button. This allows 
the user to specify exactly what each button should 
do. 
® Trademark registered by Owens-Illinois. 
A typewriter-like keyboard incorporated· in the 
control panel is combined with the powerful text 
feature of the display to provide a high-performance 
silent computer terminal, in addition to its normal 
data display capability. 
A removable-media dual disk drive is used as an 
economic program, data, and overlay storage 
Fig. 6 Implemented System 
device for the system. Fig. 6 shows the system as 
implemented. 
In summary, the system architecture and high-
level software language described above provide the 
user with a powerful tool-kit for easily and quickly 
configuring and programming a multichannel 
analyzer to match his needs. In addition, the use of 
a standard interfacing structure, CAMAC, readily 
allows the user to implement control and instru-
mentation features outside the range of an MCA or 
computer. 
NEWS 
COMPEC EUROPE, BRUSSELS MAY 18, 19, 20, 1976 
The organizers of the well known COMPEC 
exhibition and conference in England are announ-
cing a COMPEC EUROPE at the Manhattan 
Centre in Brussels on May 18, 19, 20, 1976. COM-
PEC EUROPE will follow the pattern from 
COMPEC UK; it concentrates on small computers, 
computer peripherals, and systems. 
The European CAMAC Association has been 
invited by the organizers, Trident Conferences and 
Exhibitions Limited, to participate in both the 
exhibition and the conference in the same way as the 
UK CAMAC Association did in the COMPEC UK, 
where they took a 'CAMAC area' in the exhibition 
and took part in the organizing of a CAMAC 
session at the conference. 
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APPLICATION NOTES 
MICROCOMPUTER CONTROLLED RANDOM DATA 
ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
by 
J. Lecoq, H. Tedjini, P. L. Wendel, and G. Metzger 
Laboratoire d'Eiectronique et d'lnstrumentation Nucleaire, CUHR Mulhouse: 
Laboratoire des Applications Electroniques, ULP, Strasbourg, France. 
Received 30th January 1975 
SUMMARY This CAMAC system for data acquisition 
and manipulation is controlled in an interactive way by an 
operator through a microcomputer. The system, built 
around an Intel 8008 chip, includes a magnetic tape unit, 
a CRT display, an XY recorder, a fast analogue-to-digital 
converter, and a CAMAC 1/0 register. 
INTRODUCTION 
The system described here is intended for data 
acquisition and manipulation (Fig. 1 ). The main 
features include: 
• Interactive control with the operator through a 
Teletype 
• Versatility (programmed system) 
• Use of the Camac standard for most 1/0 devices 
(easy expansion) 5 • 
• Inclusion of a Magnetic Tape Unit. 
DIGITIZING (SYSTEM 
UN I T CONTROLLER) 
FAST 
MEMORY 
ANALOG INPUT 
Fig. 1 System Structure 
MEMORY 
These features distinguish this system from many 
others of similar purpose1 •2 •3 • It is typically used in 
processing pictures such as aerial photographs, or 
photographs of blood cells. The first step is to 
digitize the video signal from T.V. camera and store 
this data on a magnetic tape which is then processed 
by a UNIVAC 1108 computer. The second step is 
to read the processed picture-data from magnetic 
tape and present it on a CRT display, for example. 
The reaction time of the system is not critical, 
because it is controlled by a man, and its computing 
power and memory requirements are not large. 
Therefore we chose a microcomputer rather than a 
minicomputer, since it fulfils our requirements 
without great expense. 
HARDWARE 
Microprocessor 
This complete microcomputer is built around the 
INTEL 8008 chip (Ref. 4) and is composed of: 
• Memory: 2.2k x 8-bits PROM and 2k x 8-bits 
RAM 
• Control-Timing hardware (clocks, state decoders, 
registers) 
DATA 
• 1/0 hardware (multiplexers for input, registers for 
output). 
The memory is divided into two main areas: 
• 2.2k PROM are used by the operating system to 
ensure that the user cannot destroy it 
• 2k RAM are used as scratch-pad and channel 
(DMA) areas. 
IN RNt OOT ~- - - - - ;;R;;H,;A~ -~ 
t--t--t-+--------1 ADDRESS ADDRESS l.,.._ 
8 
8 8 
PROGRAMMED l/0 8 
~--
t-t-t----F-----l DATA IN 
t-------iDATA OUT 
t--+-----E-i R /W 
I 
---.J INTERRUPT 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
/FUNCTION I 
I 
DATA r--
r-
TIMING~ 
t-+--t--t--++----~~INITIALISATION 
);A~N~L -I~ - - - - - _I 
INPUT 
L-----~~~------------
Fig. 2 Channel If 0 Structure 
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The 1/0 system is subdivided into Programmed 
1/0 and Automatic Block Transfer 1/0 channel 
(DMA), because of the slow speed of programmed 
transfer (8 bits in 80 JlSec), (Fig. 2). 
The DMA channel works in the classical way: 
the first step is to establish the peripheral device 
address and function code, and to initiate the 
channel, the second is to transfer data autono-
mously between the peripheral device and RAM 
channel area (786 x 8-bit words max.). The CPU 
is stopped during a transfer, and the channel restarts 
it with an interrupt at the end of the transfer. This is 
peculiar to our system and means that the channel 
does not free the CPU from tedious 1/0 operations 
but makes 'high' speed transfers possible (8 bits in 
4 JlSec). 
l/0 Interfaces 
They are divided into general-purpose and special 
interfaces. The general purpose interfaces are 
naturally built in the CAMAC standard, so that we 
can use any of the numerous commercial CAMAC 
modules. The special interfaces are the TTY inter-
face and the digitizing unit interface. The teletype is 
directly linked to input/output ports and has a 
'programmed interface' (the hardware includes only 
three transistors, and it does not need an elaborate 
interface. The TTY is the only 1/0 device commu-
nicating with the operator in this conversational 
system. 
General Purpose Interfaces 
Digitizing Unit: This module contains an ADC 
converter (1 0 MHz, 8 bits) and a fast RAM mem-
ory (512 x 8 bits, 50 ns access time). It converts 
analog data and stores it. Then the digitized data 
can be read by the microcomputer and transferred 
into the main memory. 
Display CTR: This is a somewhat modified 
S.A.I.P. display-driver CAMAC module for con-
trolling an XY recorder or a CRT. 
We use it to display signals as functions of time 
X(t) or of another signal Y (X), and also to display 
pictures. For this latter mode Z modulation is 
obtained by addition of an amplitude-to-time 
converter. For example a true picture can be recor-
ded in about one minute (512 x 512 x 8 bits) through 
a Tektronix 604 scope, onto a Polaroid film. 
Magnetic tape controller: This module (6) is a 
laboratory-constructed CAMAC modul~ to control 
a PEC 9-track 800 bpi 25 ips tape driver and for-
matter in both read and write mode. It includes 
some complex commands such as 'Write Forward 
a block of indefinite length and write an End of 
Block if no more data is available', to simplify 
programming of the microcomputer. 
Digital If 0 controller: This is also a laboratory-
constructed module to match another equipment 7) 
and to allow its connection to the microcomputer 
system. 
SOFTWARE 
General organisation 
Our software system is built around two main 
principles: 
• It must be possible for different and non-special-
ized physicists to use it. 
• System operation must be fully interactive with 
the operator on a conversional mode through the 
TTY. 
Thus it was necessary to provide a true small 
operating system, based on a TTY monitor, inclu-
ding service routines and library. All the programs 
can be written in Assembler: a Univac 1108 Cross 
Assembler, specially written, provides the binary 
object code on magnetic tape ready to be loaded into 
our microcomputer8). 
Operating system 
Operator communication package: This includes 
a TTY Driver, character identification program, 
error print, message writer and the main loop. The 
microcomputer is in the halt state at rest, and is 
~tarted only by the TTY interrupt. After completion, 
1t returns to the halt state. 
The operator interacts at four levels: 
• System call by control code 'ACQ' or 'TRF' 
• Input or output call 
• Typing an 1/0 Device call 
• Typing an 1/0 presentation call. 
STR 
LSB 
LSD 
JMP 
TRF 
AVF 
AVB 
PSF 
RWD 
FMK 
IPL 
Table 1 Command Mnemonics. 
STORE COMMAND 
BINARY LISTING COMMAND 
DECIMAL LISTING COMMAND 
JUMP TO ADDRESS COMMAND 
TRANSFER COMMAND 
FORWARD N FILES COMMAND 
FORWARD N BLOCKS COMMAND 
FILE NUMBER QUESTION 
REWIND COMMAND 
FILE MARK COMMAND 
LINK TO PROGRAM AT ADDRESS ... 
COMMAND 
WRITE COMMAND 
READ COMMAND 
MAGNETIC TAPE ACTIVATION 
SCOPE ACTIVATION 
RECORDER ACTIVATION 
I/0 REGISTER ACTIVATION 
ECT 
LEC 
MGN 
SCP 
TRC 
REG 
X/Y 
Y/T 
PR 1 
X/Y MODE OF PRESENTATION COMMAND 
Y/T MODE OF PRESENTATION COMMAND 
PROVISIONAL USER PROGRAM 
COMMANDS 
PR 7 
7 
Program/Machine Housekeeping subsystem: The 
loaders are all binary; either manual from TTY 
keyboard or automatic from paper tape (Intel code) 
and from magnetic tape. The Editors are provided 
in binary or decimal code on the TTY printer or on 
the paper tape. Relocation and linking programs 
relocate and execute parts of programs loaded from 
the magnetic tape in an overlap mode. Some of these 
routine make use of a 122-word RAM area to store 
parameters. There is also a small library. 
If 0 Package: These subroutines are written to 
give a general form to all peripheral drivers using 
CAMAC and the channel. Special drivers for the 
others peripherals are provided. The first 128 words 
of the channel memory area are used to store labels 
which are written at the beginning of each block on 
the magnetic tape. The number of parameters and 
the block length are automatically updated. All 
device drivers are of classical form, except the 
MTU Driver which is expanded to allow easy tape 
manipulation by the users (see table 1). 
CONCLUSION 
A microcomputer-controlled system has been 
constructed for data acquisition, storage and display. 
Its primary goal has been far exceeded; this has been 
possible because of the hardware and software 
structure, which includes a microcomputer with 
CAMAC interface and a small operating system. 
This allows easy use of the system by non-specialists 
for different purposes, such as picture procG:ssing. 
Easy system expansion is guaranteed through the 
use of the CAMAC standard for most 1/0 connec-
tions. 
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NEWS 
FIRST GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF 
THE EUROPEAN CAMAC ASSOCIATION 
The General Assembly of the ECA will be held on 
Friday, 17th October, at the Sheraton Hotel, 
Brussels following on from the 2nd International 
Symposium on CAMAC in Computer Applications. 
Everyone, interested in any way with the use of the 
CAMAC Standards, is invited to attend this 
FIRST, and inaugural, Assembly of the Association 
since its foundation in May 1974. 
The agenda includes acceptance of the Statutes 
and Standing Orders, drafted by the Interim Council 
of the Association, for regulating the affairs of the 
Association. Reports of the year's activities of the 
Management Board, the Interim Council and the 
two Working Groups (Industrial and Medical 
applications) will lead on to a discussion of propo-
sals for a further programme to pursue the Objects 
of the Association, which are: 'To undertake and 
investigate methods that will lead to the expansion 
and use of the CAMAC Standards in new areas of 
application, ensure the widest possible dissemination 
of knowledge of these Standards and encourage the 
use of CAMAC on a multi-national basis with a 
view to advancing and supporting the technology 
of automation'. 
Application forms for membership of the ECA 
will be available from a sent to all those who 
announced their interest in ECA already. Further 
application forms are available from the ECA 
Secretariat (provisional address, Dr. H. Meyer, 
cjo Commission of the European Communities, 
C.R.C.-CBMN, Steenweg naar Retie, B-2440, 
GEEL, Belgium), and at the Registration Desk of 
the 2nd International Symposium on CAMAC in 
Computer Applications (October, 14-16, 1975, 
Hotel, Manhattan Center, Brussels). 
CERN 'CAMAC NEWS' 
Issue No. 5 (April '75) of the CERN 'CAMAC 
NEWS' contains a report by Fred Iselin dealing 
with, among other things, interfacing CAMAC to 
NORD-10 computers and a CAMAC Pulse Ampli-
tude Analysis System based on a Hewlett Packard 
HP 2100 computer. The NEWS also presents a 
survey of companies who manufacture or supply 
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CAMAC equipment or components. Several new 
facilities in the range of CAMAC modules are des-
cribed. 
Distribution of the 'CAMAC NEWS' is handled 
by J. Halon, NP Division, CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, 
Switzerland. 
APPLICATION NOTES 
CAMAC EQUIPMENT FOR MONITORING A 
TElECONTROl SYSTEM 
by 
H. Mayer 
bsterreichische Draukraftwerke Aktiengesellschaft, Klagenfurt, Austria 
Received 13th February 1975 
SUMMARY CAMAC equipment and a minicomputer 
are used to monitor a large telecontrol system for a group of 
hydro-electric stations. This monitoring equipment attempts 
to solve the problem of trouble-shooting sporadic faults in 
the telecontrol system. 
INTRODUCTION 
A chain of three hydro-electric power plants is 
supervised from a central control room with the aid 
of a computer. One power plant, with its two kaplan 
turbines of 40 Megawatts each and the associated 
gates, is supervised directly from the central control 
room, which is situated near this plant. The other 
two (later-on three) plants are supervised by addi-
tional telecontrol systems. The telecontrol systems 
generate various signals when an internal fault 
occurs. These signals have to be collected in order 
to monitor the telecontrol equipment. Approx-
imately 100 different signals may be generated by 
each telecontrolled power plant. 
The telecontrol equipments themselves have a 
good reliability. In addition, a suitable configuration 
was chosen so that internal faults do not affect the 
ability to supervise the power plant. The telecontrol 
equipments work on the basis of pulse-time modul-
ation, in which the message (information) is trans-
mitted by a sequence of pulses and intervals. In this 
case the information is conveyed by the duration of 
the pulses and intervals. An additional transmission 
of paritymarks enables the receiver to recognize 
errors on the transmission line. 
The task of the monitoring equipment, described 
here, is to gather the internal signals and print a 
short text of approximately 15 characters, together 
with the time. Such an output from the central 
processor is of no use to the shiftman in the central 
control room, but it is of value to the electronic 
service-man who is responsible for maintenance of 
the telecontrol equipment. If necessary, he can use 
the monitoring equipment to test the faulty telecon-
tro] system. The tests may last for several days or 
weeks in the case of an intermittent fault. 
SOLUTION 
The requirement for generating a printed text 
when an internal signal occurs is easy to fulfill by a 
minicomputer and a teletype. 
But how to monitor a telecontrol system in the 
best manner? The message (the block of pulses and 
intervals) has to be checked. The information block 
might be checked at the transmitting line, after the 
voice frequency equipment, and after the message 
has been assembled within the receiver. Naturally 
this kind of check is valid mainly for the receiver. 
By making observations at various points it is 
possible to locate the faulty part of the equipment. 
For example if it is confirmed that an incorrect 
message was received, it is easy to decide whether the 
sender or the transmitting channel is defective. 
For monitoring a sender, which is also possible, 
a similar checking routine is necessary. If the defect 
sender is situated in a controlled plant, the moni-
toring system, which is very compact, is transferred 
to the relevant location. The parallel output of the 
receiver is also brought to the monitoring system. 
The monitoring system itself transforms the message-
block into parallel information and compares both. 
In this way the whole receiver unit is checked. As 
the result of its monitoring function the system 
described here can be used as a general stand-by 
receiver. In addition, periodical monitoring to 
obtain statistical information is possible at any time. 
HARDWARE CONFIGURATION 
The line signals, as well as the parallel output from 
the receiver are collected by digital inputs. 
The checking of the duration of pulses and inter-
vals is carried out by counting a clock frequency of 
100 or 10kHz, generated by the monitoring equip-
ment. The input to this counter is controlled by the 
signal to be checked. The signal transition which 
stops the counting also gives an interrupt to the 
system, which then stores the content of the relevant 
counter. 
Digital outputs for the parallel information are 
provided for use when the equipment is working as a 
receiver. 
For the text output a silent teletype with a speed 
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of 30 chjs has been chosen. It is combined with two 
built-in magnetic cassettes, and is very useful for 
editing and debugging programs because of its fast 
data transfer speed. The cassette equipment is not 
primarily intended for this purpose, but by using a 
little ingenuity it can be used. 
A fast paper tape reader enables all the manu-
facturer's programs to be used. Finally, there is a 
minicomputer with 16-bit word-length, and as a 
result of the selected configuration there is only 8 k 
of core memory. 
SUMMARY OF HARDWARE 
1 Minicomputer 8 k, 16 bit 
1 clock 
24 interrupts 
346 digital inputs 
64 digital outputs 
48 digital pulse outputs 
10 counters 
1 Teletype with 2 cassettes 
1 paper tape reader 150 ch/s 
NEWS 
CONFERENCE ON TRENDS IN ON-LINE COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEMS 
This conference, at Sheffield on 21-24 April1975, 
was organised by the UK Institution of Electrical 
Engineers and attracted over 200 delegates, of 
whom nearly a quarter were from overseas. The 
developments in the CAMAC standard since the 
previous Sheffield conference in 1972 were summar-
ised in a paper by Barnes, et al. 1 . Other papers 
described major control systems using CAMAC. 
The control system for the ISR at CERN, with a 
capability of eight parallel and eight Serial High-
ways, was described by Verelst2 . The computer 
networks at the Daresbury Laboratory, for con-
trolling the NINA electron accelerator and the 
proposed Synchrotron Radiation source, were 
described by Atkins et al. 3 . The control system for 
the CERN 400 GeV accelerator, described by 
Crowley-Milling4 has 25 minicomputers, many of 
them interfaced to the accelerator through CAMAC. 
The conference indicated a marked trend towards 
multi-processor systems. The low costs of mini-
computers and micro-computers now favours 
taking the processing power to the controlled plant, 
rather than transmitting the process variables to a 
central computer. The CAMAC Serial Highway is 
obviously relevant to this situation. 
There were interesting comparisons between 
CAMAC and other standards.A paper by Benson 
et al. 5 of ICI Petrochemicals Division, described 
experience with some of the 30 systems based on 
the MEDIA interface system and the RTL-2 real-
time language, both developed as proprietary 
standards by ICI. Several delegates took up the 
comment by Verelst that the name CAMAC does 
not guarantee the quality of the products. In this 
respect it was relevant to compare the case of 
CAMAC, as an international standard without 
direct financial support, and the U,K national and 
military computer language, CORAL 66 which 
receives government support for product-testing and 
promotional activities (described in a paper by Neve 
of the Royal Radar Establishment). Many existing 
users of CAMAC would surely challenge the claim 
made in a review of computer-based laboratory 
automation, by Sawyer et al. 6 of the University of 
Bath, that undesirable factors of CAMAC result in 
system costs some two to three times those of 
other, proprietary, systems. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS BY CAMAC MANUFACTURERS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS CORPORATION, USA has 
established a representation in Europe: 
Kinetic Systems International S.A. 
2/6 Chemin de Tavernay 
CH-1218 Grand-Saconnex, Geneva 
that will be exclusively concerned with CAMAC. 
Serial CAMAC systems and over 50 different 
units are available from stock or on 4/6 weeks 
delivery. 
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Kinetic Systems International also offer: 
Design assistance for systems at short notice and for 
any application. 
Installation assistance for purchased equipment. 
Maintenance by a 24 hours per day module replace-
ment service and modern test facilities. 
Ref. No. 13.0001 
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
AN INTERFACE BETWEEN CAMAC AND 
THE DIGICO MICR0-16V COMPUTER 
by 
H. D. Blake and D. J. Folwell 
Cranfield Institute of Technology, Bedford, England 
Received 27th January 1975 
SUMMARY A CAMAC interface unit has been devel-
oped to allow a Digico Micro-16V computer to be used 
with a GEC-£1/iott Executive System. 
M16V COMPUTER 
The DIGICO M16V is a 16-bit digital computer 
with a 950 nsec core cycle. The core memory is 
expandable in 4k modules up to 64k. 
It has a Medium Speed Interface (MSI) for 
peripheral data transfers and also a Direct Memory 
Access (DMA) facility. 
A Multi Level Interrupt (MLI) option is also 
included, providing 16 levels of priority interrupts 
from the peripheral channels. Three of these levels 
are used for this interface. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
It was decided that transfers between the M 16V 
and CAMAC should be of two types: Program 
Transfers and Block Transfers, each using a separate 
DMA channel but both controlled from one MSI 
peripheral channel. 
To make the interface compatible with the 24-bit 
word size of CAMAC, it was arranged that word 
transfers could be 24-bit or 16-bit as required. 
Twenty-four bit words are handled in two bytes, 
one of 8 bits and one of 16 bits. 
For data transfers to take place, Control and 
Status information is required. This is held in two 
registers in the Interface Unit: Control and Status 
Register High (CSR H, 10 bits) and Control and 
Status Register Low (CSR L, 16 bits). The bit 
allocation is as follows: 
CSRH 
BITS 0-2 CR 
BITS 3-5 BR 
BIT 6 CaR 
BIT 7 Sr 
BIT 8 P 
BIT 9 R 
CSRL 
Crate Code 
Branch Code 
Crate Address Register 
Stock Register 
}Q Status bits (Block Transfers) 
BITS 0-4 N Station Code 
BITS 5-8 A Sub Address 
BITS 9-13 F Function 
BIT 14 L or Q L Trigger or Q Response 
BIT 15 WS Word Size 1 = 24-bit transfer 
0= 16-bit transfer. 
This information is decoded and gated onto the 
CAMAC Dataway to enable the correct operation 
to be performed. 
Similarly Data words are held in two registers in 
the interface; Data Buffer High (DBH, 8 bits) and 
Data Buffer Low (DBL, 16 bits). Figs. 1 and 2 show 
the order in which data are held in core. 
The interface also contains an Address Register, 
which at the start of a transfer will contain the intial 
core address, and a Word Count register which is 
used to control the number of word transfers in a 
Block. 
The Q Response to a particular transfer is tested 
and, depending upon the Q status bits in the CSR 
registers and the type of transfer (Program or 
Block), appropriate action is taken within the 
interface. 
Extra hardware is included within the interface 
to handle any Look-at-Me that might occur. A 
Grant Graded-L operation (REF 1, 2) is auto-
matically performed. 
PROGRAM TRANSFERS 
A Program Transfer (Fig. 1) is a single CAMAC 
operation initiated by a specific computer instruction 
The instruction is decoded, and initial core address 
transferred, by way of the computer's Medium 
Speed Interface. 
Initially, two consecutive DMA cycles transfer 
control and status information to the interface. 
.-------- M16V --- ------. 
REGISTERS 
I ACCUMULATOR I ~ CONTAINS CORE 
ADDRESS X 
I INSTRUCTION I l 
MSI 
CORE STORE 
INTERFACE UNIT _ ___ -----J 
Fig.~ 1 Program Transfers 
To transfer data, a further one or two DMA cycles 
follow, depending upon the word size selected 
(CSR L, bit 15). 
For a 'data-less' operation, only control and 
status information transfer is necessary. 
A Program Transfer, therefore, requires a 
maximum of four store locations. Figure 1 shows 
how the status information and data are arranged 
in core. 
As a result of a CAMAC operation, the addressed 
module may generate a Q response signal. The 
response is compared, in the interface_, with the Q 
status bit in the CSR L register. If the value is the 
same no action results, but if the values differ a 
computer interrupt is generated on a particular 
priority level to enable appropriate software action 
to be taken. 
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BLOCK TRANSFERS 
Block Transfers (Fig. 2) as implied, enable conse-
cutive data words to be transferred. 
In addition to the Control and Status information, 
a Block Count and Data Start Address are required 
in the interface. This information is held in 4 conse-
cutive store locations as a Control Block. 
On initiation of a Block Transfer, four D.M.A. 
cycles transfer control information to the interface. 
,---------- - M16V - --- - - - ----, 
REGIS TERS 
I ACCUMULATOR I ~ CONTAINS CONTROL 
BLOCK ADDRESS X 
I INSTRUCTION 'l 
--M3I - - -
CORE STORE 
CONTROL BLOCK 
Fig. 2 Block Transfers 
DATA BLOCK 
DATA HIGH 
DATA LOW 
DATA HIGH 
PATA LOW 
DATA HIGH 
DATA LOW 
Data transfers will now commence, but can either 
be in Normal or L-Triggered mode, according to the 
significance of the L bit contained in CSR L. 
In Normal mode, data transfers continue until 
'end of block' is reached. 
The 'end of block' depends upon the Q response 
and the significance of the Q status bits, P and R, in 
the CSR H register. These status bits are arranged 
to enable the following four types of Block Transfer 
to be performed 
P=O, R = O 
P=O, R= 1 
P=1,R=0 
P = 1, R = 1 
Q suppressed 
Repeat 
Stop 
Address Scan. 
Two levels of interrupts are used to inform the 
computer of 'end of block' or of a malfunction that 
may occur. 
In L-Trigger mode, data transfers are delayed 
until a chosen module generates a Look-at-Me 
(LAM). Any LAM may be assigned for L-Trigger 
purposes by hardware patching but, to ensure 
immediate response, it should have the highest 
possible priority. 
Block length is controlled by the Q response as for 
Normal mode. 
AUTOMATIC GRANT GRADED L 
(Auto GGL) 
The AUTO GGL part of the interface can be 
enabled and disabled by specific computer instruc-
tions. 
When enabled a Grant Graded-L operation is 
performed in response to a Demand signal presented 
by the Executive Controller (Ref. 1). The Demand 
is the result of any LAM in the system. 
The pattern of LAMs is read, and placed on the 
Dataway R lines by the Executive Controller. They 
are priority sorted within the interface and the 
highest, together with the corresponding Branch 
Code, is formed into an 8-bit priority vector. 
This vector, which can be read by the Ml6V, is 
also used in conjunction with a Re-Entrancy Trap 
Store within the interface, to prevent re-entering of 
service routines until they have been completed. 
A third level of interrupts is used specifically for 
this facility. 
CONCLUSION 
A four-station prototype unit has been used 
successfully for developing test programs and 
operational software. 
Commercially available modules are used for test 
purposes and for access to a Digital Differential 
Analyser. 
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NEWS 
UNITED KINGDOM CAMAC ASSOCIATION (UKCA) 
Since its formation, the UKCA has published two 
News Letters, participated in COMPEC '74 and 
held two seminars at which the attendance was 
restricted in order to enable a meaningful forum for 
discussion. 
The 2nd News Letter is double the size of the 1st 
and is packed tightly with interesting items concer-
ned with reviews of ECA, UKCA, ESONE and 
NIM activities together with details of forthcoming 
events. The UKCA is planning to participate again 
in COMPEC '75 because of the successful reaction 
to that of last year. 
The Association was encouraged to mount a 
second Seminar in March by the favourable reaction 
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from the 1st Seminar in February. An attendance of 
about 35 people heard and exposure of the various 
ways in which BASIC has been extended to incor-
porate CAMAC operations, presented by Francis 
Golding on behalf of Ian Pyle who was not able to 
be present. The same speaker discussed CA TY and 
the reasons for this specific implementation of a 
BASIC-based CAMAC language. A lively forum 
started up as participants revealed and discussed 
their attitudes toward, and problems with, CAMAC 
software. In the afternoon, Peter Clout (Daresbury 
Lab) talked on LAM-handling and there followed 
an informative tour of the extensive use of CAMAC 
in the host Laboratory at Daresbury. 
DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
AN ALPHA-NUMERIC AND GRAPHICAL DISPLAY 
DRIVER IN CAMAC 
by 
N. V. Toy 
G EC- Elliott Process Automation Ltd. Leicester, England 
Received 7th February 1975 
SUMMARY This micro-programmed CAMAC module 
provides comprehensive facilities for displaying alphanume-
rics and graphics on an oscilloscope. The display can be 
refreshed from a local memory. Operational modes such 
as character size, generation of single vectors and sequences 
of vectors, and the choice of intensity, style of lines, and 
blink mode are selected by ASCII codes. 
INTRODUCTION 
The alpha-numeric and graphical display- both 
informative and interactive-is now accepted as a 
growth market and much equipment is becoming 
available to the user in the form of V24 remote 
terminals, or various formate using in-house stan-
dards. 
The display presentations are usually based on 
closed-circuit television techniques, refreshed dis-
plays, or storage tubes. However TV-style displays 
are poor where graphics are concerned and storage 
displays are generally used in this market area. 
Refresh techniques usually place a burden on store 
access. 
New integrated-circuit technology now allows 
the addition of a local memory to refresh a fast 
display generator. This can then draw complex 
pictures of mixed alpha-numeric and graphic 
formats, with better contrast and definition than is 
possible with storage tubes. Local memory improves 
the refresh rate and reduces the data traffic on the 
peripheral highway; however, it is obviously im-
portant to employ an internal command set that 
allows the memory to be used efficiently. 
The design of the CAMAC Display Driver 
DD1603 currently under development by GEe-
Elliott Process Automation illustrates some of the 
above points. It is intended to be most effective 
when used in conjunction with the Hewlett Packard 
HP 1300 Series Display Oscilloscopes and a local 
storage memory module. 
DISPLAY DRIVER DD1603 
A particular feature of the Display Driver 
DD1603 is the provision of a small internal memory 
(32 x 16-bit words) which is used for communication 
between the Display and the host computer. It is 
also used to store a pre-programmed cursor symbol 
-usually as a string of short vectors. This internal 
memory is separate from the private local memory. 
In fact the DD1603 may be used without the local 
memory in systems where computer-updating is 
not a penalty. 
Apart from the definition of 128 alpha-numeric 
characters (including lower case, mathematical and 
Greek symbols) a sub-set of ASCII codes is used to 
control the Display Driver, switching it between 
operational modes or changing operating param-
eters, some of which are listed: 
• Short vector mode 
• Long vector mode 
• Histogram mode 
• Point-plot mode 
• Group operation 
(one word per vector) 
(two words per vector) 
(automatic X increment) 
(two words per point) 
(see later) 
• Store Pointer word 
• Vector line type 
(see later) 
(dash-dotted-solid) 
• Character size 
• Blink ON/OFF 
• Intensity 
( X 1, X 2, X 3 or X 4) 
(causes display to flash) 
(3 levels) 
• Spot check (see later) 
A mode or parameter remains as set until cancelled 
or changed. 
All vectors are expressed as signed deviations 
from the current spot position; circles may be 
drawn by a small modification to the vector 
algorithm. Short vectors are 2 x 7-bit words and 
long vectors 2 x 11-bit words. Arcs require 3 x 
x 12-bit words. 
Group operation is analogous to a Jump-to-
Subroutine call whereby a common complex 
symbol or figure may be formed from a string of 
suitable short vectors and called from any number 
of places in the main command sequence. A corre-
sponding 'Return' command is placed at the end of 
lliiiii::!ll 
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~ ~~ ~~~~ I!'..:'O.il~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ ~ lllli\l.'!! 11!.:0111 ~ ~~ 
~~ ~ 1111111~ ~ 11!.:0111 ~ l'f.ll ~ ~~ ~ I ~~~ llol'l liio.1ll ~iii\:!~ ll!:iil ~ ~ l';il!l ~ ~~ ~~~=:: ~ :.':.':.~ I ~1iio.111~ liiii:! l!!!:iil "!!ii~....:.. 
~~ ..... lliiiii::!ll l!!!:iii~I!I"'ool....:.. 
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Fig. 1 Test Pattern for Vector and Arc Modes on 
the Display Driver DD1603 
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the group string. Thus, for example, such symbols 
as logic gates and circuit devices in computer-aided 
design work way be defined once with precision and 
used many times in a command sequence. 
Light pens are used, in the main, for either selec-
tion of a matrix position defined by the X- Y 
co-ordinates or for 'menu-picking' where one of a 
number of alternative routines is selected by placing 
the pen over the symbol or word corresponding to 
the required routine. In this latter case the X- Y 
co-ordinates of the selected symbol are of no imme-
diate value since they cover a range of values depen-
ding on which portion of the symbol activated the 
pen. These co-ordinates must then be related to the 
required routine probably by means of a jump table 
In the DD1603 'menu picking' is facilitated by the 
use of Pointer words. 
During the display sequence a Pointer word may 
be transferred into a temporary location of the 
internal memory before each menu symbol is 
described. If the light pen is activated by the symbol, 
the Pointer word is automatically transferred from 
the temporary location into a specific communi-
cations location to be read by the computer. 
The Pointer word may be any 16-bit word suitable 
to the program, e.g. a direct pointer to the selected 
routine. The Light Pen action will, of course, also 
cause the X and Y co-ordinates of the screen spot 
to be transferred to a specific pair of locations in the 
internal communications memory, so that both the 
absolute position and the Pointer word are available 
to the software, to be used as convenient. 
Separate on and off blink control commands may 
be used to cause any combination of lines and text 
defined between them to flash at a nominal rate. 
As a spot check facility the X- Y co-ordinates 
may be stored at any time in a pair of specific 
locations in the internal memory and compared by 
program with the computed spot position. 
The accompanying illustration (Fig. 1) shows one 
of the tes.t patterns employed to check the vector and 
arc modes of operation. 
CONCLUSION 
No doubt some of the facilities described above 
appear to some users to be over-complex and un-
necessary for their own requirements-but CAMAC 
equipment is finding use in a wide range of appli-
cations and what to one user is a redundant feature 
is essential to another. Since the design technique of 
the module is based on micro-programming tech-
niques, once the basic data paths and memory 
storage have been established the extra facilities are 
not much more than extra ROM sequences. It is 
therefore more economic to design one module to 
cover a wide market need. 
CAMAC INTERFACE FOR A BUFFERED CARD READER 
by 
K. van Dellen*, F. Sporrel, and L. M. Taff 
Kernfysisch Versneller lnstituut, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, The Netherlands 
* Now at CEVAN, Groningen, The Netherlands 
Received 17th February 1975 
SUMMARY This CAMAC module is an interface for a 
buffered card reader. Special hardware features include 
character decoding, packing characters into the computer's 
internal format, and detection of end-of-file cards. 
A CAMAC module has been built to interface a 
Mohawk Data Sciences card reader (Model 6042, 
400 card/min) to a Digital Equipment PDP-15 
computer. CAMAC interfacing was chosen for the 
reader so that it could be switched easily between a 
pair of identical PDP-15's comprising the K.V.I. 
nuclear data acquisition system (DAS); each 
machine has a CAMAC branch driver (DEC model 
CA-15). 
The CAMAC module has several special features, 
including hardware for (i) Hollerith character 
decoding, (ii) packing of characters into PDP-15 
internal code, (iii) detection of end-of-file cards, and 
(iv) skipping to next card. 
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Since the computers are used in a real-time data-
acquisition system, interrupt servicing could not be 
guaranteed within the column-to-column motion 
interval (about lms) as a card is processed. Therefore 
card-image buffering was required; such a buffer 
was purchased from the manufacturer of the reader 
and installed in the reader itself. 
With the hardware architecture of Fig. 1, three 
data modes were implemented: binary (12 bits, 
1 card column, per CAMAC transfer), 'image' 
ASCII (one 7-bit hardware-decoded right-justified 
character per CAMAC transfer), and the more 
efficient PDP-15 standard '5/7' ASCII (five 7-bit 
ASCII characters packed into two consecutive 
18-bit memory locations, with 1 bit unused). 
When the reader is turned on it automatically 
reads a card into its internal buffer, and then signals 
the CAMAC module that it is ready. The module 
sequentially reads the reader buffer-; generating a 
DATA 
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Fig. 1 Block Diagram of CAMAC Card Reader Interface 
LAM for each card column in binary and image 
modes, and for each five columns in '5/7' mode. The 
reader automatically reads the next card when (and 
only when) its buffer is empty, setting a 'busy' line 
until it is ready again. If the CAMAC module 
detects a 12-11-0-1 or 7-9-8 punch in card column 
one, an end-of-file condition is generated; a 'skip 
card' function can then empty the reader buffer 
(by simply reading and ignoring the data) to proceed 
to the next card. To use the present module with an 
unbuffered reader, a provision must be added for 
initiating a read operation explicitly. 
The module is built using wire-wrap techniques 
with 88 integrated circuits, and occupies two 
CAMAC stations. One of the two available LAMs 
is used for announcing error and status conditions; 
the other is a 'data-ready' signal wired to GL24 for 
PDP-15 CAMAC data-channel transfers. An 18-bit 
status word containing detailed information about 
both the reader and CAMAC module is available 
through a 'read status' function. The hardware 
character decoding was done with field-program-
able read-only memories. 
A software handler for the reader is operated 
under the standard PDP-15 single-user operating 
system. The hard ware decoding and packing allows 
considerable reduction in handler size, though the 
card buffering requires somewhat complicated error 
and status processing. 
The module was constructed by K. Nauta. Part of 
this work was performed within the research pro-
gram of the 'Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onder-
zoek der Materie' (F.O.M.) with financial support 
from the 'Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver 
Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek' (Z.W.O.). 
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DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
CAMAC INTERFACE MODULE FOR 
THE BIOMATION TRANSIENT RECORDER TYPE 8100 
by 
1. Torok 
Joint Research Center, lspra, Italy 
(on leave from the Institute of Nuclear Research of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Debrecen, Hungary) 
Received 3rd October 1974 
SUMMARY A single-width CAMAC module has been 
developed for control and read-out of a single Biomation 
Type 8100 transient recorder. The module performs 
programmed data transfers. 
A single-width CAMAC module has been 
developed for control and read out of a single 
Biomation Type 8100 transient recorder. The 
transient recorder can be 'programmed' through 
the module by sending appropriate control words 
to its digital inputs. Almost all the front panel 
settings can be controlled through this interface. 
The memory content of the transient recorder can 
be read out using two different methods. One of 
them is a Stop mode programmed block transfer, 
which uses the Q response for detecting the end of 
the block, and can be interrupted using a special 
LAM when the transient recorder is not ready for 
the next transfer. (This is the case when a refresh-
cycle has been started in its MOS memory). Another 
8100 
.._/"'-._i"' 
NAF 
--- ~'-
GC 
l l 
READ REGISTER WRITE REGISTER 
:. /"'-._i"' l 
D7 
LAM warns when the 8100 is ready again. 
The other method, a little slower, is to test the 
flag of the 8100 before every read out CAMAC 
command, and to test afterwards that the command 
was acknowledged by the 8100. The relatively 
high data-word rate of the 8100 makes it possible 
to transfer two 8-bit words from the transient 
recorder to the memory of the controlling computer 
in one Dataway cycle. 
A LAM signal is generated from the trailing 
edge of the record signal of the 8100, which is at 
logic '1' during the recording time. This LAM 
starts the read out subprogram. 
The module uses 19 CAMAC commands. 
The X response signal is used to detect if the 
8100 is not powered, simply AND-ing the X and 
the + 5V of the 8100. If the 8100 is not powered, all 
CAMAC instructions sent to the module will give 
an X = 0 response. 
CONNECTOR 
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Fig. 1 Simplified Block Diagram of Interface Module for Biomation Transient Recorder Type 8100 
Some built-in circuits are provided for testing the 
module without the 8100, using a pulse generator 
(e.g. EH 139) to imitate the varying width flag pulse 
of the 8100. 
A simplified block diagram of the module is 
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shown in Fig. 1. 
The module will be used in a LIDAR system, for 
measuring air pollutants. The system uses a PDP-11 
computer to control CAMAC equipment through 
a BORER 1533A dedicated crate controller. 
SOFTWARE 
MACRO-IML IMPLEMENTATIONS FOR THE PDP-11 COMPUTER 
(A language for use in CAMAC systems) 
by 
M. Kubitz and R. Kind 
Hahn -Meitner lnstitut fOr Kernforschung Berlin GmbH, Germany 
Received 15th January 1975 
SUMMARY IML has been implemented for the DEC 
PDP-11 computer with the DEC CA-11A CAMAC branch 
controller and the Borer 1533A single-crate controller, and 
with the DEC operating systems DOS, VOB!V09 and 
RSX-11 D (and in future wtth RSX-11 M). The implemen-
tations follow the macro -syntax given as an appendix to the 
definition of IML. 
INTRODUCTION 
These IML implementations follow the macro-
syntax as given in appendix A of the document 
"CAMAC-the definition of IML" (A language 
for use in CAMAC-systems)1 . This document has 
been adopted as a description by ESONE and US 
NIM in August/September 74. They implement 
IML for the DEC PDP-11 computer2 with the 
CAMAC branch controller DEC CA-11A3 and the 
single crate controller BORER type 1533a4 . For 
both DEC operating systems DOS V08/V09 and 
RSX-llD a full set of macros has been implemented, 
except block transfer on special LAM, X-error 
control statements and the subscript mode. Transfer 
modes not implemented by the hardware of the 
CA-llA are simulated by software. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE 
IMPLEMENTATIONS 
The following fundamental conditions have been 
satisfied in the IML-implementations: 
• IML is made available for all DEC PDP-11 
computers. 
This has been obtained by writing the macro 
expansions in Macro Assembler of DEC PDP-11 5 
and by using only those instructions which are im-
plemented by hardware in all computers of the 
PDP-11 family. 
• The macros can be executed under the DEC op-
erating systems DOS V08/V09 and RSX-11D re-
spectively, and in the future RSX-11M. All input/ 
output (I/0) transfers are handled directly by MOV-
INSTRUCTIONS in the appropriate IML statement. 
By embedding the I/0 into the macros the need to 
write a CAMAC I/0 handler for the particular DEC 
operating system has been avoided. A program 
running under RSX-llD has to be a privileged task 
to have access to the device register addresses. 
This method also allows the rapid implementation 
ofiML for other operating systems, e.g. RSX-llM. 
Only the LAM handling part of the implementation 
requires redesigning if other operating systems 
are to be used. 
• Short execution time of CAMAC I/0 in 
action statements at runtime. 
Because of address calculations at assembly time 
and the use of conditional assembly directives the 
macro expansions require little core memory at 
runtime and give an optimum execution time. 
On average, a single action statement (READ or 
WRITE) consists of five to six assembler instruc-
tions, depending on the controller. At assembly 
time, the core memory requirement is determined by 
the operating system and the macro assembler with 
its symbol table, and amounts to 24 K words 
(16 K for the IML subset) under DOS and 52 K 
words (44 K for IML subset) under RSX-11D. 
The high core memory requirement at assembly 
time is a consequence of the conditional assembly 
directives. It is expected that the core memory re-
quirements for PSX-11M are similar to the DOS-
system. 
• Reservation of core in declaration statements 
as in high level languages. In the declaration state-
ments of IML all decisions about the type of decla-
ration and the type of parameters are made by 
direct assignments. Therefore declaration state-
ments only require core memory at runtime in case 
of hardware or software variables because of the 
reservation of core memory. This kind of implemen-
tation offers the advantage of not requiring core 
memory reservation for variables in the host 
language. 
• Detailed error checking at assembly time in 
order to protect a non-experienced user from non-
recoverable errors at runtime. A very detailed error 
check is made to detect syntactical and semantic 
errors-as far as possible within assembly time. The 
assembler error directive with error messages has 
been applied within conditional assemblies. 
• Modular programming for easy portability of 
IML to other CAMAC controllers. 
The modular programming provides an easy 
portability of IML to other CAMAC controllers. 
Only some of the modules related to the hardware 
of the appropriate controller have to be changed, 
e.g. the address calculation. 
LAM-HANDLING 
The same LAM handling has been chosen for the 
two controllers: 
Under the DOS operating system a LAM is 
decoded to a corresponding station number (N), 
and a branch to the appropriate interrupt service 
routine is performed. The assignment of a LAM to 
a station number is done by hardware in the BORER 
type 1533A controller and by software if the DEC 
CA-llA controller is used. 
Under the operating system RSX -11 D the LAM 
handling is performed as a separate task. In the 
event of a LAM the CPU traps into this separate 
task, which in case of the CA-llA controller assigns 
the LAM to a corresponding station number. A 
significant event is indicated by coded system 
eventflags. The user program must contain for 
each LAM a program sequence (e.g. a task) which 
is in a waiting condition for a significant event. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The use of IML statements is not only restricted 
to assembler programs. For problems which can be 
solved by FORTRAN, the linkage from FORTRAN 
to assembler programs can be performed via the 
FORTRAN subroutine call. The implemented 
IML macros form a macro library which has to be 
declared in the command input string of the PDP-11 
macro assembler5 ; this means that the whole IML 
program using assembler as host language is 
translated into object code in one step by the 
PDP-11 macro assembler. 
A subset of IML can be easily achieved by 
eliminating from the macro library those macros 
which are not required by a specific application. The 
first implementation for the DEC CA-llA con-
troller was completed by two men within four 
months. Due to the above mentioned features of the 
implementation the same two persons were able to 
implement Macro-IML for the BORER type 
1533A controller within two weeks. 
A manual describing the implementations more 
in detail is in preparation6 . 
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CAMAC WITH FORTRAN ON A CDC 3100 
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SUMMARY This paper describes a straight-forward 
approach for usmg CAMAC with FORTRAN on a CDC 
3100 computer. The solution is based on IML and consists 
of only four assembler subroutines and a LAM handler. It 
can be regarded as a high level expansion of an earlier 
implementation of IML in an assembler language environ-
ment. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since a language like FORTRAN is mainly 
intended for arithmetical operations, some problems 
arise when FORTRAN is used in a real-time en-
vironment like CAMAC. However, FORTRAN is 
widely known and used; therefore it is desirable to 
have tools in FORTRAN for handling CAMAC at 
this language level. 
How to solve the various problems depends 
strongly on the facilities of the FORTRAN in use. 
An implementation ofCAMAC in FORTRAN can 
be solved very conveniently by subroutines or func-
tion calls4 •5 • 
THE MAIN PROBLEM 
One of the main characteristics of FORTRAN is 
that its level is very far from that of the machine 
language. The reason for this is to reduce error 
possibilities. In assembly-language the programmer 
controls the flow of the program directly by 
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'labeling' the statements, and has tools to transfer 
labels from one subroutine to another. Moreover it 
is possible to return directly from subroutines to 
these labels. 
Two typical examples of this problem in CAMAC 
are the Q-response and LAM-handling. These can 
be described in terms of IML 1: 
Q-response: 
SJQ READ MODUL DATA YLABEL 
SJNQ READ MODUL DATA NLABEL 
LAM-handling: 
ENL ALAM IRSERV 
UBL READ MODUL BUFFER 
CHANNEL BLAM 
The meaning in the first case is that, depending on 
the state of Q, control goes either to the statement 
labeled by the jump address (to YLABEL if Q= 1 
for SJQ and to NLABEL if Q = 0 for SJNQ), or to 
the statement following the SJQ or SJNQ. In the 
second case, the ENL statement establishes a con-
nection between a GL-number defined by a LAM 
declaration and an interrupt service routine 
(IRSERV). 
A LAM is declared by using names. A LAM-
name has an associated GL-number. CAMAC 
operations can be triggered by a LAM, and the 
CAMAC operations are performed, for example, by 
an interrupt service routine. Therefore for proper 
execution the GL-number must be connected to an 
interrupt service rou~ine. This can be done at pro-
gramming time by linking a LAM to an interrupt 
service routine. In the UBL instruction it is recom-
mended that this connection is done implicitly. 
This means that the UBL instruction involves a 
special interrupt service routine, e.g. one single 
CAMAC operation. 
These too]s are normally not available in 
FORTRAN because it merely contains the various 
GOTO's, the CALL SUBROUTINE and the 
RETURN for controlling the program flow. In 
various FORTRAN implementations it is not 
possible to transfer 'statement numbers' (the 
'labels' and their runtime representation, an 
address) or at least to load the runtime represen-
tation of statement numbers into a FORTRAN 
variable and to transfer them into the subroutine. 
This is also true for the FORTRAN availab1e on 
the CDC 31003 . 
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS 
FOR CAMAC 
On the basis of IML, a straightforward solution 
for using CAMAC in FORTRAN has been imple-
mented for the IAK II Cyclotron, using a CDC 3100 
computer. We have implemented the Q-response as 
an integer variable holding the state of Q, and the 
interrupt service routine as an external subroutine 
address variable. The mnemonics of these routines 
are similar to the IML keywords used in the assem-
bler implementation2 , since our users are quite 
familiar with these names. 
The four basic subroutines are: 
• Declare a CAM A C address 
FUNCTION LOCD(C,N,A) 
e.g.: MODUL=LOCD(1,15,0) 
• Perform a single CAMAC Operation 
SUBROUTINE SA(F,MODUL,[IDATA],[IQ]) 
e.g.: CALL SA(O,MODUL,ID,IQ) 
IF(IQ.EQ.1)GOTO 100 
• Declare a LAM 
FUNCTION LOCLA(C,N,A,[GL]) 
FUNCTION LOCLI(C,N,BIT,[GL]) 
e.g.: ALAM=LOCLA(1,15,0,1) 
ALAM = LOCLI(I, 15,8, 1) 
• Link LAM to subroutine 
SUBROUTINE LINK(LAM, SUBROUTINE) 
e.g.: EXTERNAL IRSERV 
CALL LINK(ALAM, IRSERV) 
Parameters 
C,N,A -integer constants or variables containing 
the C,N,A-values. 
MODUL- name of the station declared by LOCD. 
IDATA -internal computer reference address for 
data. 
IQ -integer variable for Q-response. 
GL -integer variable for GL-number. 
BIT - integer constant or variable for the 
bitposition 1 . 
ALAM -real variable for the LAM-declarations. 
IRSERV - subroutine where the control has to go 
when a ALAM arises. 
[ ] -denotes optional parameters. 
LAM HANDLING 
There are three steps involved in LAM handling: 
declaring a LAM, enabling/disabling a LAM, and 
linking a LAM to an interrupt service routine. 
Declaration 
A LAM is declared by one of the LAM declara-
tion functions which defines its hardware reference. 
In the case of LAM-A the subaddress A is given, in 
the LAM-I case the bit-position of the LAM mask 
is given. The reference of the GL number depends 
strongly on the LAM grader in use. In our case the 
GL number causing interrupts is identical with the 
crate number. Therefore these GL numbers need 
not be specified. The remaining GLs must be indi-
cated in the calls because they are hardwired for 
handling autonomous transfers. 
Enable/Disable 
This is a single CAMAC operation which can be 
done by a call to SA. In Fig. 1 an example is given 
for declaring and enabling a LAM of LAM-I type 
INTEGER ILAH( 2) 
FEAl LAM 
EXTERNAL IRSERV 
E 'U I VA LE N C E { I LAM ( 1 ) , L AM ) 
• 
LAM= LCCLI { 1,15 ,8) 
• 
CALL LINK(LA~,IRSERV) 
CALL SA~ 1 S, I LAM( 1), I LAM( 2), I Q ) 
• 
RETURN 
E~D 
SUBFCUTINE IFSERV 
• 
CALL SA( ••• ) 
• 
RETURN 
E~D 
Fig. 1 Example of LAM-Handling in FORTRAN 
with LOCLI and LINK 
with C= 1, N = 15, A= 13 and BIT=8 (the mask bit 
for bit 8 of the LAM status register). ILAM(1) 
represents the LAM address and ILAM(2) its LAM 
mask. 
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Fig. 2 Block Diagram of the LAM Handler for a Control Data 3100 Computer 
Linking a LAM CONCLUSIONS 
The subroutine LINK enters all the relevant items 
into the LAM table of the LAM handler (Fig. 2). 
In the normal case these are the LAM address and 
the address of the subroutine to be linked to: 
whereas, for example for the LAM-I type additional 
information for the LAM mask is made available 
to the LAM handler via the LOCLI function. Since 
the length of the table of active LAMs is fixed, 
provisions have been made to dislink a LAM by a 
special call (CALL LINK(ALAM, - 1)). The dislink 
call results in removing the LAM name and com-
pressing the LAM table. 
LAM handler 
The LAM handler (Fig. 2) was designed for 
IML-assembler level2 and therefore contains some 
additional facilities which are not used in this 
implementation. The LAM handler consists of three 
parts connected by the LAM table. These are the 
'link- and dislink subroutine', the 'location sub-
routine' and the 'search subroutine', The location 
part traces the CAMAC interrupt back to the LAM 
source. The detection of each LAM source leads 
then to the search part where the linked LAM sub-
routine should be found and entered. The exit from 
this user--subroutine must always return the same 
way that the subroutine was entered. The LAM ser-
vice is done in LIFO manner (last in first out). 
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The main features of this approach are ease of 
learning and ease of implementation. Moreover, no 
change in the fo,rmer assembler implementation 
was necessary. Also it can be understood as an 
alternative to a complex cross-referenced subroutine 
system5 • The time to implement these subroutines 
· was only a few days, inclusive of testing and docu-
mentation. 
The authors are indebted to the ESONE SWG 
Group for the 'Definition of IML' 1 which is an 
excellent implementation guide describing all 
features of the CAMAC System from the software 
point of view. 
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IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES 
FASTER ADDRESS-SCAN BY READING 
ONLY NON-ZERO DATA 
by 
E. V. Chernykh, J. I. Chmielewski, V. A. Smirnov 
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR 
Received 4th Apri/1975 
SUMMARY A 'floating sub-address' technique is sug-
gested. This speeds up the address scan mode by reading 
only the non-zero data registers in CAMAC modules. 
Implementations are described for modules with less than 
16, and 16 or more, data registers. 
In address scan mode the CAMA C address of 
each register is calculated on a cycle-by-cycle basis, 
depending on the Q-response of the previous cycle. 
The registers accessed sequentially within the 
module must have consecutive sub-addresses star-
ting with A(O), and the module must generate the 
appropriate Q responses. 
In some applications a significant time-saving is 
possible by reading only those registers that have 
been filled with data, and ignoring those that contain 
zero data. The following solution is proposed to 
achieve this. Every data register in the module has 
a corresponding LAM-trigger (Fig. 1), where 
LAMi = 1 indicates that register i contains non-zero 
data. All these LAM requests are ORed to the L-
1ine. During the address scan the module responds 
first to the command N.A(O).F(Read) by setting 
Q == 1 if L = 1, and by transferring via the R -lines a 
demand-status word indicating the pattern of LAM 
requests in the module. Then, in response to subse-
quent commands N[A(1)+A(2)+ ... A(K)].F(Read), 
where K~ 15, the module sets Q= 1 if L= 1 and 
transfers data from a non-zero register i to the R-
lines. During this cycle the LAMi trigger is reset. 
The controller increments the sub-address, but the 
next cycle reads the next non-zero register j, irre-
spective of its actual sub-address. Finally, when all 
the LAM triggers have been cleared and L=O, the 
Fig. 1 The floating Sub-Address Logic in the Module with the Number of Sub-Addresses ~15 
Fig. 2 Thefloating Sub-Address Logic in the Module with the Number of Sub-Addresses ";:;16 
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module responds to the next command with Q = 0 
and the address scan within the module terminates 
in the usual way. 
Although the controller generates the usual se-
quence of consecutive sub-addresses, the registers 
in the module are not accessed at fixed sub-addresses. 
This is why the method is described as using 
'floating sub-addresses'. The demand-status word 
provides the link between the data words and the 
true sub-addresses of the registers, and also includes 
a previously-assigned module number. The solution 
in this form does not allow a module to have more 
than 15 registers. 
One can see from Fig. 1 that normal programmed 
access to a register is possible by changing the state 
of the trigger BTE. 
By using a special signal (let us call it T) trans-
mitted via one of the Free-Use Dataway bus-lines 
to the controller it is possible to extend the solution 
to a module containing 360 registers, arranged as 
15 groups of 24 registers. The block diagram of such 
a module is shown in Fig. 2. 
Each group of 24 registers has a 24-bit demand-
status register LAMi, indicating the state of the 
registers in the group. There is also a 15-bit overall 
demand-status register LAM0 indicating the state 
of the 15 groups. 
When reading the data registers within a group 
the T -signal inhibits the incrementing of the sub-
address if A < 15 and Q = 1. 
During the first cycle, with A(O), the LAM0 
register is read. The module generates T=O, and a 
sub-address increment is allowed. During the 
second cycle, with A(l) the LAMi register in the 
first non-zero group is read. The module generates 
T = 1 in this and subsequent operations on this 
group of registers to inhibit the sub-address incre-
ment. During the following operations, still with 
A(1), the contents of the non-zero registers in group 
i are read, and the corresponding bits of LAMi are 
reset. When all the bits of LAMi have been reset the 
T-signal pecomes zero, and the sub-address is 
incremented. After that, the process is repeated with 
A(2) in order to read the demand status LAMj of 
the next non-zero group, and the contents of the 
non-zero registers in the group. 
A RARELY-USED APPLICATION OF THE X-LINE 
by 
L. Stanchi and I. Torok* 
*On leave from Institute of Nuclear Research 
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Debrecen, Hungary 
Received 16th January 1975 
SUMMARY The attention of CAMAC interface module 
designers is drawn to a simple method of indicating that a 
peripheral is unpowered or disconnected, by using the 
Command Accepted (X) line. 
Some designers of CAMAC modules use only the 
simple OR-ed NAF signals for generating the X 
signal, even if the module interfaces a peripheral to 
the Dataway (e.g. Ref. 1). This arrangement does 
not indicate if the peripheral is disconnected or 
unpowered. In most cases, it is easy to generate in 
the module, from one of the power supply voltages 
of the peripheral, a signal which is logic '1' when 
the peripheral is connected to the module and is 
powered. An AND connection of this signal with 
the overall X, or with that part of X signal generated 
from the NAP signals that handle the peripheral, is 
enough to produce an X= 0 in the case of a discon-
nected or unpowered peripheral. This useful indi-
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cation method is not given explicitly in EUR 41 OOe 
(1972). The cited literature2 •3 sets examples for the 
use of this possibility. 
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ESONE-NIM COMMITTEES 
ACTIVITIES OF THE CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
The ESONE Committee in Europe and the U.S.AEC 
NIM Committee in America have both authorised 
different working groups to investigate specific 
aspects of CAMAC. The European and American 
working parties are performing their activities in 
close collaboration. 
ESONE-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
During a joint session of the Dataway and 
Software Working Groups, at the time of their last 
meeting (KFA Ji.ilich, June 1- 5, 1975), it was agreed 
to organize two new, systems oriented working 
parties. One group will be concerned with remote 
intelligence of systems for which modern concepts 
are initiated by the availability of new semicon-
ductor devices like microprocessors and RANI's. 
The other Group will consider the possibilities 
of common agreements for systems with serial 
drivers. 
Dataway Working Group 
It is expected that under favourable conditions 
a final chaft of the Serial Highway Specifications 
will be available at the time of the next Annual 
General Assembly of the ESONE Committee 
(November 5-7, 1975). 
Software Working Group 
A real-time extension of BASIC, RT BASIC FOR 
CAMAC, has been elaborated by members of the 
Group and was accepted by the Group. It is planned 
to present a description inclusive semantic and 
syntactic definitions together with an implementa-
tion for the PDP-11 at the CAMAC Symposium in 
Brussels, October 14-16, 1975. 
Information Working Group 
In addition to the current work of preparation 
of the contents for the next issue of the CAMAC 
Bulletin, the Working Group has considered, at its 
last meeting in April 1975, three main topics: 
1. Topic-oriented issues of the Bulletin. 
2. How to make available, in different languages, 
the more important contributed articles. 
3. The various possible methods for continuing 
the work of the Bulletin should the Commission 
of the European Communities decrease its 
support of the present Bulletin beyond 1975. 
NIM-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
The U.S. NIM Committee Dataway and Software 
Working Groups met March 24-28 at Florida State 
University in Tallahassee to consider the text of a 
document describing recommended block-transfer 
modes. An acceptable presentation of this infor-
mation is being developed. The NSWG discussed 
some proposed clarifications to the IML report, 
considered a proposed implementation of IML in 
BASIC, and discussed further the organization and 
content of the proposed CAMAC Software Hand-
book. 
The next NIM Working Group meetings are 
scheduled to be held at the National Bureau of 
Standards in Boulder, Colorado the week of July 21, 
1975. 
ESONE ANNOUNCEMENTS 
ESONE COMMITTEE ANNUAL GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 1975 
The assembly will be held from November 5th to 
7th, 1975 at Research Establishment Riso, Denmark. 
The agenda will include: 
- Future activities in agreement with the needs of 
the member laboratories; 
- Activity reports from the working groups; 
- ESONE organization; 
- Further developments of CAMAC; 
- Activities of member laboratories; 
- Relations between ESONE and ECA, IEC, and 
Purdue Europe. 
The organization of the assembly is being carried 
out by the Riso Establishment and the address for 
correspondence will be: 
Research Establishment Riso 
Electronics Dept. 
D K -4000 Roskilde 
Denmark 
Telephone 03-355101, ext. 347 
Telex 43116 
Contact: P. Skaarup 
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ESONE-NIM COMMITTEES 
HOW TO CONTACT CAMAC WORI<ING GROUPS 
Everybody who is interested in further informa-
tion on the activities of the CAMAC Working 
Groups or who would like to obtain advice for the 
application of CAMAC specifications is invited 
to contact the appropriate chairman or secretary 
of the existing working groups. The corresponding 
addresses are given below. 
ESONE-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
Dataway Working Group (EDWG) 
Chairman: R. Patzelt, Technische Hochschule Wien, 
1040 - Wien, Gusshausstr. 21, Austria. 
Secretaries: R. C. M. Barnes and I. N. Hooton, both 
of Electronics and Applied Physics Div., Building 
347.2, AERE Harwell, Didcot, Oxfordshire 
OXllORA, England. 
Software Working Group (ESWG) 
Chairman: I. N. Hooton, see above. 
Secretary: A. Lewis, Electronics and Applied Physics 
Div., AERE Harwell, Didcot, Oxfordshire 
OX110RA England. 
Analogue Signals Working Group (EAWG) 
Chairman: Th. Friese, Hahn-Meitner-Institut fur 
Kernforschung Berlin GmbH, 1 Berlin 39, 
Glienickerstr. 100, Germany. 
Mechanics Working Group (EMWG) 
Chairman: F. H. Hale, Electronics and Applied 
Physics Div., Building 347.2, AERE Harwell, 
Did cot, Oxfordshire OXll ORA, England. 
Information Working Group (EIWG) 
Chairman: H. Meyer, CBNM EURATOM, 
Steenweg naar Retie, 2440 Geel, Belgium. 
NIM-CAMAC WORKING GROUPS 
DatawayWorking Group (NDWG) 
Chairman: F.A. Kirsten, Lawrence Berkeley Labora-
tory, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 
94720, U.S.A. 
Secretary: R.J. Martin, FNAL, P.O. Box 500, Ba-
tavia, Illinois 60510, U.S.A. 
Serial Systems Sub-group 
Chairman: D. R. Machen, Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory, University of California, LAMPF/ 
MP-1, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544, U.S.A. 
Block Transfers Sub-group (joint with 
NSWG) 
Chairman: E.J. Barsotti, FNAL, P.O. Box 500, 
Batavia, Illinois 60510, U.S.A. 
Systems Compatibility Sub-group 
Chairman: D. Horelick, Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center, Stanford University, P.O. Box 4349, 
Stanford, California 94305, U.S.A. 
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Software Working Group (NSWG) 
Chairman: R. F. Thomas, Jr., Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544, 
U.S.A. 
Secretary: W. K. Dawson, University of Alberta, 
Dept. of Physics, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. 
Mechanical and Power 
Supplies Working Group (NMWG) 
Chairman: L.J. Wagner, Lawrence Berkeley Labora-
tory, University of California, Berkeley, Cali-
fornia 94720, U.S.A. 
Analogue Signals 
Working Group (NAWG) 
Chairman: D. I. Porat, Stanford Linear Accelerator 
Center, Stanford University, P.O. Box 4349, 
Stanford, California 94305, U.S.A. 
ESONE-NIM COMMITTEES 
MEMBERSHIP OF THE ESONE COMMITTEE 
This list shows the member organisations and their nominated representatives on the ESONE Committee. 
Members of the Executive Group are indicated thus*. 
International 
Austria 
Belgium 
Denmark 
England 
Finland 
France 
European Organization for Nuclear Research 
(CERN) 
Centro Comune di Ricerca (EURATOM) 
Bureau Central de Mesures Nucleaires 
(EURATOM) 
F. Iselin* 
L. Stanchi 
H. Meyer* 
Institut Max von Laue- Paul Langevin NN 
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research B. V. Fefilov 
Studiengesellschaft fiir Atomenergie W. Attwenger 
Inst. fur Elektrotechnische Messtechnik an derT .H. R. Patzel t 
Centre d'Etude de l'Energie Nucleaire L. Binard 
Fors6gsanHig Ris6 P. Skaarup 
Atomic Energy Research Establishment H. Bisby 
Culham Laboratory A. J. Vickers 
Daresbury Nuclear Physics Laboratory A. C. Peatfield* 
Rutherford High Energy Laboratory M. J. Cawthraw 
University of Oxford R. Hunt 
University of York /.C. Pyle 
Institute of Radiation Physics B. Bjarland 
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay P. Galiice* 
Centre d'Edutes Nucleaires de Grenoble J. Lecomte 
Laboratoire de 1' Accelerateur Lineaire 
Centre de Recherches Nucleaires G. Metzger 
Laboratoire d'Electronique et d'Instrumentation 
Nucleaire du Centre Universitaire du Haut Rhin 
Laboratoire des Applications Electroniques de 
l'Ecole d'Ingenieurs Physiciens 
F.R. Germany Deutsche Studiengruppe fur Nukleare Elektronik B.A. Brandt 
Greece 
Hungary 
Italy 
Netherlands 
Poland 
Romania 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
c/o Physikalisches Institut der UniversiHit 
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron 
Hahn-Meitner-Institut fur Kernforschung 
Kernforschungsanlage J iilich 
Gesellschaft fur Kernforschung 
Institut fur Kern physik der U niversWit 
Max-Planck-Institut flir Plasmaphysik 
Demokritus' Nuclear Research Centre 
Central Research Institute for Physics 
Comitato Nazionale Energia Nucleare (CNEN) 
CNEN Laboratori Nazionali 
CNEN Centro Studi Nucleari 
Centro Studi Nucleari Enrico Fermi 
Centro Informazioni Studi Esperienze 
Istituto di Fisica dell'Universita 
Reactor Centrum Nederland 
Instituut voor Kernphysisch Onderzoek 
Instytut Badan Jadrowych 
Institutul de Fizica Atomica 
Aktiebolaget Atomenergi Studsvik 
Schweizerische Koordinationstelle fur die Zu-
sammenarbeit auf dem Gebiet der Elektronik 
Yugoslavia Boris Kidric Institute of Nuclear Sciences 
Affiliated Laboratories 
Canada TRIUMF Project, University of British Columbia 
H.-J. Stuckenberg 
K. Zander* 
K.D. Mulier 
J.G. Ottes 
W. Kessel 
D. Zimmermann 
Ch. Mantakas 
J. Biri 
B. Rispoli* 
M. CoU 
F. Fioroni 
P. F. Manfredi 
G. Perna 
G. Giannelli 
A. T. Overtoom 
E. Kwakkel 
R. Trechciflski* 
M. Patrutescu 
Per Gunnar Sjolin 
H.R. Hidber 
M. Vojinovic 
Simon Fraser University, University of Victoria, W.K. Dawson 
University of Alberta 
German Dem. Rep. 
Akademie der Wissenschaften J. Lingertat 
Geneve, Suisse 
Ispra, I tali a 
Geel, Belgique 
Grenoble, France 
Dubna, USSR 
Wien 
Wien 
Mol 
Roskilde 
Harwell 
Abingdon 
Warrington 
Chilton 
Oxford 
Heslington 
Helsinki 
Gif-sur-Yvette 
Grenoble 
Orsay 
Strasbourg 
Mulhouse 
Strasbourg 
Mar burg 
Hamburg 
Berlin 
Jiilich 
Karlsruhe 
Frankfurt/ Main 
Garching 
Athens 
Budapest 
Rom a 
Frascati 
Casaccia 
Milano 
Milano 
Bari 
Petten 
Amsterdam 
Swierk K/Otwocka 
Bucaresti 
Nykoping 
Basel 
Vinca Belgrade 
Edmonton 
Berlin 
LIAISON WITH THE U.S. AEC NIM COMMITTEE IS MAINTAINED THROUGH: 
L. COSTRELI. (Chairman) National Bureau of Standards- Washington, DC. 
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ESONE ORGANIZATION AND CAMAC ACTIVITIES 
MEMBER and AFFILIATED ORGANISATIONS 
MEMBERS, ADVISERS, OBSERVERS 
' ESONE COMMITTEE ESONE CHAIRMAN 
Appointment 1 yr. 
Defines Policy and Programmes II 
Approves Recommendations from II 
Working Groups 
SECRETARIAT 
located at Geel 
I ~ 
DIRECTION RECOMMENDATIONS 
t I 
• ONE EACH FROM:-
Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique 
Comitato Nazionale per I'Energia Nucleara 
Deutsche Studiengruppe fi.ir Nukleare· Elektronik 
European Community (EURATOM) 
European Organisation for Nuclear Research 
lnstytut Badan Jadrowych 
DELEGATES" Laboratories in United Kingdom 
t i 
ESONE EXECUTIVE GROUP 
1-- FORMAL ESONE 
PUBLICATIONS 
Executes Policy 
Sets up Working Groups 
Authorises Formal Publications LIAISON WITH 
Contacts, with External Organisations f--- EXTERNAL 
ORGANISATIONS 
I 1-
~ I 
PROBLEMS GUIDANCE 
I t 
CAMAC WORKING GROUPS OF REPRESENTATIVES 
CAMAC I MECHANICS I I I I ANALOGUE ~ SOFTWARE I I INFORMATION f BULLETIN DATAWAY SIGNALS 
NIM-CAMAC ACTIVITIES 
U.S.AEC NIM COMMITTEE 
NEW PRODUCTS 
DATA MODULES 
(1/0 Transfers and Processing) 
Digital Serial Input Modules 
Ref. No.13.0101 
200-MHz 24-Bit Quad Scaler 
The Ortec S424F is a high-performance 
24-bit quad scaler with a typical operating 
speed of 220 MHz and guaranteed conti-
nuous operation at 200 MHz. It is soft-
ware-interchangeable with the Ortec S424B 
150-MHz quad scaler and the Ortec S424S 
50-MHz positive/negative input quad sca-
ler. The S424F has a high-impedance 
bridging inhibit input circuit that will not 
increment the scaler. Its data inputs are 
protected against ±50 V fast transients 
(~I ,usee/sec). Many options for overflow 
detection are provided utilizing the mo-
dule's fully CAMAC-compatible LAM 
structure. 
Ref. Ortec Inc. 
Digital Output Modules 
Ref. No. 13.0102 
Interval Timer /Watchdog 
The functions of Interval Timer and System Watch-
dog are combined in this single-width module Type 
EC384, designed by the Daresbury Laboratory. 
The Interval Timer may be used to 
produce a LAM after a preset period in 
the range 0.1 millisecond to 5 minutes, or 
for event timing or, with appropriate 
software, as a high-resolution "time of 
day" clock. A basic time unit of 100 
microseconds is produced from a crystal 
clock and applied to an interval multiplier 
that may be programmed via the CAMAC 
dataway to vary the main count interval 
from 0.1 millisecond to 102.4 mS. The 16 
bit main register, normally pre-loaded with 
a two s-complement number via the data-
way, is counted up by one each time interval, 
and when its content changes from negative 
to positive, LAM is set. When its content 
changes from positive to negative, OVER-
FLOW is set. It may be written to or read 
from at any time. ' 
The purpose of the Watchdog is to 
permit remote monitoring of the con-
tinuing operation of a CAMAC system; 
the output can drive a "system OK" LED 
indicator, or other equipment via twisted pair cable. 
When enabled, the Watchdog monitors the use of 
the Interval Timer. If no reference is made to the 
Timer or the Watchdog in the selected period, or if 
power to the crate fails, an alarm signal is generated 
and is available at the front panel. A switch in the 
module (accessible only when the side cover is 
removed) enables the period to be set to 1, 2, 5, 10, 
20, 50 or 100 seconds. Timing of the period is re-
started each time a valid command is received by 
the module. 
If a particular application does not require both 
facilities the Timer only or the Watchdog only may 
be used. 
Ref. Sension Ltd. 
Ref. No.13.0103 
Output Register /Driver Modules 
This 9600 family of CAMAC Output Register/ 
Driver modules is derived from the basic module 
9600. The basic unit has a maximum capacity of 
24 Bits which can be Loaded, Read or Incremented 
as one word 9r as three 8-bit bytes. Integrated 
circuit sockets are provided on the output lines so 
that any pin compatible device can be used as a 
buffer. Driver outputs to the front panel socket are 
by means of links or optional sub assembly printed 
circuit cards. 
Certain versions of the add on printed circuit 
card are listed as standard but many other config-
urations are possible and can be supplied to order 
of fitted subsequently by the user. This concept 
permits a system designer to drive peripheral devices 
by a tailor made approach and the standard versions 
offer the module user a useful range of software 
compatible driver concepts. 
The add on standard option cards are coded by 
the two least significant digits and a letter of the 
module type number as follows. 
9600A Output from totem pole 16mA 5V 
9600B Output from free collector 40mA 30V 
9600C Inverted output from free collector 40 rnA 
30V 
9601 Output from free collector 1 AMP 60V 
9602A Relay contact closure multiplexer concept 
27 
9602B Relay contact closure free contact pairs 
9603 Optical coupled outputs 7 rnA. 
Applications 
1. Peripheral Driver. 
2. Temporary Storage Register. 
3. Preset Counting Register 24 Bits 50 MHZ. 
4. Serial Parallel Converter. 
Ref. Nuclear Enterprises Ltd. 
Ref. No. 13.0104 
Eight-Bit Latched Triac Output Register 
The model L T contains eight Triac swit-
ches in a single width CAMAC module. 
Each channel is identical and capable of 
switching inductive as well as resistive 
loads. The Triac switches can be opened or 
closed simultaneously or independently 
under program control. The outputs are 
triggered at zero voltage to minimize noise 
transients. To simplify wiring, each output 
has only two wires. Line voltage is sensed 
across the open triac to determine zero 
voltage. Each channel is floating and 
optically isolated. The outputs are nor-
mally opened but are available normally 
closed as an option. All outputs may be 
disabled from the Dataway. When logic 
power is first applied to the module, all 
the outputs are reset causing the output to 
open thus avoiding accidental trigger of 
any output devices attached. 
Ref. Joerger Enterprises, Inc. 
Ref. No.13.0105 
8 Channel, Timed Triac Output 
Kinetic Systems' Model 3040 is a double width 
CAMAC module that provides eight individually 
isolated triac output circuits. The triacs are par-
ticularly suitable for driving motors, contactors, 
solenoids and other I20 V AC devices. 
The triacs are energized for a program-
mable period. The eight timing re-
gisters have a maximum count of 4095. 
The module includes an internal clock 
with strap selectable frequencies of 
60Hz, I 0 Hz and I Hz. The shortest 
interval is one cycle of 60Hz and the 
longest is 4095 sec. 
Each of the eight triac output circuits 
is a floating two-wire 'switch' which is 
connected to the AC source and load in 
the same manner as a relay contact. 
Each output can switch I20 V AC to 
loads of 2A each (5A inrush) and is 
capable of withstanding 200V of com-
mon mode voltage. The output circuits 
are optically isolated from the control 
logic and feature zero crossing detectors 
to prevent turn-on except near zero 
voltage. This reduces RFI and mini-
mizes crosstalk into logic circuits. The 
output circuits are individually fused 
and isolated from each other, increasing their ver-
satility. The output circuits are of the 'Normally 
Open' type (i.e. open when there is a zero in the 
register). The output circuit includes transient and 
over voltage protection. 
Ref. Kinetic Systems Corporation 
Digital l/0, Peripheral and 
Instrumentation Interfacing Modules 
Ref. No. 13.0106 
CAMAC Disc System 
The system, Type (9)370, consists of two units. 
(1) A 7" rack mounting chassis incorporating the 
CDS 110 Disc Drive and all the electronics for 
track and sector selection and serialisation from 
the parallel 8 Bit input, plus all the necessary 
power supplies. 
(2) A CAMAC module containing the Mode and 
Address register, Status register and connecting 
cable to the main unit. 
The 'Floppy Disc' system provides a very rapid 
buffer storage for 1.4 million bits of information or 
program, and can provide a very attractive replace-
ment for paper tape readers and punches, or even 
card systems where they are used for input/output to 
small computers with a CAMAC highway. 
The system is designed to look like a paper tape 
punch and reader in that parallelS bit Words are the 
means of data transfer. These, of course, may be 
ASCII OJ Binary data, and no great program 
changes are required to take advantage of the 
system. 
Disc Cartridge 
The recording medium is a flexible, mylar, 7.5 ins 
diameter, oxide coated disc which is jacketed in a 
8.0 ins x 8.0 ins envelope. A 1,25 ins recording 
band containing up to 64 tracks is located in the 
most stable area of the disc and is accessible through 
an aperture in the envelope. The index and eight 
sector holes located on the periphery of the mylar 
disc are photo-electrically detected through another 
aperture in the envelope. A third aperture in the 
envelope is used for write protection. 
Data Transfer 
The data is recorded on and read from one side 
of the disc serially at 33.8 K bits per second via write 
data and read data lines interfaced to the CAMAC 
data way. 
Ref. Nuclear Enterprises Ltd. 
Ref. No. 13.0107 
Synchro-To-Digital Converter 
The model SDC conforms compleJely 
to EUR 4100e, 1972. It is packaged in a 
double width CAMAC module and it 
contains a 14 bit (1 0 bit optional) 
converter. In addition to this absolute 
single turn converter, it contains a 12 
bit electronic turns counter. Position 
is read out visually on the front panel 
and remotely via the Dataway. All 
position data is synchronously loaded 
into registers for readout to insure error 
free readout because of the critical 
nature of the data. To satisfy initial 
turn-on conditions, the turns counter 
may be preset from the Dataway. The 
unit is available for either 60Hz or 
400Hz synchro inputs. To identify the 
module to the system, an identity word 
is generated and contains the type of 
module and any significant options it 
may contain. This word can be read out 
on the Dataway. 
Ref. Joerger Enterprises, Inc. 
Ref. No.13.0108 
Stepping Motor Controller and Driver 
The model SMC is a self-contained stepping motor 
controller and driver all housed in a single width 
CAMAC module. It features an adjust-
able, linear acceleration and deceleration 
to provide an efficient method of driving 
high torque loads at their maximum speed. 
This maximum speed is adjustable from 
50 pps to 2000 pps. The four drivers are 
capable of switching up to 2A per phase 
at a maximum of 28V. All components 
required to drive this load are internal 
with the exception of the current limiting 
resistors which are determined in each 
application by the motor voltage and 
current. Three external, high level logic 
inputs are used to test the status of the 
system, a clockwise limit, counter-clock-
wise limit and a signal that indicates 
power is being applied to the motor. 
Logic is provided that will inhibit the 
driver if a limit signal is received and the 
motor is requested to step in that direction. 
The number of steps is determined by a 
16-bit command word that is in two's 
compliment. Bit 16 determines direction 
and the remaining 15 bits contain the number of 
steps to be performed. 
Ref. Joerger Enterprises, Inc. 
Ref. No. 13.0109 
Quad Terminal Interface 
This single width CAMAC module Type 
9045 incorporates four asynchronous re-
ceiver/transmitters which are interfaced to 
the Dataway. The data is serially trans-
mitted and received in full duplex on four 
multiple LEMO connectors normally using 
20mA current loop operation, alternatively 
on using the A and B versions data trans-
mission conforms to the EIARS232C 
standard. Crystal controlled transmission 
rates may be selected from 110, 300, 600, 
1,200, 2,400, 4,800, or 9,600 baud by 
means of a switch. 
The number of bits, type of purity used, 
and number of stop bits may be selected 
by internal links. The standard module is 
provided with no links set, to give a mode 
op operation defined as no parity, 2 stop 
bits, 8 bits per character. 
A comprehensive multiple LAM struc-
ture is incorporated and is designed to be 
compatible with other modules under 
development in this range. 
The front panel is provided with four single pole 
LEMO sockets on which error signals are generated. 
This module will find application in interfacing 
remote keyboard/display terminals to computer 
systems. 
Power requirements + 6, - 6, + 24, -24 volt. 
Ref. Nuclear Enterprises Ltd. 
Ref. No. 13.0110 
Serial Input/Output register 
This single width CAMAC module is capable of 
independent input and output 16 Bit serial transfers 
via front panel connectors. Data transmission 
including handshake is made on a single 
twisted pair cable with transformer isola-
tion at each end. This type of transmission 
permits high common mode rejection of 
80dB plus. 
After initialization by CAMAC com .. 
mand the output section of the module sets 
up a continuous handshake dialogue, each 
20 J1S, with the external equipment to 
ensure that it is ready to receive data. Data 
written by F(l6) to the shift register is 
coded and clocked onto the output line 
at a 1 MHz rate. A device 'NOT READY' 
handshake is then sent every 20 11S until 
the device becomes ready again. This 
change of handshake state can be used to 
raise a LAM demand for new data. The 
external device could be another 9063 lo-
cated in a remote crate, using this configu-
ration data transmission of up to 17 K by 
16 bit words per second over 300 metres 
distance on a single twisted pair cable 
can be achieved. 
The input and output sections of the module may 
be operated independently of each other. Status 
registers are provided to monitor the exact status 
of the CAMAC module and remote device. 
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Front panel LED indicators flash each time a 
transfer occurs. The fault condition is available at 
a rear panel connector. 
Power requirements, + 6, - 6V. 
Ref. Nuclear Enterprises Ltd. 
Digital Handling and Processing 
Modules 
Ref. No.13.0111 
256-Word FIFO Buffer 
Kinetic Systems' Model 3841 is a single-width 
module that contains a First-In First-Out memory 
stack organized as 256, 24-bit words. The memory 
has two parts for both input and output. It may be 
loaded and dumped from the Dataway or under 
control of external signals. External connections 
for loading and dumping data are made by 
way of two 31-way front-panel connectors. 
All external signals are single-ended TTL. 
Reading and writing operations are 
independent The module finds use in 
application where input or output data 
operations require a clock rate that is 
different from the data transfer rate in the 
CAMAC system. For example, to load the 
memory externally and read it from the 
Dataway or to load the memory from the 
Data way and dump it externally. An input 
which sets a LAM source and a signal 
indicating the state of the LAM are pro-
vided on the external connectors to allow 
communication of 'ready' and 'done' 
status information. 
Two 3841 's may be interconnected to 
transfer data between two CAMAC sys-
tems. A control register is provided to estab-
lish direction of data flow in such 
applications. 
'Memory-full' and 'Memory-empty' sig-
nals are provided externally and also 
function to set respective bits in the LAM 
register. A LAM source is also provided which 
indicates when the memory is three-quarters full. 
A 5-bit Status register provides information on the 
current stack size in the memory. 
In addition to the 4-bit LAM source register a 
LAM mask register is provided which can be select-
ively set and selectively cleared as well as written 
and cleared. The LAM register can be cleared and 
selectively cleared, and bit 16 can be selectively set. 
Ref. Kinetic Systems Corporation 
Analogue Modules 
Ref. No.13. 0112 
Digital Voltmeter 
This double width CAMAC Type CS0080 module 
will perform as a full digital-voltmeter, combining 
the majority of the features associated with the more 
conventional rack mounted instruments. 
Results of analogue to digital conversions are 
presented to the front panel as a 4! digit BCD 
number and this may be read out via the Dataway 
as a binary number or as a string of ASCII charac-
ters with sign. 
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High common mode rejection is obtained using a 
differential amplifier with up to 2,000 Volt isolation. 
Series mode rejection is achieved using dual ramp 
techniques together with a phase locked loop 
synchronised to the mains frequency. 
The user may select one of two ramp intervals; 
either 20ms for high resolution or 2ms for fast 
conversion with lower resolution. Five programmed 
ranges may be selected from ± 19.999mV to 
± 1,999.9 volt full scale. 
Zero and full scale calibration measurements may 
be controlled from the Data way thus eliminating the 
need to wait until the warm up drift interval has 
finished and permits the user to compensate for 
temperature variations within the crate. 
The DVM may be operated in two conversion 
modes; the first, free running, and the second con-
version on command. In each case data will not be 
transferred into the read out buffer unless the 'LAM' 
flag has first been cleared. A LAM is generated when 
the conversion is complete. If the conversion over-
ranges this may be checked using a test status 
command. 
Power requirements 117v AC, ±24V, +6V. 
Input connector 3 pole LEMO RA0303. 
Ref. Nuclear Enterprises Ltd. 
Ref. No.13.0113 
Fast-Conversion, Event- Buffered ADC 
The LRS Model 2250 consists of 12 complete, 9-bit, 
analogue-to-digital converters in a single width 
CAMAC module. A common front panel gate 
signal defines the signal integration time and ini-
tiates a fast conversion requiring only 9 psec. A 
9-bit digital word from each of the 12-channels is 
transferred into a 32-event deep first-in-first-out 
(FIFO) memory which is especially us~ful at 
accelerators with many t?Vents per beam spilL The 
event rate capability is further enhanced by the 
ability to fast clear un~anted information in 1 psec. 
For application requiring a faster con~ersi~n, ~he 
2250 can be modified for use as an 8-bit umt With 
3.2 ttsec conversion time at the expense of reduced 
sensitivity (1 pCjcount in linear mode, .25 pC/count 
minimum in inverse quadratic mode). 
To satisfy ever-increasing needs for a large 
dynamic range in calorime!ry, lead glass ~ho~er 
counters, proportional or dnft chamber applicatiOn 
or similar total energy absorption counters, the 
model 2250 offers an inverse quadratic response, 
4 . . .. 
which gives a dynamic range of 10 with a sensitiVIty 
of .125pC per count for small signals and 1.~5pC 
per count for full scale signals. A normal linear 
response (0.5pC/count) is also switch-selectably 
available. The inverse quadratic response gives a 
large dynamic range without the attendant large 
errors associated with logarithmic response at large 
pulse amplitudes. 
CAMAC commands and responses: Z, C, I, Q, 
X,L. 
CAMAC functions: F(O), F(2), F(9), F(25). 
Available: May 1975. 
Ref. LeCroy Research Systems Corp. 
Ref. No.13.0114 
12-Channel Peak Sensing ADC 
The Model 2259 is based largely on the design of; 
the popular LRS Model2249A Integrating ADC. It 
accepts 12 negative-going analogue inputs upon 
application of an externally-supplied gate signal and 
converts the highest voltage point in each pulse to 
a 10-bit digital number. Input full scale is set at 
- 2 V, giving a per count resolution of - 2m V. The 
common gate signal must enclose the peak to be 
measured, and the analogue inputs themselves must 
be either DC or of a risetime > 25 nsec. 
The 10-bit conversion time of the 2259 is 51.2,usec 
or, as a factory option, 12.811sec for an 8-bit con-
version. To eliminate the necessity of delaying the 
analogue inputs while waiting for a slow event 
trigger, conversion may be started within 1.5 ,usee 
by a front panel fast clear. 
The Model 2259 is suitable for use with a variety 
of particle detectors in high energy physics research, 
including liquid Argon ionization chambers, Nai 
total absorption counters, and liquid or gas propor-
tional chambers. DC voltage measurements for 
general system maintenance may also be appr9-
priately entered into the system computer by use of 
the 2259. Such measurements include CAMAC or 
NIM supply voltages, magnet currents, tempera-
tures, high voltage supplies and clearing field 
supplies. 
Power consumption of the 2259 is low enough to 
permit the use of 23 modules in a single, 25-amp, 
CAMAC crate. 
CAMAC Commands and Responses: Z, C, I, 
Q,X,L. 
CAMAC Function Codes: F(O), F(2), F(8), F(9), 
F(l 0), F(24), F(25), F(26). 
Available: May, 1975. 
Ref. LeCroy Research Systems Corp. 
Ref. No.13. 0115 
Octal ADC 
The Ortec AD811 comprises eight peak-
detecting amplitude-to-digital converters 
connected to a common strobe and pack-
aged in a single-width CAMAC module. It 
measures positive unipolar or bipolar 
signals ranging from 0 to > 2.0V with a 
resolution of 1.0 m V and a full scale range 
of 2047 channels plus overflow. A unique 
front panel fast clear input can terminate 
the conversion of undesired events and 
reset the module within 1.0 11sec; to ensure 
acceptance of the clear input, CAMAC 
logic requires it to occur within the same 
conversion cycle (80 11sec after busy timer 
start). The AD811 has a fully CAMAC-
compatible LAM structure. All eight 
channels may be tested by CAMAC 
command F25. The Ortec AD811 ADC 
and TD811 TDC use identical logic and 
are therefore software interchangeable. 
Ref. Ortec Inc. 
Ref. No. 13.0116 
11-Bit Time Digitizer 
The Ortec TD811 comprises 8 time to-digital con-
verters coupled to a common start input and pack-
aged in a single-width CAMAC module. Dynamic 
range is 0-200 nsec with 100 psec resolution; 
stability is ±0.02%tC; nonlinearity is 
less than ± 0.1% integral and ± 2% 
differential. To facilitate calculation of 
system deadtime, the TD811 has a fixed 
conversion time of 90 11sec independent of 
start/stop. While 10-bit read-out has been 
characteristic of time digitizers in the past, 
the Ortec TD811 has a 12-bit readout 
including 11 bits of data and 1 bit overflow 
status. A front-panel veto input responds 
to NIM fast logic and gates off the start 
input. A unique front-panel fast clear 
input can abort the conversion cycle 
within 70 11sec of a start pulse, totally 
resetting the unit within 1.0 11sec of the 
abort signal's leading edge, after which , 
another start can be accepted. The TD811 
has a fully CAMAC-compatible LAM 
structure. All 8 channels may be tested by 
the CAMAC F25 command or by external 
hardware. The Ortec AD811 analog signal 
digitizer uses the same logic as the TD81 I. 
Bot units are therefore software interchangeable. 
Ref. Ortec Inc. 
Ref. No.13.0117 
96-Channel Drift Chamber Digitizer 
The LRS Model 2770 is a double width CAMAC 
module designed to process signals from 96 Drift 
Chamber wires. Line-driven, ECL-compatible wire 
pulses are received differentially by the 2770 via 
inexpensive, field-proven, 34-conductor flat ribbon 
cables. The time between each wire pulse and the 
common event-defining trigger (delayed stop) is 
digitized to 8-bits in each of the 96 channels, giving 
a time resolution of 4 nsec in its 1 11sec full scale 
range and 2nsec in its optional 500nsec range. 
For each channel (of the 96) that contains 
digitized time data, an address encoding is done. 
This resultant address is stored along with the time 
information in a 16-bit, 40 deep first-in-first-out 
(FIFO) memory. Subsequent events are separated 
by 8 flag words (event separators) that are read out 
along with the actual wire data. Standard CAMAC 
readout from the memory can proceed asynchro-
nous to data accumulation into the memory, and 
direct memory access (DMA) transfers can be 
accomplished also. 
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A significant feature of the 2770 is its ability to 
update itself with negligible dead time ( < 20ns) each 
time a wire pulse is received. Time digitizing and 
encoding will only be performed on the last pulse 
on the wire to occur during the established full scale 
time interval. Double hits on a single wire can be 
monitored by dedicating two chambers to each 
plane, (which is typically done to remove left-right 
ambiguity), and provision is available via an 
accessory module for identifying and encoding 
multiplicities greater than 2. 
CAMAC Commands and Responses: Z, C, Q, 
X,L. 
CAMAC Functions: F(O), F(2), F(9). 
Available: June, 1975. 
Ref. LeCroy Research Systems Corp. 
Ref. No. 13.0118 
128-Channel Multiwire Proportional 
Chamber Encoder 
The LRS Model 2720 is a double width CAMAC 
module designed to preprocess signals from 128 
wires of a multiwire'proportional chamber (MWPC). 
The input to the Encoder module consists of 
eight 34-conductor flat ribbon cables connected to 
sockets on the printed circuit board. Each flat cable 
transmits 16 differential ECL levels to the 100 Ohm 
inputs. 
Event selection is accomplished by strobing the 
pulses on the chamber wires with a fast (NIM level) 
coincidence gate signal. Wire 'hits' stored in 
primary registers are transferred to the secondary 
(or encoder) register in I 00 nsec, permitting the 
acceptance of another event. 'Set' bits are then 
encoded as a series of 7-bit wire addresses which are 
stored in a 16-bit first-in-first-out (FIFO) memory 
capable of handling 80 8-bit half words. A special 
flag word signifies the end of each event. 
The output memory may be read out asynchro-
nous to the event rate as long as the FIFO memory 
is not full. Standard CAMAC commands including 
direct memory access (DMA) provisions may be 
used for readout. 
The Model 2720 can be gated through CAMAC 
patch lines to inhibit the encoding and transfer after 
latching. In low rate situations, this procedure can 
eliminate the need for monostables or cable delays 
before latching. Alternately, the 2720 provides two 
optional front ends, one including a monostable 
delay where some lesser amount of dead time can be 
tolerated, and one without any delay at a substan-
tial cost savings, such that the user can provide 
cable delays for high rate situations. 
Functions Used: F(O), F(2), F(9). 
Commands and responses: Z, C, Q, X, L. 
Available: June, 1975. 
Ref. LeCroy Research Systems Corp. 
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Ref. No. 13.0119 
Dual, Digital-to-Analog Converter 
This double-width CAMAC module 
conforms fully to the EUR4100e, 1972 
specifications. It contains two digital-
to-analogue converters available with 
either 10-or 12-bit, resolution. The 
channel's register is loaded from the 
dataway with information from the 
write lines. An 'update' output is 
generated for each channel to indicate 
when it's converter has been updated. 
A visual update indication is also 
provided. The output range is switch 
selected internally. To verify the state 
of the module, the registers may be read 
out on the Dataway. The output range 
and the resolution of the converters is 
also included in this data word to 
provide a complete description of the 
analogue output signal being generated 
by that channel. 
Ref. Joerger Enterprises, Inc. 
Ref. No. 13.0120 
Octal 8-bit DAC 
H~· 
• 
•• 
,. 
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This single-width CAMAC module (8 D/A) 
provides eight digital to analogue con-
verters each with 8-bit resolution. The 
output' is a current from 0 to 2 rnA maxi-
mum. The maximum level is internally 
adjustable for each channel. Each channel 
contains an output buffer. The current 
output has been designed to be indepen-
dent of line impedance. Each channel is 
loaded from the Dataway on command 
with data from the write lines. A lamp is 
provided for each channel to visually 
indicate when that channel is overwritten. 
An output signal is also provided for each 
channel when it has been overwritten. A 
test point is available to monitor each 
channel's output which is a voltage of 0 
to + IOV. The module contains an identity 
word that may be read out to indicate the 
module's type. 
Ref. Joerger Enterprises, Inc. 
Ref. No. 13.0121 
12-lnput Multiplexer 
This unit, Type MX 2070, is identical to the MX 2025 
(see, CAMAC Bulletin No 6), except that the reed 
relay switches of the 2025 have been replaced by 
FET's. 
CAMAC functions are the same as the MX 2025. 
Specifications: 
- FET unit switching. 
- Typical insulation between 
wires 
- Switching time 
- Signal range 
- Input overloaded protection 
80 dB with three 
wires switching 
200 ns. 
±7V. 
diodes on ± 7V. 
12 channels with almost unlimited cascading possi-
bilities. 
Ref. SEN Electronique 
Ref. No.13.0122 
Wide-Band Router WBR 2073 
Using wide-band relays to handle switching func-
tions, this WBR 2073 single-width module is 
designed for analogue signal multiplexing in output 
mode (I input, 12 outputs) and multiple analogue 
signal switching in input mode (12 inputs, 1 output). 
Channel selection can be obtained in two ways: 
a Write instruction from the dataway loads the 
12-bit selection register and any combination of the 
12 channels can be selected in this way. Alternatively 
an increment instruction will give a channel by 
channel scan, and can be programmed to recycle. 
All connections are made on the front panel via 
Lemo sockets and channel selection is timed by an 
internal clock and displayed by the associated 
LEDs. 
Power Requirements: 
+6V 
+24V 
700mA 
SOmA 
Ref. SEN Electronique 
Ref. No.13.0123 
Programmable Precision Attenuator 
This PPA 2071 is a 12-bit binary attenuator using 
an R/2R Ladder Network and reed relay switching. 
The attenuation value is selected by a dataway 
instruction which loads the 12-bit switch position 
register and the value is displayed by front panel 
LEDs. As the switching function is provided by 
reed relays an internal clock is used to define the 
positioning time. 
The PPA 2071 is a single-width fully-shielded 
module with Lemo connectors on the front panel. 
CMMR (2 wire system) < 95 dB. 
Insulation: ±300V DC-AC 50Hz 
Max input signal 
amplitude: 20V. 
Power Requirements 
+6V 700mA 
± 15V 50 rnA (external power supply for com-
mon mode rejection). 
Ref. SEN Electronique 
Other Digital and/or 
Analogue Modules 
Ref. No. 13.0124 
CAMAC PROM Programmer 
The Sension PROM programmer is a double-width 
CAMAC module used to program (i.e. write data 
into) programmable read-only memories. The 
initial version is designed for programming the 
Intel 1602A, 1702A, 4702A, and 8702A PROM 
chips and other pin-compatible and electrically 
compatible PROMs. Versions will be available for 
other types of PROM. 
The PROM to be programmed is mounted in a 
socket on the front panel. The Programmer is driven 
via the dataway and works under the control of 
suitable software in the crate control processor. 
Software is available for the S-800 and S-804 
programmable crate controllers and can be supplied 
for other processors if required. 
The module can be used to write and/or check the 
contents of PROM chips using data supplied from 
another device e.g. tape reader or teletype. Alter-
natively data can be read from a ROM or PROM 
chips and then copied to other PROM chips. 
Ref. Sension Ltd. 
SYSTEM CONTROL 
{Computer Couplers Controllers 
and Related Equipment) 
Interfaces/Drivers and Controllers 
(Parallel Mode) 
Ref. No. 13.0201 
Crate System Controller for PDP-8/E 
For many small CAMAC systems (one crate) to be 
operated by mini-computers the typical configur-
ation with Crate Controller Type A-1 and System 
Controller is more complex and expensive than 
would be required. Therefore a CAMAC Single 
Crate Controller has been developed as a crate 
controller that directly interfaces the Data way to the 
Omnibus of ~ PDP-8/E computer. The module 
provides single word programmed transfers and 
block transfers, one channel is provided for single-
cycle direct memory access transfers with the sub-
modes 'Data to/from memory', 'Add data to 
memory' and 'Add one to memory'. Interleaved 
programmed and DMA transfers are permitted. In 
programmed operations the Controller has a full 
24-bit data transfer capability. The word length for 
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autonomous transfers is 12-bit. The mode 'Add-
one-to-memory' allows the accumulation of spectra 
of 2K channels with a capacity of 24-bit per channel. 
24 signals are connected through an OR-gate to 
the Interrupt Request line. These comprise the 22 
LAM signals from the modules of which anyone 
may also be used as trigger signal for an autono-
mous transfer, a signal indicating 'End of block' 
for block transfers, and the overflow of a word coun-
ter in the Controller during autonomous transfers 
of data. The demand handling subsystem has a 
built-in priority order and gives fast access to the 
appropriate interrupt servicing routine on appli-
cation of one special command. 
This Controller Type, LEM 52/32.1 is a triple-
width CAMAC unit. It is designed to be operated 
in the right-hand stations of the crate. The con-
nection to PDP8/E buslines must not exceed 2 
meters. 
Ref. Eisenmann 
Ref. No. 13.0202 
Crate System Controller 
for Microcomputer Micral 
The JCMIC-10 Crate Controller, designed by CEN, 
Saclay, can be connected to each of the three 
MOCRAL versions, N, G or S. MJCRAL is a 
3U x 19" microcomputer based on Intel micro-
processors (8008 for theN and G versions, 8080 for 
the S version) associated with RAM and REPROM 
memory and peripherals (TTY, Punch tape, Reades, 
floppy disk, display, etc.). Available software 
includes REPROM monitor, local assembler, basic 
interpreter, floating point subroutines, etc.) 
JCMIC-10 is a double width module connected 
via 2 cables to two 32 logical Input X 32 logical 
Output MICRAL cards. All CAMAC functions are 
performed, and LAMS are transmitted on two 
interrupt levels. An hexadecimal selector on the 
front panel associated with a LAM pushbutton 
allows the choice of one of 16 user's programms. 24 
bit Read or Write CAMAC operations are (per-
formed in 500, 250 or 50 ms respectively with 
MICRAL N, G or S. Distance between a 
CAMAC crate and MICRAL should not exceed 
25m. 
The CAMAC timing being a programmed one, 
the JCMIC-10 controller may be connected to 
every type of computer having logical stored output 
with TTL-40 rnA capability and logical TTL input. 
Ref. R2E 
Ref. No. 13.0203 
Programmable CAMAC Crate Controllers 
The S-800 and S-804 CAMAC Crate Controllers 
provide a computing capability directly within a 
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CAMAC crate. They act as fully autonomous 
programmed controllers, and, in many applications, 
can remove the need for an external computer. In 
other applications the controller can reduce the 
load on an external com~uter by carrying out data 
reduction and buffering. The basis of the controller 
is a complete micro-computer built around the 
Intel 8080 microprocessor chip. 
With the S-800, communication with other pro-
cessors and non-CAMAC devices is through normal 
CAMAC interface modules. The S-804 includes a 
universal asynchronous serial I/0 port, by means of 
which it can communicate with a teletype, any other 
asynchronous terminal device, a conventional 
computer, or another S-804. An interesting possi-
bility is to link a number of S-804s together through 
these ports, and have a serial highway system using 
the proposed CAMAC serial highway protocol but 
with normal asynchronous communication links. 
The controller occupies the control station and 
one adjacent normal station, and is fully in accor-
dance with EUR 4100e. The values sent to the 
N, A, F, W, Z, I and Clines are completely under 
program controls. The hardware latches the inco-
ming values on the R, Q and X lines into registers 
at the appropriate time. The registers can be read as 
required by the processor. The L lines may be 
examined at any time by the processor. Also the 
presence of one or more L signals can optionally be 
allowed to cause an interrupt in the processor. 
Ref. Sension Ltd. 
Interfaces/Controllers/ 
Drivers for Serial Highway 
Ref. No. 13.0204 
CAMAC Serial Highway Driver with 
Buffer Memory 
Kinetic Systems' Model 3994 is a fivefold wide 
CAMAC module which transmits and receives 
messages on the CAMAC Serial Highway. The 3994 
· is designed for use with one or more FIFO buffer 
modules (Model 3841) to provide elastic buffering 
between the Dataway and the Serial Highway. Both 
bit-serial and byte-serial ports for serial messages 
are provided. 
The 3994 can operate in programmed-transfer 
mode or in one of several block-transfer modes. 
Operation under programmed-transfer mode is 
identical to operation of Kinetic-Systems' Model 
3992 Serial Driver module. 
When operated in a block-transfer mode, serial 
messages (including data) or data are stacked in the 
FIFO from the Dataway, the serial messages are 
transmitted on the Serial Highway autonomously 
at a rate determined by the serial clock, and reply 
messages (including data) or data are stacked in the 
FIFO as serial messages are received. Reply 
messages and data stacked in the FIFO can be 
accessed by the Dataway for subsequent readout. 
For all transfers, 
whether programmed or 
block, SC, SN, SA and 
SF are provided to the 
serial transmitter in a 
24-bit word. Serial write 
data is provided in an-
other 24-bit word. The 
serial message is for-
matted by the 3994. 
Formatting includes gen-
erating a parity bit for 
each byte in the serial 
message, generating a 
SUM-byte, generating 
the correct number of 
SPACE-bytes, and au-
tomatically inserting 
WAIT-bytes between 
messages. As reply mes-
sages are received, reply 
status information and 
data, if present, are 
stored in buffers for Dataway readout. A LAM-
source indicates when a reply has been received. 
The output clock can be controlled by crystal or 
by a variable frequency oscillator or from an exter-
nal source. Means for selecting frequencies from 
1 KHz to 5 MHz are provided for both the crystal-
controlled and variable-frequency oscillators. The 
external source can range from arbitrarily slow to 
5MHz. 
The 3994 has four modes of operation: 
MODE-A, MODE-B, MODE-C and MODE-D. 
Programmed transfers under direct control of the 
Dataway occur in MODE-A, and buffer registers 
provide communication between the Dataway and 
the Serial Highway. MODE-B, MODE-C and 
MODE-Dare block-transfers modes, and the FIFO 
buffer is used to provide an elastic link between the 
Dataway and Serial Highway. In MODE-B, two 
parameter registers provide the serial command 
information (SC, SN, SA and SF). Write data is 
taken from the FIFO (previously loaded from the 
Dataway), and read data is stored in the FIFO. In 
MODE-C messages, including data, are stacked in 
the FIFO for transmission in a predefined order; 
reply messages, including data, are stacked in the 
FIFO as they are received. A delimiter word separ-
ates commands from replies in the FIFO and halts 
the block transfer when it reaches the bottom of the 
stack. Reply messages are then next in line in the 
FIFO for Dataway readout. MODE-D is similar 
to MODE-C except that only the data from reply 
messages is stacked in the FIFO. 
Ref. Kinetic Systems Corporation 
Ref. No. 13.0205 
Serial Highway Loop Control Unit 
Kinetic Systems' Model 3931 Loop Control Unit 
provides auxiliary loop control when used with a 
Type L-1 Serial Crate Controller such as the Model 
3952 operated in bit serial mode. It fully complies 
with the specifications for U-port adapters in TID-
26488. This module is a double-width unit. 
The Model 3931 is intended to be used with 
coaxial cable such as RG-58U. A main highway 
(A loop) and a backup highway (Bloop) are used. 
This provides redundancy in case the main highway 
is broken as well as a1lowing fqr special loop 
collapse features. 
The serial highway input and output connections 
are isolated by transformers for high common 
mode rejection. This is necessary when the transient 
ground potential difference between adjacent crates 
on the serial highway exceeds approximately 10V 
or very high electrostatic or magnetic fields couple 
into the serial highway. D-port (defined port from 
L-1 SCC clock and data are multiplexed in the 3931 
using biphase modulation; this signal is coupled by 
a pulse transformer to the U-port (undefined port 
per TID-26488) output connector. Clock and data 
are transmitted over a single circuit. The multiplexed 
signal from the previous crate is received via the 
U-port input connector and demultiplexed to form 
a separate · clock and data signal for the D-port 
receivers in the L-1 SCC. The biphase signal is 
without de component and can readily be coupled 
through transformers. 
Ref. Kinetic Systems Corporation 
Ref. No.13.0206 
Type L-1 Serial Crate Controller 
Kinetic Systems Model 3952 Type L-1 Serial Crate 
Controller meets or exceeds the requirements of 
CAMAC Serial System Organization (ESONE/SH/ 
01-03, TID-26488) as amended. This controller is a 
double-width version of Kinetic Systems Model 
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3950. It is functionally equivalent to the 3950, that 
is currently in use at many facilities throughout the 
world. The 3952 uses the same proven printed circuit 
techniques used in all Kinetic Systems products. It 
is compatible with Kinetic Systems' full line of 
serial components, which includes serial system 
drivers, loop control units, LAM Graders, and auto-
nomous controllers. 
Ref. Kinetic Systems Corporation 
Ref. No. 13.0207 
Bit Serial Adapter 
Kinetic Systems Model 3932 Bit Serial Adapter is 
used with an L-1 Serial Crate Controller to provide 
transformer isolation of the data paths and loop 
bypass and loop collapse. It is also used with a 
serial driver containing the standard D Ports. The 
Bit Serial Adapter combines the clock and data from 
the U Port of the L-1 Crate Controller using biphase 
modulation. This combined signal is then trans-
former coupled onto a single data path to the next 
element on the serial highway. One Bit Serial 
Adapter can be used with a cluster of L-1 Crate 
Controllers that are interconnected by standard D 
Port cables. The Bit Serial Adapter provides the 
relays for bypass and loop collapse. These relays are 
controlled by the L-1 Crate Controller. The U Port 
serial highway can be twisted pair or coaxial cable. 
Several highway connector options are available. 
The Bit Serial Adapter is packaged in a single width 
CAMAC module. 
Ref. Kinetic Systems Corporation 
Ref. No. 13.0208 
Serial Crate Controller : 
The Serial Crate Controller, L-1, Model CR.6001 
is an interfacing module between the CAMAC 
dataway (based on BUR 4100e specifications) and 
the Serial Highway Description in accordance with 
the ESONE documents SH/01 and SH/03 and 
latest revised papers issued by CERN. 
The Controller provides a user selectable bit 
serial or byte serial mode of operation at a clock 
frequency of maximum 5 MHz. The Controller is a 
double-width unit. 
Switches and led's on the front panel display the 
actual address and status of the Serial Crate Con-
troller. 
Ref. Christian Rovsing A/S. 
TEST EQUIPMENT 
Dataway Related Testers and Displays 
Ref. No. 13.0301 
Dataway display 
This single-width CAMAC module, Type 9554, 
permits the signal lines of the Dataway to be dis-
played and memorised. It has three modes of 
operation; Follow, ON LINE, and Trigger. 
In the Follow Mode the state of the Dataway 
lines is monitored continuously. This mode can be 
used to diagnose basic Dataway faults, to incidate 
errors presented on the Dataway by faulty modules 
and to immediately display the state of the Data way 
when a control program halts. 
The ON LINE MODE permits the signal lines of 
the Dataway to be monitored at time Sl. 
Trigger Mode. This mode is an extension of the 
ON LINE MODE. Register update occurs only in 
accordance with an external trigger input. In this 
mode the state of the Data way lines is tracked while 
an external trigger is active (low) and memorised on 
the low/high transition. Thus the state of all lines 
is memorised at the instant defined by the user, 
possibly by patching the module under investigation 
to this trigger input. 
A front panel reset switch clears all the registers. 
Power Requirements, +6V. 
Ref. Nuclear Enterprises Ltd. 
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PAPER ABSTRACTS TRANSLATIONS 
An optimized architecture for 
a multichannel pulse height analyser 
R. M. Keyser and R. H. Baldry 
Summary 
The architecture of multichannel analysers (MCA) has progressed from 
hardwired analysers to computer-based analysers. An architecture 
for the next generation MCA is based on a computer with CAMAC and a 
high-level interactive language. 
Zusammenfassung 
Die Struktur von Multikanai-Analysatoren ( MCA) wurde 
von festverdrahteten zu rechnergestiitzten Ana/ysatoren 
weiterentwickelt. Eine Struktur fur die nachste MeA-
Generation basiert auf einem Rechner mit CAMAC und 
einer hochentwickelten interaktiven Sprache. 
Resume 
L 'architecture des analyseurs multicanaux a evolue, passant 
des ana/yseurs en /ogique cab/ee a des analyseurs realises 
a partir d'ordinateurs. Une des architectures prevues pour 
Ia prochaine generation est basee sur un ordinateur associe 
a CAMAC eta un langage conversationnel evolue. 
Riassunto 
La struttura degli analizzatori multicanali (MCA) e eva/uta 
dagli analizzatori a connessioni fisse agli analizzatori abbinati 
a un calcolatore. L'architettura delle prossima generazione 
di analizzatori multicanali e basata su un calcolatore 
associato a/ CAMAC e su un linguaggio interattivo ad 
alto livello. 
Samenvatting 
Meerkanaalsanalysators (MCA) hebben zich in korte tijd 
ontwikkeld van volledig in hardware uitgevoerde ana/ysators 
tot computer gestuurde analyse systemen. De vo/gende 
generatie maakt gebruik van een computer met CAMAC-
modulen en een geavanceerd interactief programma. · 
Pe3IOMe 
Apx umeKmypa MJW2oKaHallbHblX aHa!lu3amopoe pa3euea!lacb 
om munoe c :>JcecmKou npo2paMMOU oo BbliJ.UC!lumellbHblX 
aHa!lu3amopoe. ApxumeKmypa c!leoyJOUf.e2o noKO!leH.Ufl 
aH.a!lu3amopoe 6a3upyem ua 3BM eMecme c CAMAC-oM 
U KOH6epCaLfUOUHblM Jl3blKOM 6blCOK020 yp06llfl . 
Microcomputer controlled random data 
acquisition system 
J. lecoq, H. Tedjini, P. l.Wendel and G. Metzger 
Summary 
This CAMAC system for data acquisition and manipulation is controlled 
in an interactive way by an operator through a microcomputer. The 
system, built around an Intel BOOB chip, includes a magnetic tape unit, 
a CRT display, an XY recorder, a fast analogue-to-digital converter, and a 
CAMAC l/0 register. 
Zusammenfassu ng 
Dieses CAMAC-System zur Datenerfassung und behand-
lung wird durch einen Operator iiber einen Mikrocomputer 
(interaktiv) gesteuert. Das als Peripherie mit einem Intel 
8008 Chip zusammenarbeitende System umfa13t eine 
Magnetbandeinheit, ein Sichtanzeigegerat, einen XY-
Schreiber, einen schnellen Analog-Digitai-Konvertor und 
ein CAMAC I/O-Register. 
Resume 
Ce systeme CAMAC destine a Ia co/lecte et Ia manipulation 
des donnees est commande en conversationnel par 
l'operateur a /'aide d'un mini-ordinateur. Construit autour 
d'un circuit microprocesseur Intel 8008, le systeme 
comprend une unite de bandes magnetiques, une console 
de visualisation, un enregistreur XY, un convertisseur 
analogique/numerique rapide et un registre d'E/S CAMAC. 
Riassunto 
Questa sistema CAMAC per f'acquisizione e Ia manipo/a-
zione di dati e controllato in modo interattivo da un ope-
.ratore mediante un microcalcolatore. II sistema, costruito 
partendo da un «microprocessor» Intel 8008, comprende 
una unita a nastro magnetico, un visualizzatore osci/lo-
grafico, un registratore XY, un convertitore ana/ogico-
digitale rapido ed un registro CAMAC di ingresso-uscita. 
Samenvatting 
Dit CAMAC-systeem dat voor de opname en verwerking 
van gegevens is bestemd, kan op interactieve wijze door 
een operator bestuurd worden. Het systeem, dat rand 
een Intel 8008 is opgebouwd, bestaat uit een magneet-
bandorgaan, een bee/dbuis station, en XY-recorder, een 
snelle ana/oog-digitaalomzetter en een CAMAC I/O-
register. 
Pe3IOMe 
Onepamop y npae!l!lem KoueepcaLfUOUH.blMU cnoco6oM cucmeMy 
CAMAC Ollfl npui!Ma u Maftuny!laLJuu npu noMOUf.u MUKpo-
KOMnymepa. CucmeMa nocmpoena fta 6a3e MUKpocx eMbl 
Hnme!lb 8008 cocmoum U3 Ma2HUmoifjoH.a , JlleKmpoflflO-
IlyiJ.eeo2o oucnAeR, nllommepa x-y, 6bzcmpo2o r(AII-a u 
exoOHO-BblXOOH020 pe2ucmpa CAMAC. 
CAMAC equipment for monitoring a 
telecontrol system 
H. Mayer 
Summary 
CAMAC equipment and a minicomputer are used to monitor a large 
telecontrol system for a group of hydro-electric stations. This monitoring 
equipment attempts to solve the problem of trouble -shooting sporadic 
faults in the telecontrol system. 
Zusammenfassung 
£in CAMAC-Modul un.rf ein Minicomputer sind in das 
Fernwirksystem zur Uberwachung mehrerer Wasser-
kraftwerke eingebaut. Diese Anlage sol/ das Problem 
sporadisch auftretender Fehler im Fernwirksystem losen. 
Resume 
Un equipement CAMAC et un mini-ordinateur effectuent Ia 
surveillance d'un important systeme de telecommande, 
d'un groupe de stations hydro-electriques. Cet equipement 
de surveillance a pour but de resoudre /e probleme pose par 
les parasites entrainant des erreurs sporadiques du systeme 
de telecommande. 
Riassunto 
L'apparecchiatura CAMAC ed un minicalcolatore sono 
impiegati per if monitoraggio di un vasto sistema di tele -
comando per un gruppo di centrali idroelettriche. Tale 
apparecchiatura di monitoraggio serve a individuare spora-
dici guasti net sistema di telecomando. 
Samenvatting 
Een installatie bestaande uit CAMAC-apparatuur en een 
minicomputer zorgt voor de besturing van een uitgebreid 
telebewakingssysteem bij een groep waterkrachtcentra/es. 
Met deze insta!latie tracht men de moei/ijkheden te voor-
komen die gepaard gaan met het opsporen van sporadische 
gebreken in het telebewakingssysteem. 
Pe3IOMe 
Annapamypa CAMAC eMecme c MUHu-3BM npuMenefta Ollfl 
MOflUmopoeaHUfl 61J!lbUIOU CUCmeMbl OucmaljUOHH020 y npae-
!leUUJl 2py nnbl J!lel(mpo2uOpocmaflLJUU. HaoeJOmc!l ~J.mo Jma 
y cmaftOBKa p eumm npo6!leMy om6poca c!lyiJ.aUflblX noMex B 
cucmeMe meAeynpaelleHuJl. 
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An interface between CAMAC and 
the digico M icro-16V computer 
H. D. Blake and D. J. Folwell 
Summary 
A CAMAC interface unit has been developed to allow a Digico Micro-16V 
computer to be used with a GEC -Elliott Executive System. 
Zusammenfassung 
Um einen Digico-Micro-16 V-Rechner mit einem GEC-
EIIiott Executive System verwenden zu konnen, wurde eine 
CAMA C -Nahtstel/eneinheit entwickelt. 
Resume 
Une interface CAMAC a ete mise au point en vue de 
permettre /'utilisation d'un ordinateur DIG/CO Micro-16V 
avec un contr6/eur de systeme GEC -Elliott. 
Riassunto 
E' stata preparata un'unita di interfaccia CAMAC per pater 
usare un calcolatore « Digico Micro-16V» con un sistema 
« GEC Elliott Executive». 
Samenvatting 
Een CAMAC-interface werd ontwikke/d ten einde het 
gebruik van een GEC -Elliott Executive System bij een 
Digico Micro-16V computer moge/ijk te maken. 
Pe3JOMe 
Pa3pa6omaH uwnepifjeuc CAMAC iJA!l 3BM Mic!lo-16 V 
ifjupMbl Digico npeiJHa3HaiJ,eH dA!l pa6ombl e ucnoAHUmeAbHOU 
cucmeMe ifjupMbl GEC-Elliott. 
An Alpha-Numeric and graphical display 
driver in CAMAC 
N. V. Toy 
Summary 
This micro -programmed CAMAC module provides comprehensive 
facilities for displaymg alphanumerics and graphics on an oscilloscope. 
The display can be refreshed from a local memory. Operational modes 
such as character size, generation of single vectors and sequences of 
vectors, and the choice of intensity, style of lines, and blink mode are 
selected by ASCII codes . 
Zusammenfassung 
Dieses mikroprogrammierte CAMAC-Modul bietet um-fassende Moglichkeiten fur die a/phanumerische und 
graphische 8i!dschirmanzeige. Die Anzeige kann a us einem 
Lokalspeicher abgerufen werden. 8etriebsvariable, wie die 
Zeichengro/3e, die Generierung einfacher Vektoren und 
Vektorensequenzen und die Wahl der I ntensitat des Zeilenstils 
und der 8/inkart werden mit ASC /!-Codes vorgewahlt. 
Resume 
Ce module CAMAC micro-programme permet Ia visualisa-
tion directe d'informations a!phanumeriques et graphiques 
sur un oscilloscope. 
Le rafraichissement de /'image peut etre effectue a partir 
d'une memoire locale. Des modes operatoires tels que defi-
nition des dimensions des caracteres, generation d' un 
vecteur unique ou de sequences de vecteurs, choix de f'in-
tensite, du type de !ignes et du clignotement sont se/ec-
tionnes a /'aide de codes ASCII. 
Riassunto 
Questa modulo CAMAC microprogrammato offre vasta 
possibilita di visualizzazione di dati alfanumerici e grafici 
su un oscilloscopio. L'indicazione puo venire aggiornata 
da una memoria locale. I modi operativi, quali Ia dimensione 
del carattere, Ia generazione di singo!i vettori e di sequenze 
di vettori, Ia sce/ta del-f'intensita, if tipo di linee, nonche 
if lampeggiamento vengono selezionati mediante codici 
ASCII. 
Samenvatting 
Door toepassing van dit microprogrammeerbare CAMAC 
module, wordt het afbee!den van alfanumerieke en 
grafische tekens op een oscilloscoop aanzienlijk vereen-
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voudigd. Uit een extern geheugen kan een nieuw bee/d 
worden ingevoerd. Met behulp van ASCII-codes worden 
de verschil!ende mogelijkheden ingeste/d, zoals: de 
lettergrootte, het genereren van een enkele vector of van 
reeksen vectoren, de he!derheid, het !ijntype en "blink 
mode". 
Pe3JOMe 
3mom MUKponpo2paMupoeaHHblU 6AoK CAMAC o6ecne~J,u­
eaem pa3AUiJ,Hble yiJo6cmea npu U3o6pa:>tceHuu aAb(/jaHyMepu-
IJ,eCKUX u 2paifju!J,eCKUX oam-tblX Ha OCCIJUAAOCKone. H3o6pa-
:JICeHUe eoccmaHoeAueaemc!l U3 MecmHOU naM!lmu. llpu 
noMOUJU Koooe ASCII onpeiJeA!lemc!l pe:JICUMbl pa6ombl, 
maKUe KaK: pa3Mep 3HQK08, 2eHepupoeaHUe omOeAbHblX 
eeKmopoe UAU cepuu eeKmopoe, ebz6opKa !lpKocmu u cmuA!l 
AUHUU, nyAbCUp08QHUe. 
CAMAC interface module for 
the Biomation transient recorder Type 8100 
1. Torok 
Summary 
A single-width CAMAC module has been developed for control and 
readout of a single Biomation Type 8100 transient recorder. The module 
performs programmed data transfers. 
Zusammenfassung 
Fiir die Steuerung und zum Auslesen des ... Typs 8iomation 
8100 ist eine CAMAC Einheit, fiir Progrbmm-gesteuerte 
Dateniibertragungen entwickelt worden. 
Resume 
Un module CAMAC 1 /25e a ete mis au point pour le 
contr6/e et Ia lecture d'un seul enregistreur de transitoire 
8iomation de type 8100. Le module effectue des transferts 
de donnees programmes. 
Riassunto 
E' stato sviluppato un modulo CAMAC di largherra unitaria 
per if comando e Ia lettura di un singolo registratore di 
transitori 8iomation Tipo 8100. II modulo effettua trasferi-
menti di dati programmati. 
Samenvatting 
8eschreven wordt een enke/voudig CAMAC module voor 
het besturen en uitlezen van een 8/0MAT/ON Type 8100 
transient recorder. 
Pe3JOMe 
Pa3pa6omaH OOHOMoOyAbHblU 6AoK OA!l CIJ,UmbzeaHU!l u 
ynpae!leHU!l oOHblM peKopoepeM nepexoOHblX npof1eccoe 
EuoMamoH 8100. EAOK BblnOAH!lem npo2paMMHbtu o6MeH 
iJaHHblX. 
CAMAC interface for a buffered card reader 
K. van Dellen, F. Sporrel and l. M. Taff 
Summary 
This CAMAC module is an interface for a buffered card reader. Special 
hardware features include character decoding, packing characters into 
the computer's internal format, and detection of end-of-file cards. 
Zusammenfassung 
8ei diesem CAMAC-Modul handelt es sich um eine 
Interface fiir einen gepufferten Kartenleser. Zu den Hard-
ware-Merkmalen gehoren die Zeichendecodierung, die 
Packung von Zeichen auf das Eigenformat des Rechners 
und die Ermittlung der Datei-Endkarten. 
Resume 
Ce tiroir CAMAC est une interface pour /ecteur de cartes 
comprenant une memoire. Des circuitsspeciaux permettent 
le decodage des caracteres, leur groupement au format 
interne du ca/culateur ainsi que Ia detection des cartes fin de fichier. 
Riassunto 
Ouesto modulo CAMAC e un'interfaccia per lettore di 
schede bufferizzato. Fra le Speciali caratteristiche di 
«hardware» comprendono Ia decodificazione dei caratteri, 
Ia compattazione dei caratteri nel formato interno del 
calcolatore e l'individuazione delle schede di fine «file ». 
Samenvatting 
Dit CAMAC-module dient als interface voor een ponskaart-
lezer met buffergeheugen. Bijzondere mogelijkheden van 
de hardware zijn ondermeer: decoderen van de tekens, 
rangschikken van de tekens in een vorm die overeenkomt 
met het interne formaat van de computer en het herkennen 
van afsluitkaarten (EOF). 
Pe3JOMe 
3mom 611oK CAMAC flB/lflemcJl uHmepifjeucoM ycmpoucmea 
cttumbwaHUfl Kapm c 6yifjepoM. KaK oco6eHHbte ceoucmea 
6/lOKa 6K/ll0tte1lbl .' OeK00Up06Q1lUJl 31lQK06, ynaKOBKa 31La1<06 
C02JWC1l0 BHympellllblM cmaHOapmoM 3BM u llQXOJICOeHue 
Kapmbl KOHlfa ifjau/lfl. 
Macro-IML implementations for 
the PDP-11 computer 
M. Kubitz and R. Kind 
Summary 
IML has been implemented for the DEC PDP-11 computer with the DEC 
CA-11A CAMAC branch controller and the Borer 1533A single-crate 
controller, and with the DEC operating systems DOS, V08/V09 and 
RSX-11D (and in future with RSX-11M). The implementations follow 
the macro-syntax given as an appendix to the definition of IML. 
Zusammenfassu ng 
I ML wurde fur den DEC PDP-11-RECHNER mit dem 
DEC-CA -11 A CAMA C vertikalen Datenweg und der 
Borer 1533A Einrahmensteuerung mit den DEC-Betriebs-
systemen DOS, V08/V09 und RSX-11 D (und in Zukunft 
mit RSX 11M) eingesetzt. Die Anwendungen beniitzen 
die zur Definition der IML gehorenden Makro-Syntax. 
Resume 
«IML » (Intermediate Language) a ete mis au point sur 
ordinateur DEC PDP 11, equipe du contr61eur de branche 
CAMAC CA-11A et du contr6/eur de chassis Borer 1533 A 
sous contr6/e des systemes d'exploitation DOS, V08/V09 
et RSX-11D (et dans l'avenir avec RSX-11M). Les ins-
tructions correspondent a Ia macro-syntaxe decrite dans 
/'annexe du document «Definition du IML ». 
Riassunto 
L'IML e stato applicato a/ calcoatore DEC PDP-11, con 
l'elemento di control/a del ramo principale DEC CA-11A 
CAMAC e if modulo di control/a per singolo conteintore 
«Borer 1533A », e con i sistemi operativi DEC «DOS, 
V08/V09 e «RSX-11D» (nonche, in futuro con I'«RSX-
11 M»). In tali Ia applicazioni si segue Ia macrosintassi 
indicata in appendice alia definizione de/1'/ML. 
Sa menvatti ng 
In dit artikel wordt beschreven hoe IML kan worden gebruikt 
bij de DEC computer PDP-11 in combinati e met de 
CAMAC-branch driver DEC CA-11A, de Borer single-
crate controller 1533A en bij de DEC besturingssystemen 
DOS, V08/V09 alsmede RSX-11 D (en in de toekomst ook 
RSX-11 M). Daarbij wordt de macro-syntaxis gevolgd 
die als bijlage in het document ESONE//ML/01 is opge-
nomen. 
Pe3JOMe 
Coe;zaHa uMn/leMeHmalfuJl fl3blKa IML Ollfl 3BM IIPII-11 
pa6omawUJe2o eMecme c KOHmpoll/lepoM eemeu CAMAC 
muna PEC CA-llA u11u ooHoKpeumHblM KOHmpollllepeM 
Borer 1533A npu ucno/lb3oeaHuu onepamueHblX cucmeM 
PEC: /{OS, V08/V09, RSX-11/{ (e 6yoyUJeM RSX-JJM). 
HMn/leMeHmalfUJl e coz11acuu c MaKpo-cuHmaKcucoM npeo-
cmae/leHOM (j euoe npU/lOJICellUJl K onpeOe/lellTO IML. 
CAMAC with FORTRAN on a CDC 3100 
An approach based on IML 
W. Kneis and W. Karbstein 
Summary 
This paper describes a straightforward approach for using CAMAC with 
FORTRAN on a CDC 3100 computer. The solution is based on IML and 
consists of only four assembler subroutines and a LAM handler. It can 
be regarded as a high level expansion of an earlier implementation of 
IML in an assembler language environment. 
Zusammenfassung 
Dieser Beitrag beschreibt eine direkte Moglichkeit zur 
Verwendung des CAMAC-Systems mit einer Fortran-
Sprache auf einem CDC 3100-Rechner. Die Losung 
basiert auf der IML und besteht aus nur vier Assembler-
Unterprogrammen und einem LAM-handler. Sie kann als 
eine Weiterentwicklung einer friiheren IML-Ausfiihrung in 
einer Assembler-Sprache angesehen werden. 
Resume 
Cet article decrit une approche directe de /'utilisation du 
CAMAC a !'aide de FORTRAN, sur un ordinateur CDC 
3100. Basee sur l'emploi de 1'/ML, Ia solution est unique-
ment constituee de quatre sous-programmes assembleur et 
d'un programme de traitement des LAM. Elle peut etre 
consideree com me une version evoluee d' une precedente 
version d'IML ecrite dans le cadre d'un langage assembleur. 
Riassunto 
Questa documento descrive un approccio diretto dell' uso 
del CAMAC con if FORTRAN su un calcolatore CDC 3100. 
La soluzione e basata su/1'/ML e consiste di solo quattro 
sottoprogrammi assembler e di un programma di trattamento 
dei LAM. Essa puo' essere considerata un perfezionamento 
ad alto livello di una precedente applicazione de/1'/ML in un 
sistema a linguaggio assembler. 
Samenvatting 
In dit artikel wordt beschreven hoe CAMAC in combinatie 
met FORTRAN op eenvoudige maar doeltreffende wijze 
kan worden gebruikt in een CDC 3100 computer. De voor-
gestelde methode is gebaseerd op het gebruik van IML en 
vereist slechts vier sub-programma's in assemblertaal en 
een programma voor het verwerken van de LAM's. Deze 
oplossing kan worden beschouwd als een verdere en meer 
geavanceerde ontwikkeling van een reeds bestaand systeem 
waarbij IML op assembler-niveau wordt toegepast. 
Pe3JOMe 
Becmamu onucall npocmou nooxoo K ucnO/lb306Q1lUU CAMAC-
a 6Mecme c ifJopmpallOM Ha 3BM cpc 3100. Oil OC1l06Q1l 
llQ ILM u nO/lb3yemcJl mO/lbKO ttembrpeMbfl noonpozpaMMQMU 
acceM61lepfl u npozpaMMOU MaHunyllfllfUU JanpocaMU LAM. 
MoJICHo ezo paccMompueamb KaK BblCOKozo ypoenfl pacwu-
peHue nepeoHatta/lbHOii UMn/leMenmalfuU IML e OKPYJicenuu 
Jl3btKa acceM6Aepa. 
A rarely-used application of the X-line 
L.Stanchiandi.Torok 
Summary 
The attention of CAMA C interface module designers is drawn to a simple 
method of indicating that a peripheral is inpowered or disconnected, by 
using the Command Accepted (X} line. 
Zusammenfassung 
Die Konstrukteure von CAMAC lnterfacemoduln werden 
auf eine einfache Methode aufmerksam gemacht, um mit 
Hilfe der X-Leitung anzuzeigen, ob ein Peripheriegerat 
stromlos oder abgeschaltet ist. 
Resume 
L'attention des concepteurs de tiroirs interface CAMAC est 
attiree sur une methode simple uti Iisee pour indiquer qu' un 
peripherique n' est pas alimente ou est deconnecte, cette 
methode utilise Ia ligne « Commande acceptee »(X). 
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Riassunto 
Si richiama l'attenzione dei projettisti di moduli interfaccia 
CAMAC su un metoda semplice per indicare che un'unita 
periferica none alimentata da COrrente 0 e disinserita usando 
Ia linea (X) di Comando Accettato). 
Samenvatting 
Ontwerpers van CAMA C interfacemodulen worden er 
attent op gemaakt dat er een heel eenvoudige methode 
bestaat om aan te duiden dat een randapparaat niet inge-
schake/d of niet aangesloten is, namelijk door gebruik te 
maken van de Command Accepted (X) lijn. 
Pe3IDMe 
06paUJaemcfl 6HUMaHue pa3pa6omt~uK06 6AOK06 - UHmep-
(/jeuco6 CAMAC Ha npocmou cnoco6 o6Hapy:>~ceHUfl ttmo 
6HeutHbte ycmpoucm6o He no/lytLaem numaHufl u11u He 6KiliO-
tLeHo, npu noMOUJU llUHuu npuHJlmUfl KOMMam)bt X. 
Faster address-scan by reading only non-zero data 
E. V. Chernykh, J. I. Chmielewski, V. A. Smirnov 
Summary 
A 'floating sub-address' technique is suggested. This speeds up the 
address scan mode by reading only the non-zero data registers in 
CAMAC modules. Implementations are described for modules with less 
than 16, and 16 or more, data registers. 
Zusammenfassung 
Vorgeschlagen wird eine .. symbolische Unteradressen-
technik", die das Adressenabtastverfahren dadurch be-
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schleunigt, daB nur die Ungleich-Nu/1-Datenregister in 
CAMAC-Moduln ausgelesen werden. Anwendungen fur 
Moduln mit weniger als 16 und mit 16 oder mehr Daten-
registern werden beschrieben. 
Resume 
Une technique de« sous-adresse relative» accelere le mode 
de scrutation d'adresse en limitant Ia lecture a celle des 
registres «non vides » des tiroirs CAMAC, au en decrit Ia 
realisation pour des tiroirs contenant mains de 16, 16 au 
plus de 16 registres de donnees. 
Riassunto 
Si propane una tecnica a sottoindirizzo mobile che 
consente di accelerare i trasferimenti di blochi di dati a 
scansione di indirizzi leggendo so/tanto i registri con dati 
diversi da zero nei moduli CAMAC. Si descrwono le 
applicazioni per moduli con meno di 16 registri, e per moduli 
con 16 o piu registri di dati. 
Samenvatting 
In dit artikel wordt een methode beschreven "vlottende 
sub-adressen", waarbij aileen de registers met gegevens 
die niet gelijk zijn a an nul worden gelezen. Hierdoor wordt de 
adresaftastsnelheid aanzienlijk verhoogd. Er volgt een 
beschrijving van toepassingsmogelijkheden voor modulen 
met minder dan 16 en met 16 of meer registers. 
Pe3IOMe 
IlpeO/lo:>tceH Memoo nlla6aiOUJe20 aOpeca. OH ycKOpflem 
pa6omy 6 pe:>ICUMe cKaHupo6aHUfl aopeco6 maK KaK ct~umbt­
eaemcfl mO/lbKO HeHylle6ble coOepJtCaHUfl paucmpo6 OaHHblX 6 
6/loKax CAMA C. OnucaHa UMnlleMeHmalfUJl Ollfl 6AOK06 c 
ttUCilOM pezucmpo6 MeHbUie 16 u,1u He MeHbUie 16. 
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CAMAC PROD.UCT GUI.DE 
HARDWARE 
This guide consists of a list ofCAMAC equipment 
which is believed to be offered for sale by manu-
facturers in Europe and the USA. The information 
has been compiled by CERN-NP-Electronics and 
is mainly based on information communicated by 
manufacturers and available up to the lOth May 
1975. 
Every effort has been made to ensure the com-
pletenes's and accuracy of the list, and it is hoped 
that most products and manufacturers have been 
included. Inclusion in this list does not necessarily 
indicate that products are fully compatible with the 
CAMAC specifications nor that they are recom-· 
mended or approved by the ESONE Committee. 
Similarly, omission from this list does not indicate 
disapproval by the ESONE Committee. 
Reader service 
Readers are advised to use the Reader service 
enquiry card, inserted in this Bulletin, if you 
wish to obtain more information on CAMAC 
Products, and to be on the manufacturers 
mailing list. 
Remarks on some columns in the Index of Products 
Column 
NC - N is new, Cis corrected entry. 
CODE -Classification code, a 2- or 3-digit deci-
mal number (see below). 
WIDTH- 1 to 25, indicates module width or-for 
NPR 
crates-the number of stations available. 
- 0 indicates unknown width or format. 
- Blank, the width has no meaning. 
- NA indicates other format, normally a 
19 inch rack mounted chassis. 
-Number in brackets is issue number of 
the Bulletin in which the item was or is 
described in the New Products section. 
DELIV -Date on which item became or will 
become available. 
REF No- Reader service reference number. 
CLASSIFICATION GROUPS 
code page 
1 DATA MODULES {1/0 Transfers and 
Processing) 
11 Digital Serial Input Modules (Scalers, 
Time Interval and Bi-directional Counters, 
Serial Coded etc.) . . . . . . . . . . . Ill 
12 Digital Parallel Input Modules (Storing and 
Non-Storing Registers, Coinc. Latch, LAM, 
Status etc.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . V 
13 Digital Output Modules (Serial: Clocks, 
Timers, Pulse Generators, Parallel: TTL Output, 
Drivers) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VIII 
14 Digital 1/0, Peripheral and Instrumen-
tation Interfacing Modules (Serial and 
Parallel 1/0 Regs, Printer-, Tape-, DVM-, 
Plotter- and Analyser Interfaces, Step-Motor 
Drivers, Supply CTR, Displays). . . . . . XI 
15 Digital Handling and Processing Module~ 
(and/or/not Gates, Fan-Outs, Digital Level and 
Code Converters, Buffers, Delays, Arithm. 
Processors etc.) . . . . . . . . . . . . XIV 
16 Analogue Modules (ADC, DAC, · Multi-
plexers, Amplifiers, Linear Gates, Discrimi-
nators etc.). . . . . . . . . . . . . . XV 
17 Other Digital and/or Analogue Modules 
(Mixed Analogue and Digital, Not Dataway 
Connected etc.) . . . . . . . . . XIX 
2 SYSTEM CONTROL (Computer Couplers, 
Controllers and Related Equipment) 
21 Interfaces/Drivers and Controllers (Par-
allel Mode for 4600 Branch and Other Multi-
Jl 
code page 
Crate Bus, Single-Crate Systems, Autonomous 
Systems) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XIX 
22 Interfaces/Controllers/Drivers for Serial 
Highway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XXII 
23 Units Related to 4600 Branch or Other 
Parallel Mode Control/Data Highway 
(Crate Controllers, Terminations, LAM Graders,· 
Branch/Bus extenders) . . . . . . . . . XXII 
3 TEST EQUIPMENT 
31 System Related Test Gear . . . . . . XXIV 
32 Branch Related Testers/Controllers and 
Displays . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XXIV 
33 Dataway Related Testers and Displays 
34 Module Related Test Gear (Module Ex-
tenders) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . XXIV 
37 Other Test Gear for CAMAC Equipment XXV 
4 CRATES, SUPPLIES, COMPONENTS, 
ACCESSORIES 
41 Crates and Related Components/ Acces-
sories (Crates with/without Data way and 
Supply, Blank Crates, Crate Ventilation Gear) XXVI 
42 Supplies and Related Components/ Ac-
cessories (Single- and Multi-Crate Supplies, 
Blank Supply Chassis, Control Panels, Supply 
Ventilation) XXVIII 
43 Recommended or Standard Components/ 
Accessories (Branch Cables, Connectors etc., 
Dataway Connectors, Boards etc., Blank 
Modules, Other Stnd Components) XXIX 
NC 
INDEX OF PRODUCTS 
DESIGNATION&. SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
1 DATA MODULES- 1/0 TRANSFERS AND PROCESSING , 
11 Digital Serial Input Modules- Scalers, Time Interval 
and Bi-directional Counters, Serial Coded etc. 
111 Simple Serial Binary Registers 
1X24 BIT BINA~V BLIND SCALE~ (20M~Z NIM 
OR 10MHZ TTL I/P 1 EXT INHIRIT JN,OVF 0/P) 
MINISCALER (2Xl~BIT 1 30M~Z,SEPARATF GATES 
AND EXTERNAL RESET,NIM LEVELS) 
MINISOALER (2X1~BIT,JOMHZ,SEPARATE GATES 
A~D EXTERNAL RESET,NIM LEVELS) 
MINISCALER(2X168IT 1 30MHZ,SEPARATE GATES 
AND EXT RESF.T,NIH LEVELS) 
OUAL SCALER (2Xt6AIT, 50MMZ) 
DUAL 150 MHZ 16 BIT SCALER (ONE 50 OHMS, 
ON! UNTERMINATEn NIM INPUT PER SCALER) 
DUAL SCALER (2Xi6RIT 1 lOOMHZ) 
DUAL SCALER (2Xt68IT 1 150MHZ) 
DUAL SCAL~R (2X!6BIT, 200~HZ) 
DUAL 24 BIT BINARY SCALER 
(1514HZ, NIH OR TTL INPUTS) 
DOUBLE SCALER (24/16BIT,50MMZ,2 I/P & 
3 GATE MODES,IN!o!IBIT, PtaOVERFLO~I) 
DUAL 150 MHZ 24 BIT SCALER (ONE 50 OHMS, 
ONE UNT[RMINATEn NIH INPUT PER SC&LrR) 
QUAD CAMAC SCALER (4X168IT OR 2X32BtT, 
10014MZ) 
TIME DIGITIZER (4X16BIT 1 50MHZ CLOCK,WITH 
CENTRE FINDER, USABLE WITH PRE•AMP 511) 
SERIAL REGISTER (4XI68IT,2XJ2BIT 
SELECTA8LE,25MHi,COMMON GATE,NIM LEVELS) 
MICROSCALER C4X16 BIT,~5MHt,OPTIMIZED 
INPUT,3 NSEC,GIVES TVP 8014HZ COUNTING) 
MtCROSCALER(4XleBIT,aX32BtT SELECTABLE, 
25HHZ 1 COMMQN GATE,NIM LEVELS) 
4X16 BIT BINARY BLIND SCALER (50 MHZ, 
2X32BIT SELECTAFILE 1 C0MMON GATE 1 NIM/;TTL) 
FOUR•FOLD SCALER (4X16BIT;2X32BIT 
SEL!CTA8LE,5QMHl 1 COMMQN GATE,NIM LEVELS) 
FOUR•FOLO CAMAC SCALER (4X16BIT 1 40MMZ, 
ONE SO OMMS,ONE MI•Z NJM J/P PER SCALER) 
TIME OIGITIZER(4XI68IT 1 CL0C~ RATE 
70/BSMHZ, WITH cENTER FINniNG LOGIC) 
TIME DIGITIZER (4~16BJT,CLOC~ RATE 
70/8!MMZ,NIM LEvELS) 
~UAD SCALER (4X!6BIT 1 50MMZ) 
SERIAL .REGISTER, (4X16BIT,2XJ2BIT SELECT• 
ABLE,tOOMHZoCOMMON GATE,NTM LEVELS) 
FOUR•FOLD SCALER(4Xl6BIT,?X328IT SELECT• 
A8LE,t00MHz,coMMON GATE,NtM LEVELS) 
QUAD SCALER (4Xt6BIT, t50MHZ) 
QUAD SCALER (4X16BIT, 200MHZ) 
QUAD SCALER (4X,4BIT, 50MHz, OATAWAV 
AND/OR EXT FAST INHJBJT, ~IM lEVELS) 
QUAD COUNTING REGTSTER(4X24BIT,NIM INP T 
TTL INHIBIT IN,TTL CARRY AND nvF OUT) 
SCALER (4X24BTT, 50MHZ) 
QUAD SCALER (4X;4RIT 1 150/125MHZ,DATA~AY 
ANDIUR EXT FAST INHJBJT,HTM LEVELS) 
J EB 10 
1002 
002 
c 104 
OS 0!'10 
2S 2024/16 
DS 100 
OS 1!50 
DS 200 
FHC 1313 
2S 2024/24 
1004A 
1005 
SR 160!5 
102 
J EB 20 
4 s 2003/50 
• s 2004 
TO 2031 
TO 2041 
CIS 0!50 
SR 1608 
4 s 2003/100 
QS 150 
f'lS 200 
S424S 
9.0!51 
S424A 
ROT 
SEN 
STND ENGINEERING 
STNO ENGINEERING 
:HND ENGINEERING 
WENZfL ELEKTRONIK 
SEN 
ROT 
!!EN 
SEN 
SEN 
SEN 
STNO ENGINEERING 
STNO ENGINEERING 
STND ENGINEERING 
FG&G/ORTE'C 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
FGitG/ORTFC 
171 
/69 
171 
173 
170 
17'3 
/74 
nn 
01/7!5 
172 
/71 
171 
/71 
/71 
/69 
170 
/72 
/72 
/71 
/70 
174 
/74 
171 
173 
/71 
( !5) 
( 4) 
7) 
13, 1 on 1 
13,1002 
13,1003 
1 J 1 10 04 
, 31 1 00!! 
131 11\06. 
13,1Dn7 
13,1008 
1 J ,1 ong' 
I 3 I 10 I 0 
13,10 II 
13,10!2 
I 3 I 10 I 3 
, J ,1 014 
13,1015 
I 3,10 I 6 
I 3,10 I 7 
13,10 !8 
13,10, 9 
IJ,1020 
13,1021 
13,10?2 
13,102J 
13,1024 
13,10,5 
1J,t026 
I 3,1027 
13,1028 
I J ,I 029 
I J I 10 ~0 
I 3,1 OJ I 
Ill 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
QIIAD ~CALER (<IX,4RIT, 200"~Hl', OATAWAY 
AND/OR EXT FAST l~HIB!T, NIM LEVELS) 
' ~UAD ~CALER (4X24RIT, 125MHZ,INTERRUPT 
STRUCTURE, INDIVIDUAL INHTB!T INPUTS) 
QUAD SCALER (4X24BlT, 200MHZ,!NTERRUPT 
STRUCTURE, TNDlviDUAL INHIBIT INPt iTS) 
QIIAD !OOMHZ SCAt Er< (4X241HT,DISCR LEVEL 
•O,!!V,TtM~•l N TE~VAL APPL,NIM INHIR J/P) 
QUAD tOO MH1 SCALERC4Xl&/248IT,•0~5V I/P 
THRESHOLD,CnMMON EXT F{ST INHI~IT,NJM) 
QUAD ~CALER (4X24BIT, JOOMHZ, ?•SEGMENT 
Dt~PLAYISCALERt OVF GYVES LAM) 
QUAD SCALER (4X24BIT OR 2X48BIT,lOOMHZ, 
OVF GIVES LAM, cOMMON INHtBIT GATE) 
TIME DIGITI;ER 
(6 CHANNELS•!~ BITS, tOO MHZ CLOCK RATE) 
N 12•CHANNEL IOOMHZ SCALER (l~BITt•O,SV 
I/P THR, FA~T CLEAR, CA~CADABLE, LAM) 
12•CHANNEL 16 BTT SCALER rcERN SPS2135) 
HEX TTL/NIH 50 MHZ SCALER 
HEX COUNTING REGISTER (6X24BIT, lOOMHZ 
NlM & TTL LEVEL~, TTL CARRY OVF, BIN) 
HEX NIM lOO. MHZ SCALER 
12•CHANNEL 100 MHZ SCALERC12X24RIT,•0,5V 
IIP THR, CUMMON FAST CLEAR & INHIA, NTM) 
TYPE 
542.SF 
si 
li5A 
25508 
QS 10 0 
TO 
90!54 
3610 
320 
361!5 
2551 
112 . Simple Serial Decade Registers 
1X6 BCD DECADE ~CALER 
(30 MHZ, BUTLT•TN OISP~AY) 
DUAL 24 BIT BCD SCALER 
(1!MHz, NIM OR TTL INPUTS) 
2X6 BCD DECADE !CALER • tOO MHZ 
WITH REMOTE DISPLAY 
QUAD ACD SCALER (4X6 DECAnES,30MHil 
MEX COUNTING REGISTER (6X~48IT 1 100MHZ 
NIM & TTL L~V~L~, TTL CARRY OVF, BCD) 
J EA 21l 
FHC 1311 
J EA 10 
9021 
321 
113 Preset Serial Binary Registers 
PRESET COUNTING REGISTER (16BIT,10MMZ, 
NIM/TTL I/P,TTL INHIB t QIP,DATAWAY SET) 
PRESET COUNTING REGISTER (24BIT,10MHZ, 
DATAWAY SET,NIH/TTL INPUT,TTL OIP+lNHIB) 
scALER eo MHZ CI21!6/18124BIT,PRE~ET 
wiTH OVF LINE,CnNSTANT DEADTIME ~ 
PRESET SCALER(24/16BIT,!50MHZ,DATAW, SET, 
8UFFER,2 1/P & 3 GATE MODES,INHIB,OVFLO) 
~IN,P~E~ET SCALF.RIBCD•DISPLAV(248ITIBDEC 
50HHZ,DATAWAY SFT•2I/P&GATE HODES,INHIB) 
OUAL PRESET COUNTING REGISTERCli!BTT BIN) 
DUAL PRESET COUNTERITIHER (2X1612~RIT, 
40MHZ MIN, ~ELF RELOADABLE) 
2X24 BIT PRFSET SCALER (!OOMHZ COIJNTlNG) 
PRESET QUAD BINARY COUNTER (4X24BIT, 
75 MMZ, NJM & TTL LEVELS, TTL CARRY OVF) 
N (SAME BUT !50 MH7) 
703•1 
2204 
1006 
J EP 30 
310 
350 
114 Preset Serial Decade Registers 
REAL TIME CLOCK (3,8 USEC TO 18,2 HRS, 
PRE~ET•TIME AND PRESET•CQUNT MUOES) 
24BIT BCD PRESET•SCALER (12MHZ, NIM 
OR TTL INPUTS 1 HANIJAL OR DATAWAY PRE~ET) 
24BIT BCD PRESET•SCALER (t2MHz, NYM 
nR TTL INPUTS,DATAWAY PRESET) 
6 BCD DECADE ~CALER (MA~UAL AND DATAWAY 
PRESET,! MH7., START/SToP nuTPUT> 
I,V 
RTC 20\4 
FHC 1301 
FHC I 302 
J EP 20 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
FGJI.t;/ORTFC 
JOFRGER 
JOFRGER 
JOR\o<AY 
I RS•LECROY 
SCHLUHBERGER 
STND ENGINEERING 
NUCL, FNTERPRISES 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
HYTEC 
SCHLUM8ERGER 
NUCL~ ENTERPRISES 
HVTEC 
NUCL~ ENTERPRISE~ 
!IFMENS 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
RORER 
~CHLLIMBERGER 
._H YTEC 
171 
1'10 
113 
173 
174 
/13 
174 
173 
172 
171 
171 
170 
111 
172 
175 
173 
174, 
173 
17<1 
171 
171 
171 
(, J) 
( 5) 
( 2) 
( 12) 
( 12) 
(II) 
(I 0) 
( 8) 
( 12) 
( 1) 
13,1032 
13,1033 
13,1035 
13,1031! 
13,1031 
13,1038 
13,1039 
I J, I 040 
13,1041 
13,10<12 
13,1043 
13,1044 
13,104!5 
13,1047 
13,1048 
13,1049 
13,1050 
13,10!!1 
13,10!!3 
1 3,1 O!U 
13,1055 
13,10511 
13,1051 
13 ,l 05Q 
IJ,IOM 
13,1061 
13,10112 
NC D~SIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTUA~R WIDTH DfLIY. NPR REF. No. 
PRESET SCALER (20~HZ,~DECADF BCD 1 7 SEGM 
LED INDICATES CnNTENTS AND PRESET NO) 
PRESET SC•LER(InMHz,a rFCAOE BC~,DJSPLAY 
OF 2 SIGNIF N~MRERS+E~P.~AN PRESET,NIM) 
DUAL PRfSET COUNTING PEGISTER(4 DECADES) 
PRESET QUAD DECADE COU NTER (4X6 DECADES, 
75 HHi, NfM & TTL LEVELS, TTL CARRY DVF) 
N (SAME BUT 50 MH7) 
PSR 0801 
C: I 03 ROT 
2204 I'll RA SYSTEMS 
311 HYTF:C 
351 
117 Other Digital Serial Input Modules (Bi-Directional Sequential, Shift Types) 
UP/DOWN PRESETTABLE COUNTER(24BIT,10MHZ, 
GATE AND PULS~ BURST OUTP UTS) 
UP/DOWN PRESETTABLE COUNTERC6 BCD DIGITS 
10HMZ, MANUAL AND DATAWAY PRESET) 
QUAD PRESETTABLE UP•DOWN COUNTER 
DUAL INCREMENTAL POSITION ENCODER (2X20 
BIT X•Y DIG!TIZAT!ON !lV UP•DOW~I COUNTER) 
S2 
3640 KINETIC SYSTEMS 
2IPE 201Q SEN 
12 Digital Parallel Input Modules- Storing 
and Non-storing Registers, Caine. Latc'h, Lam, Status etc. 
121 Non-Storing Registers (Gates) 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE (CERN SPS2133,t6BIT) 
ISOLATED INPUT GATE(16BIT,VERSION AG302D 
FOR 12,24 UR 48V, AGJ02A 'OR 11~VAC) 
INPUT GATE f16BtT• CONTACT CLOSURE) 
INPUT GATE (16BtT) 
INPUT GATE (24BTT, SOURCE SELECTION BY 
6BIT OUTPUT, OAiAWAY GEN STROBE UUT) 
INPUT GATE 24•BIT 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE (24BIT STATIC DATA, 
INTEGRATED FOR i USEC,TTL LFVEL~) 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE (22BIT STATIC DATA, 
eOO NSEC INTEGRATION,!TRO~E SETS L,TTL) 
PARALLEL INPUT GATE (24 BIT) 
INPUT GATE (24BJT) 
2hBIT ISOLATED INPIIT GATE 
STATIC DIGITAL INPUT (2X16BIT, TTL) 
DUAL INPUT GATE (l6BIT) 
DUAL PARALLEL SyROBEO INPUT GATE(2X248IT 
HANDSHAKE MODE TRANSFER TO DATAWAY,TTL) 
DUAL PARALLEL INPUT GATE (2X24BIT,NON• 
INTERLOCK CONTRnL TRANSF TO DATA~Ay,TTL) 
INPUT GATE ~UAL 24 BIT 
INPUT GATE (2X24BIT STATIC DATA,INTEGR 
,OR IUSEC,TTL LEVELS, 2XJ1•WAY I/P CONN) 
INPUT GATE (2X24BIT STATIC DATA,INTEGR 
FOR 10USEC,TTL LEVELS,2X37•WAY I/P CONN) 
(SAME, INTEGRATION FOR !MSEC ) 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLEL INPUT GATE 
(WITH LED DISPLAY OPTION) 
PARALLEL TNPUT GATE (3XI6BIT INPUT FROM 
ISOLATING CnNTACTS) 
3X16•RIT INPUT GATE 
(INPUTS ISOLATEn BY OPTO•COUPLERS) 
DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER WITH OPTO COUPLER 
(4X8BIT PARALLEL INPUT GATES,WITH L) 
(WITH FRO~T PANEL CONNECTOR) 
DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER (5X8BIT PARALL 
INPUT GATES,5TH BYTE SETS L•TTL•1•H) 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
(MODULF WITH ONLY LOGIC BOARD) 
DIGITAL INPIIT REGISTER (5X8BIT PARALL 
INPUT GATES,!!TH BYTE SETS L,HLLtlc:H) 
(WITH FRONT PAN~L CONNECTOR) 
90494 
AG 302C 
PG JOt 
J 001 
3420 
9049!1 
PG 304 
3471 
PG 601 
61 
3412 
321 
321A 
321B 
1061 
1063 
DO 200•2203 
DO 200•2001 
no 200•220I 
DO 200•2000 
00 200•2002 
~0 200•2202 
NUCL~ ENTERPRISES 
STND ENGINEERING 
STND ENGINEERING 
STNO ENGINEERING 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
STND ENGINEERING 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
SIEMENS 
!!TND ENGINEERING 
POL ON 
STND ENGINEERING 
DU11NIER 
Dl'lRNIER 
17'2 
/71 
173 
nl 
/74 
n4 
17 1 
170 
no 
n3 
113 
113 
113 
no 
110 
n4 
/74 
114 
n'l 
113 
172 
171 
n2 
n3 
112 
(7) 
( 1 0) 
8) 
4) 
(1 0) 
( IS) 
6) 
4) 
8) 
13,1064 
13,1065 
13,1066 
13,1061 
13,10,9 
13,11110 
13,1011 
13,1012 
13,1013 
13,1014 
13,10!0 
13,10~1 
13 ,I 082 
13,1092 
.13,1 093 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
PARALLEL INPUT r,ATEC16XI6BIT,TTL, taLOW) 
128 BIT RECfiVER (ADDRESSABLE AS R !6BIT 
WOROS OR \2R I•RIT WQRCS) 
.... 
122 Storing Registers 
OPTICAL ISOLATED INPUT REGISTER 
PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER (16BIT,CONTtNU• 
OUS OR STR08ED MODES CONTROLLED BV REG) 
DVN 1 DIG 1 INPIJT (16BIT, TTL• 
LAM IF INPUT O•t OR 1•0 QR ROTH) 
INPUT REGISTER tl6BIT) 
DYNAMIC DIGITAL INPUT 16BJT FLOATING tiP 
ISOLATED INPUT REGISTER(16BIT,AR302D FOR 
12 1 24 OR 48VOC 1 AR302A FOR 115VAC) 
INPUT REGISTER t16BIT,CONTACT CLOSURE) 
PARALLEL•INPUT•REGlSTER (SINGLE 16124BIT 
OPT,READY SIGNALS•liO TTL•CONTROL BUS) 
C INPUT REGISTER (24BIT, SP!C CONN, 8 BIT 
ALSO VIA LEMO,LAM ON NONelERO OR STROBE) 
VI 
INPUT REGISTER ~4•BIT 
INPUT REGISTER t24BIT) 
INPUT REGISTER (24 INPUTS• + STROBE, 
OPTICALLY ISOLATED) 
BALANCED INPUT REGISTER WITH ADDRESSING 
PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER (~XI6BIT, TTL) 
DUAL INPUT REGI$TERC2X1&BIT,LAM & STROBE 
tiP & DAThREAD•STROBE 0/P PER CHANNEL) 
CAMAC UNTERM. I1PIS VIA SCHMITT TRIGGERS 
IIP FILTER RESPnNS~ IUSEC TO tOMS 
DUAL t& BIT INPUT REGISTER 
(TTL LEVELS, CERN SPECS 072) 
DUAL 16 BIT INPuT REGISTER(EXT STROBE OR 
DATAWAY COMMAND STORES DATA,TTL LEVELS) 
DUAL INPUT REGISTER (t6BIT) 
DIGITAL INPUT (2X16BIT FLOATING INPUT) 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLEL INPUT REGISTERCTTL) 
DUAL 24 BIT INPUT REGISTER 
CTTL, HANDSHAKE~ 
DUAL INPUT REGISTER(2X24BJT,LAM & STROBE 
tiP & DATA•READ•STROBE OIP PER CHANNEL) 
CAMAC UNTERM~ liP'S VIA S~HMITT TRIGGERS 
IIP FILTER RESPQN$E 1USEC TO !OMS 
(SAME BUT WITH TWISTED PAIR INPUTS) 
(SAME BUT WITH nPTICAL ISOLATION INPUT, 
LOGIC 1 • ev OR 12MA) 
DUAL INPUT REGI~TER (2X24BIT 1 I/P tNTEGR 
TTL, FULL LAM, nUTPUT STROBES) 
INPUT REGISTER t2X24BIT• 3 MOOES OF DATA 
ENTRY, LED niSPLAY) 
DUAL PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER(2X24RJT 1 EXT 
LOAD REQUEST,d OPER MOOES,TTL LEV~LS) 
24•BIT DUAL PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER 
(A HAS LO•Z, A HAS UNTERMINATED INPUT) 
PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER (2X24 BITS) 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER 
(WITH LED DISPLAY OPTION) 
OUAL INPUT REG.t2X24BIT,SEP.TIHING,L0GIC 
BITWISE POSIN£G,4TIMJNG& 30ATA IN HODES> 
OORNII!R MOOllLES ALSO loiARK!TED BV STEMEN11 
DIGITAL INPUT REGISTER, EXTERNAL STRUBE 
(4X8BIT INPIIT LATCHES, !XABIT SET LAM) 
(SAME wiTH FR~NT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
TYPE 
IG 2!1601 
c J41 
2601 
7014•1 
PR 301 
C 76451•Ali'•AJ 
A R 3 02C 
MS PI 2 U30/l 
FHC 1308 
3470 
PR 304 
IR•2 
3430 
2312 
PR 1610 SE!IIES 
PR 1611 
2IR 2002 
2IR 2010 
PR 601 
c 76451•Aa•A3 
2322 
PR 2d00 SERIES 
PR 2d01 
PR 2402 
PR 2403 
220 
JR 
60A 
904!AI904tR 
J RE \0 
PR•604 
DO 200•2204 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF, No. 
! NFORMATF:K 
81 RA SYSTf:HS 
NU~L. ENTERPRISES 
SIEMENS 
STND ENGINEERING 
STNO ENGINEERING 
AEG•TELEFUNKEN 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
STND ENGINEERING 
JOERGER 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
RI RA SYSTEMS 
GEC•ELLIOTT 
SEN 
SEN 
STNO ENGTNEERING 
SIEMENS 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
EG&GinRTEC 
HYTEC 
JOFRGER 
JORWAY 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
SCHLIJMRERGER 
STND ENG!NEERING 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
SIEMENS 
rn 
173 
nn 
173 
173 
/74 
174 
171 
171 
173 
li'd 
172 
173 
17~ 
173 
172 
173 
173 
173 
173 
173 
172 
170 
172 
173 
172 
173 
173 
( 6) 
( 6) 
(1) 
( 4) 
(II) 
( 8) 
( 6) 
(7) 
'' 
I 3 ,I 095 
I J ,11l96 
13.1007 
13,10QO 
13.1100 
t J ,1101 
I J oil 02 
13.1103 
13.1107 
13.1108 
13.1109 
13.1110 
13.1111 
I 3.1112 
13.111 J 
13.11!6 
13.1117 
I 3,1118 
1 J .1120 
I J .1121 
I 3,1 1:?2 
I 3,1123 
13,1124 
I 3,1126 
13,1127 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
123 Terminated .Signal Input Registers (Coinc. Latch, Pattern etc.) 
12 BIT PARALLEL INPUT REGISTER (NIH) 
!TIIOBED lNPliT R'.GISTER (12B1T COINC AND 
LATCH,NlM LFVFL! 1 PATTERN ANO L•RE~ APPL) 
1~8JT DISCRJHTNATOR•COINC!DENCE REGISTER 
FAST COINCII"'E.NCF LHCH'(16RIT,DlSCII J/P 1 
MIN 2 NSEC STROAE•S!GNAL OVERLAP) 
16 FOLD DCR (16 DISCR, COMMON STROBF• 
•1 OMV THRESHOLD, FAST SUMMING OUTPiJT S) 
16•CH COINCIDENCE REGISTER CSTROBE IIP, 
2NS OVERLAP,FAST SUM 0/P AND CLEAR,NlM) 
PATTERN UNIT 
(16 INDlV NIM lNPLITS,COMMON NIH GATE) 
FAST INPUT REGlSTEH (ASSEMBLE! 16B1T ~OR08 FROM 1L2 INPUTS) 
PATTERN UNIT(16RIT 1 t/P STROBED WITH 
COMMON GATE,10 NSEC OvERLAP,NIM LEVELS) 
16 BIT PATTFRN UNIT (NIM TIP AND GATE) 
PATTERN UNIT 16 BIT (16 INDIVIDUAL NIM 
tNPUTSoCOMMON NJM GATE, CERN SPECS 021) 
16 BIT PATTERN UNIT (CERN 071, 16 INDIV 
NIM INPUTS,COMHON NIH GATE,LED DISPLAY) 
COINCIDENCE REGISTER/LATCH (16 CHANNEL) 
COINCIDENCE REGTSTER/LATCH (16 CHANNEL) 
COINCIDENCE REGISTER C16 CH,COMMON GATE, 
MIN OVERLAP 2NS,OOUBLE PULSE RESOL IONS) 
COINCIDENCE LATCH (24 NIM INPUTS ~ITH 
COMMON STRO~E, EXT RESET, 2NsEC OVERLAP) 
COINCIDENCE REGISTER/LATCH (24 CHANNEL) 
COINCIDENCE BUFFER C2X12BIT,ONE STROBE 
PER 12BITS 1 MIN 'NS OVERLAP,NIM INPUTS) 
2351 
SIR 2026 
23~2 
2340B 
021 
90~3 
c 101 
J PU 10 
16P 2007 
16P 2047 
CR 116 
CR 216 
C124 
CR 224 
C212 
RI RA SYSTEMS 
SEN 
RI RA SYSTEMS 
JQRWAV 
LRS•LECRrJY 
LRS•LECROY 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
SEN 
SEN 
STNO ENGINEERING 
STND ENGINEERING 
STND ENGINEERING 
STND ENGINEERING 
EG&GIORTH 
124 Manual Input Modules (Word Generators, Parameter Units) 
PARAMETER UNIT 12 BIT (PROVIDES 12 BIT 
COMMUNICATinN,PUSH BUTTON L•REQLIEST) 
M~NUAL INPUT REGISTER (INPUTS A HANO•SET 
16•BIT ~ORO, MANUAL AND ELECTR LAM tiP) 
24 BIT P~RAMETER UNIT 
WORD GENERATOR t24BtT WORD 
MANUALLY !ET RY S~ITCHES) 
DATA S~ITCHES 
(16124 BITS,READABLE + CONTENT AOOR) 
MANUAL INPUT/rJUTPUT REGISTER (24 BITS, 
S~ITCH I/P + LAM, 24 LEO ntP REGISTER) 
24•BIT "MANUAL INPUT 
WORD GENERATOR (24 BITS D' BINARY DATA, 
SWITCH SELECTED~ 
, WITH LAM 
MANUAL REGISTER (FOUR 16 SIT WORDS) 
PARAMETER UNIT (QUAD 4•DECADE BCD 
PARAMETERS MANUALLY SET) 
PARAMETER UNIT (QUAD 4 DECADE BCD 
PARAMETERS MANUALLY SET) 
p 2005 
1041 
2!501 
WG 2401 
c 322 
201 
3460 
9020 
231 
022 
c 1 0!1 
AI RA SYSTEMS 
GEC•ELLIOTT 
TNFORHATEK 
JORWAY 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
STND ENGINEERING 
POL ON 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
171 1) 
171 6) 
171 4) 
171 ~) 
174 
2 171 
172 
170 
172 (11) 
/74 
174 
174 ( 1 2) 
2 
/74 
2 171 
170 
173 ( 8) 
173 
171 
172 
Cl1' 
173 
171 ( 2) 
173 
171 ( 2) 
171 
127 Other Parallel Input Modules (Incl. Lam and Status Registers, see 232 for Lam Grader) 
24•8 IT I NTERRIIPT REGIsTER (STATUS COMPAREo,CHANGE GYVES LAM) 
PRIORITY INPUT REGISTERCt2BITS ORFO TO 
LAM,FAST COJNC I ATCH APPL,HASK REGISTER) 
tNPUT REGISTER (12 BIT, QREO TO LAM, 
COINCIDENCE LATCH APPL, NJM INPUTS) 
10!51 
63 
172 ( 3) 
JORWAY no 
JORWAY 174 
, 3,1137 
I 3,1138 
13,1139 
13,1140 
13,1141 
13,1142 
13,1143 
13,1144 
13,1145 
13,11411 
13,1147 
13,1148 
13,1149 
13,tHIO 
13,11!52 
13,11!13 
13,11!54 
13,1 1!5!5 
13,11!511 
13,11!57 
13,11!58 
13,1160 
VII 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
INTERRUPT REQUEST REGISTER 
LA~ REQUEST REGISTER (16 ~IT) 
INTERRUPT ALAR~ REGISTER 
(16 BITS, INOIVTOUAL~Y MASKABLEl 
64 LINE SURVEYOR (SINGLE nR CONTINUOUS 
SURVEY CYCLEs, J !lURVEY MnOE'S) 
I SOLA TEO INTERRIIPT GATE ( 168 IT, *•D FOR 
12,24 OR 48V,••A ~OR 11~VlC VERSION) 
INTERRUPT GATE (16BTT,CONTACT CLOSURE) 
ISOLATED INTERRuPT REGI SyER ( 168 IT, nO 
FOA 12,24 OA 48VOC,•aA FQA 11~VAC ) 
INTERRUPT REGTSTER(I6BIT,r.OTACT CLOSURE) 
INTERRUPT GATE (24BJT) 
DUAL INTERRUPT GATE (24~IT) 
INTERRUPT REGISTER f12BIT) 
INTERRUPT REGISTER (16BITl 
INTERRUPT REGISTER f24BITl 
INTERRUPT REGISTER (24BtTl 
STATUS INTERRUPT (24BIT 1 I/P&LATCH&LAM& 
MASK,GROUP&SEL•LAM•TEST,VARoLOGIC&LEVEL) 
f.C 218 
300 
J IR 10 
64LS 2052 
AIG 302C 
AIR 302C 
IG 304 
JG 604 
IR 012 
JR 016 
IR 024 
JR 304 
NUCLo ENTERPRISES 
P(lL(lN 
SEN 
STNO fNGtNEERING 
STNO E~IGJNEERING 
STNn ENGINE'EAING 
HND E"~GTNEEAING 
STNO ENGINEERING 
ST_NO fNGtNEERING 
STNO ENGINEERING 
STND ENGINEERING 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
13 Digital Output Modules- Serial: Clocks, Timers, 
Pulse Generators, Parallel: TTL Output, Drivers 
131 Serial Output Modules {Clocks, Timers, Pulse GEN) 
PRESET SCALER (LEVEL OR PULSE TRAIN 0/P, 
DURATION SET BY COMMANO,SJNGLE & REPEAT) 
CRYSTAL CLOCK GENERATOR (7 TTL OUTPUTS 
FOR IMZ TO !MHZ FREDUENCY DECADES) 
CRYSTAL CONTRO~LED PULSE GENEAATORC7 DE• 
CA0!8•1HZ TO 1MHZ•eOONS PULSES OUT,TTL) 
REAL TIME CLOCK 
(~SEC CLOCK/~MSEC STOP WATCH) 
CLOCK GENERATOR (INT IOMHZ, EXT ~OMHZ, 
8 DECADE STEPS,PLUS PROGRAMMABLE OUTPUT) 
GATED CLOCK CIOMHZ TO 1HZ, INT•EXT 
CLOCK, SYNCHRONOUS GATING) 
CLOCK PULSE GENERATOR (7 OUTPUTS•tHZ TO 
1MMZ•IN O!CAD! ~TEPS,10MHZ EXT IN,TTL) 
CLOCK GEN!RATOR(INT!RN IMMZ, EXT tOMHZ, 
7 DECADES 1HZ•1MHZ TTL 0/P,!USEC WJOTH) 
CLOCK PU~SE GENERATORf7 OECADE8•1HZ TO 
IMMZ•eOO NSEC PULSES OUT,TTL AND NIM) 
I HZ • 1 MHi QUARTZ CLOCK (7 DIP • 1HZ 
TO 1MHZ•200 TO 800 NSEC wiDTH,TTL LEVEL) 
QUARZ•CLOCK WITH 2 TIMER FUNCTIONS 
CA~AC•CLOCI<•GENERATOR(7 DECADES•10MHZ TO 
IMZ,~0/~00 NSEC OIP PULSES,2 1 8VI50 OHMS) 
CLOCK/TIMER C0.001S TO 10 HRS TIHF. 
!NTERVAL,TIME•O,•DAY OUTPUT) 
REAL TIME CLOCK, LIVE TIME INTEGRATnR, 
PRESET TIMER 
REAL TIME CLOCK (COUNTS ,I SEC TO 999 
DAYS, DISPLAYS HRS/MINISEC, 50/60HZ GEN) 
REAL TIME CLOCK 
REAL TIME CLOCK (3 1 8 USEC yO 18,2 HAS, 
PRESET•TIME AND PRESET•COUNT MODE~) 
INTERVAL TIMER/WATCHDOG (100USEC•300SEC 
INTERVAL, 1 SECa•100 SEC TIMEOUT) 
REAL TIME CLoCK (PRESET COUNTER, PRESET 
TIMER 3o8USEC Tn 18.2 HRS, ELAPSE TIME) 
DEAD TIME COUNTF.R 
T!MER MODULE 
TIME BASE (10 TO IOOHHZ IN INCREMENTS OF 
IOMMZ, USED WITH TD 2031/TO 2041) 
VIII 
PSR 0801 
FMC 1303 
PG 0001 
c 320 
CG 
217 
730A 
109 
J HQ 10 
1411 
AC014 
ATC 
9064 
RTC 2014 
EC 384 
ATC 018 
2203 
365!5 
TB 2032 
INFORMATF.I< 
POL ON 
ROT 
SCHLUMBEAGER 
SIEMENS 
WENZEL ELEI<TRONIK 
BORER 
EGIP.G/ORTE:C 
JOERGER 
NUCLo ENTERPRISES 
SEN 
SENSION 
~TND ENGINEERING 
RI AA SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
SEN 
(II) 
( 9) 
( 12) 
173 
171 1) 
/71 
172 
c 7) 
( 11) 
. 170 
/7! 
171 
112 
/71 
"' 
( J) 
/7J 
2 173 (7) 
(10) 
171 
/74 ( 13) 
(12) 
/71 
13 ,II~ I 
13,1168 
!3,11~9 
13,1 I 70 
13.1171 
13,1172 
13,1173 
13.117e 
13.1176 
13.1117 
13.1178 
13,1179 
1J,ll80 
IJ.1Ut 
13,1182 
13,1 UH 
I 3,11!14 
13,11M 
13,1189 
13,11110 
13,1191 
13,1192 
13.11113 
tJ,ltll4 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
Tt~ER (MIN IUSEr,OVF FRnM C0UNTER•PPI1 
T!ST PULSE r.ENERATQR (~ TG ~0 NSEC NIM 
ntP PULSE O~HTVED FROM 91,f(2~) OR EXT) 
T!ST PULS! GENERATUR (NIH PULSE PAIR) 
8 CHANNEL O!LAY GfNERATnH (DELAY ~ TU 90 
TIMES CLOCK, nELAYS CASCAnA~L!) 
OUAL PROGRAMMED PULSE GEN!RATOR(50HZ/ 
~KMZI,HHZ PliL!\E TAUNoLENGTH BY COMMAND) 
TYPE 
TPr. 0202 
220 
2PPG 20111 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
J[llh/AY 
174 
SEN 171 
( 61 
(11) 
13,1101! 
13,1109 
132 Parallel Output Registers (TTL, HTL, NIM etc.) 
oPTICAL ISOLATEn OUTPUT RFGISTER 
12 BIT PARALLEL OIITPUT REGISTER (Nt~) 
11 SIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER (AIT 
~DDRESSA8LE• NIH LEVELS OR PULSES> 
12 BIT OUTPUT AEGISTEA(OC OA " PULS~ OIP, 
UPDATING STAUAE UUTPUT 1 NIM LEVELS) 
OUTPUT REGISTER (12AIT, NTH PULSES OR 
LEVELS OUT) 
OUTPUT REGISTER (12RIT) 
OtF,EA[NTIAL OUTPUT REGISTER 
OUTPUT REGISTER (12 CHANNELl 
C OUTPUT REGISTER CUBIT TTL VU SPEC CONN 
881T ALSO VIA FRONT PANEL L!MO) 
N OUTPUT REGISTER (2. BIT, 16 MA SV OUT) 
N ~UTPUT R!GlSTER (2.RIT 1 0PTO•COUPL£R,7MA) 
OUTPUT REGISTER 
C2•BIT WOAD, TTL 0/P VIA 37•WAY CONN) 
OUTPUT AEGIST!R C2.8IT) 
~ARALLEL OUTPUT REG, C24BtToN!G/UPT POS 
TTL,ADJ, DUAATloNILEVEL•4 TIMING MOOES) 
DUAL 16BIT PARAI LfL OUTPUT REGISTEACTTL) 
DUAL 16 BIT OUTPUT AEGIST!R (SELECTABLE 
0/P STAGES ON PLUGABLE PC 1 FP CONNECTOR) 
DUAL 24 BIT PARiLLEL OUTPUT REGISTER 
OUTPUT REGISTER (2X248IT nATA OUT,DATA• 
READY + BUSY FOAM HANDSHAKE, TT~) 
OUTPUT REGISTER (2X24BIT OR 6X88IT, 
LED DISPLAY) 
2••BlT DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER 
DUAL OUTPUT REGJSTER C2X24BIT, DATAWAY 
READ ANn WRITE• HANDSHAKE CONTROL, LO•Z) 
(SAME AUT HI•Z) 
PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER C2X2• BITS) 
DUAL 24 BIT PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER 
(~ITH LED DISPLAY OPTION) 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (4X8BIT PARALL 
OUTPUT REGISTER,NO L,TTL,taH) 
(WITH FPONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
(MODULE WITH ONLY LOGIC BOARD) 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (4X8BIT PARALLEL 
OUPTPUT REGTSTEA, HLL 12Vl 
(SAHE WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) (SAME, NO F:P~ ~ONNECTOR, INVERTING) 
(SAME WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (4X8BJT PARALLEL 
OUPTPUT REGISTER, HLL 24Vl (SAME WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
(SAME, NO F:P: CONNECTOR, INVERTING) 
(SAHE WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
OOANIER HOOIILES ALSO HARKUEO BY SIEMENS 
128 BIT OUTPUT REGISTER (ADDRESSA~LE AS 
8 168IT UR 12A t•BIT wORDS) 
3601 
3251 
c 343 
41 
nR 2021 
PR 312 
3030 
OR 612 
FHC 1309 
9600A 
9603 
31!1 
3212 
20A 2051 
3222 
nR 
9042 
9043A 
004JB 
J RS 10 
PR•612 
DO 200•2!501 
no 200•27ot 
DO ,.200•2!500 
DO 200•2!50~ 
DO 200•270!1 
DO 200•2!506 
DO 200•2706 
DO 200•2!50! 
DO 200•2707 
DO 200•2!50~ 
DO 200•27011 
C' 342 
AI RA SYSTEMS 
!NFQAMUF'K 
.lOA wAY 
SEN 
STNO !NGYNEERI"'G 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
~TND ENGINEERING 
FRI!S!KE 
NUCL, F.NTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
POL ON 
STND ENGINEERING 
WENZEL ELEI<TRONIK 
81 AA SYSTEMS 
SEN 
fG~GIORTEC 
JOF'RGER 
NUCL~ F'NTERPRISES 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
SCHLUMRERGER 
STNO ENGINEERING 
rlORNIEA 
rlORNIER 
!IF. MENS 
I NFOAMATf:K 
/13 
,, 
170 
17'3 
172 
173 
172 
173 
( 2) 
( 8) 
C I 3) 
(13) 
(t 0) 
13,120!1 
13,t2n& 
13,12n7 
13,120~ 
13,1209 
13,1210 
13,121 I 
/73 13,1211! 
c Q) 13,1216 
/73 13,1217 
/72 13,1218 
172 
172 
173 
171 
171 
172 
173 
173 
173 
17'!. 
17'3 
173 
17'3 
17'3 
/73 
7) 
7) 
" 
7) 
6) 
13,1220 
13,1221 
13,1222 
13,1223 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
133 Parallel Output Drivers (Open Coli., Relay, etc.) 
X 
T~IAC OUTPUT PEr,ISTER 
(8 BITS, 2 A~PS, ZERO vnLTAGE S~ITCHlNG) 
8 CHANNEL TTMEO TRIAC OUTPUT 
BIT TRIAC OIJTPUT REGISTER 
12•BIT OUTPIJT REGISTER ' (WITH OPTICAL 
ISOLATION,OPEN CULL U/P, MAX 30V/IOOMA) 
12•BIT OUTPUT RF.GISTER WITH ISOLATED 
RELAY 
SWITtH (12BtT DATAWAY CONTROLLED RELAY 
REGISTER FOR SWITCHING AND MULTIPLEXING) 
ORIVER (16BJT,OPEN COLLECTOR OUTPUT VIA 
MULTIWAY CONNECTOR,MAX 150HA/LINE) 
nUTPUT REGISTE'R 
(t6BIT, 48V/,05A MAX, 2X37•WAY 0/P CONN) 
nUTPUT REGISTER 
(t6BlT 1 250VI,IA HAX, 2XJ7•WAY 0/P CONN) (SAME, 25V/tA MAX) 
RELAY DRIVER (16 WAY RELAY OUTPUT) 
PARALLEL OUTPUT REGISTER C16BJT REED RE• 
LAY,MAX SWITCHEO PwR tOW,4 TIMING MODES) 
DRIV!R C24BIT OUTPUT REGISTER,SET AND 
READ BY COMMAND,24BIT I/P DATA ACCEPTED) 
N OUTPUT REGISTER (24 BITJ 40 HA 30V OUT) 
N (SAME INVERTED nUTPlJTS) 
N OUTPUT REGISTER (24 BIT, 1 AHP 60V OUT) 
N (SAME WITH RELAY CONTACTS, MUX CONCEPT) 
N (SAME WITH RELAV CONTACTS,FRE! CONTACTS) 
OUTPUT REGISTER (2X16BIT,OPEN COLLECTOR) 
OUTPUT DRIVERC2x16BIT,40HA SINKING,t•LO, 
DATAWAY REAO & wRITE,LAH I/P 1 STRORE 0/P) (8A14E, taHJ' 
OUTPUT DRIV!Rf2X16BJT,t25HA SINKING,1aLO 
. DATAWAY READ & wRITE 1 LAH I/P 1 STROBE 0/P) (SAME, hHl} 
OUTPUT DRIV!RC2X16BIT,TOTEHPOLE,JO LOADS 
OATAWAY READ & wRITE 1 LAH I/P,STROBE 0/P) 
2Xt6 OR 4X8 BTT OUTPUT REGISTER 
DUAL 16 BIT OUTPUT REGISTER (TTL LEVELS, 
OPEN COLL OUTPUTS VIA CABLE) 
DUAL OUTPUT DRIVER (200MA SlNKING,2~V) 
DUAL OUTPUT DRivER CHI VOLTAGE DRIVER) 
DIGITAL OUTPUT f2X16BIT, HA~ JOV) 
OUTPUT REGISTER (2X16BIT VIA ISOLATING 
CONTACTS) 
DIGITAL OUTPUT (2X16BIT R~LAYS) 
PARALLEL•DUTPUT.REGISTER COUAL 24BIT 1 OR QUAD 12BIT,OPEN COLLECTOR OUTPUT) 
PARALLEL•OUTPliT REGISTER C24BJT, OPEN 
COLLECTOR OtiTPUT, HANDSHAKE FACILITY} 
OUTPUT ORIVERC2~24BIT,40MA 8INK!NG,1•LO, 
DATAWAY READ & WRITE,LAM t/P,STROAE 0/P) 
(SAME, 1•MU 
OUTPUT DRIVPRC2X24BIT,125MA SINKING,I•LO 
DATAWAY READ & WRITE,LAM T/P 1 STROBE 0/P) (SAME, 1•HI1 
OUTPUT ORIVERC2X24BJT,TOTEHPOLE,JO LOADS 
DATAWAY REAO & WRITE 1 LAM T/P,STROBE 0/P) 
DUAL OUTPUT REGtSTER C2X24BIT, OPEN COLL 
0/P, FULL LAM, nUTPUT STROBES) 
OUTPUT REGISTER (2X24BIT OR 6X8BIT, 
250MA SINKING, niODf CLAMPED) 
DUAL 24 BIT OUTPUT REGIST!RCDC OR PULSE 
0/P,UPDATING 0/P STRORl 1 TTL OPEN COLL) 
DUAL 2~ BIT OIJTPUT REGISTER (DC OR PULSE 
OIP UPDATING, JoOI<A S!IIK, DIODE CLAMPED) 
LT 
3040 
3080 
3082 
;3081 
Q002 
360 
360A 
3608 
J RD I 0 
9011 
96008 
Q600C 
9601 
9602A 
96028 
1084 
OD 11113 
00 1614 
00 1617 
OD 1618 
OD 1620 
J RS 3n 
20R 2008 
20R 20!51HC 
20R 2051HV 
1082 
HS PO 1230/1 
MS PO 1230/1 
00 2403 
no 2404 
no 2407 
00 240!1 
00 2410 
40 
JOFRGER 
iqNfTIC SYSTEMS 
k'JNE"TIC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUfL. ENTERPRISES 
POL ON 
SCMLIJMRF.RGER 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
IIORER 
GEr:eElLIOTT 
SCHLUHRERGER 
SEN 
SEN 
SIEMENS 
AEG•TELEFUNKEN 
GEC•ElLIOTT 
HYTEC 
JORWAV 
JORWAY 
/7J 
/71 
111 
17\ 
173 
/73 
/73 
/73 
/72 
171 
/74 
172 
17~ 
/1') 
174 
no 
/73 
172 
/73 
170 
/72 
/72 
/72 
/73 
171 
174 
( 13) 
(13) 
( . ) 
c 8) 
C I 0) 
(1) 
Cl J) 
(l 3) 
(IJ) 
(I 3) 
(IJ) 
(11) 
9) 
9) 
6) 
4) 
6) 
I) 
4) 
( 2) 
13,123(1 
13,1231 
13 ,12~2 
13.1233 
13,1234 
13,1236 
13,1237 
13.1239 
13,1240 
13,1242 
13,1243 
13.1244 
I 3 ,124!5 
13,1246 
13,1241 
13,1248 
13,1249 
13,12!10 
13,12!!1 
13,1~!!2 
13,12!53 
13,12!!4 
13,1255 
13,12!!6 
I 3 ,12!!1 
13.12~8 
13,12!59 
13,1260 
13, t 26·1 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
DUAL 24•BIT OUTPUT R~GI~TtR (OP~N CO~L 
OIHVEilS, "'AX 2•v OR 2~0MA, IIEAR (]IJTPUTS) 
OIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER (4XABIT PARALLEL 
~UTPUT RE~ISTER,NO L1 0PEN COLL n/P,t•~l) 
(SA~! WIT~ ~RnNT PA~EL CO~NF.CTOR, la~I) 
(SAME, NO F:P: ~ONNECTOR, l•LO) 
(SAME WITH '.P, CONNECTOR, l•LO) 
DIGITAL OUTPUT REGISTER WITH REED RELAYS 
(4XABIT OuTPUT REG,OPEN tONTACTao) 
(WJT~ FAUNT PANEL CON~ECTOR) 
OOANIER "40DliLES ALSn MARKETED BY SIE"'ENS 
3072 
no 200•2'1o:> 
no 200•2702 
00 200•250~ 
O[) 200•2703 
DO 200•2'i(l4 
no 200•27o4 
SIEMFNS 
172 
17'2 
172 
171 
,, 
14 Digital I/O, Peripheral and Instrumentation Interfacing modules- Serial 
and Parallel I/O Regs, Printer-, Tape-, DVM-, Plotter-
and Analyser Interfaces, Step- Motor Drivers, Supply CTR, Displays 
141 Serial Input/Output Modules (General Purpose) 
SERIAL INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER !6BIT CODED 9063 
142 Parallel 1/0 Registers (General Purpose) 
UNIVERSAL INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER (J68IT 
OATA+RANGE IN,12BlT REG 0/P FOR CONTROL) 
UNIVERSAL INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER 
t6 8lT INPUTtnUrPUT REGISTER (0/P STAGES 
ON PLUGABLE PCr FP CONNECTOR) 
'! NPUT /OUTPUT REGISTER ( 24 BITS IN, 12 
BITS OUT, OPTICALLY COUPLED) 
INPUT/OUTPUT REr,ISTER (24~IT) 
N INPUT/OUTPUT REGISTER (24BIT, INTEGRATED 
INPUT, OUTPilT STROBES• FULL LAM) 
N INPUT/OUTPUT RE~ISTER (24 BIT, POS & NEG 
LOGIC 0/P SINKING 490 MA) 
DUAL INPUT DUAL OUTPUT REGISTER (16BIT, 
TTL INr OPEN COLL TTL UUf, MAX 40MA,30V) 
INPUT/OUTPUT REr,ISTERC2X24BIT JN,2X128IT 
OUT, 3 ENTRY MOnES, LEO DISPLAY) 
SUFFER STORE/REGISTER (32X24BIT•WITH 
EXTERNAL ADDRESSING FACILITY) 
(SAM!, 32X24BIT, WITHOUT EXT ADDR~ 
(SAME, 32X16BIT, WITHOUT EXT AQDR~ 
BUFFER STORE/REGISTER (J2X16BIT, WITH 
EXTERNAL ADnRESSING FACILITY) 
(SA"4[, 16X24BJT, WITHnUT EXT ADOR) 
(SAME, 16X!6BtT, WITHOUT EXT ADDR) 
1031 
SPS 2090 
lOR 20!53 
IOR•1 
I() 302 
210 
9048 
CliO 
104 
100 
101 
10!5 
10'2 
103 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
JOERGER 
STND ENGINEERING 
HYTEC 
NUCLo ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
HYTEC 
HYTEC 
143 Peripheral Interfacing Modules (For TTY, Tape etc.) 
DESK CALCULATOR CTHL CDIE~L INTERFACE TO 
FHC 1301/02111 AND FHC 1309) 
INTERFACE FOR ASR33 TTY,SERIAL DATA LINK 
TELETYPE 0/P CTRL (10 FHC 1301/02111 AND 
FHC IJO~ VIA SPEC C0NN 1 TTY MOTOR ON/OFF) 
TELETYPE INTERFACE 
TELETYPEWRITER INTERFACE(l/0 DATA TRANSF 
AND CONTROL,LAH USED AS TWO•WAY FLAG) 
TELETYPE INTERFACE CFOR ASR 33 1 SER I/0) 
TERMINAL DRIVER 
TELETYPE OR CRT INTERFACE 
VERSATEC LINE PRINTER INTERFACE 
INTERFACING OUTPUT UNIT(8RIT DATA, CONTR 
& STATUS REGS, FOR FACIT SPt INTERFACE) 
PAPER TAPE PUNCH INTERFACE, COUPLES TO 
FACIT d070 1 DATA DYNAMICS 1 RACAL DIGISTORE 
INTERFACING INPtJT UNIT (8BIT DATA/STATUS 
' CONTR REGS, FnR FACIT sP1 INTERFACE) 
PAPER TAPE READER INTERFACE (COUPLES TO 
LINWOOD, TREND, L RACAL DIGISTORE) 
F~C IJ12 
11711 
FHC 1307 
90 
!500 
J TY 20 
TCO 100 
J3'20 
SPI/ACCEPTnR 
TP 0801 
SP1/SOURCE 
TR 01!01 
~RIESEKE 
AI RA SYSTEMS 
FRIESEKE 
JORWAY 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
POL ON 
SCHLUMRERGER 
STNO ENGINfERJNG 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
ARSYCOM 
/74 
17'2 
02/7!5 
172 
172 
17'2 
173 
172 
/74 
/71 
/71 
174 
173 
17'2 
n1 17!5 
1"14 
t\117'!1 
(13) 
( J) 
( 12) 
(l!) 
(11) 13.1270 
(7) 
13.1 278 
13.1279 
( 1) 
(11) 
Ct 2) 13,12137 
(I) 
(12) 
( 1) 1J.12~0 
XI 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
MAGNETIC TAPE INTERFACE 
(TAPE DECKS 0~ CASSETTES) 
CASSETTE I N TE~FACE (READS & WRITES RY 8 
nR l6BIT wo~Ds, aBIT LAM REG) cnNTROLS•• 
CASSETTE DRIVER FOR 1 CASSETTE 
CASSETTE DRTVFR FOR 2 C4SSETfES 
PORTABLE CASSETTE DRIVER(FQR 1 CASSETTE) 
DISK DRIVE FUR cDS•110 
INTERFACE FnR DTSK DRIVE 
UNIVERSA~ ASYNC~RONOUS 
TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER (129 CHAR,RUFFER) 
PERIP~ERAL READ~R(8BlT PARAL~E~ DATA IN, 
NEG OR POS TTL,HANDSHAKE CONTRO~S) 
PERIPHERAL ORIVER (8BIT DATA OUT 1 NEG OR 
POS TTL,HANnS~AKE CONTRnLS) 
cs on42 
CK 10 
CK 10 
CK II 
P CK I 0 
9370 
9370 
c 317 
7064•1 
7065•1 
SCHLUHAERGER 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NIICL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
144 Display Modules, Display and Plotter Interfacing 
2.S BIT LEO BCD nlSPLAY 
(ONE FHC 13n110;111 VIA SPEC CONNECTOR) 
2.S BIT NI~IE 8CO DISPLAY (SELECTS ONE OF 
10 'HC 1301/021i1 VIA SPEC CONNECTION) 
2.S BIT LED RINARY DISPLAy (ONE FHC 1313 
OR FHC 1309 VIA SPECIAL CONNECTION) 
D!CIHAL DISPLAY UNIT (ADDRESS AND '!J DATA 
D!CADES + MULTIPLIER DUPLAYED) 
DISPLAY CONTROLLER (FnR 9n07,INCLUDES 
~IN TO DECIMAL cONVERTER) 
COLOUR DISPLAY INTERFACE 
EXTERNAL DISPLAY FOR J EA 10 SCALER 
SCALER DISPLAY THROUG~.COMPUTER 
(DISPLAY OF 2.SBTT ~ORO, 30MHZ) 
MANUAL BINA~y DISPLAY (CONTENT 0~ A 
REGISTER DISPLAYED,EXT MULTIWAY CONN) 
GRAPHIC DISPLAY DRIVER FOR MP13111T!K&O.S 
GRAPHIC DISPLAY DRIVE~ FUR STORAGE 
DISPLAY T!K 602 
N INTERACTIVE G~APHICS DISPLAY PRDCESSO~ 
N 128 CHARACTERS, 9X7 DOT MATRIX, 4 SIZES, 
· ~!CTORS,A~CS,ClRCLES IN THR!E LINE TYPES 
N LIGHT P!N & T~A~KER BALL I NPUTS, 32 CC~· 
TROL INSTRUCTIONS~ BUILT IN 4K STnRE, 
CRT DECIMAL DISPLAY SYSTEM (INCLUDING) 
DISPLAY D~IVER 
DISPLAY SYSTEM COMPRISING 
DISPLAY SYNCHRONIZING 
(COMPATIBLE wiT~ 60HZ 525 LINE MONITORS) 
DISPLAY SYNCH~ONlliNG 
(COMPATIRLE wiTH ~OHZ 62~ LINE MONITORS) 
DISPLAY TIMING 
DISPLAY CONTROL 
DISPLAY REF~ESH (ALPHANUMERIC + GRAPHS) 
DUAL LIGHT PEN TNTERFACE 
COLOR MONtrnR 
\ STORAGE DISPLAY DRIVER 
DISPLAY DRIVER (TWO !OBIT DAC,QUTPUT 
RANGE +~V TO ·~v,TWO OPERATION MODES) 
STORAGE OSCILLOSCGPE (DRIVER FOR 
TEKTRONIX 611 DR 601,USED WITH 7011) 
SCOPE DISPLAY DRIVER 
MANUAL CONTROL OF J DO 10 
SCOPE DISPLAy D~IVER X•V•Z (SYSTEM) 
STORAGE DISPLAY DRIVER FQR TEKTRONIX 611 
OR 601 
C~ARACTER GENERATOR 
VECTOR GENERATOI! 
LIGHT PEN FOR FnD 2012 OR CG 2018 
PLOTTER D~IVER 
FHC 13115 
FHC 1306 
FHC 1315 
9007 
"9006 
9062 
AE 10 
J AF 1'!! 
J AF 20 
4301 
4301A 
OP 16 0 3 
DP 1603A 
OP 16038 
72A 
72A 
3200 
3200E 
320!5 
3210 
3212 
322'!! 
RGB ~200 
321.10 
7011•2 
9028 
J DO 10 
MC 10 
FDD 2012 
SDO 201!5 
C:G 2018 
VG 2028 
LP 203~ 
J XY 10 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
s.CHLUM!IERGER 
SCHLUMI'IERGER 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
GEC·ELLIOTT 
JORWAY 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NUCL, ~NTERPRISES 
8CHLUHRERGER 
!!EN 
NA 
0 
4 
2 
2 
NA 
/73 
17'!! 
/73 
/71 
/71 
/71 
/71 
/72 
/71 
171 
04/7~ 
/71 
171 
/74 
171 
/71 
171 
/71 
/71 
171 
/72 
171 
/72 
/7() 
171 
/73 
171 
/71 
/71 
171 
171 
145 Instrumentation Interfacing Modules (DVM, Supply CTR, Stepping Motor Drivers, 
Pulse Analyser CTR) 
DUAL t5 CHANNEL SERIAL OUTPUT MODULE (STEPPER MOTOR cONTROLLER• TTL) AI RA SYSTEMS /73 
( 8) 
( 12) 
( 12) 
(12) 
C I 3) 
(I 3) 
1) 
I) 
(12) 
2) 
4) 
(12) 
1) 
2) 
1) 
1) 
1) 
1) 
I) 
8) 
I 3,1291 
13,1293 
I 3 ,129.S 
13,129!1 
t3,UQ7 
1 J ,1298 
13,1299 
13,1300 
13~1301 
13.1302 
13,1303 
13.1308 
13,1306 
13,131'17 
13,131'18 
13,1309 
13,1310 
lJ,1312 
13,1313 
13,13"" 
13,131'!! 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
~T~P MOTo~ rRIYrR (~~x ~i70e ~T~Po,RAT~, 
QOTATION !NO §T!QT /STOP ~IILLV CnM~!~O~Ol 
STEPPING MUTOR CONTROLLER & ~RIVER 
(ADJUSTASLE ACCFLIDF.CEL,TTME & MAX FRfQ) 
STEPPING MOTOR CONTROLLER, DUAL 
STEPPING MOTOR cONTROLLER, ACCELERATING 
STEPPING MOTOR nRIVF.R (USED WITH 7045) 
D!LAYED PULSE GFNERATOR (4 TTL 0/P,0 0 042 
HZ•40KMZ RAT£,LPVEL AND DIRECTION CONTR) 
STEPPING MOTOR nRIVER 
SUPPLY FOR J CP 20 
CONTINUOUS STEPPER CONTROL - <65536 STEPS, 
POSITION/OIREcT:/SPEED/ACCELER, CONTROL) 
INCREMENTAL STEPPER COHTROL(65536 STEPS, 
POS!TION/DIRECT:/SPEEn/ACCELER, CONTROL) 
VARIABLE PULSE OURATION TRIAC OUTPUT 
MODULE 
TRIAC OUTPUT REGISTER 
(8 BITS, 2 AMPS, ZERO VOLTAGE SWITCHING) 
POWER SUPPLY CONTROLLER 1'-•BIT 
CAMAC•TO•!CIPP -PHA INTERFACE 
INTERFACE CAMAC~TD•LABEN 8000SERIES 
MULTICHANNEL ANALYZERS 
ADC•CAMAC INTERFACE (FOR PULSE ADC 8215 1 
82t0,82tt,82t2•8112 & T•O•F CONV 8270) 
MULTICHANNEL ANALYZER • CAMAC INTERFACE 
(FOR PACKARD 9000 AND 900 SERIES MCA) 
SYNCHRO TO OIGlTAL CONVERTER 
(SINGLE AND HULii•TURN CAPABILITIES) 
!'tiAL SYNCHRn.oir.JTAL CONVFRTER (14BtT) 
DUAL INCREMF.NTAL POSITION ENCODER (2X20 
BIT X•Y DIGITIZATION By UP•OOWN CnUNT!R) 
INTERFACE FnR MEASURING DEVICES 
(DUAL INPIIT FOR 2 INSTRUMENTS) 
OUTPUT REGISTER (16 OR 24 BIT TTL DRIVER 
FOR FAST-RQIITING MULTIPLEXER SVSTEM) 
PULSE OURATTON DEMODULATOR 
PLUMBICON READ OUT TERMINAL 
PLUMBICON RfAO QUT (~ SCALERS RECORD 
DIGITIZED OUTPUTS FROM PL.llH8ICON CAMERA) 
SPARK CHAMBER RFAD OUT 
ADC/CAMAC INTERFACE (FOR ANY ADC 1 2Xt6BIT 
0/P BUFFER,STATllS•LAM HANDL•CLOCK TIME) 
TYPE 
SMC 
3360 
3361 
0109 
J CP 20 
C APP t 0 
3101 
LT 
3158 
2323 
!5380 
!5910 
9101 
!I DC 
cs 0041 
2IPE 2019 
CM 61'1!5 
3720 
J PG 10/PuDOING 
PH 10/PLUM 
sc 10 
147 Other Digital l/0 Modules {Incl. Data Links) 
CAMAC DATA LINK MODULE 
(16 BIT PARALLEL 1 ASYNCHRONOUS DATA LINK) 
BIT•SYNCHRONIZER • HARDWARE PROGRAMABLE 
n TO !OV INPUT, PCH•SIGNAL IN SERIES 
FORMAT•SYNCHRONIZER (IDENT & SIP nF DATA 
WORDS, SOFT• & HARDWARE PROGRAMMABLE) 
COMMUNICATinN INTERFACE (V24/V23/V21 
MODEM INTERFACE WITH AUTU•DIAL OPTION) 
START-STOP CONTROLLER(START 1 STOP 1 RESET, 
MANUAL OR OATAWiV CONTROL, 100HZ CLOCK) 
SERIAL INTERFACF CV24 SPEC, QUAD VERSION 
VARIABLE TRANIIHTSSIOtt RATES) 
START-STOP UNIT (START, STOP CLOCI< AND 
GATE OUTPUT~) 
FOUR FOLD BUSY nUNE (START SIGNAL 
INITIATED BY C0MHAN0 1 DEVJCE RFTURNS LAM) 
6701 
DO 200•2260 
FHC I 304 
9045 
J AM 10 
4BD 2021 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR ' REF. No. 
KINFTIC SVSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
NUCLo F.NTERPRISES 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
WENZEL ELE~TRONIK 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
IH IU SVSTEMS 
JOERGER 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
LAR!N 
LAREN 
JOERGER 
SEN 
nORNIER 
J ANO P 
KINETIC SySTEMS 
SCHLUHAE~GER 
!ICHLLlMBERGER 
RI RA SYSTEMS 
OORNIER 
nORNIER 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
2 
2 
2 
1. 
17Z 
172 
171 
170 
171 
11'3 
171 
171 
172 
173 
17'3 
173 
173 
173 
171 
171 
( ~) 
(13) 
( 4) 
( 9) 
(13) 
(12) 
(12) 
( 4) 
(13) 
(I 0) 
(tO) 
C I) 
(13) 
1 J .13 t e 
13,132! 
13,1329 
13,1330 
13.1332 
13.1333 
13.1336 
13,1338 
13.1339 
13.1340 
13.1344 
13,1348 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
\ 
15 Digital Handling and Processing Modules- and/or/nor Gates, 
Fan-Outs, Digital Level and Code Converters, Buffers, 
Delays, Arithm. Processors etc. 
151 Fan-Outs, and/or/not-Gates 
FAN•OUT UNIT (2 QREO INPUTS PROVInE 8 
TRUE12 COMPLEM OUTPUTS,NIM SIGNALS) 
NIM FANOUT (DUAL FOUR FOLD & COMPLEMENT, 
NlM DRivER, •I.MA INTO ~OOHMS) 
TTL FANOUT (DUAL FOUR FOLD & COMPLEMENT, 
TTL DRIVER, ~OMA CURRENT SINK) 
NIM FANOUT C7•0REO INPUTS• 8 0/P+2 COHPL 
0/P GATED FROM DATAWAY) 
FAN OUT "'ODIILE CIL2 liP, 16 IL2 0/P) 
.SlX•FOLD CONTROLLED GATE CINOIV GATING, 
FAN•IN AND FAN•~UT CONTROLLED BY 3 REGS) 
FAST LOGIC IINIT (4X4 NIM h!PUTS) 
152 Digital Level Converters 
CHANNEL TTL/N!M CONVERTER 
CHANNEL N!M/TTL CONVERTER 
HEX CONVERTER (NIM TO TTL LEVELS 
PLUS TWO COMPLEMENT OU TPUTS) 
HEX CONVERTER (TTL TO NIM LEVELS 
PLUS TWO COMpLEMENT OUTPUTS) 
HEX IL1 TO IL2 r.ONVERTER 
(6 TTL SIGNALS I N•6 NIM SIGNALS OUT) 
153 Code Converters 
DECI MAL I NPIJT 6 NIJMAERS 
3 DIGITS CODE CONVERTER 
(S Alol! AUT 3 NUMBERS) 
CAMAC 8CD•T0•8lNARY CONV£RJ ER 
CA MAC BINARY•TO.BCO CONVERTER 
WITH DECIMAL DISPLAY 
GRAY CODE Tn BCD CONVERTER 
(DUAL CHANNEL INPUT WITH MEMORY) 
BINARy CODE CONVERTERCBIN•BCO OR BCD•AIN 
CONVERSION, DATA FROM OATAWAY OR FRONT) 
BINARY TO DECIMAL COD! CONVERTER 
(24 BIT BTNARY TO 8 OECADF) 
BCD TO BINARY CnNVERTER (29BIT RCn TO 
24BIT BINARY, CONV TIME 32~ NSlC) 
BINARY TO BCD CONVERTER (CONV TIME 32~ 
NSF.C,24BITS T~ MAX 16777216•1 BCD CODED) 
BINARY TO BCO•CONVERTER(24BIT TO 9 DECA• 
DE,OISPLAY,eONV 4USEC,TTL LEVEL OUT,1•H) 
/ 
FO 0801 
FON 
FOT 
216 
90~0 
6CG 2017 
FLU 2062 
~601 
~602 
CNT 
CTN 
70~2·1 
no 200•2006 
LE"'•~215~7 
LEM·~215:e 
9044 
610 
CD 001 
co 002 
154 Buffer Memories, Storage Units 
PROGRAM STORl/RFGISTER (2!56X248!T RAM + 
~4X24BIT ROM, ExT ADDR, USE WIT~ 7025•2) 
(SAME BUT "!T~OlJT EDIT RQM) 
(SAME BUT Nn BUFFER AND NO EXT AOOR) 
N 1024 WORD 24 BIT STATIC STORE (NORMAL & 
8YTE MODES. CLEAR, INCR, DECR, REAO, & 
OVERWRITE ON ADDRESS REG ARE PERFORMED) 
N (SAME WIT~ M£M0RY ACCESS ALSO FRUH FRONT 
PANEL. MASTF.R/SLAVE OPERATION) 
3•DECADE AOr. & t6•WAY MUX (PRESET X1•X10 
AMPL, 16X24 STORE, 100USEC/CH UPDATE) 
N (SAME AS ~00•1 RUT WITH B•WAY HUX) 
(SAME BUT BTNARV AOC) 
N (SAME AS 50! AUT WITH 8•WAY MUX) 
(SAME, BUT AHPL GAIN CAN RE SET AND 
STORED INDIVIDUALLY/CHANNEL, RCD/RIN) 
N 2!56 WORD FIFO BuFFER (24 BITS PE~ WORD) 
2048•WORD 16 RlT STORE 
16 WORD STORE 
XIV 
!lOA 
110 
112 
130 
131 
500•1 
502 
~01 
503 
~10 
3841 
9061 
cs 01\03 
,JOR WAY 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SEN 
SE"' 
AI RA SYSTEMS 
III RA SYSTEMS 
JOERGER 
JOERGER 
NUCL~ ENTERPRISES 
DORN!ER 
EIS.ENMANN 
EI!I£NMANN 
POLQN 
STND E"'G!NEERING 
STND ENGINEERING 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
HYTEC 
KINETIC 11Y8TEMS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
2 
2 
· 1 
171 
173 
17~ 
17~ 
171 
17~ 
17~ 
173 
1'13 
/70 
174 
174 
174 
173 
171 
173 
()7/7'5 
()817!5 
/74 
174 
174 
/74 
1\5175 
( 4) 
(12) 
(7) 
(12) 
(12) 
( \3) 
(I 0) 
( 4) 
13.13!50 
13.13!58 
13.13~9 
13.1360 
13.1362 
13.1364 
13.136!5 
13.1367 
13.13~1! 
13.1370 
13.1371 
13.1372 
13.1~74 
13.137!1 
13 .• 1 :"176 
D~SI~NATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPft ft£~. No, 
256 WORDS OF 24 BIT STURE MODULE 
PROGRAMMABLF READ UNLV MEMQRV (32 WOROS, 
18 BITS, LUAOfD BV SOLDER CONNECTIONS) 
RUFFER MEMORY 
(256 168IT WUADS, USE WJTW J CAN 21/C/H) 
CAMAC CORE MEMORY MODULE (2K 
(o4K 
(8K 
(2K 
(4K 
16 BIT) 
16 RJT) 
16 RJT) 
24 ~IT) 
24 BIT) 
cs 0015 
~21 
J MT 20 
HM 2!6C 
MM 4!6C 
MM 8161: 
MM 224C 
MM 424C 
155 Logic and Arithmetic Processing Modules 
rLOATING POINT ARITHMETIC INTERFACE 
(FOR liSE WITH H. 128 HARD, FLOAT, POINT) 
N 9~ CWAN, DRIFT CHAMBER TDC C,5US/1US 
F,S,, 8 BIT, 32 DEEP SUFFER, OlFF I/P) 
N 128 CHAN, MWPC ENCOOER (RECEIVER, OELAY, 
LATCH, ENCOnER, 80 HIT BUFFER, DIFF 1/P) 
c 321 
2770 
2720 
POLDN 
STND ENGINEERING 
tNFORMATEK 
16 Analogue Modules- ADC, DAC, Multiplexers, Amplifiers, 
Linear Gates, Discriminators etc. 
161 Analogue Input Modules (DC and Pulse ADC, TDC) 
32 CHANNEL ANALnG DATA SYSTEM 
(EXPANDABLE wiTH ADDITIONAL MUX MODULES) 
ANALOG INPUT (DUAL SLOPE AOC• +1•16V 
RANGE,14BITS/16V+SIGN,0,2SEC CONVERSION) 
ANALOGUE TO DIGiTAL INTEFACE (WJTH PLUG• 
IN CONVERTER CAROS ADC/8Q, ADC/10n AND 
A0C/l2Q FOR 8, tO AND 12 RIT CONyFRSION) 
N 16 CHANNEL, SCANNING A/D CONVERTER 
INTEGRATING ADC (1281T, RANGES 0 TO +~V, 
0 TO ·~V, 40MSEC CONVERSinN TIME) 
VOLTAGE • FREQUENCY CONVERTF.R 
(USED WITH MULTIPLEXERS J MX 10/20) 
UP•DOwN SCALER/FREQUENCY METER 
OUAL DIGITAL VOLTMETER (+AND• O,tv, 
tO BIT, DIFFERENTIAL INPUT) 
DIG, VOLTMETER (12BIT + SIGN, POT•FREE 
RANGES••AC/OC ,02V • ~OV,DC 5•100MA1 . 
DIGITAL VOLTMETER (SAME AS 
TYPE C 76451•Al3•A1 WITH DISPLAY) 
ANALOG INPUTS CMULTIPLEXER•ADC, 
8 DIFF I/P,+/•10V RANGE,7BITS/10V+SIGN) 
(SAME FOR +I•~V RANGE, 1BTTS/~V+STGN) 
(SAME FOR +IOV RANGE, 88ITS/10V) 
·noRNIE:R MODIILES ALSO !o!ARKFTED BY Stf.'MENS 
ANALOG INPUT (ADC, +/•10V RANGE, 
7BITS/10V+SIGN) (SAME FOR +1•5V RANGE, 7BITS/5V +~IGN) 
(SAME FOR +IOV RANGE, 8RlTS/10V) 
ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERTERCBBIT, I/P 
RANGE 0 Tn +5V nR 0 TO •5V 1 25 USEC CONY) 
MlGM SPEED ntGITIZER C6BIT, 100NSF.C, 
RESOLIITION, W!TH 2~6 WORD SUFFER) 
DUAL 10 BIT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER 
siNGLE 10BIT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER 
DUAL ADC ClOBlT, IOUSEC CONY TIME) 
DUAL SLOPE ADC ~+AND• 0~01/1/IOV RANGES, 
t1BIT RESOL II TJQN,2QMS CONY TIME.) 
SUCCESS, APPRnx: ADC (WITH S+H, +I•~V OR 
~ TO +1•10V, IO~BIT,20/l1 USEC ACCESS) 
SUCCESS, APPRDX: ADC (WITH S+H, +/•5V OR 
0 TO +l•tOV, 12•BIT,23/1J USEC ACCESS) 
ANALOG INPUTS (MULTIPLEXER•ADC• 
8 OlFF IIP,+/•lOV RANGE,t1BITS/10V+SIGN1 
(SAME FOR +I•~V RANGE• 11RITS/5V+SJGN) 
(SAME FOR +lOY RANGE, 12BTTS/10V) 
ADC \201 
3510 
100 
J CTF 10 
J EF 10 
20VM 2013 
no 200•1013 
DO 200•1016 
00 200•1019 
DO 200•1021 
DO 200•10211 
DO 200•.1029 
1028•1 
SAID 01 
3515 
35158 
A/0 210 
1241 
!243/1243A 
1244/l244A 
DO 200oo1006 
00 200•1009 
FII RA SYSTEMS 
POL ON 
SCHLUMRERGER 
SEN 
SIEMENS 
nDRNIER 
SJFMF.NS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
STNO ENG!NEERJNG 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
I<INE'If: SYSTEMS 
STND ENGINEERING 
RORER 
RORER 
OORNTER 
3 
3 
3 
J 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
/72 
03/7!1 
11'3 
05/1!5 
111 
113 
113 
171 
17'!1 
17') 
172 
11') 
17? 
172 
17'l 
/10 
/73 
172 
172 
172 
/1') 
,., 
(12) 
(12) 
( 12) 
(12) 
(121 
(13) 
(131 
c 1) 
(121 
J) 
9) 
9) 
13,1377 
13.1379 
13,1382 
13.1384 
13,131!9 
13,1391 
13,1392 
13,1394 
13.1397 
13,13()8 
13.1399 
13,1<1n3 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
ANALOG INPUT (ADC, +I•IOV RANr.E, 
1 tRITS/lOV+SIGN, 
(SAME FOR +I•~V RANGE,11BtTS/ 5V+SIGN) 
(SAME FOR +IOV RANGf,t2RITSIInV) 
OCTAL ADC (II X 11RIT + OVF, POS INPIIT, 
I MV RESOL, cnMMON STROR~, FAST CLEAR) 
3•DECADE AOC & t6•WAY MUX (PRESET X1•X10 
AMPL, 16X24 STOREr IOOUSEC/CH UPDATE) 
~ (SAME AS 50n•l "RUT ~JTH 8•WAY MUX) 
(SAMe lllJT BINARY AOC) 
N (SAME AS 501 BUT WITH 8·WAY . MUX) 
(SAME, BUT AMPL GAIN CAN RE SET AND 
STORED INDIVIDUALLY/CHANNEL, BCD/BIN) 
!6•CHANNEL A/n CONVERTER 
(DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS, 11 BITS +SIGN) 
AID CONVERTER (t2RIT,MAX 20 USLC CONYER• 
SION, +AND.~V, tAND•10V, +10V RANGES} 
16 CHANNEL A/D eUNV~RTER CFET MUX DIFF 
INPUTS• 12BTT AIITrJ CYCLING, DUAL SLOPE) 
OIJAL 12 BIT ANAlOG TO DlGlTAL COtJVERTER 
SINGLE 12BIT ANALnG Tn DIGITAL CONVERTER 
N INSULATED ADC (t2RlTS, 100 USEC, 10MV, 
FULL SCALE, 300V COMMON MODE) 
DUAL ADC (1,BIT, 25USEC CONV TIME) 
N DIGITAL VOLTMETFR (19.999MV TO 19Q9.9V) 
DUAL ADC (14BIT, 50USEC CONV TIME) 
ncTAL CHARGE DIGITIZER C8X8AIT CHARGE 
SENSITIVE ADC, READOUT LN 4X16BIT wORDS) 
QUAD FAST GAT~D INT~GRATOR 
(CHARGE DIGITIZER, 4~10 BIT) 
OCTAL ADC (A FAST l/P,681T/CH, COMMON 
GATE, NIM LfVELs, BILINEAR MODE) 
12•CMANNEL ADC (12 FAST IIP, lORIT/CH, 
.2ePC SENSITIVITY• FAST CLEAR) 
N 12•CHAN. FAST CnNV. ADC (3US/8BIT, 9US/9 
RIT, 12 EVENTS x 32 DEEP RUFFER,Qa256PC) 
r. 12•CHANNEL PEAK ADC (IOBJT/CH, •2V FULL 
SCALE~ FAST CLEiRr COM~ON GATE) 
OCTAL ADC (MIN 5 NSEC PULSES, POS OR NEG 
8RIT/100 PC RFSnLUTION, 250 USEC CONV) 
ANALOGUE TO DIGiTAL CONVERTER 
(80MHZr 12 FliTS) 
16.000 CHANNEL PULSE AOC (200MHZ CLOC~) 
1024 CHANNEL PULSE ADC (100MHZ CLOCK} 
FAST AOC(lO & l'BJT VERSIONS,WITH SAMPLE 
AND MOLD. CONV TIME 2USEC14.BUSEC) 
FAST OUAL ADC (nATA AS FOR 2067) 
EVENT TIMERf4•CHANNEL TIME DIGITIZER, 88 
!OOMHZ INT. CLOCK• LAM WHEN DONE) 
QUAD CAMAC SCALER (4Xt6~IT nR 2X32RIT, 
tOOMHZ) 
TIME DIGITIZER C4X16BIT,50HHz CLOCK,WlTH 
CENTRE FINOFR, IISABLE WITH PRE•AMP 511) 
TIME OIGITIZER (4 NIM STOP CHANNELS, 
COMMON START, 2n0 PSECS RESOLUTION) 
OCTAL TDC (~XIlPlT+OVF, COMMON STARTr 
IOOPSEC RESnLUTiON, FAST CLEAR) 
Tl"~E DIGITIZER 
(6 CHANNELS,16 RITS, tOO MHZ CLrJCK RATE) 
QUAD TIME•TO•ni~ITAL CONVERTER(9BTT/CH, 
t02/!510NSEC RAN~ES,I3liSEC CONvERS,NJM) 
OCTAL TlME.TO•DTGTTAL CnNVERTERC!ORIT/CH 
102/204/510 NSEr. RANGES, FAST CLEAR) 
N Q(l CHANe DRHT r;HAMRER TOC <.5US/IIJS 
F.S., 8 RIT, 32 DEEP BUFFER, OIFF 1/P) 
N 128 CHA~. M~PC ENCODER (RECEIVER, OFLAy, 
LATCH, ENCOOER 1 80 HIT RUFFER, DIFF l/P) 
SIXTEEN FnLn TIME•Tn•niGITAL•CONVFRTER 
(lOOMHZ EXT CLUCK• 4BIT SCALERS USED) 
TYPE 
nu 200•1024 
00 200•1025 
no 200•10?6 
AD811 
!502 
501 
503 
510 
30 
34 
3520 
3!5208 
tADC 2069 
A/0 212 
cs 0080 
AID 114 
CID808 
QD410 
2248 
2259 
9040 
9060 
J CAN 21 CIH 
J CAN 40 
FADC 206'7 
2 FADC 2068 
2205 
1004A 
1005 
TD104 
TDB11 
TO 
2226A 
?228 
2720 
TDC•16 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
FG&G/nRTEC 
JOERGER 
.JORWAY 
JORWAY 
KJNETJr. SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
STND ENGINEERING 
NUCL~ ENTERPRISES 
EG&G/ORTEC 
F.G&G/ORTEC 
LRSeLECROY 
l RS·LECROY 
I RS•LE:CROV 
LAS.LECRI'lY 
~UCL. ENTERPRISES 
!ICMLUMRERGER 
SCMLUMEIERGER 
SEN 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
RORER 
RORER 
f:G&GIOATEC 
EG&GIORTFC 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
172 
172 
Cl3175 
/74 
114 
/74 
174 
/74 
171 
1'73 
1')3/7~ 
03/7!'! 
171 
174 
0217~ 
172 
172 
1'12 
0117!5 
1n 
03/75 
1'14 
170 
174 
n517!5 
(13) 
(11) 
( 2) 
(I 3) 
(1) 
(I 0) 
( 9) 
(13) 
(lJ) 
( 4) 
(I 0) 
( 6) 
( 6) 
( 12) 
(12) 
(1) 
(13) 
(11) 
2) 
9) 
( 13) 
( 13) 
13.Uo6 
13.1<1!4 
13.1415 
13.1418 
13.1421 
13.142'7 
13.1420 
13.1430 
13.1431 
13.14~!5 
13.1436 
NC DESIGNATION 8t SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
TIME DlGITI7ER(4XI6RIT,CLOCK RATE TD ZOJI 5fN 17~ t 3,1A31 
70/8~MHZ, WITH eENT~R fiNDING LOGIC) 
TIME l"'lGITllER ~4X1~8JT,ClOC~ RATE TD 2041 SEt-.J J'~ l A) u.un 10/S~MHZ,NIM LEV~LS) 
SERIAL TIME DIGITIZER (8X8BlT 100MHZ, STD 20!50 SEf.l 17'2 t3,143Q 
SER + SE~UENT tnUNT MOUE,SHIFT•REG GATE) 
OCTAL TIME TO DtGITAL CONVERTER TD 008 STND FNGJNEERP.jG 0417e 13,1440 
162 Analogue Output Modules (DAC) 
A CHANNEL 8 ~TT DIA CONVERTER (CURRENT !1405 AI RA SYSTEMS 173 13.1441 
OR VOLTAGE ntP,~LOW ANALOG METER nRIVER) 
ANALOG OIJTPIIT (OAC, +!QV 0/P RANGft 5MA, 1"10 21)0•1!511 OORN!ER 1'1':'. 13,144'2 
AAIT RESOLUTION, SINGLE 0/P) 
(SAME WJTH 12BIT RESOLuTION, SINGLE 0/P) no 200•1!521 1'13 
(SAME WITH BBYT_RESOLUTIQN, DUAL 0/P) no 200•1!'it2 173. (SAME WITH 12RIT PESOLUTION• DUAL 0/P) DO 200•1522 113 
(SAME WITH BB!T_RESOLUTION 1 QUAD 0/P) DO 200•1!517 173 (SAME WITH 12RIT RE90LUTinN, QUAD 0/P) 1"10 200•1e27 173 
ANALOG OUTPIJT (DAC,+&•10V Q/P RANGE,5MA, I)Q 200·1513 DORNIEP 113 13,1443 
8BIT RESOLUTtnN, SINGLE 0/Pl 
(SAME WITH 12RIT RESOLUTION, SINGLE 0/P) ' DO 200•1523 1'13 
CSAME wiTH 8BIT RESOLUTION, DUAL niP) no 200•1514 /73 
(SAME WITH 12BIT qESOLUTION, DUAL 0/P) no 200•1524 /73 (SAME WITH 8BTT RESOLUTIO~, QUAl) n/P) 00 200•151, /73 
(SAM£ WITH 12BlT RESOLUTION• QUAD 0/P) [)Q 200·1e2B /73 
ANALOG OUTPIIT (DAC, +&•5V 0/P RANGE,!5HA, DO 200•1!11!5 1)0RNIF.R /73 13.1444 
BRIT RESOLUTION, SINGLE OIP) 
(SAME ~ITH 12BIT RESOLUTION, SINGLE U/P) DO 200•1525 113 
(SAME WITH BB!T RESOLUTJON 1 DUAL 0/P) no 200•1!516 173 (S4ME WITH 128IT RESOLUTION, DUAL 0/P) no 200·1526 17'3 
(SAME WITH ABIT RESOLUTION, QUAD 0/P) DO 200•1519 /73 (SAME wiTH !2RIT RESOLUTinN, ~UAD 0/P) DO 200•1!529 - /73 
DORNIEFI MODULES ALSO MARKETED BY SIEMENS !!IFMENS t3,144e 
OCTAL DAC (10BITcO•~V,500HMS,tOUSECS} OAC 1082 GEC•ELLIOTT 11'3 13,1446 
CSAME BUT WITH 2'S COMPLEMENT gBIT+SIGN, DAC 1082(B) 173 
+AND• 5V, 500HMS) 
QUAD DAC (4 CHANNEL VEFISI~N OF DAC 1082) DAC 1042 GEC•!LLIOTT /14 13,1447 
(SAME, 4 CHANNEL VERSION Of DAC 1oB2<Bl DAC 1042(B) 174 
N nUAL 12 BIT OAC (+/• I OV OR +I• 5V OIP, 5!50 HVTEt: I 0175 13,1448 
FOR X•Y DISPLAY DRIVE) 
DUAL !l/A CONVERTER C10 BIT 1 10USEC CONV 0/A•lO JOERGER /73 ( 13) 13,1449 
TIM!, +10V 1 +ANn•10V , +ANI"'•!5V RANGES) 
DUAL 0/A CONVERTER ( 12 BIT, 30USEC CONV D/hl2 JOERGER /73 ( \3) 13,14eo 
TIHE, +10V, +AND•10V 1 +ANO•!!IV RANGES) 
OCTAL D/A CONVERTER (8BIT RESOLUTION, 8D/A JOERGER 173 ( 13) 13,14!51 
0 TO 2MA OR 0 Tn +10V OUTl 
0/A CONVERTEW (t2BIT 1 !5 USEC CONVEPSION, 31 JORwAY 171 ( 2) 13,1452 Q/P RANGES +AND•2o5V/!5V110V AND +eV/IOV) 
8 CHANNEL 10 8lT D•A CONVERTER 3110 KINETIC SYSTEMS 172 13,14!53 
I 
DUAL DIGITAL•TD•ANALOG CONVERTER (!OBIT, 2DAC 2011 SEN 171 13,14!54 
OUTPUT 0 TO +10v OR •!5 TO +eV) 
DUAL OAC C12BIT, +AND•10V OR +AND•20MA) C 76•!5t-A1!5•U SIEMENS /73 t3,145e 
· ISOLATED DUAL DAC (10B1T,30USEC,10V/5MA, C•DA•210 WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 174 13,14e6 
OPT0COUPLER,4 TIMING ~ODES,RANGE•MODIF) 
QUAD DAC (8~IT,tOUSEC,5V/eOMA,4TIMING•M, C•DA•408 WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 174 (11) t3.14e7 
+1 • &PANG£ MOOIF 1 0PT,GROUND•REJ&,!5USEC) 
DUAD DAC(10RIT,t0USEC,!5V/!50MA,4TIMtNGwM, C•DA•410 WENZEL ELEKTRONIK n• (I I) 13,14!511 
+•• &RANGE ~oniF,OPT,GROUND•REJ&,5USEC) 
164 Analogue Handling and Processing Modules I (MX) 
SH ALSO DO~NIE~ ADC TYPES l)tlRNtEA 13.14!59 
12 INPUT ANALt:1GUE HIILTIPLEXER (PANOnM OR MX 2025 SEN 17'2 ( 6) 13,1460 
SCAN ACCESS cnNTROLL£D 8Y S~IP REGISTER) 
N t2•CMANNEL ANALOGUE MULTIPLEXER MX 2070 !!EN (13) 13,146\ 
(FET, 5 uSEr. SwTTCHING TIME, +/•10V) 
N WIDE•BAND RnuTER (12•CHA~NEL 50 OHMS WBR 2013 !lEN ( 13) 13,1462 
ANALOGUE MULTIPLEXER) 
15 CHANNEL MUL TtPLEXER (ANALOGUE SIGNALS 1701 RORER 17? c 3) 13,1463 
ROUTED TO AI"'CIDvM,DIRECT + SCAN HOnES) 
"ORNIER MODIJLF.S ALSO MARKETED BV SIEMENS SIEMENS 13.14~4 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
RFLAV MULTIPL~XFR(16 CHANNELS, MAX 200V/ 
!SOOMA OR !OVA, nATAWAY SET+lNCR ArlDRESS) 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
(SAME WITH LOW THERMO VOLTAGE CONTACTS) 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTnRJ 
ANALOG MULTIPLEXER (15 CHANNELS,RF~D 
RELAYS,MAN ANI' nATAWAY SEL, EXPANDABLE) 
l6•CHANNEL A/0 CONV~RTER 
(DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS, !1 BITS + SIGN) 
15 CHANNEL RELAY MULTIPLEX 
MASTER MULTTPLExER (16 CH, 4 POLE REEO) 
SLAVE MULTIPLFXFR (16 CH, 4 POLE REED) 
16 CHANNEL RELAV MULTIPLEXER 
STANDARD LEVEL) 
(SAME FOR LOw LEVEL) 
MULTIPLEXER MANUAL CONTROL 
MULTIPLEXER l~X4 CONTACTS 
!6•CHANNEL FAST MULTIPLEXER (FET 
SWITCHES FOR ADC 124J AND 1244) 
FET MULTIPLEXER (16 CHANNELS, 
MAX +OR•IOV, DATAWAY SET + lNCR ADDRESS) 
(SAME ~!TH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
FET MULTIPL,XER (16 DIFF tiP, 
MAX +OR•10y, DATAWAY SETtiNCR ADDRESS) 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
16 CHANNEL A/0 cONVERTER CFET HUX DIFF 
INPUTS, UB!T AIITO CYCLING, DUAL SLOP!) 
HULTIPLEXER•SOLtD STATE (16 SINGLE•ENOED 
OR 8 DIFF CHAN,RANOOH OR SEGUENT ACCESS) 
SOLID STATE HJLTIPLEXER (16 CH, RANDOM, 
& SEQUENT ACCESs, HULTI•MUX SCAN MODE~ 
32 CHANNEL ANALnG MULTIPLEXER (SERVE AS 
CHANNEL EXPANDER FOR SJdl DATA SYST!H) 
RELAY MULTIPLEXFR (J2 CHANNELS) 
MULTIPLEXER C32 CHANNEL, 2 CONTACTS) 
MULTIPLEXER (32 CHANNEL, 4 CONTACTS) 
MULTIPLEXER J2X2 CONTACTS 
FET MULTIPLEXER (J2 CHANNELS, 
MAX tnR•10V, DATAWAY !ETt!NCH ADDRESS) 
(WITH FPONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
FET MU~TIPLEXER (J2 DIFF 1/P, 
MAX +OA•10V, OATAWAV SETtiNCR ADDRESS) 
(SAME WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTORS) 
FET MULTIPLEXrR (64 CHANNELS 
MAX +OR•IOV, OATAWAY SETtiNCR ·~DRESS) 
(WITH FRONT PANEL CONNECTOR) 
TYPE 
DO 200•10311 
DO 200•1'-Jf\ 
00 200•103!1 
DO 20V•12J!I 
AM 
3530 
f\01 
600 
MX 10 
J MX 20 
J A X I 0 
1704 
DO 200•1031 
DO 200•1231 
DO 200•1034 
( 
DO 200•1234 
34 
9026 
MX 016 
1!101 
750 
C 764!11•A4•A1 
764!51•A4•U 
DO 200•12J2 
DO 200•1037 
ou 200•1237 
DO 200•11'161 
DO 200•1261 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
DORN!EJ:I 
KINETIC SYSTE!otS 
NUCL. FNTERPRISES 
JORWAY 
NUCL~ ENTERPRISES 
RI RA SYSTEMS 
POL ON 
SIEMENS 
SIEMENS 
OORNIER 
2 
2 
2 
2 
172 
/72 
/71 
/71 
/74 
170 
170 
17'!. 
/73 
/7A 
/7'-
ln 
/72 
rn 
17A 
/71 
1'13/7!1 
/74 
/72 
/72 
/73 
/73 
( 6) 
(11) 
( 4' 
( 12) 
13,1470 
13,1471 
13,1473 
1!,147!5 
13,1476 
13.1480 
13,1481 
t3,14U 
165 Analogue Handling and Processing Modules II (LIN. Gates, Ampl., Discriminators etc.) 
ACTIVE FILTER AMPLIFIER(10 • 1000 GAIN, 
o2!5•4US!C GAUSS: PULSE SHAPING,O•tOV OUT 
BASELINE RESTOR[RC,l% COUNT RATE STABIL 
liP TO SOI<Hz,o•IO !/0 SIGNALS,1V/V GAIN) 
DELAY AMPLIFIERt,2!5 • 4,7!5USEC DELAY, 
0 TO 10V IN/OUT STGNALS, IV/V GAIN) 
SUM•lNVERT AMPLTFIER(,2% NUN•LINEARtTV, 
tV/V GAIN, 0 TO !OV IN/OUT SIGNALS) 
LINEAR GATE (~2, NON•LINEARITY, +I• lV/V 
GAIN, 0 TO IOV ~N/OUT SIGNALS) 
PULSE STPETCHER(,0!5•,9USEC l/P WIDTH, 
tUSEC 0/P WIDTH UF PULSES• o9 V/V GAIN) 
SINGLE CHANNEL ANALYSER c:2•10V LntHI 
LEvEL, o2•2v ~INOOw, ,5•2,!5USEC DELAY) 
LINEAR RATEMETER (10 TO lOOK CPS RANGE, 
IS TO 305 TIME CONSTANTS) 
LOGIC SHAPER ANn OELAY (,2 TO 110USEC 
DELAY, ,2 Tn 1111SEC UIP PULSE wiDTH) 
UNIVERSAL cnt~CtDENCE 
Col TO 2USEC RESOLVING TIME) 
XVIII 
1101 
1102 
1103 
1104 
1105 
1106 
1201 
lJOI 
1401 
1402 
POL ON /74 
POL ON 2 03/7~ 
POL ON t3,lU9 
POL ON /73 
POL ON /74 
POL ON /74 
POL ON 17A 13,1493 
Pnto~J 
POL ON 2 /74 
r 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF, No. 
FAN OUT 
(I NIH IN, ~ NI~ & I ·cuMPL TTL OUT) 
CAMAC CONTROLLEn PULSE SHAPER (4 PM liP, 
4 N!M I/P & 6 NiM 0/P) 
DUAL PULSE DELAY UNIT 
SAMPLE•AND.HOLD AMPLIFIER (DUAL ntFF 
AMPL,+I•IOV RANr,E,20MA OUT,5USEC SETTL) 
(SINGLE AMPl VEQSIUN 1 FIOT~ TYPES !-<AVE 
HOLD AND TRACK MODES) 
PROGRAMABLE AMPL IFlER/PTE"NIIATOR (GAIN 
ODB Tn IIODB IN io STEPS, ATTENUATTON ,5) 
(SAME RUT nUAL CHANNEL VERSION) 
PROGRAMMARLE AMPLIFIEQ 
(GAIN 1, 10, 100, 1000) 
(SAME BUT DUAL CHANNEL VERSION) 
DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER 
(GAIN CONTRMLLEn FROM DATAWAY) 
N PROGRAMMABLE PRESIStON ATTENUATOR 
(1/1 TO 1~2048 1 20V MAX I/P RANGE] 
DIGITAL WINDOW oiSCRlMINATOR (wiTH 
128X1&BIT SIIFFERr PARALLEL + SERIAL I/P) 
1504 
CPS :_)Qfi5 
PO 002 
DO 200•1040 
00 200·1041 
DO 200•1052 
no 200•105J 
no 200•105"1 
cs 00141 
PPA 2071 
DWD 20416 
POI.f lN 
SEN 
STND ENGINEERING 
2 
2 
SEN 
SEN 
17 Other Digital and/or Analogue Modules- Mixed Analogue 
and Digital, Not Dataway Connected etc. 
DETECTOR AlAS SuPPLV CO TO +/•2000V, 
I MOHM AND _1 OMnHM OUTPIIT RES J STANCE) 
NUMERIC~L CONTRnL SYSTEM, COMPRISING 
DATA WRITER AND DISPLAY 
SERIAL CONTROLLER 
DATA RECEIV'-R FoR MECHANICAL OPERATIONS 
(5 DECADE DATA 1 J DECADE INSTRUCTION REG) 
~ CAMAC PROM PROGRAMMER 
CURRENT SOURCE 
(lMA TO 10HA AND FOR PT 100 ADAPTOR) 
1901 
!500 
!5041 
!502 
501 
POL ON 
SfNSlON 
SIFMENS 
1\JA 
0 
0 
17~ 
173 
1'12 
1'12 
17'3 
l'l'J 
O!i/7"! 
0!5/7"i 
172 
/72 
174 
/7J 
2 SYSTEM CONTROL EQUIPMENT- COMPUTER COUPLERS, 
CONTROLLERS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT 
21 Interfaces/Drivers and Controllers- Parallel Mode for 4600 Branch 
(12) 
C I 3) 
( 8) 
(7] 
( 13) 
and Other Multi-Crate Bus, Single-Crate Systems, Autonomous Systems 
211 Interfaces/Drivers for Multicrate Systems I (4600 Branch Compatible) 
EXECUTIVE SIIITE GEC·ELLIOTT 
ASSEMBLY OF MODULAR CONTROLLERS IN CAMAC 
CRATE, COVERS SYSTEM COMPLEWITY FROM 
SINGLE SOURCE•STNGLE CRATE TO MULTI 
SOURCE•HULTI CRATE SYSTEMS,COMPRISING 
EXECUTIVE CONTROLLER (TRANSFORMS MX•CTR•2 172 
STANDARD CRATE INTO SVSTEM CRATE) 
RRANCH COUPLFR lONE PER BRANCH, MA~ 7) BR•c;PR•2 172 
AND SYSTFM JNTERFACE SOURCE UNITS, ALSO GEC•ELLIOTT 
OPTIONALLV AuTONOMOIIS CONTRCll.LER SOURCE 
UNITS (ALL TNSERTED INTO SYSTEM CRATE) 
PDP•lt SYSTEM INTERFACE, COMPRISING GEr. •ELL I OTT 
PROGRAM TRANSFER INTERFACE PTI•Il C/D /72 
UNIBUS TERHJNATTUN UNIT TRM•Il•l /741 
INTER UNIT AUS (LINKS UNI~US TO JUBwW 1741 
ALL SI SOURCE UNITS FORMING INTERFACE) 
INTERRUPT VECTOR GENERATOR (ADDS AUTUNO• JVG•!1 172 
MOUS ENTRy nF GL•DERIVEO TNTERRUPTS) 
N AUTONOMOUS MEMORY ACCESS CONTROLLER AMC•I1 08i7!5 
(2 USEC/~OHD TRANSFER TO PDP•!1 STORE) 
NOVA/SUPERNOVA ~YSTEM INTERFACE, COMPR GEe: .F LLinTT 
PROGRAM TRANSFER INTEQFACE PTI•N CID /72 
I/0 BUS TERMINATION UNIT TRM·~ 172 
C INTER UNIT AU~ TUB•X /741 
N INTERRUPT VFCTOR GENERATOR (256 BIT TRAP !VGoo2402 /741 
STORE, BRANCH OR GL PRIOR!TV MODES) 
INTEROATA 7tl•SERIES SYSTEM INTERFACE GH·f'LLIOTT 
COMPRISING 
PROGRAM TRANSFER INTERFACE PTI•70 CID /7J 
I/0 SUS TERMINATION UNIT TRio!•70 
c INTER UNIT RUS IUB•X 1741 
N INTERRUPT VEcTOR GENERATOR (256 BIT TRAP IVG•2402 1741 
STORE, BRANCH OR GL PRIORtTV MODES) 
I J, I 41<ll'l 
13,1497 
13,1498 
13,14199 
IJ.1500 
t3,1!5ot 
tJ ,1 !502 
13.1503 
t3,t!!n4 
13.15 1\!'1 
13 ,1!'1011 
I 3 ,1!507 
13,1!108 
13,2001 
13,2002 
I J ·,200J 
13,20041 
IJ,20n5 
XIX 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
~ONEY~ELL 31615!6 SYSTE~ TNTERFACF.,COMPR 
PROGRAM TRANSFER tNTERFAC~ 
TID BIJS TERMINATION UNIT 
SYSTEM INTERFACE BUS 
GEC 4080 SYSTEM INTERFACE• CO~PRISING 
DIRECT TRANSFERS INTERFACE 
N INTERRUPT VECTOR GENERATOR 
C BLOCK TRANSFER CHANNEL CONTROLLER 
C J NTER UN IT FlUS 
N AUTONOMOUS ~EMORY ACCESS CONTROLLER 
(2,S l!SiwORO TRANSFER TO GEC•4080 STORE) 
GEC 2050 SYSTEM INTERFACE 
(SAME ITEMS A! FOR GEC ~080 INTERFACE) 
SYSTEM CRATF. TEST UNIT (TWO•COMM&NO TEST 
UNIT FOR CHECKING SYSTEM CRATE SYSTEMS) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY DRIVER 
MICROPROGRAMMED BRANCH DRTVER FOR PDP•1t 
(FROM 256 UP TU 4K WORDS MEMORY) 
UNIBUS CA8LE ASiEMBlY 
POP•11 CAMAC CUNTRULLER(SEQUENTI&L READ/ 
wRJTE,24 GRADEDeL INTERRUPT DIRECTLY) 
POP•15 CAMAC INTERFACE(t8124BIT~PROGR, 
SEQUENT ADDR AND BLOCK TRANSFER MODES} 
POP•11 INTERFACF/RRANCH DRIVER 
(24 VECTOR ADDRESSES, PROGRAMMED AND . 
MULTIPLE DHA•TRAN$FERo ADDRESS SCAN AND 
•LIST MODE, REPEAT., LAM• AND STOP MODE> 
PDP•11 BRANCH DRIVER (EUR 4600 COMPATI~ 
BLE,PROGRAMMED AND SEQUENT AODR HODES> 
PDP•11 BRANCH DRIVER 1 
INTERFACE AND DRIVER FOR POP 11 OR POP R 
MVLTI•CRATE SYSTEM, COMPRISING 
BRANCH INTEAFACF. 
16•BIT CONTROLLER (WITH EITHER OF THE 
FOLLOWING INTERFACE CARDS ) 
POP 11 INTERFACE CARD 
INTERFACE CARD FOR DEC POP 8 SERIES 
INTER~ACE CAMACePDP 11 CPROGRAMMEO,BLOCK 
TRANSFER AND SEDUENTIAL AOOR HODES} 
NOVA BRANCH DRIVER 
~OVA BRANCH DRIVER ~ITH DATA CHANNEL 
NOVA BRANCH OPivER 
INTERFACE/SYSTEM CONTROLLER TO HP2100, 
2114• 211~. 2116 
PRIME COMPUTER BRANCH DRIVER (WITH nTM 1 
PRIME COMPUTER RRANCH CABLE TYPE 8103) 
INTERFACE FOR VARIAN 6201/L/F COMPUTER 
(PROGRoSEQUENT AND BLOCK TRANSFERS) 
SYSTEM CONTROLLF.R FOR SIEMENS 404/J 
(TRANSFER OF 16 OR 24 BIT DATAWORnS 
PARALLEL BRANCH COMMAND CHAINING) 
(SAME BUT WTTHOUT COMMAND CHAINING) 
SYSTEM CONTROLLF.R FOR SIEMENS 404/J 
(TRANSFER OF 16 OR 24 BIT DATAWOROS 
PARALLEL BRANCH BUT NO COMMAND CHAINING) 
MICROOATA 800/CTP 2000 BRANCH DRIVER 
BRANCH DRIVER (248IT, PROGR, SEQUENT AND 
BLOCK TRANSFER MOOESo MAX 7 CRATES) 
INTERFACE•DRIVER FUR VARIAN 7J/620J/620L 
MULTI•CRATE SVSTE~, COMPRISING 
BRANCH lNTEitFACF. 
16•BIT CONTROLLER . 
AND 
INTERFACE CARI'l FOR VARIAN 731620I/620L 
SERIES CUMPIITERS . 
SYSTEM CONTROLLER FOR SIEMENS 3201330 
(AUTO•GLo 24 VECTOR ADDR, PROGRAMMED & 
DMA TRANSF, ADDR•SCANolNCAEM,RANDOM LIST 
REPEAT,LAM l STnP HODES) 
XX 
TYPE 
PTI•H16 un 
TRM•H16 
SI•BUS•XH16 
PTI•2050 C/0 
IVG•2402 
PTI•20~0 0 
lUI'!- X 
AMC•4080 
3991 
1201 
8Ul1 
CA 15 A 
CA 1 t•C 
80•011 
KS 0011 
9031 
9030 
9032 
9034 
JCP 11/ICP 11 A 
NBO 100 
2201 
1260 
2204 
DO 200•2922 
DO 200•2923 
91 
5400 
9031 
9030 
cs 0044 
C 72451 A 1602 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF~ No. 
GEC•ELLIOTT 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
RI RA SYSTEMS 
l'l E 
D E 
n E c 
FG&GIORTEC 
KINETIC ~YSTEMS 
NUCL~ ENTERPRISES 
SCHLUMIIERGER 
Bl RA SYSTEMS 
Bt RA Sy!JEMS 
STND ENGINEERING 
Rl RA SYSTEMS 
OORNJER 
LAB EN 
S!EMFNS 
J 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
2 
3 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
173 
17'3 
/74 
173 
/74 
08/1!5 
/74 
172 
/75 
17~ 
171 
17! 
172 
171 
171 
17, 
17'2 
172 
/13 
171 
171 
172 
173 
173 
173 
172 
172 
( 5} 
2) 
4) 
4} 
7) 
7) 
7} 
4) 
5) 
5) 
( 4) 
7) 
8) 
8) 
7) 
7) 
8) 
13,20!2 
13.2019 
13,2020 
13.2021 
13,20?2 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
212 Interfaces/Drivers fQr Multicrate Systems II 
(for other Parallel Mode Control/Data Highway) 
DEDICATED CRATE CONTROLLER FOR NUVA 
TER"'INATOR FOR NOVA l/0 BIIS 
BIDIRECTIONAL DATA BREAk MODULl FOR POP8 
COMPUTERS (FOR liSE WITH 7048•2} 
PROGRAMMED OATAwAY CUNTROLLER (PART OF 
7000•SER SY~TEM ~ITH EXT CUNTR HIGHWAY) 
COMMAND GEN~RATOR 
TRANSFER REGIST~R 
PROGRAM CONTROL UNIT 
WIRED STORE 
PLUGBOARD STORE 
CONTROLLEA/TNTERFACE FOR T1&00 COMPUTER 
(MAX 8 CRATES• PROGIADOR,SCAN/STOP MODE) 
DMA MODULE 
CRATE CONTROLLER FQR NOVA COMPUTER 
CRATE CONTROLLER BUS TERMINATOR FOA 
CC 2023AIB (ONE PER SYSTEM) 
NC:02~ 
NT022 
1000 
7025•2 
7062•1 
7063•1 
03&2•2 
7044•1 
7077•1 
JCT 16•10 
JDM 16,10 
CC 2023A/B 
fiT 2022 
FGRG/URTEC: 
HVTEC 
SE'-1 
"'A 
1 
3 
2 
213 Interfaces/Drivers for Single-Crate Systems (4100 Dataway Compatible) 
SINGLE CRATE SY~TEH CONTROLLEAS(SEE 
EXECUTIVE SUITE, CLASS ,211) 
PDP•li•SERIFS ~RATE CONTROLLER 
CRATE CONTROLLEA/POPll UNIBUS INTERFACE 
NPA CONTROLl~R FOR DMA TO P0Pt1 l.G~ VIA 
1533A CRATE CONTROLLER/INTERFACE 
SINGLE CRATE C0NTAOLL!RIPOP•11 INTERFACE . 
(MULTIPLE BUS AnDRESS VERSION) 
SINGLE CRATE C0NTROLLER/PDP•1l INTERFACE 
(PROGRAMMED TRANSFERS, WITH NAF REG L 
CONNECTOR TO OHA OPTION CA•ll•FN) 
POP•11 OMA INTERFACE FOR CA•lt•FP (8 DMA 
CHANNELS, Ht OR LIST MODE, !&BIT WC, CA, 
OFFSET FDA EACH CHANNE~• LI~IT REGISTER) 
1 DEDICATED CRATE CONTROLLER FOR PDP•ll 
(MULTIPLE TRANSFER OR AUTO ADDRESS SCAN) 
SINGLE CRATE CONTROLLER FOR PDP•8/E 
ADOR,•SCAN MODE, DHA I/0 1 MAX 22 LAMS) 
UNIBUS CRATE CONTROLLER PDP•tt 
INTERFACE AND DRIVER FOR PDP 11 OR PDP 8 
SINGL! CRATE SY~TEH, COMPRISING 
t&•BIT CONTROLLF.R (WITH EITHER OF THE 
FOLLOWING lNTERFACE CARDS ) 
PDP 11 INTEAFACF. CARD 
INTERFACE CARD FOR DEC POP 8 SERIES 
AUTONOMOUS CONTROLLfR FOR PDP 11 
CAMAC CAATE•PDP 11 INTERFACE 
UNIBUS TERMINATOR 
UNIBUS EXTENDER 
CRATE•SVSTEM CONTROL~ER FOR PDP•ll 
(24 SIT REAn & wRITE CAPA~ILITIES) 
NOVA•SERIES CRATE CONTROLLER 
SINGLE CRATE CONTROLLER TO Hp COH~UTERS 
wiTH EXT SYNCHRnNISATION FACILITIES 
INTERFACE FOR HP 2114•2tle COMPUTERS, 
COMPRISING .. 
!&•BIT CONTROLLFR 
AND 
INTERFACE CARD FOR HP 2114•211~ 
VARIAN•CAMAC INTERFACE CRATE CONTROLLER 
(t6BIT SEQUENTtRLOCK TRANSF, I CC/CRATE) 
INTERFACE•ORIVER FOR VARIAN 73/&20I/620L 
~INGLE CRATE SY~TEH,COMPRISING 
16•81T CONTROLLER 
ANI) 
INTERFACE CARD FOR VARIAN 73/620I1620L 
SEAlES COMPUTERS 
INTERFACE FnR HONEYWELL 316•516 
COMPUTERS, COMPRISING•• 
1&•BIT CONTROLLER 
ANO 
INTERFACE CARD FOR HQNEYWFLL 316•51& 
1304 
t533A 
1542 
DC:01 I 
3911 
9030 
9032 
9034 
9033 
J cc: 11 
J UT 11 
C BEX 11 
C•CSC•11 
1303 
1531A 
9030 
cs 0058 
c 300 
9030 
cs 0044 
9030 
cs 0057 
GEC•FLLIOTT 
RI RA SYSTEMS 
D E C 
D E C 
FGII.GIORTEC 
kiNETIC SYSTEMS 
NUCL~ ENTERPRISES 
NUCL~ ENTERPRISES 
SC:HLlJMBERGER 
WENZFL ELEkTRQNIK 
81 riA SYSTEMS 
NUCL, ENTERPRIStS 
tNFOAMATFk 
NUCL. FNT~RPRISES 
NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
2 
NA 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
173 
17~ 
174 
170 
171 
/70 
170 
/70 
171 
/70 
/71 
173 
172 
173 
174 
n6175 
172 
/72 
173 
/73 
0217!5 
172 
174 
172 
172 
172 
/74 
4) 
8) 
( 9) 
( 1) 
8) 
,., 
(7) 
8) 
7) 
8) 
(7) 
13,2031 
13,2032 
13,2033 
13,2040 
13.2043 
13,2044 
13,204!5 
13,2046 
13,2051 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
INTERFACE FnR K'02 CO~PUTfR ('4AIT,AUTQ• 
NOMOUS BLOCK TRANSFERS TO/fROM MEMORY, 
L•NUMAER INTERRUPT FNCOI)ER) 
N SINGLE CRATF. CONTROLLER fOR M!CRAL N/G/~ 
CRATE INT~RFACE FOR MULTI 20 OR MULTI B 
CRATE CONTROLLER 320 
CRATE CONTROLLER 40~ 
100 
JC MtC 10 
J CM 8120 
SIEMENS 
214 Controllers for Autonomously Operated Systems (and Related Units) 
DATA PROCES~OR ~AUTONOMOUS PROGRAMABLE 
SINGLE DATAWAY cONTROLLER 16 REGISTERS 
DATA PRDCES~OR (AtJTONOMOUS PROGRAMAALE 
SINGLE DATAWAY cONTROLLER 16 REGISTERS, 
REGISTERS AND MEMORY EXPANDABLE) 
CADET (SINGEL•CRATE CONTROLLER FOR READ• 
ONLY SYSTEM, TNCL MODULE TEST & DISPLAY) 
PRINT BUFFER (ALLOWS A PARALLEL PRINTER 
TO BE USED WITH THE CT 20~8) 
N PROGRAMMABLf CRATE CONTROLLER 
N PROGRAMMABLE CRATE CONTROLLER 
CAMAC MICROPROCESSOR CRATE CONTROLLER 
DO 200•29~1 
DO 200•29~1 
CT 20511 
PB 2059 
800 
804 
Mil< 'I.A 
SEN 
SENSION 
SENSION 
STND ENGINEERING 
217 Other Parallel Mode Interfaces/Drivers/Controllers 
SYSTEM CRATE CONTROLLER 
MODCOMP t,MODCOMP II ~ MQDCOMP Itt 
SYSTEM DRIVERCUSE WITH 3960) 
PDP•11 SYSTEM DRIVER (USE WITH 39~0) 
CONTROL DATA 60nO SERIES SYSTEM DRIVER 
(USE WITH 3960) 
MANUAL SYSTEM DRIVER(USE WITH 3960) 
3960 
3970 
3971 
3973 
3980 KINETIC SYSTEMS 
22 Interfaces/Controllers/Drivers for Serial Highway 
N !ERIAL CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE L•1 
(CONFO~MING TO FSONE/SH/01 AND ERRATA) 
SERIAL EXTENSION UNIT. 8 ~IT BYTE SERIAL 
LINK, BRANCH COMPATIBLE, CONSISTING OF 
SERIAL CRATE CONTROLLFR •L•1* (CONFORMS 
TO E!ONE/SH/01 t TI0•2648A + ERRATA) 
MANUAL SERIAL DRIVER (BIT/BYTE MOOE, 
MULTIPLE MESSAGES• ERROR GENERATION) 
N SERIAL HIGHWAY LOOP CONTROL CIRCUIT 
TRANSF, ISOLATEn SERIAL D•PORT ADAPTER 
TYPE L•1 CRATE cONTROLLER FOR THE 
"STANDARD" SERIA~ HIGM~AY 
DRIV~R FOR SERIA~ HIGMWAY 
DRIVER FOR ~ERIAL HIGHWAY 
(WITM 2'J6~WORD FIFO BUFFER) 
N SERIAL CRATE CONTROLLER SPECIFICATION ~~ 
ecc 2401 
74 
78 
3931 
3932 
39'52 
3992 
3994 
r.R 61)01 
JOFRGER 
JORWAY 
KJNETJC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
ROVS!NG 
22 
2 
2 
2 
J 
2 
2 
2 
02/7"1 
174 
/i'') 
/73 
17~ 
/73 
/73 
174 
17'J 
173 
n6/i''J 
/74 
174 
/74 
1 t /i'~ 
23 Units Related to 4600 Branch or Other Parallel Mode Control/Data 
Highway- Crate Controllers, Terminations, Lam Graders, 
Branch/Bus Extenders 
DISPLAY DRIVER(rONTROLS 72A DISPLAY, 
A~SO CRATE CTR ANO BRANCH DRIVER) 72A ,!OR WAY 
231 Crate Controllers (Type A-1, Other CC Types) 
TYPE A•1 CRATE cONTROLLER 
CRATE CONTROLLER /ESONE TYPE A1/ 
(CONFORMS TO EUR4600 SPECS) 
CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE CCA•1 ACCORDING TO 
EUR4600 SPECS WTTM CER~ OPTIONS 
CAMAC CRATE CONTRO~LER TYPE A•1 
(CONFORMS TO EUR4600 SPECIFICATIONS) 
ESONE TYPE A.t CRATE CONTROL~ER(CQNFORMS 
TO EUR4600 SPECS, INCL CERN HOLD OPTION) 
XXII 
1301 
1'502 
CCIOI 
cc 2~05 
RI RA SYSTEMS 
RORER 
FGlG/ORTEC 
5 li'\ 
2 172 
2 
2 /72 
( 13) 
(12) 
(12) 
(13) 
(13) 
( 8) 
Ct 1) 
(13) 
(13) 
{13) 
(11, 
( 1 3) 
( 13) 
13,201'!2 
13,20113 
13,201'!4 
13 .• 2070 
13,2071 
13.2072 
13,2073 
13,2074 
13,2077 
13.2078 
13~2070 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
C~ATE CDNTRnLLE~ TYPl A•1 
(CONFORMS TO EUR4600 SPECS) 
BRANCH CRATF. CONTROLLER/TYPE A•1 
(CONFORMS T~ EUR 4600 SPECS• 1912) 
TYPE A•1 CHATF CONT~OLLER 
CRATE A•1 tnNTRnLLER 
{CONFORMS Tn ~UR 4600 SPECS) 
CRATE CONTRnLLER TYPE A (CONFORMS TO 
EUR4600 SPECS) 
CRATE CONTROLLER TYPE A•1 
(CONFORMS Tn EUR4600 SPECS) 
A•1 CRATE CONTROLLER (CON'ORMS TO 
EUR4600 SPErs, iNCL CERN SPEC HOLO LINE) 
CRATE CONTRnLLER Al 
(EUR 4600 SPECS AND CERN NOTE 38•00) 
TYPE A•1 }E~ONE1 CRATE CONTROLLER 
TYPE A1 CONTROLLER WITH TERMINATOR 
(MEETS 4800 SPE~S OF JAN 1972) 
232 Lam Grac;lers 
LAM GRADER (24 All MASK REGISTER, 
PLUG•IN P~TCH BnARO, CERN 064) 
LAM GRADER {INTERNALLY PATCHARLE, SWITCH 
sELECTABLE MuLTT•CRATE AG•REsPONsE> 
LAM GRADER 
(DESIGNED TO EUR 4600 SPECS) 
PRIORITY GRADER 
LAM GRADER (CERN SPECS 064) 
LAM GRADER (CERN SPECS 064) 
LAM GRADER (24BiT HASK REG, WITH CABLE, 
PATCHABLE C•ADDR•REG FOR MULTI•CRATE BG) 
TYPE 
CCh! 
70A 
~900 
9016 
106 
J CRC 51 
ACC 20J4 
CC•AI 
CCT•A1 
LG 2401 
LG 
064 
90~1 
C I 01 
LG 2001 
I 
233 Terminations (Simple, with Indicators) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATOR 
RRANCH TERMTNAT~ON UNIT 
(WITH BUILT•IN CABLE) 
RRANCH TERMJNATiON UNTT (NON INDICATING) 
RRANCH TERMJNATtON UNIT 
BRANCH TERH!NATnR 
BRANCH TERMTNATiON WITH INTEGRAL CABLE 
BRANCH TERM!NATnR IN A CONNECTOR 
RRANCH TERHJNATnR 
BRANCH TERHlNATnR (NON•INOICATlNG, 40 CM 
FLYING CABLF WITH BRANCH CONNECTOR) 
(DITTO, XXX• CARLE LENGTH IN CM) 
CRATE CONTRnLLER BUS TERMINATOR FOR A•1 
CRATE CONTROLLER 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATnR 
8RANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATOR 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TERMINATOR• WITH DISPLAY 
ARANCH TERMTNATnR (FULL BRANCH MONITOR 
wiTH INTERNAL STORAGE AND LED DISPLAY) 
VISUAL BRANCH TERMINATOR (STORES ANO 
DISPLAYS ON LEDR BRANCH SIGNALS) 
BRANCH TERMTNATiON WITH BRANCH DISPLAY 
BRANCH TERMTNATTON UNIT 
(WITH INDICATOR AND POWER SUPPLY) 
6601 
1!592 
BT 6!50~ 
FlT 6601 
BT 
!SOC 
BT•OI 
J BT 20 
RT 231 
RT 2JllCXX 
BT 2042 
BHT 20!55 
RHT•OOI 
RT 6!502 
VBT 
51 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
JORWAY 
I<JNETIC SYSTEMS 
FIDT 
SIEMENS 
STND ENGINEERING 
STND ENGINEERING 
JOERGER 
.JORWAY 
NUCL~ ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
SEN 
SIEMENS 
!II RA SYSTEMS 
GEC•ELLIOTT 
GEC•ELLIOTT 
JOERGER 
JORWAY 
I<INETIC SYSTEMS 
SCHLUMRERGER 
SEMRAeBENNEY 
SEN 
SEN 
S T.NI) ENG T N[ER I NG 
STND ENGINEERING 
GEC•ELLtnTT 
JOERGER 
JOROIAY 
Sli'MENS 
2 
NA 
2 
NA 
17? 
17~ 
173 
/71 
/72 
112 
/70 
/72 
113 
17~ 
/72 
111 
/"12 
/74 
17'3 
/72 
/71 
/72 
172 
/71 
/74 
174 
/72 
114 
/72 
/72 
11? 
17~ 
( 5) 
( 7) 
( 4) 
( 1) 
1) 
6) 
8) 
1) 
4) 
(l 0) 
( 6) 
(It) 
( 6) 
3) 
13.2000 
13.2001 
13.2102 
13.2104 
13.210!5 
13.2104'1 
13.2107 
13.2101! 
.XXIII 
I 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
234 Branch Extenders, Bus Extenders 
!XTENOED BRANrH SERIAL DNTVER 
DIFFERENTIAL RRANCH EWTENn[R 
CFOR EXTENOTIJG BRANCHES UP TO 3 KM) 
DIFFERENTIAL MOnE BRANCH HlGMWAY 
EXTENDER CBT•DIRECTIONAL) 
dAANCH HIGHWAY TRAN~CEIVfR FOR LONr, 
DISTANCE TRANSMTSSION 
SERIAL DRIV~R (TERMINATES BRANCH HIGHWAY 
AND RETRANSMITS COMMAND SERIALLY) 
SERIAL PECEIVFR (RECEIVES SERIAL nATA, 
DRIVES TYPE A•l SYSTEM, OPTICAL lSOL) 
UNIBUS EXTENDFR, TRANSMITTER 
RECEIVER 
C'OR DISTANCE~ IJP TO 200 METRE OR MOllE) 
3990 
!1!5 
J BHT I 0 
so 
SR 
1!594 
1!595 
3 TEST EQUIPMENT 
31 System Related test Gear 
N SYSTEM CHECK OUT UNIT, STORES DATA & 
COMMAND JN READABLE R~GS, PROGRAMMABLE 
SYSTEM TEST uNIT (FOR EXECUTIVE SuiT 
SYSTEM CONFIGURaTION, SEE HX•CTR•2) 
311 Computer Simulators 
PDP•ll SIMULATOR 
TP:ST MODULE (IJSED IN SYSTEM TF.:ST OF 
READ/wRITE CAPABILITY) 
TEST CONTROLLER WITH PROGRAM PLUGBOARD 
CAMAC SYSTEM SIMULATOR/TESTER 
OTM 4 
6101 
TH024 
SPS 2048 
CSSIT 
JOihAY 
GEC•ELL IOTT 
GEC•FLLir'1TT 
Rl RA SYSTEMS 
FGJI.G/QRHC 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
!TND ENGINEERING 
32 Branch Related Testers/Controllers and Displays 
321 Branch Testers/Controllers (Manual, Programmed) 
MANUAL BRANCH TESTER CTYPE A SYSTEM TEST 
SET wiTH MX•CTR.2 ' BII•CPR•2) 
BRANCH HIG~WAY TEST POINT MODULE(24 DIR• 
ECTr22 INDIRECT ACCESS POINTS FOR TEST) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY REMOVE INHIBIT ~ODULE 
(REMOVES tNHI~lT ,ROM BCA/BA/BF/BN/BTA) 
MANUAL BRANCH DRIVER (FOR TFSTING TYPE A 
SYSTEMS) 
MANUAL BRANCH CnNTROL SET 
(COMPRISING TYPFS C COB 10 AND T CMB 10) 
, 
SC•TST•t 
CD 18104 
CD 1810!5 
MBD 
C C MB 10 
33 Dataway Related Testers and Displays 
GEC•ELLIOTT 
331 Data way Controllers/Testers (M.anual, Programmed) 
MANUAL CRAT! CONTROLLER 
~ANUAL CRATr CONTROLLER 
MANUAL DATAWAY CONTROLLER 
MANUAL DATAWAY CONTROLLER/DISPLAY SYSTEM 
INTER,ACE rn DATAWAY ' 
CONTROL AND DISPLAY CRATE 
MANUAL CRATf CONTROLLER 
TEST MODULE FOR CRATE CONTROLLER ANO 
DATAWAY 1 
MANUAL 24 BtT CRATE CONTRnLLER 
DYNAMJC TEST CONTROLLER (GENERATES ALL 
POSSIBLE CAMAC cOMMANDS IN SINGLE CRATE) 
DYNAMIC TEST CONTROLLER (2 SIMULT TRANSF 
SI~GLE,STEP•BY•~TEP AND cnNTlNU0US MODE) 
DATAwAY SERVICE MODULE 
C~NTROLEUR SORTTE OATAWAY 
COATAWAY TEST MnOIILF) 
XXIV 
GFK•LEM 
MCC 
0 A I 10 
J OA 10 
C AI 10 
J CMC IO 
OTM 2040 
MCC•241! 
TC 2403 
c 108 
J os 10 
41403 
FISENMANN 
JOERGER 
NUrL. fNTERPRISES 
SCHLIJMSERGER 
STNO ENGINEERING 
POT 
TRANSRACI< 
NA 
2 
NA 
2 
2 
6 
NA 
NA 
NA 
{ 
2 
174 
171 
/73 
/72 
172 
174 
172 
171 
01/75 
173 
171 
171 
111 
171 
172 
170 
171 
171 
/72 
/72 
17 I 
171 
/74 
171! 
7) 
4) 
5) 
(12) 
3) 
3) 
6) 
en 
( 5) 
( . ) 
(12) 
13,2117 
13,21!9 
13,21::»1 
13,2122 
13,301!1 
13,30(12 
13,30(13 
13,3007 
13,30118 
13,301)9 
13,3010 
I :S, 30 I 1 
13,30!2 
!J,3013 
13,30!4 
13.301!5 
13,3017 
13.3011! 
13,3019 
13,3020 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. 1 NPR REF, No. 
332 ' Dataway Displays 
CAMAC TEST MUDULEIDATAWAY DISPLAY 
CAMAC DATAWAY DTSPLAY (DATAWAY SIGNAL 
PATTERN STORED/niSPLAYED,2 TEST MODES) 
CAMAC DATAWAY TFST AND DISPLAY MODULE 
OATAWAV MEMnRY 
(DISPLAY + READABLE REGISTER) 
DATAWAY DISPLAY (STORES AND DISPLAYS 
DATA~AY SIGNALS, FARWQXCIZSIS2BP1P2) 
DATAWAY DISPLAY (SEPARATE R ~ W DISPLAY, 
TRACKS OR STORES, MANUAL CLEAR) 
OATAWAY DISPLAY 
N DATAWAY DISPLAY (WITH MEMORY, FOLLOW, 
ON•LINE & TRIGGER MODES) 
DATAWAY DISPLAY 
DATAWAY DISPLAY MOOULE 
OATAWAY DISPLAY (DISPLAYS AND STORES 
DATAWAY SIGNAL PATTERN) 
11102 
1801 
DO 
202 
3290 
95!54 
C 164!51•Atii•A1 
DD•002 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
JORWAY 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
SIEMENS 
STNO F.NGTNEERING 
WENZEL ELEKTRONIK 
34 Module Related Test Gear (Module Extenders) 
CAMAC MANUAL MODULE TESTER 
341 ModuiEt Extenders 
CAMAC EXTENDER MODULE 
EXTENSION FRAME (MODULE EXTENDER) 
MODULE EXTENDER (+AND•6V 1 +AND•24V FUSED, 
RETRACTABLE LOCKING DEVICE) 
EXTENDER MOOULE 
EXTENDER MODULE 
(FUSED +&•6V AND +&•24V, SUPPORT ARM) 
EXTENDER'CARD 
EXTENSION UNIT 
RUFFEREO EXTENDF.R (25NSEC PROPAGATION 
DELAY, 60 CM FLEXIBLE CABLE) 
EXTENDER MQF'IULE 
EXTENDER 
MODULE EXTENDER 
DATAWAY EXTF.NDER MODULE 
EXTENDER {XXX•LF.NGTH OF CABLE 
IN MM BEYOND RACK, SINGLE WIDTH) 
C (DITO, DOURLE wiDTH, FIXED SIDES) 
N (DJTQ, DOURLE wiDTH, HINGED SIDES) 
PROLONGATEUR POUR TIROIRS CAMAC CARLE 
(WIRED EXTENDER, 
PROLONGATEUR PCJUR TJROIRS CAMAC NnN 
CABLE (UNWIRED FXTENDER) 
6103 
8201 
F.F 1•1 
ME 
11 
\I A 
1100 
060 
061 
CEX 
ME 2030 
EB 01 
!511/XXX 
5813/Xlt'X 
!5824/XXX 
41401 
41402 
RI RA SYSTEMS 
BI IU SYSTEMS 
GEC•ELLirlTT 
JORWAY 
JORWAY 
KINETIC SYST!MS 
NUCL~ ENTERPRISES 
POL ON 
POL ON 
ROT 
SEN 
STNO ENGINEERING 
TRANSRACK 
37 Other Test Gear for CAMAC Equipment 
TRANSIENT GF.NERATOR(MODULE NQJSE SUSCEPT 
tBILITY TESTED RY T~ANStE~TS ON DC LINES 
TG 
171 
/7'). 
1'12 
172 
173 
172 
1'14 
/73 
171 
172 
11\ 
n• 
171 
n3n" 
170 
/72 
112 
173 
17!5 
170 
17n 
(1) 
( 6) 
( 1 t) 
(13) 
6) 13.3031 
13.3032 
13,3033 
( 4> , \:!,30•0 
\3,30<11 
( !5) 13,3047 
1J,304tl 
NC DESIGNATION&. SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF, No. 
4 CRATES, SUPPLIES, COMPONENTS, ACCESSORIES 
41 Crates and Related Components/ Accessories- Crates with/without 
Dataway and Su.pply, Blank Crates, Crate Ventilation Gear 
411 Crates with Dataway and Supply 
CRATE (270VA,CUn~EO,MODULAR POWFR~D ~y 
MAX 8X1922 nR 1X1923/1925 + MAX 4X1922) 
VOLTAGE REGULATI'1R (FOR +OR•24V/6A, 
+1•12V/7A 1 +1•~Vt8A/16A/24A) 
VOLTAGE REGIIL ATnR ( +&•6V 25A MAX, (lR 4 OA 
MAX IIliTH EXTERNAL +6V SUPPLY) 
VOLTAGE REGULATOR (+AN0•6V, 25A MAX, 
270W RATING, USABLE WITH 4X1922) 
CAMAC MINICRATE (19 INC~ RACK MOUNTING) 
(+6V/15A,•6V/5A, +24V/2A 1 •24V/2A 1 200W) 
PO~ER!:D CRATE 
N POWERED CRATE (TNCL, CRATE AND POWER 
SUPPLY COOLING TO SUPPL CP 1 SPEC) 
POWERED CRATE C+&•6V/40A, +&•24V/AA, 
200V/~1Ar 117V AC• MAX 300W) 
POWERED CRATE 
POWER CRATE ~90iO CRATE WITH 9022 
POWER SUPPLY) 
POWERED CRATE C+AND•6V/25A, +AND•24V/6A, 
CINCL POWER DESIGN TYPE AEC4J2 SuPPLY) 
PO~ERED CRATE (~U,VENTILATED,NO FAN,1JOW 
+6V/15At•6V/4At+AN0•24V/2A,+200V/50MA) 
POWERED CRATE 
POW!:RED CRATECSEE P7 ALJ 13) 
POWER SUPPLY (CAMAC CRATE) 
POWERED VENTILATED CRATE (+6V124A, 
•6VI16At +AND•24V/3A, MAX 400W) 
~OWER CRATE (20nw MAXo+6V/25A,•6VItOA, 
+AND•12VI3A,tAN0•24V/3Ao2nOV/0,05A) 
POwER CRATE C20nW HAXo+6VI25A,•6V/10A, 
+AND•24V/3A,200v/0,05A) . 
COMPLETE POWER CRATE 
POWERED CRATE (;u,VENT 1 +AND•6V/26A 1 +AND• 12VI6,5A,+AND•24V/6~5A,200V/0~1A 1 200W) 
POWERED CRATE (SAME BUT WTTH 117V AC) 
POWERED CAMAC CRATE 
POWERED CAMAC CRATE 
N POwERED CRATE (SEE CRATE C•CF AND SUPPLY 
P•156 FOR RATINGS) 
~ POWERED CRATE (~EE C•CF & SUPPLY Pw264) 
N POWERED CRATE (~EE C•CF & SUPPLY P•300F) 
1902A 
1922 
1923 
1925 
307,100CC 
MC200 EG&G/QRTFC 
CPC/14 GRENSON 
1500 
9071 NUCL, ENTERPRISES 
NSiwA75CC!OOAEC432 NUCL. SPECIALTIES 
015 POLON 
CCHN•CSAN ROT 
C7 ALJ 13 OW SAPHY~OeSTEL 
CM!5125/53/DW/BLOCS SAPHYMO•STEL 
C JAL•41 
PC 2006/R 
PC 2006/C 
CPC 2057 
i'645!5•A1 
PCS/12 
PCS/42 
C•CF + P•1 !56 
C•CF + P•264 
C•CF + P•300F 
~EN 
SEN 
SIEMENS 
STNO ENGINEERING 
STND ENGINEERING 
WENZEL ELEKTRONI~ 
412 Crates with Dataway, without Supply 
VENTILATED CRATE (HEAVY DUTY 2!5 STATION 
FASTON CONNECTORS, 6U HIGH) 
~ (SAME BUT WTTH ALL PATCH LINES BUSSED AS 
PER COGELAB REQttiRE"'EN_TS) 
N 5U CRATE 25 STAfiON HEAVY DUTY, FITS TO 
PS 0004 USING AnAPTOR PA I, 
CONVERTS FASTnN CONNECTOR~ TO RECOMMEND• 
ED FixED POwER cONNECTOR ON CHOSEN CRATE 
CAMAC CRATE vERORAHT~T 
(EMPTY CRATF wtfH WIRED D&TAWAY) 
CRATE 
CA~AC C0MPATI8LF. CRATE CWTRED) 
CAMAC CRATE (WIRED) 
UNPOwERED CRATE WITH OATAWAY 
(6Ut EMPTU, VFNTILATE0 1 NO FAN) 
IJNPOWERF.O CRATE WITH OATAW.AY (360 MM) 
(525 M"') 
IJNPOWERED CRATE WITH DATAWAY 
AND CONNECTnRS 
XXVI 
vc 0022 
vc 0030 
vc 0040 
/AMP 
9070 
NSI•A7!5 ne-wv 
NSI•A7!5 C:C 100 
012 
CM 512!5/JJIOW 
CH 5125153/D\0 
lJPC 2029 
GEr..ELLIOTT 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
NUCL. SPECIALTIES 
NUCL. SPECIALTIES 
POL ON 
SAPHYHOeSTEL 
SEN 
17 
NA 
24 
25 
2!5 
25 
25 
25 
25 
2!5 
24 
25 
25 
IM 
169 
17'3 
173 
172 
171 
171 
172 
171 
174 
171 
171 
172 
05175 
I)J/7!5 
0417!1 
174 
174 
0517'5 
173 
173 
171 
C I 0) 
( 12) 
(1) 
( 8) 
(11) 
( J) 
( 2) 
13,40n5 
13,40n6 
13,41'l07 
t3,40nl! 
13,4009 
13,4010 
1 J. 4011 
13,4012 
13,4013 
13,4022 
13,4023 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR R.EF. No. 
CRATf (WIREn CRATE) 
N ~IRED CRATE (HEAVY DUTy, 3 FAN & MONIT, 
UNJT, 6U, U~E WiTH P•156, P•264, P•JOOf) 
CRATE (WITH DATAWAY AND VENTILATION) 
WENZFL ELEKTRONJK 
~!FMFNS 
413 Crates without Dataway, with Supply 
CAMAC CRATE I 
(+6V/25A,•6VII2:5A 1 +&•24y/6A,+&•1~VI4A) (SAME WlTHOtJT +&•12V SUPPLY) 
l'lO .200•3001 
1>0 200•300, 
417 Blank Crates and Other Components and Accessories 
CRATE (5U 1 EMPTY, 25 STATION~) (SAME BUT WITH 24 STATIONS} 
CRATE (6U,EMPTY,W!TH VENTILATION RAFFLE, 
25 STATIONS, HARWELL TYPE 7000} 
(SAME BUT WITH 24 STATIONS) 
CRATE (6U,EMPTY,WITH VENTILATION RAFFLE, 
REMOVABLE PANEL, 25 STNS, HARWELL 7000} 
(SAME BUT WITH 24 STATIONS} 
CAMAC CRATE (EMPTY) 
CAMAC CRATE (EHPTY 1 INCL HARDWARE ~UPPLY 
CHASSIS AND VFNTILATION PANEL) 
CAMAC COMPATIBLE CRATE 
CAMAC CRATE (IINWIAED) 
CHA~SIS CAHAC (~ UNITES AVEC FENTE 
DE VENTlLATYON 1 525 HM PROFONDEUR) 
t36~ MM PROFONDEURl 
CAMAC CRATE WITH VENTILATION RAFFLE 
C 6U, 525MH DEPTH 
( SAME BUT WITH 460HM DEPTH 
( SAME BUT WITH 360HM DEPTH 
CRATE (6U, EMPTY, VENTILATED, NO FAN) 
VENTILATED CRATE NO POWER NO DATAWAY 
(TWO FANS) 
(SAME WIT~ 3 FANS} 
UNPOW!R!D CRATE 
CAMAC CRATE (EMPTY CRATE} 
CHASSIS CAHAC NORMALISE 51J 
(EMPTY CRATE,36n MM DEEP) 
C••7 FOR 460MM & ••S FOR 52SHM DEEP) 
CHASSIS CAHAC 5U UTILES (EMPTY CRATE,6U 
TOTAL,360MH OEEP,VENTILATIQN HARDWARE) 
C••4 ~OR 460MM & *15 FOR 525HM DEEP) 
CHASSIS CAMAC eu UTILES (EMPTY CRATE,6U 
TOTAL,360MH OEEP,WITH TWO FANS) 
C••l FOA 460HM & *12 FOA 525HM DEEP) 
CAMAC CRATE CEMPTY) HEAVY DUTY 
6U WITH VENTILATION BAF~~E 
5U NON VENTILATED 
DEPTH OPTIO~S J~OMM, 460HM, 525MH 
CAHAC CRATE WITH VENTI~ATTON BAFFLE 
(6U, S25HM DEPTH) 
CSAME BUT WITH 460 MM DEPTH) 
(SAME BUT WITH 360 MM DEPTH) 
vENTILATION UNIT 
LUFTEREINHEIT (vENTILATION UNIT,CnMPLETE 
WITH 3 FANS AND FILTER) 
(VENTILATION UNTTrNn FAN,NO FILTER) 
AIR SCOOP (STOP~ CHIMNEY EFFECT BETWEEN 
UN•VENTILATED CRATE~ IN RACK, 1U HIGH) 
VENTILATION MnOtJLE 
tU VENTI~ATION GRILL 
CARD EXTENDER (FOA ~UPPLY OF 2057) 
MCF 15CAM/SI25 
foiCF 15C AM IS /241 
MCF 16CAM/SV 125 
MCF 16CAMISVI24 
MCF/6Clt'1/SVA/25 
MCF/6CAMISVRI24 
2,08o,oon.e 
2,086,000.6 
NSI B75 DB/WV 
NSI 1175 CC 100 
9905•1•05 
9905•2•0!5 
NUCL. ~PECIALTIE! 
NUCL. !PFC(ALTIES 
nsL 
990!5HVD31g81!52!5 O!L 
9905!5HV3AVDI981460 
9905!5HVJAVD/981J60 
010 
CCHN 
CCHNA 
IJC 2057 
POL ON 
'ADT 
SEN 
STND fNG I NHR I NG 
40206 TRAN~RAC~ 
4020• 
40203 TRANSRAC~ 
40200 TRANSRACK 
4020• 
OSLIWILLSHER&QUICK 
99055HV3AVDI981!525 OSLIWJLL~HEA&QUJCK 
990!55HVJAV0198/460 
9905!5HV3AVD/q81J60 
CAM/FV 
2,081,000.6 
2,08!5,000~6 
VH 2057 
I UG 
CE 206\ 
NUCL, SPECIALTIES 
SEN 
OSLIWILLSHER&OUirK 
SEN 
NA 
NA 
/72 
172 
171 
112 
17\ 
1n 
/71 
172 
170 
172 
171 
171 
171 
171 
172 
174 
172 
/741 
1741 
/74 
173 
170 
171 
/72 
5) 
2) 
2) 
( S) 
(11) 
13,40JI 
XXVII 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
42 Supplies and Related Components/ Accessories- Single-
and Multi-Crate Supplies, Blank Supply Chassis, Control Panels, 
Supply Ventilation 
421 Multi-Crate Supplies 
POWER SUPPLY FLEXIBLE SYSTEM (TO SPECS 
CERN•TSR•C0/72•dJ) 1 CO~PRISTNG 
~ASIC CRATEfFrlR SUPPLY HOOULES,WCLIJDES 
REFERENCE,cnNTRnL ANO 20oV/0 1 tA) 
SUPPLy MODULE( * IN TYPE • P FOR POS AND 
"'FOR NEG OIITPUT VOLTAGE ~ ••• ~ 6111 6A) 
POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM (CRATE) 
(MODULE OPTTUNS A! FOLLOwS) 
POwEH SUPPLY MOOULE 6 V/10 A 
(I :!IV I JA) 
(2dV/ ]A) 
(6V/20A & 6V/40A OPTIONS ALSO AVAJLARLE) 
. 12 V/ 2 A 
(ALSO 1211/44, 7A, 15A & 2~A OPTJO~S) 
2• V/ 1,2A 
(ALSO 24V/2:~A, J,5A, 9.4 ~ 15A OPTIONS) 
422 Single-Crate Supplies 
N POWER SUPPLY ANn CQOLI~G UNIT (+6V/42A, 
•6V/25A,+&•24V/6A, J75W, 2U FAN UNIT) 
CAMAC POWER UNIT (+6V/15Ao•6V/JA,+24V/2A 
•24V/2A,200V/0 1 ~5A 1 !17VAC) 
CAMAC POWER !tJPPLY • RACK t-IOUNTING 
(+6V/20A,•6V/5A,+AND•24V/5Ao200V/0,05A) 
C AMAC POWER SIIPPL Y. • RACK MOUNTING 
C+6V/20A,.6V/5A, +&•12V/2A, +&•24V/]A) 
POwER SUPPLY (RACK MOUNTING,+6V/2~A, 
•6VIl5A,+AN0•24V/5Ao200V/O,IA) 
POWER SUPPLY CRACK MOlJt~TING.t6V12!!A 1 
.ev /1 !!A, +AND·24v /!!A, +Arm. 1 2V} 
POwER SUPPLY C+6VI20A,•6V/5A, 
+AN0•24VI5A,200V/O,n~A) 
POWER UNIT (+6V/15A,•6V/JA 1 
+AND•24V/2Ao2n0v/0,05A) 
POwER SUPPLY CSACK MOUNTING,+6V/1!!A, 
•6V/4Ao+AND•24V/2A,+200V/50MA,130W) 
POWER UNIT (+6V/20A, •6V/t5A 1 +24V/2A, 
•24V/2A,200V/O,tA) 
N POWER UNIT (+6V/2!!A, •6V/25A 1 +24V/5A, 
•24V/5A, 200VI100MA) 
POWER SUPPLY (+~V/25A,•6V/SA, 
+AND•t2V/2A,+AN0•24V/JA 0 2nOV/O,IA) 
POWER SUPPLY UNIT •MAINTENANCE ONLY• 
(+6VI10A,•~V/2A,+AN0•24V/1~5A) 
(+6V/5A,•6V/!,5A 1 +AND•12VI1,5A, 
+AN0•24V11'.5A) •MAitiTENANCF ONLY. 
(+bV/25A,•6V/10A 1 +AN0•12VI3A 1 
+AND•24V/3A 1 +2nOV/O,tA,MAX 200W) 
POWER SUPPLY C+oV/J2A 1 •6V/32A 1 +24V/6A, 
•24V/6A,+200VI 1 1A•J00W, POWER FAIL LAM) 
!UPPL~ (+AND.6V(26A,+ANOa12V/6,5A,+AND• 
24V/b,5A,200VI0,1A 1 117V AC 1 2n0w MAX) 
SUPPLY (SAME" RUT WITHOUT 117v AC) 
POWER SUPPLV (+AN0•6V/6A SHARED AND 
+AND•24V/2A SHA~ED, METERING OF V AND I) 
PO~ER ~UPPLY ANn RLO~ER UNIT 
CAMAC POWER SIIPPLY 
·CAMAC POwER SI JPPL Y 
CPU/10 
CFC 
C4BMT2n4/C~BMTJ06 
BP 7~ 6,10 
RSN 
PS 0004 
CPU/4 
CPU/2 
CPU/!1 
C.PU/6 
CPU/7 
9001 
9022 
CZC•10 
SP 426 
SP 5!5"8 
c 303 
P4 ALJ 13 
P6 ALJ 13 
P7 ALJ 13 
PS 2057 
7645!!•44 
7645!\•AS 
82!! 
1410 
1510/12 
1510142 
GRF.NSON 
GRENSON 
CRFNSON 
NUCL, ENTERPRISE! 
NUCLo ENTERPRISE! 
POL ON 
POWER ELECTRONIC! 
ROT 
SEN 
SIE"Mf.NS 
STND ENGINEERING 
STNO ENGINEERING 
171 
171 
/71 
171 
171 
171 
171 
/73 
17! 
/71 
/72 
172 
172 
172 
N PLUG•tN POWFR StJPPL.Y !5~W (+•6V/5A 1 
+•1~V/5Ao+•~4V/lA,J17VAC) 
P•156 
!TND ENGINEERING 
WENZFL ELEKTRONIK 0517!5 
N PLUG•IN PPWFJ:( SuPPLY 264W (+-6VI10A, 
+•12V/2A,+•24V/;A,OPT,+20nV/40MA,!17VAC) 
N PLUG•IN PnWER SIIPPLY J00W~FAN(+•6V/J2A, 
+•12vtJA,+e24V/~A,+200V/100MA,117VAC) 
XXVIII 
( 2) 
(I l) 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
427 Blank Supply Chassis, Other Components/ Accessories 
POWER SUPPLV CRATE (STA~OARD) 
POwE~ SUPPLV CRATE (WIRED) 
~ETZTEILCHA~SYS (EHPTV SUPPLY CHASSIS) 
POWER SUPPLV CRATE(FOR SEPARATE SUPPLV) 
MAINS SWITCH AS~EMBLY 
POWER INDICATOR 
MCF/4/PPC 
MCF/PPC/WV 
CSAN 
MS 3 
0704 
GEC•F.LLIOTT 
NUCL~ ENTERPRISES 
43 Recommended or Standard Components/ Accessories -
~A 
NA 
NA 
~· 
171 
171 
11! 
171 
170 
Branch Cables,, Connectors etc., Data way Connectors, Boards etc., 
Blank Modules, Other Stnd Components 
431 Branch Related (Cables, Connectors etc.) 
BRA~CH HIGHWAY CA~LE 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE ASSEMBLY 
(WITH CONNECTORSr27 CM LONG) 
(XX CM LONG,PVC JACKET) 
BRANCH ~IGHWAV CABLE (COMPLETE PTFE CARLE ASSEMBLY,27CM LONG) (***• 107, 207 • OR CUSTOMER SPECIFIED • 
FOR CORRESPnNDING LENGTH IN CM) 
BRANCH ~tGHWAV r.ABLE 
(WITH CONNECTORS, 27 CH LONG) 
SAME,••••067,107 & ao7 FOR CORRESP 
LENGTH IN CM,OTHER LENGHTS TU SPEC ORDER 
BRANCH HIGHWAV CABLE 
BRANCH CABLE WITH CONNECTOR 
Ct.5 FT TO 7S FT LONG) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CARLE (66 TWISTED PAIRS) 
BRANCH HIGHWAV CABLE AS!EMaLY (COMPLETE 
WITH CONNECTORS, LENGTH 27 CH) 
(SAME, XXX•LFNGTH IN eM, 040,100 ETC) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLESCCOHPLETE WITH 
CO~NECTOR,XXX • LENGTH IN METERS) 
RRANCH HIGHWAY CONNECTOR (FREE MEMBER, 
PIN MOULDING WITH METAL PIN PROTECTOR) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CONNECTOR 
(FIXED MEHBER 1 !0CKET MOULDING) (FREE MEHBER,PIN MOULDING, . 
PXX YYV SELECTS JACKSCREW) 
HOOD (FOR FREE ME~BER) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CABLE ONLY 
CPLAIN PVC JACKFT) 
EXTENDED BRANCH CABLE (LOW COST TELE• 
PHONE CABLE FOR LONG BRANCH RUNS) 
BRANC~ HIGHWAY r.ABLE ClJ2•WAY) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY CARLE (TRUE 132•WAY WITH 
METALISED P~LYESTER SCREE~, PVC JACKET) 
CABLE FOR BRANCH ~IGHWAY CPVC JACKET) 
(BRAIDED RILSAN JACKET) 
(MEPLAT 20MMXI0~8MM,GAINE PV~ NOIR) 
CABLE EXTENSION MODULE 
(JOINS TWO RRANr.H HIGHWAY CABLES) 
BRANCH HIGHWAY TO PDP•ll (COMPLETE WITH 
CONNECTORS, XXX• LENGTH IN METERS) 
N BRANCH HIGHWAY JUNCTION snx 
8102 
I'IHOO 1 
CC 611 POL PB•27 
CC 66 POL PB•XX 
CD 18067•27 
RHC 027 
BHC *** 
CL 90 
Bt;iC 27 
BHC XXX 
2000/132/XXX 
BI RA SYSTEMS 
EG&G/ORTEC 
FMTHIJS 
GEC•ELLIOTT 
JOERGER 
JORWAY 
SCHLUMRERGER 
SEMRA•BENNEY 
WS!0132P088N~27•M FMTHUS 
WS!Ot32SOQBNOOO FMIHUS 
WSSOI32PXXRNYYY 
WAC 0132 HOO~ 
66 PQL PR F.MtHUS 
EBC XXXX GEC•ELLIOTT 
LIY•Y72X2X0 0 088 LEONISCHF 
LI2YCST)Y66X2XO,l8 LEnNISCHE 
132 PE 189 
132 PE 210 
132 PE 291 
co 111106 
~805/P/132/XXX 
~849 
PRECtCABLE BOUR 
FMIHUS 
TEKOATA 
432 Dataway Related (Connectors, Boards, Assemblies) 
ADDRESS & FUNCTION DECODING PC 
OATAWAY MOTHERBOARD (MULTtLAYER PN8) 
nATA~AY MOTHERBoARD (WITH CONNECTORS) 
DATA~AY SOCKET (MOTH£RBOARO COMPLETE 
wiTH 2S CONNECToRS) 
DATAWAV MINT WRAPPING (MOTHER80ARn WITH 2~ OATAWAY CONNECTORS) 
AFD 2066 SEN 
STND ENGINEERING 
1186 
CIM ROT 
/71 
171 
/70 
171 
/72 
112 
171 
171 
rn 
/72 
111 
113 
no 
171 
172 
/71 
172 
172 
173 
/75 
"' 
174 
110 
/71 
( 4) 13.4091 
(. 8) 
(1 0) 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
OATAWAY ~nT~ERB~ARD ASSEM~~y 
~ATANAY tnNNECT"R' EDGE TYPE 11 
(loi!RE NIIAP) 
(TEA~I•PQJNT/WJRE ~IIAP) 
(~OT~!RSOARD SOLDEH) 
hURl SOLII£11) 
OATAWAY CONN[CT"M WIT~ CAIID GUinES (HANn 
SOLDEAt DIP snLoER & ~INI•WRAP) 
DATAWAY CONNECTnR (~INiwRAP) 
CCNNECTEUR,,UTS OROITS 
(OATAWAY CUNN!CTQR,STRAIGHT PINS) 
'UTI WRAPPING (WIRE WRAP PINS) 
,UTS A SOUOFR (SOLDER PINS) 
CAMAC DATAWAV C"NNECTOR (* INSERT A 'OR 
SOLDER TAG, 8 snLDER PIN, C MINI WRAP) 
CAMAC•LilSTE(DATAWAY CONN!CTOII,WlREWAAP) 
OATAWAY ,[MALE eONNECTOR, HINI•WRAP 
••l 'OR WIRE SOlDER, S 'OR 8QARII SOLDER 
DATAWAY MALE CONNECTOR (HATING THE CRATE 
MOUNTED 16•WAY cONNECTOR SOCKET) 
C CONN!CT!UII 154 00U8LE ''C! 
CDATAWAV CONN!CTOA,WtR£ WRAP) 
(HOTHER80ARO SOLO[A) 
(WIRE snLD[R) 
OATAWAV CONNECTOR (MlNt•WRAP ) 
(WIRE•SO~DER) 
C'LOW SOLDER) 
DATAWAY CONNECTOR C••t 'Lnw SOLO(R,••3 
SOLDER LUGS,••• HJNJwiiAP 1 AU PLATING) ('LON SOLDER 1 NI + AU PLATING) (13 MINIWAAP CUNTACTI 1 UTH£R ARE FLOW 
SOLD!R,NJ + AU PLATING) 
C•a7 MINIWRAP,•al IOLOER LUGS, 
Nl + AU PLATING) 
MOUNTING !RACKETS ,OR ABOVE 
N OUAWAV CONNECTOR HnOD Ul•WAY 00il8LE 
SIDED, 2,8. MM PITCH CONTACTS) 
TYPE MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
1'11'1 2 
t•loJ6H•o 
1•163635•0 
1•16J636•0 
PBC SERIFS 
EU 043 1:'1301 
KFII6 2!14 BEO 
KF86 254 REV 
I<FII6 2!54 BES 
G030 086P 28 t BL 
2422 061 64334 
2422 061 643 .. 
1422 060 14314 
254 OF 43 AYV 
254 OF 43 UV 
tiTND ENGINEERING 
AMP AG 
FHJHUS 
FRA C(lNNHTAON 
PHILIPS 
PHILIPS 
8606 86 21 1!5 000 SOURIAU 
8606 86 21 10 ooo 
8606 86 21 14 ooo 
288* CSP 221 UECL 
e 2885 cSP 221 
C 2886 CSP 221 
C 288* CSP 2::!1 
8523 
S 40!51 TEKOATA 
NA 
17? 
17n 
170 
170 
170 
171 
17n 
173 
nn 
171 
no 
/7(1 
170 
171 
171 
( 2) 
( 6' 
5) 
Sl 
5) 
13,4111 
13,41U 
433 Module Related (Blank Modules, Patchboars etc.) 
CAMAC CARRYING eASE (TAKrS 8 MODULES) 
CAMAC CARRYING CASE (TAt<ES 12 HnDULES 
C 8LANK MODULE KIT CSINGL! WIDTH) 
CIAHE,•ai,J & 4 FOR CnRRESP WIDTH) 
SINGLE CARD HOUNTING KIT 
(!MPTY MOOULE,SNOAT SCREEN PLATE) 
(SAME,••t,l & • FOR CORAESP WIDTH) 
SIN;L! CARD MOUNTING KIT CEMPTY MODULE, 
(EMPTY MODUL!oLnNGT SCREEN PLAT!) 
(SAM£,••2,3 & 4 FOR COARESP wiDTH) 
CAMAC HARDWARE 
CAMAC•KASSETTf: (EMPTY MI)DIILE,WJDTH 1/2!5) 
C••I,J,.,S,& FOR COARESPO~DJNG WIDTHS) 
CAMAC COMPATIRLF HQOULE (EMPTY, W!OTH•l• 
ALSO IN 2 & 3 UNIT WlOTHSl 
CAMAC MODULE CE~PTY MODUL! HARDWARE) 
CSAH[, *• 2• lt & • FOR CORAESP WtOTH) 
CAMAC HODULE 1 SHiELDED (EMPTY, . 1 WtOTH) (lAME, *•2 1 3• AND 4 FOR CORRESP WIDTH) 
CAMAC MODULE CE~PTY,Wa112!) 
(*a~,J,.,& & 8 ,OR CORA!SP WIOTH) 
(*a0&2 FOR WIDTH 10 & 12 RESPECTIVELY) 
[MPTY MODULE t IINIT 
(SAME,••I,J & • fOR CORRESP wiOTHl 
EMPTY MOOUL! SCREENED (I WJDE, ADD TYPE 
SU,FIX A FOR SHnRT, 8 ,OR LONG SCREENS) 
CDITOo ••2,3,4 ~~~ 6 FOR CORAESP wiDTH) 
MODULE HARDWARE C!HPTY MODULE• Wat/2!5, 
ALSO AVAILAALE wa2t25o3/2~ ' UP TO 8/2!) 
TIROIAE MODIILllAE POUR CARTE BASCllLANTE 
(!MTY MODULE FOR HINGED CARD) 
TIROIR! MOOULAIRE POUR 2 CARTES BASCUL, 
(!MTY MODULE FUR 2 HINGED CARDS) 
X·XX 
CINCCU•6 
BM 1 
BM * 
CA14/M1/A 
CAH/M*IA 
CA14/M1/8 
CAH/Mt/8 
2.o9o,no1 ·.8 
2,090,00.~8 
NSJ 87!! 1')14 
NS! 87!5 CH•1 00•1 
NSI 87!! CH•100•t 
NSJ•87!!•DM/SPH•1 
NS I •87~•rH41SPH•t 
021 
02• 
03• 
c"tA 
CCA t 
CHI 
CH• 
HENES A 
I-lENE !A 
GEC•ELLIOTT 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
KNUFAR 
NUCL. SPECIALTIES 
N~Clo SPECIALTIES 
NUCL. SPECIALTIES 
POL ON 
ROT 
STNO ENGINEERING 
TRANSRACI< 2 
173 
173 
172 
173 
1'12 
173 
171 
170 
170 
170 
172 
112 
171 
17t 
171 
171 
17\ 
1'10 
172 
172 
17'2 
4) 
2) 
!5) 
!5) 
13,41~n 
13 1 4U1 
13,4U2 
13,4127 
13,4130 
NC DESIGNATION & SHORT DATA 
TTROIR MOOULATRF (EMPTY MOOULE,W:t/25) 
(•a2,J,4 & ~ FOP CURRESPONDING W!OTH)) 
C•••06,08,tn ANn 12 FO~ cnRRESP WTDTH) 
CUUC MOOLILE CEMP'I'Yd/25 eARD MI'IDIILO 
(*•2,3 & A FoR CORRfSPU~DTNG winTH) 
CAMAC MODIJL~ (EMPTY, 1/2~ C/lRD t-'ODIJLE) 
<••2,3 & 4 FOR rORRESPONDTNG WIDTH) 
C/lMAC MOOULF (f:~.PTY 1 1/2!5 SCREENED MODULE) 
<••2,3 & 4 FOR cORRESPUNOtNG WIDTH) 
CAMAC MODUL~CEMPTV,~/25 SCREENED MODULE) 
<••3 & 4 FOA CORRESPONUtNG WIDTH) 
EMTV MODULE WJTH HINGED CARDS (2/2~) 
(312!5) 
EMPTY MODULF (112!5) 
C••• T2, T3, T4, T!5, T6, TB, T10, 
AND T!2 FnR cnRRESPONDING ~tOTH) 
TtROIR MODULAIRF PUUR COMMAND£ 
TIROIR MOOULAIRE DE COMMANOE . 
(SUPPLY CONTROL MOOIILE) 
BLANK CAMAC ~1001JLF. PC BOARD (GOLD PLATED 
& ETCHED FINGERS BOTH SIDES) 
GENERAL•PURPoSE IC PATCH AOARO 
MK•1 KLUGE MODULE 
(131 MIXED 14• !6• 24 PIN SOCKETS) 
MK•S KLUGE MODULE (HAS 70 14 PIN, 13 
AND 2 24 PIN wiRE WRAP SOCKETS) 
MK•6 KLUGE MQOULE (HAS 34 14 PIN, 
16 16 PIN & 3 24 PIN wiRE WRAP SOCKETS) 
CAMACeUNIVERSAL.BOAROCPRINTED CARD MODU• 
LE WITH 28 14•PTN + 28 16•PIN SOCKETS) 
CAMAC PROTOTYPE ASSEMBLY BOARDS 
(MX B1 HAS 6B StTESo MX B2 HAS 80 SITES) 
(MX B3 HAS 68 StTES,HX 84 HAS 80 SITES, 
MX B3/MX BA INCLUDE ev.. CIRCUIT) 
PRINTED CIRCUIT TEST BOARD 
KLUGE BOARD FOR WIRF WRAP 
KLUGE CARD (FOR CREATING YOUR OWN CAMAC 
MOOULf.S) 
KLUGE CARO 
EXPER!MENTJERPLATTE 
(PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD) 
EXPER!MENTIERPLATTE (P,C,R,) 
DECODED MATRIX ROARD cFnR PROTOTYPE 
WIRING OF 64 I4•PIN SITES• A&F DECODED) 
MODULE PRINTED ciRCUIT ROARDS(TAKF 24,16 
OR 14 PIN, nN THE WHOLE 1092 PINS) 
(SAME, WITH MINI•WR/lP TO OV AND +6V) 
BLANK MODULE(COMPLETE WITH PRINTED BOARD 
FOR 69 INTEGRATED CIRCUITSot U WIDTH) 
(SAME,2U WIDTH) . 
EXPERIMENT PLATE 
TYPE 
TM 501;J5 
TH 50•25 
TM 5U25 
CAMCAS 1•G 
CAHCAS .. G 
r./lMMOO l•G 
C/lMMOO .. G 
CAMMOO 2 
r.AMMOO * 
9905•CR2 
~90!5•Cfl3 
9905•!5T 1 
990!5•5** 
41703 
NSI•04071•PC 
18605 
8301 
8305 
8306 
DO 200•2900 
MX BI/"4X 82 
MX 83/MX BA 
10 
15 
2000•311 
2000 
4,000,087,0 
A,OOO,OB8,0 
0 21 62 
CBP 
CBP 
RM 2020/tU 
BM 2020/:i'U 
C 7246R-A453-A1 
; 
MANUFACTURER WIDTH DELIV. NPR REF. No. 
WILLSHER & QUICK 
QIJJCK 
WJLLSHER QUICK 
WILLSHER & GIIICK 
OSI 
TRANSRACK 
NUCL. SPECIALTIES 
VERO ELECTRONICS 
RI RA SYSTEMS 
JQRIOY 
JORWAY 
KINETIC SYSTEMS 
i<NUFRR 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
SEN 
!IIFMENS 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
2 
170 
171 
17'2 
172 
17'2 
/72 
/71 
/73 
/73 
173 
/73 
/71 
170 
171 
/73 
/73 
171 
171 
171 
171 
/74 
/71 
17'3 
170 
/73 
/74 
172 
/72 
170 
170 
/72 
Z) 
2) 
2) 
2) 
( 4) 
437 Other Recommended or Standard Components/ Access. 
NIM/CAMAC ADAPTnR 
CAMAC NIH ADAPTOR 
LAM GRADER CABLE C20CM 1 WITH CONNECTORS) {40CM 1 WITH CONNFCTUAS) 
LllM GRADER CARLF 
52 WAY CANNnN 2DB52S HARNESSES 
LAM GRADER CARLE• XXX• LE~GTH IN METERS) 
LAM GRADER CQNNfCTUR (52•PJN FIXEn 
MEMBER, TAK~s PTN TYPE OJ1•954o·ooo> 
COAXIAL cnNNECT~R (PANEL MOUNTING, CARLE 
CONNECTOR HAS TYPE F 00,250 & FS 00,250) 
T• & L•ADApTE~S. FREE DOURLF SUCKFT, AND 
ARE ALSO AVAILARLE 
9072 
ANC I 0 
CNA 2033 
LGC 20 
LGC 40 
!5809/S/52/XXX 
2 OB 52 P 
NUCL. ENTERPRISES 
ROT 
SCHLUMRERGER 
SEN 
GEC•ELLIDTT 
TEKOATA 
LEMQ 
/74 
111 
17'2 
171 
17'2 
17'2 
/73 
170 
170 ( ., 
.XXXI 

AEG-Telefunken 
H~abath~nstrasse 3, Postfach 830 
0-7900 Ulm, Germany 
AMP AG 
Haldenstrasse 11 
CH-6000 Luzern, Switzerland 
Applied Computer Systems Ltd. 
2 Charlton Street, 
Manchester M1 3JL, England 
Arsycom B.V. 
Kabelweg 43-47, 
Amsterdam 1 016, Netherland 
BF Vertrieb GmbH 
(Sales ofF & H Products in Germany) 
Bergwaldstrasse 30, Postfach 76 
D-7500 Karlsruhe 41, Germany 
81 RA Systems. Inc. 
3520 D Pan American Freeway, N.E. 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107, 
USA 
Borer Electronics AG 
Postfach 
CH-4500 Solothurn 2, Switzerland 
Burndy Electra AG 
Hertistrasse 23, 
CH-8304 Wallisellen, Switzerland 
Cannon Electric GmbH 
Bureau Schweiz 
Friedenstrasse 15, 
CH-8304 Wallisellen, Switzerland 
Christian Rovsing A/S 
Marielundvej 46B 
DK-2730 Herlev, Denmark 
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) 
146 Main Street, Maynard 
Massachusetts 01754, USA 
Digital Equipment GmbH 
Wallensteinplatz 2, 
D-8000 Munchen 40, Germany 
Dornier System 
Vertrieb Elektronik, Abt. VCE 
Postfach 648 
D-799 Friedrichshafen, Germany 
EDS Systemtechnik GmbH 
Trierer Strasse 281 
D-51 00 Aachen, Germany . 
EG & G/ORTEC, Inc. 
High Energy Physics Department 
500 Midland Road, Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee 37830, USA 
J. Eisenmann, Elektronik fur 
Prozessautomatisierung 
Vogesenstrasse 6 
D-7513 Stutensee-Buechig, Germany 
Emihus- See Hughes 
FRB Connectron 
3-5, Rue des Tilleuls, 
F-92600 Asnieres, France 
Frieseke & Hoepfner GmbH 
Export Dept. & Production 
Tennenloher Strasse 
D-8520 Erlangen-Bruck, Germany 
Frieseke & Hoepfner 
See also B F Vertrieb 
(Sales ofF & H Products in Germany) 
GEC-EIIiott ' Process Automation Ltd. 
Camac Group, New Parks 
Leicester LE3 1 UF, England 
Grenson Electronics Limited 
Long March Industrial Estate 
High March Road, Daventry 
Northants NN11 4HQ, England 
Hans Knuerr KG 
Ampfingstrasse 27 
0-8000 Munchen 8, Germany 
INDEX OF MANUFACTURERS 
High Energy & Nuclear Equipment SA 
2, Chemin de Tavernay, 
CH-1218 Grand-Saconnex, 
Switzerland 
C Hughes Microcomponents Limited 
Clive House 
12-18 Queens Road, Weybridge, 
Surrey, England 
C Hughes Microcomponents Limited, 
Belgian Branch, 
Res. Hera- Appt. No 64, 
Passage International, 29 
B-1000 Bruxelles (Belgium) 
C Hytec Electronics 
Court Road, Maidenhead 
Berkshire SL6 8LQ, England 
I DAS (Informations-, Daten -und 
Automationssysteme) GmbH 
Kornmarkt 9 
D-6250 Limburg/Lahn, Germany 
C lmhof-Bedco Standard Products Ltd 
Colne Way Trading Estate, By-Pass, 
Watford, Herts, England 
lnformatek 
Z.A. de Courtabceuf, B.P. 81 
F-91401- Orsay, France 
ITT Cannon- See Can non 
J and P Engineering (Reading) Ltd. 
Portman House \ 
Cardiff Road, Reading 
Berkshire RG1-8JF, England 
Joerger Enterprises 
32 New York Avenue 
Westbury, N.Y. 11590, USA 
Jorway Corporation 
27 Bond Street, Westbury, 
New York 11590, USA 
Kinetic Systems Corporation 
Maryknoll Drive, 
Lockport, Ill. 60441 , USA 
I 
N Kinetic Systems International S.A. 
2/6, Chemin de Tavernay, 
CH-1218 Grand Saconnex (Geneva) . 
Switzerland 
Knuerr- See Hans Knuerr 
Laben (Division of Montedel) 
Via Edoardo Bassini, 15 
1-20133 Milano, Italy 
LeCroy Research Systems Corp. 
126 North Route 303, West Nyack, 
New York 10994, USA 
LeCroy Research Systems SA 
81, Avenue Casai . 
, CH-1216 Cointrin, Geneva 
Switzerland 
LeCroy Research Systems Ltd. 
74 High Street, Wheatley, 
Oxfordshire OX9 1 XP, England 
Lemo SA 
CH -111 0 Morges, Switzerland 
Leonische Drahtwerke AG 
Abholfach 
D-8500 Nurnberg 1, Germany 
LRS- LeCroy - See LeCroy 
Nuclear Enterprises Limited 
Bath Road, Beenham 
Reading RG7 5PR, England 
N Nuclear Enterprises Inc. 
935 Terminal Way 
San Carlos, California 94070, USA 
Nuclear Specialties Inc. 
6341 Scarlett Court, Dublin, 
California 94566, USA 
Nucletron SA 
11, Chemin G. de Prang ins 
CH-1 004 Lausanne, Switzerland 
Numelec S.A. 
Division Electronique Nuch~aire 
2, Petite Place, 
F-78000 Versailles, France 
ORTEC Incorporated 
Software Dev, Digital Data Systems 
100, Midland Road, Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee 37830, USA 
ORTEC GmbH 
Frankfurterring 81 
D-8000 Munchen 40, Germany 
O.S.L. 
18bis, Avenue du General de Gaulle 
F-06340 La Trinite, France 
OSL/Willsher and Quick- See OSL 
respectively Willsher and Quick 
Packard Instrument Company, Inc. 
Subsidiary of AM BAC Industries, Inc. 
2200 Warrenville Rd., 
Downers Grove, Illinois 60515, USA 
Philips N.V., Dep. Elcoma 
Interconnection Group, Building BA 
Eindhoven, Netherland 
Pol on 
Nuclear Equipment Establishment 
00-086 Warsaw, Bielanska 1, Poland 
Polan - See also Zjednoczone 
Power Electronics (London) Limited 
Kingston Road Commerce Estate 
Leatherhead, Surrey, England 
Precicable Bour 
151, Rue Michei-Carre 
F-951 01 Argenteuil, France 
ROT, lng. Rosselli Del Turco 
Rossello S.R.L. 
Via di Tor Cervara, 261 
Casella postale 7207 
Roma Nomentano 
1-001 55 Rome, Italy 
N Realisations Etudes Electroniques 
(R 2 E) 
Zone d'Activites de Courtabceuf 
F-91, 403 Orsay, France 
N Rovsing - See Christian Rovsing 
Saphymo-Stel 
51, rue de I'Amirai-Mouchez 
F-75013 Paris, France 
Schlumberger Instruments & 
Systemes 
Dept. Instrumentation Nucleaire 
B.P. 47 (57, rue de Paris) 
F-92222 Bagneux, France 
Semra-Benney (Electronics) Limited 
Industrial Estate, 
Chandler's Ford, Eastle.igh, 
Hampshire S05 3DP, England 
SEN Electronique 
31, Avenue Ernest- Pictet, C.P. 57 
CH -1211 Geneve 13, Switzerland 
Sension Limited 
2 Brooklands Drive, Goostrey, Crewe 
Cheshire CW4 8J B, England 
Siemens AG 
Bereich Mess- und Prozesstechnik 
Postfach 21 1080 
D-7500 Karlsruhe 21, Germany 
SOCAPEX (Thomson-CSF) 
9, Rue Edouard Nieuport 
F-92153 Suresnes, France 
XXXIII 
Software Partners 
Grossgerauer Weg 2 
D-61 Darmstadt, Germany 
Souriau et Cie 
13, Rue Gallieni, B.P. 410 
F-92 Boulogne- Billancourt, 
Hauts-de-Seine, France 
Standard Engineering Corporation 
44800 Industrial Drive, 
Fremont, California 94538, USA 
Tekdata Limited 
Westport Lake, Canal Lane, 
Tunstall, Stoke-on-Trent, 
Staffs ST6 4PA, England 
XXXIV 
Telefunken- See AEG-Telefunken 
Transrack 
B.P.12 
22, Avenue Raspail 
F-941 00 Saint- Maur, France 
Ultra Electronics (Components) Ltd. 
Fassetts Road, Loudwater, 
Bucks. H P1 0 9UT, England 
Vero Electronics Ltd. 
Industrial Estate, Chandler's Ford, 
Eastleigh, Hants S05 3ZR, England . 
Karl Wehrmann, lndustrievertr. 
Spaldingstrasse 74 
D-2000 Hamburg 1, Germany 
Wenzel Elektronik 
Wardeinstrasse 3 
D-8000 Munchen 82, Germany 
Wenzel Elektronik (UK) Ltd. 
Arndale House, The Precinct 
Egham, Surrey, England 
Willsher and Quick Ltd. 
Walrow, Highbridge 
Somerset, England 
Willsher and Quick GmbH 
Steylerstrasse 27, Postfach 2192 
D-4054 Nettetal 2, Germany 
Zjednoczone Zaklady Urzadzen 
Jadrowych Polan, Biuro Zbytu 
00-086 Warsaw, Bielanska 1, Pola 
CAMAC SOFTWARE PRODUCTS GUIDE 
INTRODUCTION 
The Software Products Section of the CAMAC 
Products Guide lists a number of software packag~s, 
programs and routines which have been developed 
by software firms, manufacturers of CAMAC 
equipment, and at research laboratories. 
Work is going on to implement IML - the inter-
mediate level CAMAC language. One contribution 
to IML implementation is listed below, but at least 
five other laboratories are at present engaged in 
implementing IML on several computers. 
The products listed below are either in current · 
use or will be so in the nearest few months. Some 
of the software listed is commercially available, 
information about other is presumably available 
from respective authors. The correctness of each 
entry has been carefully checked against data 
provided. 
Inclusion in the list does not necessarily indicate 
endorsement, recommendation or approval by the 
ESONE Committee, nor does omission indicate 
disapproval. 
The classification used tentatively and reproduced 
below, is the same as was proposed in the March 
1974 issue (No. 9) of this Bulletin. 
SOFTWARE CLASSIFICATION GROUPS 
Page Page 
. 5 Software . . 54 Support Software I (translators) . XL 
. 541 Assemblers (with/without macros) . 
.50 Fundamental Concepts, Ge~eral Sub-
. 542 Cross-Assemblers, Cross-compilers . jects. XXXVI 
. 543 Compilers . 
.500 General Descriptions, Documentation, 
.544 Interpreters. 
etc. 
. 501 Languages . 
. 502 Algorithms . . 55 Support Software II . XLII 
. 551 Loaders . 
.51 User-Oriented Programs I (full system 
. 552 Linking Programs . 
support with user run-time and 
. 553 Utility Routines . CAMAC system service programs). XXXVII 
.52 User-Oriented Programs II (specific 
. 57 Other Service Programs . XLW 
run-time programs). XXXVIII 
. 571 Editors . 
.53 User-Oriented Programs III (subpro- . 572 Debugging Routines . 
grams, routines, Hardware programs). XXXVIII . 573 Test Routines . 
I XXXV 
IIEADER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AliTHnlt(S)• • 
PU"L• REF. • 
llfADER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TTTLE• • • • 
PU~L. REF • • 
IIE.&DEA SERVICE 
CUSS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
ALITMOII(S)• • 
PU8L~ RH • • 
NA!o!E/ACRONYM • 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
COMPUTER • 
INT!RFACE(S) • 
SO,TwARE TYPE • 
tNcORP TECHNIQUE 
FACILITIES • 
READER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
AUTHOR(!)• • 
NU•E/ACRONYM • 
COMPuT!R • 
sn,Tw.&RE TYPE • 
NEW************** 
READER SERVICE 
CUSS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AIITHOR(S)• • 
NAME/ACRONYM • 
09TAINABLE FROM• 
AVAILABLE ON/AS• 
sn,TwARE TYPE• 
READER SERVICE 
CL.&S8 CODE • 
TITLE• • 
PREPAREI'l BY • 
PUBL. REII'o • 
NAJo4[/ACRONYM • 
MAINTENANCE BY• 
OBTAINABLE ll'ROM 
I 
ESnNE REG8TR DATE 
CnMPUTER • 
!(lFhiAIIE TYPE • 
NEW************** 
PEADER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TJTLI'• • • • 
AUTHOR(!)• • 
NAME/ACRONYM • 
ORTAJNABLE FHOM• 
AV.&ILA~LE ON/AS• 
SOFTwARE TYPE• 
XXXVI 
CAMAC SOFTWARE PRODUCTS GUIDE 
. 50 Fundamental Concepts, General Subjects 
IIS:REF~ 13~ ~001 
~Sll 
tMPLEHENTING CAHAC BY COMPILERS 
w. KNEIS, GFK, ZYKLOTRON•LB,, 
KAI!LSRUHE, GERMANY 
PRCIC CAHAC SYMPOS, LIIXMBG, DEC 1973 
RS:REF. 13. 5002 
~so 
PROCEDIIRE CALLS • A PIUGMA TIC 
APPROACH 
J, MICHELSON, H, HALLING, 
KF.&, JUELICH·. 
PRnC C.&MAC SYMPOS, LUXMBG, DEC 1073 
31 HAY 1974 
~s:REF • 13. 5003 
.SolCPL•tl> 
CAMAC FACILITIES IN THE PROGII.&HHING 
LANGUAGE OF PL•ll 
RO~ERT 0 RUSSELL• CEI!N, GENEVA 
PRnC CAMAC SYMPOS, LUXMBG, DEC 1073 
YELLOW REPORT, CERN 74•24, DFC 1974 
EXTENDED PL•I1 
1!171172 
PDP•ll, WORD LENGTH 18 BITS 
CA•l1 CEG&GIORTEC) 
LA~GUAGE, PL•ll(EXTENDEO) 
IN•LINE CODING Oil' CAMAC STATEMENTS 
SYMBOLIC DEVTCE NAME USED 
DEJo4AND HANDLING IS INCLUDED 
RS:REF. 13. !'100<4 . 
:s01 (CATV) 
F II GOLDING, D.&RESBUPY ~ABORATORIES 
CATY 
ANV 
LANGUAGE (~A!IEO nN BASIC) 
NEW ENTRY 
RS:REF. 13. !5005 
~Sol (CATV) 
SPECIFICATION OF T~E LANGUAGE CATV C1030 
R F CRANFIE~I'l, GEC ELLIOTT 
CSFE ALSO PREVIOUS ENTRY) 
CATV 
GEe ELLIOTT CSEE LIST OF HANUil'ACTUREPS) 
DEsCRIPTION 
LANGUAGE (BASED ON BASIC) 
~s:REF. 13. ~006 
.501 (IHL) 
THE DEFINITinN OF IML 
.& LANGUAGE FOR USE IN C.&MAC SYSTEMS 
ESoNE CO~MJTTEE, SOFTwARE w,G. AND 
AEC NIH COMMITTEE, SOFTWARE w.G. 
REPORT ESONE/IM~/01, OCT 197A, AND 
REPORT TJ0•2~615, JAN 1975 
JHL 
ESoNE CUMHJTTEE IN COLLABOIIATJON 
WITH NIH COH~ITT!E 
~SnNE SECRETARIAT AND U,S. GOVERN• 
MENT PAINTING OFFICE RESPECTIVELY 
AU~/SEPT 1074 
ANY 
lANGUAGE 
NEW ENTRY 
~s:REF. 13. !1007 
.501 (CASIC) 
A CAMAC EXTENDED BASIC LANGUAGE 
J M BERVENT CSCHLUMBERGER) 
CAsiC 
SCH~UHSERGF.R (SEE ~~~T OF MANUFACTURERS) 
l'lESCIIIPTTON 
LANGUAGE (EXTENDED BASIC) 
DESCRIPTION• • 
OFHANOS ON AEAL•TtHE SYSTFMS SUCH AS MINIMUM EXECUTION TIM! 
MINIMUM cORF REQUIREMENTS, FTC,, IIECOMMENO THE USE OF COM• 
PI~ER!I TN PROGRAMMING, THE POSSTBILJTY Tn IMPLEMENT A CAMAC 
LANGUAGE BY A COMPILER IS FTRST 0' All A FUNCTION 0' THE 
~EVEL ANO CONCEPT OF THE .LANGUAGE, META•LANGUAG!S, THE SYN• 
TAX OF A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE, &RE USFD TO 'OIIMULATE A COM• 
PILER FOR A SPECIFIC LANGUAGE~ THE METHOD DESCRIBED HAS 
BEEN USF.D TO WRITF A COMPILER FnR IML, THE INTERMEDIATE LEVEL 
CAMAC L.&NGUAGE, IMPLEMENTED IN AN ASSF.HeLER ENVIRONMENT. 
OESCRTPTJON• • 
DISCUSSTQN OF PROCEDURE CAL~S A! THE •.&SIS 'OR CAMAC SO,TWARE 
hiTHIN HJGH•LEVfl LANGUAGES. COHP.&RISON WITH SY~TAX MODIFY• 
CATIONS TO LANGUAGES, DISCIJSSION Oil' THPLEMEIIITATION 
RESTRICTtnNS DUE TO LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS FOR EXISTING HIGH• 
LEVEL LANGUAGES, E.G, CLOSED SYST!M•SUBROUTINES WHICH !XE• 
CUTE ONE DEFINED OPERATION fiNVCLVING ONE OR MORE CAMAC 
CYCLES AS A GROUP). COMPAIII!ION OF USeNJM CAMAC FORTRAN 
SUBROUTINES AND PROCEOURE•CALL SYNTAX n' !SONE SWG IML 
LANGUAGE~ APPLICATION OF PROCEOUIIE•CALLS TO .&PPLIC.&TION• 
ORIENTEI'l SOFTWARE~ 
DESCATPTION• • 
PL•11 IS AN JNTFRME0IATE•LEVEL 1 MACHINE•OIIIENTED PIIOGRAMMING 
LANGUAGE EXTENDED TO INCLUDE CAMAC 'E.&TURES, SYNTACTIC FORM 
OF CAMAC STATEMENTS AilE ANALOGOUS TO STANOARO PL•I1 STATE• 
MENTS. SYMAOLI~ NAMES FOR V.&RIABLES AND FUNCTIONS .&R! DE• 
CLAIIED AT ONCF, .&NO OPERATinNS ARE EXECUTED BY STATEMENTS 
REFERRING TO THESE NAMES. USE OF SYM~OLIC NAMES MAK!S PRO• 
GRAMS READABLE, AND SIMPLIFIES MODIFICATIONS OF CAMAC CON• 
FtGURATTON$'. 
EXAMPLE OF. STANOAIID ST.&TEMENT•• 
WHILE PRINTST.&TUS • BUSY 00 
EXAMPLE OF CAMAC STATEMENT•• 
WHILE CRTSTATU! • BUSY DO 
DESCRIPTION• • 
CATV TS A MACHINE INDEPENnENT HtGH•LEV!L LANGUAGE BASED UPON 
A SUBSET nF BASIC WITH EXTENSIONS FOR ADDRESSING CAMAC, 
PROGRAMS WRITTEN TN CATV ARE COMPILED AIIID NOT INTER,RETEO~ 
THUS, THF SPEED OF OPERATION WHEN CAM.&C IS TESTED UNO!R CATY 
IS COMPAI!ABLE WITH THE SPEEI'l nF OPERATION IN APPLICATIONS, 
C.&TY HAS BEEN IMPLEMENTED ON SEVERAL COMPUTERS CSEE 1 ~<43). 
OESCRTPTtnN• • 
TME MAIN SPECIIl'ICATION DESCRIBES THE FACILITIES AVAILABLE IN 
THE HACMJNE INDEPENDENT HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE C.&TY, APPfNOICEI 
TO TH! SPECIFICATION DESCRI~E THE ADDYTJONAL F!ATUR!S .&SSOCI• 
ATED WITH IMPLEMENTATIONS, ALL USING ~EC ELLIOTT SYSTEM CIIATI 
INTERFACE! nN THE PDP•t1, NnVA, GEC•4n80, AND GEC•2050 
COMPUTEPS~ 
DESCRIPTynN• • 
IHL IS A LANGUAGE USED TO EXPIIESS THE OPERATIONS DESCRIBED 
IN THE CAMAC HARDW.&RE SPEClll'JC.&TIONS, AND THEIR INTERACTION 
WITH A COMPIIT!R SYSTEM. lML STATEMENTS LINK CAMAC STRUCTURES 
AND HOOFS OF OPERATION TO DATA STRUCTURES AND R!Al•TIM£ 
FEATURES TN THE cnMPUTER SYSTEM~ 
THIS DEFINITION I! A GUIDE FOR THOSE IMPLEMENTING LAN~UAG!S 
AND OPERATING SYSTEMS WHO WJ!H TO MAKE CAMAC INPUT/OUTPUT 
AVAILABLE TO USERS. FEATURES ARE INCLUDED WHICH SUPPORT THE 
CAMAC BIIANCM HIGHWAY AND THE CAMAC SEIIIAL HIGHWAY. 
THE LANGUAGE IS DEFINED SEMANTICALLY • THE SYNTAX USED TO 
EXPRESS IML DEPENnS ON THE F.NVl110NMENT 0 THE MACRO 
SYNTAX THL•Mt I! l'lEFINED IN AN aPPENDIX~ 
OESCRJPTtON• • 
CASIC IS RASED ON BASIC ANO PROVIDES ALL STANO.&RD STATEMENTS 
OF 8ASIC PLUS A SET Oil' C.&MAC REL.&TEO STATEMENTS. 
CASIC • LIKE BASIC • IS CONVEQSATTONAL, THE MOST RECENT 
VERSION cnNFOIIMS TO TME IHL LANGUAGE CSEE .~Ol(JML)) DEFINFO 
BY THE FSnNE COMMITTEE, 
CASlC IS TMPLFMENTEI'l ON PDP•11 (SEE 1 ~44)~ 
READER SERVICE 
ClASS CODf • 
TITLE• • • • 
AUTHOR(!)• • 
PUBL', REF~ • 
NAME/ACRONYfo4 • 
AVAILABLE ON/AS 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
COMPUTER • 
INTERHCE(S) • 
SOFTwARE TYPE • 
LANGUAGE • 
CAMAC 'ACILITIES 
READER SERVICE 
CUSS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AUTHOR(S)• • 
NAM(/ACRONyM • 
AVAILABLE ON/AS 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
COMPuTER • 
INT!RFACE(S) • 
to!!N SYSTEM CON,tG 
SOHWARE TYPE • 
l:.hJiiUAGE • 
READER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AliTHnR(S)• • 
PIJf'IL~ RH. • 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
CnMPUT!R • 
INT!R,AC[(S) • 
SO,TwAR! TYPE • 
NEW************** 
READER SERVICE 
CLASS COD! • 
TITLE• • • • 
NAME/ACRONYM • 
OBTAINABLE FROM• 
SOFTwARE TYPE• 
COto~PUTER • • 
INT!RFACE(S) • 
HARDwARE CONFIG 
NEW************** 
READER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
NAME/ACRONYM • 
OBTAINABLE FROM. 
SO,TwARE TYPE• 
COMPUTER • • 
INTUFACECS) • 
loiUDWARE CO NFI G 
NEW************** 
R!AOFR SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
T.ITLE• • • • 
"NAME/ACRONYM • 
nATAJNA8LE FROM• 
SOFhUIE TYPE• 
COMPUTER • • 
INT~R,ACECSl • 
HARDWARE CONFIG 
CAMAC SOFTWARE PRODUCTS GUIDE 
. 51 User-Oriented Programs I (full system support) 
~S',REF~ 13, !5008 
,!St 
CAMAC nPERATTNG SYSTEM OR 
CONTROL APPLICATIONS 
OR 8, MERTENS, IKP, KFA, JUELICH 
CAMAC RULLETTN NO 9, MARCH 1974 
co~ 
PAPER TAPE, ASCII CODE 
19;2 
PDP•IS, CORE REQUIREMENTS• 16K 
TYPE 2200 CB~RER) 
SY!TEM PROGRAM 
FORTRAN & MACRO•ASSEMBLER 
SYMBOLIC DEVICE NAMES USED, SINGLE & 
wuj TIPLE ACTTON PER I~STRUCTioN, 
REAL/TIME DEMENO HANDLING INCORPORATED 
~s:REF·. 13, eon9 
,!5\ 
RAtKGROUND•FnREGROUNO SYSTEM FOR 
PULSE•HEIGHT ANALYSIS QF TWO• 
nzMENS!ONAL MULTIW!RE PROPORTIONAL 
CHAMBER DATA 
OR A HEUSLFRo IPK, KF.A, JUELICH 
RFG 
PAPER TAPE, ASCII CODE 
197•? 
PDP•t5, CORE REQUIREMENTS • 2•K 
TYPE 2200 (BORER) 
MAGTAPE, OECTAPE, DISK, & 
M[to~ORY SCA~NTNG DISPLAY CI~•HQUSE) 
SYSTEM PROGRAM 
FORTRAN & MACRD•ASSEMBLER 
~s:REF', 13, !11010 
·.!51 
TR~UMF CO~TROL SYSTEM SO TWARE 
0 1 P, GURO, W1 K, DAWSON, TRIUMF, 
UNtVERSITY . OF ALBERTA, CANADA 
CAMAC RULLETTN NO S, NOVEMBER 1972 
19;3 
4 ~UPERNOVAS 
tN.HOUSE TYPE 
FU~L SYSTEM SUPPORT FOR CONTROL OF 
TRtUMF CYCLOTRON 
NEW ENTRY 
~s:RE'F, 13, !50tl 
,!51 
A SIC SINGLE PARAMETER MCA SYSTEM (MISP) 
MISP 
NUCLEAR ENTERPRISES CSEE INDEX OF MFRS) 
SY!!TEH SnFTWARE 
P0P•1l 1 8K M~MORY & REAL TIME CLOCK 
~030 (NUCL, ENTERPR) 
CPROGRAMMEn TRANSFERS & INTERRUPT ONLY) 
&Dr CLASEN OR 9060),9021 LIVE TIME RTC, 
TTY/READER (706 .. ) 1 TEK603/604 OR LANSCOPE 
NEw ENTRY 
~s:REF~ 13, !1012 
.51 
DUAL MCA SYSTEM COAMCAS) 
DAMC.AS 
NUCLEAR ENTERPRISES CSF.E INDEX OF MFRS) 
SY!!TEM SOFTWARE 
P0P•11, t6K MEMORY i REAL TIME CLOCK 
9030 , .9033 CNUCL ENTERPR) 
(PpOGRAMMED ~ AUTONOMOUS TRANSFERS) 
ADt (LABF.~ UR 906o),Q02l LTVF TIME RTC, 
TTY/READER (7064) 1 PuNCH (70~!1) 1 MAGTAPE 
(CS Oo42),TEK603/604 OR LANSCOPE 
NE~ ENYRY QS,RFF, 13, !1013 
~5i 
1-4UL TI PARAMETER nATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
MUnAS 1 
NUCLEAR ENTERPRISES CSEE INDEX OF · MFRS) 
SY!!H:M SOFTWARE 
PDP•11, 8K MEMORY & REAL TIME CLOCK 
9030 (NUCL, ENTERPR) 
tPeOGRAHMED TRANSFF.R~ ~ INTERRUPT ONLY) 
AD~i~ CLAREN OR 9060) & COTNC SELECTOR 
fC~ 0049), 9021 LIVE TIMf.R RTC, TTY & 
1-4AG TAPE, TEK 603/604. 
DESCRTPTJf1N• • 
THE SYSTEM SOFTWARE PACKAGE PERMITS RFAO .ANn WRITE OF U~ Tn 
I 00 M(lDIJLES·, Rf"AL•TIMF TASK~ MAY ~E DFFJNI'O ON•LINF. ~ ABOUT 
60 ELEM~NTARY cnMI-4AMDS ARF PR~·~EFINEn, SUCH AS•• 
•NAME MnOIJLE/CIIt, N•2, h3/0EFINE SYMROLIC NAME 
•READ M(lnliLP:/F•O 
•WRIT! MonULE 3'"t1F•16 
•OISA~ MnnULFIF•24 
•nEFINE TASK/OPF.N A TASK•nEFINITlON 
•!NO/CLOSE TAS~•FTLE . 
•AFTER 15 SEtS TASK/EXECUTE USER•DE,INfD TASK 
•15 S!CS FR~M NOW 
•SOLL MODULE 3456/VALUE TO RE WRITTEN NFXT TO MODULE 
DESCRIPTION• • 
THE SVSTFM SOFTWARE PERMITS START AND STOP OF B~OCK TRANSFFR 
FROM THF A/0 CONVERTERS TO T~E PDP•tS MEMORY (LIST MODE 
OUTPUT ONTO MAGTAPE ON•LINE SORTING IF DESIRED), 
THE BORFR INTERFACE HA! BEEN MODIFIED TO ALLOW BLOCK 
LENGTHS UP TO 4K IB BIT WORDS~ 
DESCRIPTION• • 
THE SYSTEM SOFTWARE PACKAGE MONITORS nVER 1000 ANALOGUE 
PARAMETERS AND 1000 DtGTTAL STATUS POINTS, SEARCHES OUT•OF• 
~IMIT READINGS, DISPLAYS MEASUREMENTS ON REQUEST, 
SETS OVER 300 ANALOGUE POYNTS FROM A CENTRAL CONSOLE AND 
PERFORMS A NUM~ER OF OTHER ROUTINES, 
A REAL•TIME EXECUTIVE PROGRAM • NATS C,OR NOVA ASYNCHRONOUS 
TASKING SUPERVUOR) • SCHEDULES AND SUPERVISES CAMAC TASKS, 
SUPPORTFD BY A SUBPROGRAM LIBRARY, AS THEY ARE REQUESTED. 
JOBS TO AE ~ERFORMED ARE STRUCTURED INTO SEQUENCES OF CAMAt 
OPERATIONS SPECI,Jt TO A PIFC~ MF HAROWAR~ (a CAMAC MOOUL!)~ 
THERE U THIJS A DIRECT MODULAR HAROW&RE•SOFTWARE CQRRES~OND• 
ENCE 1 CONTROL IS BASICALLY CLOCK•INITIAT!D SO,TWAR! !CAN OF. 
CYCLOTRON MONITORING, BUT INTERRUPTS ARE INCLUDED, MAINLY 
INITIATFD BY CONSOLEo 
DESCRIPTION• • 
THE PROGRAM QCCUPIES - 2K OF ~EMORY AND USES A DATA AREA OF 4K 
FOR UP Tn 4096 CHANNELS ACQUISITION, 
THE PACKAGE CONSISTS OF A DISPLAY DRIV!R, A USER ORIENTED 
TELETYPE HANDLER, ACQUtSITinN CnNTROL, AND A n.ATA MANIPULA• 
TION ROIITINf' ·, 
THE DISPLAY DRIVER IS RUN AS A ~ACKGRnUNO TASK WHICH IS 
INTERRUPTED BY THE AOC, CLOCKS AND TELETYPE, 
THIS PACKAGE CAN AE OBTAINEn ~ITH MULTISCALER OPTION, THE 
HARDWARF tS EXTENDED WITH A 9003 OR 003 SCALER, DATA AREA IS 
DIVIDED INTO 4 AREAS, EACH nNF THOUSAND CHANNELS, 
DESCRTPTIOIII• • 
THE PROGRA~ OCCUPIES 6K LEAVING lOK OF MEMORY FOR DATA ACQUI• 
SITtON f4K OF 16 RITS & 4K nF 24 BITS'• 
THE SOFTWARE PACKAGE CONSYSTS OF A niSPLAY DRIVER, A TELETYPE 
HANDLER FOR OPERATOR CONTROL OF DATA AC~UTSITION, DATA MANT• 
PULATION ROUTINE, AND A ROUTINE FOR AIITMNQMOUS CONTROL OF 
DATA ACnuTSTTION AND MAG TAPE TRANSFERS~ 
DFSCRJPTION• • 
THE SYSTEM IS CAPABLE OF ACCEPTtNG "FIVE PARAMETER EVENTS AND 
STORING THEM ON MAG TAPE, STMULTANEOU!ILY PERFORMING MULTI• 
CHANNEL ANALYSIS ON ONE SF.LF.CTEn PARAMETER, 
WINDOWS MAY Sf SET ON EACH PARAMETER FOR 80TH MODES, TOGETHFR 
WITH A COUNT DIVISION FACTOR SET OVER THE RF.GTON. OF INTF.RF.~T 1 
DATA DUMPED IN LIST MODE MAY RE READ RACK FOR ANALYSIS, 
XXXVII . 
~~ADER SERVICE 
CLASS tODP: • 
AlJTHrJR(S)• • 
NU.tE/ACRONYM • 
OPERATIVf DATE• 
SOFTwARE TYPE • 
READER SERVICE 
CUSS CODE • 
TITL~• • • • 
NAME/ACRONYM • 
MAINTENANCE BY• 
OBTAINABLE FROM 
OPF.RATIVE DATE• 
CO .. PuTER • 
INTERFACE(S) • 
SnFTWARE TYPE • 
N!W************** 
~!ADER SERVICE 
CLAIIS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
NAME/ACRONYM • 
OBTAINA.BLE FROM• 
SOFTwARE TYPE• 
CnJi~PIJTER • • 
INTERFAC!(S) • 
READER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TITL£• • • • 
AUTHORU)• • 
PUBL ~ REF I • 
NU4!/ACRONYM • 
MAINTENANCE BV. 
08TAINABLE FROM 
AVAILABLE ONIAS 
O,!RATIVE DATE• 
COMPUT!R • 
INTfRFACECS) • 
MIN SYSTEM CONFIG 
SOFTwARE TYPE • 
LANGUAGE • 
HOST LANGUAGE • 
CAMAC FACILITIES I 
I'ACIL!TIES • 
READER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AUTHr:IR(S)• • 
PUBL~ REF, • 
NAME/ACRONYM • 
O!ITAINABLE FROM 
AVAILARLE ON/AS 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
COMP-UTER • 
INTERFACE(S) • 
SOFTWARE TYPE • 
LANGUAGE • 
CAMAC FACILITIES 
READER SERVICE 
CUSS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AUTHOR(S)• • 
NAME/ACRONYM • 
VERSTON• • • 
OAUtNABL.E FROM 
AVAILABLE ONIAS 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
COMPIJTEFI • 
INTERFACECS) • 
SIJFTwARE TYPE • 
LANGtJAGE • 
INCORP TECHNIQUE 
CAMAC FACILITIES 
. XXXVIII 
CAMAC SOFTWARE PRODUCTS GUIDE 
RS:REf. lJ. "iOl4 
,51 
n r.URD, TRIUMF,UNIV, ALBERTA,CANADA 
CAMAC 
t91J 
SYSTEM SQfT!ojARE 
DESCRIPTir'lN• • 
THE SYSTEM SOFTWARE• CAMAC • CONSISTS OF SEVERAL SURROUTINF 
CALLS~ THF.SF ARE• • 
PRIMITIVE SUBROUTINF-S PERFORMING THE ACTUAL I/O OPERATIONS, 
MnDULf. SURFH1UTINf.S 1 THE MUX/ADC SUBROIJTINES, CAMAr. LAMS OR 
INTERRUPTS, SERIAL TAS~S, AND AN INTEPPRETER (~OR DATA), 
. 52 User-Oriented Programs II (specific run-time programs) 
~s:REF. IJ. !'1015 
~52 
OPFRATING SYSTEM SOFTWARf PAC~AGES 
~EE DESCRIPTION 
DEc 
nEt (SEE INDEX OF MANUFACTURERS) 
197!5 
PDP•11 
SEF OESCIIIPTION 
CAMAC SERVICE ROUTINES, USER•, 
INTERFACE• & DESCRIPTOR PROGRAMS 
NEw FNTRY 
~s:REF~ 13. !!016 
.!5~ 
CASPAC • A SOFTWARE PACKAGE FOR COMMUNI• 
~ATION WITH CAMAC•PROCESS•PERIPHERALS 
CASPAC 
IDAS (SEE INDEX OF MANUFACTURERS) 
SY8TEM OF RE•ENTRANT ASSEMBLER ROUTINES 
PDP•11 (DEC), MIN 740 WORDS OF MfMORY 
I CP•1l CSCHLUMBERGER) 
· DESCRTPTTON• • 
THE SOFTWARE PAC~AGES ARE CnMPLETE OPFRATING SYSTF.MS, 
CONTROLLF.RS AND OPERATING SYSTEMS ARE RELATED AS FOLLOWS•• 
CA•11•C USES RSX•l1•D OPERATING SYSTE~ 
CA•11•E USES RSX•l1•M OR RT•ll 
CA•II•F USES RSX•1!•M OR RT•ll 
DESCRIPTION• • 
THE SYSTEM OF ASSEMBLER RnUTINES ALLOW CO~~UNICATION WITH 
CAMAC•PROCESS•PERIPHERALS USING SINGLF•WORD TRANSFER MODE AS 
WELL AS BLOCK TRANSFER MO~E ON FORTRAN ANn ASSEMBLER L!VEL~ 
INTERRUPT ACTIONS CAN BE OBTAINF.D JN THE FORM OF AN ARBITRARY 
SEQUENCE OF CAMAC TRANSFERS ON FORTRAN LEVEL, 
NO SOFTWARE OPERATING SYSTEM IS N!EOE~, AND CASPAC CAN 
THEREFORE BE USED AUTONOMOUSLY AS WELL AS IN CONNECTION WITH 
A REAL TIME OR BATCH OPERATTNG SYSTEM: 
. 53 User-Oriented Programs Ill (subprograms, etc.) 
RS:REF~ 13, !!017 
·.!53 (BASIC) 
CAMAC AND INTERACTING .PROGAAMMING 
OR E M RIMMER, CERN, GENEVA 
PROC CAMA(; SYMPOS, LIIXHBG, DEC 1973 
& AASIC CALLABLE ROUTINES, 
NFI GROUP NOTE, NP•DHG, CERN 
HPCMA, HPCMBo HPCMC 
DR E H RIMMER 
NP OIV, CERN, CH•121l GENEVA 
PA~ER TAPE, ASCII CODE 
1971172 
H•P 2100•SERYES, 8K 16 BIT WORDS 
~2g1CBORER), 7218 & HPCC•066CCERN) 
TTy OR TEK ~010 TERMINAL & CC•A1 
SET OF SUBROUTINES 
HP ASSEMBLY 
BASIC (NP EXTENSION OF) 
TN~LINF. COOED CALLS IN BASIC• 
SUBROUTINES TN ASSEMRLY• ARS A~DR 
SINGLE & MULTIPLE ACTION PER 
INSTRUCTION, NO DEMAND HANDLING . 
RS.REf. 13, !'1018 
·.!53(FORTRAN) 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR STANDARD CAMAC 
SUBROUTINES 
RICHARD F THOMAS JR, 
CAHAC BULL~TIN NO 6 1 MARCH 1973 
SEF DESCRIPTTON 
US&EC NIM COMMITTEE, CAMAC SWG 
ALGORITHM 
1973 
IN~EPENOENT, ME~ORY SIZE NOT SPEC, 
ANY 
SET OF SUBROUTINES 
FORTRAN 
FUNDAMENTAL CAMAC OPERATIONS, STANDARD 
~L~CK TRANSFERS IN SINGLE & MULTIPLE 
ACTION STATEMENTS 
RS:REF. lJ. 5019 
·.5:HFORTRAN) 
FORTRAN SUBROUTINES 
H POHL 
FORTRAN CALLS 
V002 
H POHL, ZEL, KFAo JUELICH 
DEC TAPE 
MARCH 1972 
~DP•I1, 16K 16 BIT WORDS MEMORY 
TYPE 1533A (~ORER) 
PRoCEDURE CALLS 
FORTRA~ ON p0P•l1 (THREADED CoDEl 
JN~LINE SUBROUTINE CALLS 
SINGLE ACTION STATEMENTS 
OESCR IPT I[IN• • 
THESE BASIC•CALLABLE CAMAC SUBRnUTINES IN THR~E VERSIONS FOR 
THREE lNTr.RFACES PROVIDE MOST COM~AND FACILITIES FOR CONTROL 
AND DATA TRANSFER~ DATA ~ORO! MAY BE 16 OR 24 BITS LONG 
(ONLY 16 BITS FOR HPCC•066), RINARY, ~CO OR LOGIC (0 OR 1)~ 
ROUTINES COVER BLOCK TRANSFF.RS, PROGRAMMEO AND SEQUENTIAL 
ADDRESSING l UTILITY ROUTINFS, TN TOTAL IB & 3 ; 0PTIONALLY: 
GENERAL FORM OF CALL STATEM~NT•• 
• • •CALL (SUBROUTINE NUM8EA,C,N 1 A,F 1 ~,~) 
• • •CALL (SUBROUTINE NUMBER,C,N,A,F,n(I),Q,W) 
WHERE W IS WOAD COUNT, D IS DATAr C,N,A,F, I Q H~VE USUAL 
MF.ANING 
EX•• CALLCto,t,2,o,16,oci''Q'2ol I 
TIME IS APPR 5 MSECSISTATEM~NT, BLOCK TRANSFER CALL G!NE• 
RATED DIRFCTL! BY INTERFACE ARE MUCH FASTER, 
DESCRIPTJnN• • 
A SET OF 6 SUBROUTINES, OF WHICH ON~ TS CALLED BY ALL THE 
OTHER PERMITS A GREAT VARIETY OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE CAMAC 
OPERATIONS TO BE PERFORMED, DEMAND HA~DLING, OTHER THAN BY 
TEST LAM, IS NOT COVERED, 
THE SUBROUTINES EXECUTE CAMAC OPERATinNS AS FOLLOWS•• 
CMC9SC • SINGLE CAMAC FUNCTION AT SINr.L~ ADDRFSS 
ONE OR MORE TIMES 
CHCSEC • SINGLE CAMAC FUNCTION AT SUCCESSION OF ADDRESSES 
CMCASC • SPECTFIEO CAMAC FUNCTION IN ADDRESS SCAN MOD! 
CMCAPT • SPECIFIED CAMAC FUNCTION IN REPEAT MOO! . 
CMCSTP • SPECIFtEn CAHAC FUNCTION IN STOP MODE 
CMCLUP • SPECIFIED CAMAC FUNCTION AT A HIERARCHICAL SEQUENCE 
OF AD~RFSSES WITH OPTIONAL SKTP OF SEQUENCE BASED ON Q 1 
GFNERAL FORM OF STATEMENT•• 
CALL CHC~~. (PARA'"ETER LIST) 
EXAMPLE•• CALL CMCSTP (F,A,C,N 1 AD,LN 1 0ATA 1 EARORA 1 NEX) 
DESCRIPTION• • 
FORTRAN Sll8AOUTINFS FOR SINGLE ACTIONS, MUCH SJHPLER THAN 
THE NIM APPROACH (REF, R, F~ THOMAS) FOR THE RORER l533A 
CONTROLLF.R WRITTEN IN REeENTRANT .CODE: 
Rf:ADf:R S~f'VICE 
CLASS CODE • 
T!Tlf:• • " • 
AliTHnR(S)• • 
NAME/ACROf./YM • 
Vf:RSJON• " • 
MAJNTENANtE BY. 
!:'BUINABLf FROM 
AVAILABLE ONIAS 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
.COMPUTER • 
INTERFACE(S) • 
SOFTwARE TYPE • 
LANGIIAGE • 
HnsT LANGUAGE • 
JNCORP TECHNIQUE 
cuue FACILITIES 
R!AOER SERVICE 
READER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
AUTHOR(!)• • 
NAME/ACRONYM • 
OI.ITAINABLE FROM 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
COMPUTER • 
JNT[RFACE(S) • 
LANGIJAGE • 
SOFTwARE TYPE • 
CORR************* 
PEADF.R S£RVICE 
CUSs CODE • 
T!TLI!• • • • 
AUTHnR(S)• • 
NAME/ACReNYM • 
OBTAINABLE FROM 
AVAlLABLf ON/AS 
OPERATIVI DATE• 
COMPUTER • 
I NTERHCC (S) • 
MIN MEMCliY SPACE 
MIN SYSTIM CONFtG 
SO,TWAR! TYPE • 
ENVIRONMfNT FOR • 
LANGUAD( • 
FACILIT!U • 
NI!W************** 
READER SIRVICE 
CLASS CO.E • 
TITLE• • • • 
AUTHOR(!'• • 
NAME./ACRCINYM • 
OBTAINABLE FROM• 
AVAILABlf ON/AS• 
OPI!'RATIVl DATE • 
COMPUTER • • 
MIN MEMO.Y SPACE 
INTERF~~'I' (S) • 
SOFTwARE TYPE• 
MIN SYSTEM CONFIG 
INCORP T!CHNI!ilUE 
CAMAC FACILITIES 
NEW************** 
RFADER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AUTHpRCS)• • 
PURL •' R!l" • • 
MAINTENANCE BY 
OBTAINABLE FROM• 
AVAILABLE ON/AS• 
OPERATIVE DATE • 
CnMPtJTER • • 
INT!RFACECS) • 
OPERATING SYSTEM 
SO"WARE TYPE• 
LANGUAGE • • 
HOST LANGUAGE• 
INCORP Tf:CHNllilUE 
CAMAC FACILITIES 
NEW************** 
READER SEFIIIICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AUTJ.lf"JR(S)• • 
MAfNTENANCE BY 
AVAILABLE ON/AS• 
OPERATJ\IE DATE • 
COt.~PtJTER • • 
I"~TERFAC!'(S) • 
SOFTWARE TYPE• 
-cAMAC SOFTWARE PRODUCTS GUIDE 
RS:REF~ 13. '1020 
·.~3 
CAMAC UNCTION FOR RTII 
L RYARS, R KfYSER 
CAMAC, CAMINT 
RTll 
C1RyEC 
ORTEC CSEE I"~DEX OF ~ANUFACTURFRS) 
PAPER TAPE 
19;4 
POP-•11 
DColt CEr.&G/ORTEC) 
SUBROUTINES 
PDP•l1 ASSEMI'Il. Y 
RTtliF'ORTRAN 
,.-CALLS TO FORTRAN l.IBFIARY ROUTINES 
SINGLE OR MULTIPLE JNSTRUCTIOHS, 
l'lE~AND HANDLING 
R S: REF' • 13 • 'I 0 21 
REF 12~!!015 
·.!!3(FORTFIAN) 
J M STEPHENSON, A Wl.AISNER 
KSCI.JB 
KINETIC SYSTEMS (SEE INDEX OF MFRS) 
19;4 
P0P•11, 16W CORE MEMORY REQUIRED 
TYPES 39!1A, 3991 & 3992 (WINETIC) 
FORTRAN 
Ll!'IRARY OF' FORTRAN FUNCTIONS AND 
SURROUTINES 
CORRECTED, REVISION A 
RS:REF·. 13. ~022 
·.!!:-~ 
IIO MACROS FOR CAMAC 
D sTUCKENBROCKr G KLENERT, 
SIFMENS AGr KARLSRUHE 
MAC AM 
SlF.MENS (SEE INDEX OF MFRS) 
PAPER TAPEr CARDS & SOURCE DEcK 
NOvEMBER 1974 
PR 320/330 
CC 320 & SC 330 (SIEMENS) 
~!!K • 1K OF 16 BITS (SUPERVISOR EXCL) 
l'lEPENOING ON HARDWARE 
TTV AND SUPERVISOR PROGRAM 
Iln ROUTINES• LAM HA"'DLING 
CAMAC SOFTWARE IS ASSEMBLER 300 
MACROS • ASSEMBl.F.RrCALLS ~ FORTRAN 
CONCURRENT MULTI•U~ER OPERATION, SYSTEM 
RUNS UNDER RtAL•TIME SUPF.RIIISOR 
NEW ENTRY 
~s:Ru·. 13. eo23 
.!!3 CBASJC) 
I'IAsiC • SUBROUTINES 
D STUCKENBROCK, SIEMENS AG, KARLSRUHE 
~ASIC • CALLS 
Sl~MENS CSEE INDEX OF MANUFACTURERS) 
PAPER TAPE, CARDS 
19;3 
PR 320 
1K OF 16 BITS (BASIC COMPILER EXCLUDED> 
cc 320 
SU~ROUTINE S 
TTY AND BASIC , COMPILFR 
EMREDDED BASIC CALLS TO SUBROUTINES 
lAM HANDLING 
NE~ ENTRY 
RS.REF. 13. !5024 
·.!53 
TWn•LEVEL CA~AC PERIPHERAL HANDLER 
L M TAFFr UN!V OF GRnNINGENr NETHERLANDS 
COMPUTER PHYSICS COMMUNICATIONS 
CTO BE PUBLISHED) 
AUTHOR 
AUTHOR 
nEcTAPE (ASCII CODE) 
19;4 
l'lEC PDP•Il 1 MIN 8K OF MEMORY 
CA•15 (DEC) 
(SOFTWARE) • DEC MONITOR SYSTEM (ADSS) 
CAMAC ORIVERILAH HANDLER SUBROUTINE, 
tlo DEVICE HANDLERS, CMCBSC SUBROUTINE 
AS!EMBLEFI 
ANY SUPPORTED BY SYSTEM 
LINKED AT LOAD TIME 
SINGLE CAMAC OPERATIONS, DATA CHANNEL 
TRiNSFERS, DEMAND HAI<JDLING, RE•ENTRANT 
NE~ ENTRY 
RS.REF. 13 0 !5025 ~53 
CAMAC/FORTRAN V INTERFACE SOFTWARE 
A GSPONNfRr SEN ELECTRONIQUE 
SE~ 
ni~K (RDOSl. FULL ROOS COMPATIBILITY 
~AY 1975 
ANY NOVA (WITHWITHOUT FLOATING POINT) 
CC 2023 fSI='N) 
POsT PROCESSOR 
DESCRIPTION• • 
THIS SQ'fWARE PACKAGE CONSI~H OF A ~JIIMF.If.R OF SURROUTJNF.S 
FOR FORTRAN/~Ttt CALLING CA~AC FlJ~CTinNS 0 
THE [AMAC CALL STATE~F.NT lolA~ TH~ FOLLnWTNG FORM•• 
CALL CAMAC fJF, IN, IA, tn, t~ATA) 
THEY ARE USED TO TRANSFER DATA TO/FRO~ CAMAC AND FOR TEST 
PIJRPOSES. 
IF, IN, IA ARE RESPECTIVELY F'IJNr.TION, STATION Af)DRESS AND 
SIJBADDRES!'4 1 JQ IS BOTH CIBtT AND lCBIT • 
CAMINT TS USEI'l TO HANDLE INTERRIJPTS FROM CAMAC CRATFr AND 
HAS TlolE GENFRAL FORM•• 
CAMINT(TN,~IAMEt) 
WHERE IN IS THE STATION NUMRER AND NA~EI JS THE NAME OF Tlol! 
SllBRUUTTNF TO RE EXfCUTED wHEN THF" INTERRUPT ncCURS. 
DFSCRTPTtnN• • 
THIS SOFTWARE PACKAGE IMPLEMENTS THE rMCBSC SERIES I"JF STAN~• 
ARD FORTRAN CALLS DESCRIBED IN CAMAC RULLETTN NO 6, 1973 1 
IT Al.SO JNCLUOES THE BIT MANIPULATinN FUNCTIONS EXCLUSIVE 
OR, INCLUSIVE OR, AND, NOT, & SHIFT. Tlol! PACKAGE SUPPORTS 
UP To 8 CRATES INTERFACED THROUGH MODF.L J911A UNI~US *) 
CRATE CnNTROLLERS, UP TO 1 CRATES PER 3091 BRANCH DRIVER AND 
UP TO 61 CRATES PER 3992 SERIAL BRANCH ORIIIF.R. THE NUMBER 
OF PARALLEL AND SERIAL BRANr.HES SHOULD RE l.ESS THAN e. 
*) UN!BIJS IS A TRADE MARl< OF DIGITAL I'QUIPMENT CORP~ 
DESCRIPTION• • 
A SET OF I/0 MACRO SUBROUTINES CAN BE CALLED A.Y ANY USER 
PROGRAM CONCURRENTLY RUNNING ON THE cnMPUTER, PROVIDED ·THEY 
OPERATE UNDER A RF AL •TI ME SliPFRV I SOR PROGRAM • TH! ROUTT NES 
cnMPRISF THE FUNCTIONS READ, WRITE, AND EXECUTION 0' CONTROL 
COMMANDS. BLOCK TRANSFERS ARE PF.RFQRMED ON CONSTANT OR 
VARIABLE CAMAC ADDRESS, AND IN INCREMENT MODE OR RANOOM•LIST 
MODE. THE COORDINATION OF USER PROGRA~S AND CAMAC PROVIDED 
BY THE SUPERVISOR, FACILITATES GREATLY THF. LAM HANDLIN~. 
THE SYSTEM ALLOWS UP TO 8 BRA"'CHES, EACH WITH 1 CRATES. 
SYSTEM ~OF.TWARE ENVIRONMENTS FACILITATE INCORPORATION OF 
THE SUBROUTINE CALlS AS STATEMENTS EMREDDED IN FORTRAN 
PROGRAMS'. 
DESCRIPTJON• • 
THE SURROUTtNES JN ASSEMBLER ARE HANDLED AY THE RASIC•ON•J~O 
COMPILER (JNT!'RPRETER7)• 
THE STATEMENT • • 
CAI.L (CM, PARAMETER LIST) 
CAUSES PROGRAM TO JUMP TO SUBROUTINE CALL~D • 
THE FOLLOWING CAMAC OPERATinNS CAN RE EXECUTED 
• SINGLF OPFRATION (READ, WRITE, CONTROL) 
• INTERRUPT RFGISTRATION AND JUMP TO LA~ HANDLING ROUTINE 
• wAITING FOR LAM 
1 PARA~ETER LISTi IS A STRING OF C~ARACT~RS SPECIFYING THE 
OPERATinN TO BE EXECUTED. 
EXA"1PLE • • 
CALL(CM,NAF,11,0,0,X1) 
• WHERE t1,o,n, a STATION,SUBADORESS,FUNCTION, X1 a 114RIABL~ 
DESCRIPTION• • 
THE CAMAC DRIVER/LAM JolANDLER !S A GLORALLY LINKED SUSROUTI"'E 
FOR EXECUTING SINGLE CAMAC ~PERATJONS, CO"'TFIOLLING ACC~SS TO 
HARDWARE DATA CHANNELS IliA nUFUESr ANn GIVING CONTROL TO TlolE 
PROPER IISFR ROUTINE WHEN A LAM OCCURS: IT MAY BE CALLED BY 
ASSEMBLER COOED USER PROGRAMS, THOMAS; STANDARD SUBROUTJNE 
CMCBSC (H~NCE ALL OTHFR OF HIS ROUTTNES WHICH CALL CMCBSC) 
•SEE .e:-1 ABOVE • AND l/0 HANDLERS FnR CA~AC INT!RF•CEn 
PERIPHERALS, EITHER FROM MAINSTREAM OR LA~ HARDWARE PRIORITY. 
CAMAC INTERFACED DEVICES FOP WHTCH HANDLERS CURRENTLY EXIST 
INCLUnE A LINE PRINTER, CARD READER, TNCREMENTAL PLOTTER, AND 
A TEKTRONIX 4010 TERMINAL~ FOR DEVIC~ JolANDLERS, CAMAC IS 
TRANSPAFIENT·. 
IT IS RELATIVELY EASY TO ADAPT A HANDLER ~OR AN 1/0 BUS DEVICE 
TO CAMAC SIMPLY BY SUBSTITUTING SUBRO!lTTNE CALLS TO TME DR!V!A 
FOR l/0 OPERATtnNS AND OBSEPVIN~ A FEW NON•RESTRICT!VE CONVEN• 
TIONS. THIS TWO•LEVEL APPROACH CAN ACCOMOOATE CAMAC LANGUAGES 
IF ACTION STATEMENTS ARE CO~PtLED INTO SURROUTINE CALLS. 
DESCRIPTtC1N• • 
XXXIX 
READER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AUTHnR(S)• • 
MAINTENANCE BY• 
OBTAINABLE FROM 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
!O'hARE TYPE • 
LANGUAGE • 
COMPUTER • 
CAMAC FACILITIES 
CORR************* 
R!'ADFR SERVICE 
CL&U CODE ,; 
TITLE• • • • 
COMPUTER • 
08UtNA8L!: II'ROM 
SOII'TwUE TYPE • 
tNThFACfCS) • 
I 
READER SERVICE 
CLUS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AUTHORCS)• • 
NAME/ACRONYM • 
MAINTENANCE BY• 
08TAINABLE II'ROM 
AVAILABLE ON/U 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
C01!4PLJTER • 
INT!RFAC!:C8) • 
MIN SYSTEM CONII'IG 
SOFTwARE TYPE • 
LANGuAGE • 
C&MAC '!ATURES. 
ENVIRONMENT FOR • 
CAMAC FACILITIES 
CORR************* 
R!'AD!R SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AlJTHpRCS)• • 
PU!IL. REFo • 
08TAJN&8LE FROM 
AVAILABLE ONIAS 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
COto~PUTER • 
INThFACE(S) • 
MIN SYSTEM CONFIG 
SOFTwARE TYPE • 
LANGUAGE • 
CAMAC II'EATURES• 
CAMAC FACILITIES 
CORR************* 
R!ADER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TTTLE• • • • 
AUTHOR(S)• • 
Nh4E/ACRONYM • 
OBTAINABLE FROM 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
COMPUTER • 
JNTER'&CE(S) • 
MIN SYSTEM CONFIG 
SOFTWARE TYPE • 
l.HJGIJ&GE • 
NEW************** 
READER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AUTHoR(!)• • 
O~T&JNABLE FROM• 
OPERATIVE DATE • 
CnMPUTER • • 
MIN '4E140RY SPACE 
INTERFACECS) • 
MIN sYSTEM CONFIG 
LANGIIAGE • • 
CAMAC SOFTWARE PRODUCTS GUIDE 
. 54 Support Software I (translators) 
RS:REF • 13. !1026 
:5·• SllJNJP AN UNIVERSAL MACRO PROCESSOR 
SOII'TWARE•PARTNERS 
SOFTWARE•PARTNERS 
8A!o!E 1 (SEE INDEX OF M&NUFACTIJRERS) 
APpiL 1974 
MACRO PROCESSOR 
wRrTTEN IN HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE 
CAN RUN ON IBM, UNIVAC, CDC,ICL, 
SlEMFNS; ETC~ 
tNrORPOR&TED IN•LINE FOR FliLI.•SET 
IMI WITH MACRO PROCESSOR DIRECTIVES 
CORRECTED, REVISION A 
RS:REF. 13. 5027 
:!14l 
A MACRO ASSEMBLER FOR TYPE MBD•lt 
MieROPROGRAM~ED RRANCH DRIV£R 
POP•11 
91 RA SYSTEMS (SEE INDEX OF HFRS) 
MAeRO ASSEMBLER (TRANSLATOR) 
MBD•ll (BI RA SYSTEMS) 
ps:REF. 13. !5028 
.!141CMACR011l 
MA~ROS FOR 1!533A 
HR. MEER 
MA~RO 1!13:SA 
MR 1 HEER MR. HEER, ZEL 1 KFA, JUE~ICH 
DECTAPE 
FEBRUARY 1973 
POP•llt MIN SK 16 BIT WORDS 
TYPE te33A (80AER) 
oos voo~. oos, oo9 
,.A(:RO•SET 
to~ACRO 11 
ARE INCORPORATED IN•LINE 
CAHAC SO~TWARE IS ASSEMBLER 
SINGLE AeTION STATEM!NTS, 
SYMBO~IC DEVICE NAMES 
CORRECTED, REVISION & 
RS:REF. 13· ..... 29 
:e41CIMU 
MACRO•IML IHP~EMENTATIONS FOR DEC 
POP•l1 COMPUTERS 
M ~UAITZ, A KIND, HM!•8ER~IN 
CAMAC BUL~ETIN NO 12, APRIL 1975 
M KUBITz, BEREICH D/E, HHI•BERLIN 
GERMANY 
&~1. MEDIA 
1974 
POP•11, 16K, 24K, 441<, OR !52K 
CA•llA (DEC), l533A (BORER) 
DOS V08/09, RSX•11D 1 RSX•11M 
MACRO SET OF IH~ (IMPLEMENTED) 
PDp•11 ASSEMB~Y 
INCORPORATED BY MACROS 
FUL~ SET OF IML•MACROS 
INCLUDING DEMAND HANDLING 
CORRECTED, REVISION A 
RS:RFF~ 13. !5030 
:543CCATV) 
& CAMAC TESTING AID FOR USE ON PDP•1t 
F R GOLDING, APPLIED COMPUTER SYST. 
CAT11 
APP~IED COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD, 
WENZE~ ELEKTRONIK, NUCL ENTERPRISES, 
(SfE INDEX OF MANUFACTURERS) 
1973 
PDP•11, 4K OR 8K MEMORY REQUIRED 
DE~ENDING ON VERSION . 
C•CSC•11 (WENZEL), 9030 CN.E.) 
CONTROL VISTA, READER, PUNCH 
SY~TFM (EXECliTJVE 1 COMPILER ETC) 
CATV (BASED ON BASIC) 
NEw ENTRY 
~S'.REF. tJ. !5031 
,54:SCCATY) 
A rAMAC TESTING AID • CATV • FOR PDP•ll 
F ~ GOLDING, R F CRANFIELD 
GEe ELLIOTT (SEE INDEX OF MANUFACTURERS) 
197~ 
PDP•11 1 MIN 4K REQUIRED 
PTT•11C/n, IVG•11 CGEC ELLIOTT) 
CONrROL TTY Op VISTA, READER, PUNCH 
CATV (BASED ~N BASICl 
DESCRIPTION• • 
S/UNIP TS A LANGUAGE INDEPENDFNT MA~Rn PROCESSOR ANO 
THEREFORF A TOOL FOR "'ACRn FXPANSION nF EVERY EXISTING OR 
OR FUTURE ~ROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 1 THUS S/UNIP MAINTAINS AND 
PROCESSES MACROS IN HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGES (FORTRAN, BASICt 
ALGOL, PEARL, ETC~) AS WELL AS ASSEMRLY LANGUAGES~ S/UNIP 
OPERATES &S A PRE•PROCESSOR GENERATINr, SOURCE CODE 
STATEMENTS FOR SUBSEQUENT COMPILATION, POSSIBLY ON ANOTHER 
COMPUTER, 
DESCRIPTION• • 
THE MACRO ASSFMBLFR HAS BEEN DEVELOPED TO FACTliTATE THE 
WRITING OF PROGRAMS FOR T~E M~De11 Mir.RnPROCESSOR•INT~RFAC!o 
THE ASS~MRLER TRANSLATES PRnGR&MS WRITTEN IN fi4ACRO CODE INTO 
INSTRUCTIONS ACCEPTABLE BY THE ~BD•t1: UP TO 4K INSTRUCT• 
IONS CAN BE STORED IN THE M~D•11• A FUNCTION OF MEMORY SIZE 
WHICH Gn FROM 2e6 TO 4K WORnS IN INCRFMENTS OF 25ft &NO 1K. 
INSTRUCTIONS ARE MICRO.STRUCTURFD FORMING A POWERFUL SET, 
DESCRIPTION• • 
THIS IS A STMPLE MACRO SET (NO DECLARATIONS) 'OR SINGLE 
ACTION ST&TFMENTS: EXECUTION SPEED IS HIGHER (APPROX 30 
MICROSErS PER INSTRUCTION, DEPENDING nN TYPE OF INSTRUCTION 
ON TYPE OF POP•111. NOT JNTERRUPTABLF ~ACROS CPRJORITY•7) 
DESCR.IPTION• • 
IM~ IS TMPLEMENTEn ON PDP•lt IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MACRO 
SYNTAX AS DEFINED IN TME DOCUMENT ESONE/I~L/01 (SEE CLASS 
,e01 ABOVE)~ VERSIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR TNTERF&C!• 
CONTROLLERS AND DEC OPERATING SYSTEMS AS MENTIONED IN THE 
LEFT COLUMN'. 
IMPLEMENTATION COVERS THE ll't1LL SET OF IML MACROS ANI"! DEMANO 
HANDLIN~ EXCEPT BLOCK TRANSFER ON SPEt.IAL LAM, X•ERROR 
CONTROL STATEMENTS, AND SUBSCRIPT MODF 1 TRANSFER MODES NOT 
IMPLEMENTF.D BY HARDWARE ARE SIMIJLATED !IY !IOFT;jARE. 
I/0 TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS ARE EMB!DOEn IN THE MACROS AND ARE 
PFRFORMFD DIRECTLY IN ACTION RY THE MACROS. 
ADDRESS CALCULATION AT ASSEMBLY TIME GIVES OPTIMIZED 
ADDRESS CALCUL&TinN AT ASSEMBLY TIMF r.IVES DPTito!UM RUN TIME 
CnOE 1 HOST LANGUAGES CAN BE POP•11 MACRO ASSEMBLER OR 
FnRTRAN (VIA SUBROUTINE CALL)~ 
MEMORY REOUTREMENTS VARY WITH OPERATING SYSTEM AND IF FULL 
SET IS NEEDED, OR A SUB•SET IS ACCEPTABLE~ 16K IS REQUIRED 
FOR A SIJR•SET WITH OOSVOB}OCI ljR RSX•I1M AND !!2K FOR FULL S~T 
AND RSX•tiO, 
DE'SCRJPTJON• • 
USERS TEST PROGRAMS ARE TYPED IN ANO THEREAFTER COMPILED ANO 
RUN, IT IS POSSIRLE TO EDIT TH! PROGRAM ANO RERUN IT WTTH. 
OUT HAVTNG TO RETYPE THE ORTGJNAL PROr.RAM~ CAMAC COMMANDS 
ARE E"'BEOI'lED JN PROGRAM AS STATFMENT L!NE!I 1 
CAT11 HAS INTFRRUPT AS SYSTEM FEATURE, THE USER MAY TYPE HTS 
OWN INTFRRUPT ROUTINE. 
THE CAT1t EXECUTIVE PROGRAM CHANGES SLIGHTLY WITH INTERFACE 
USED, BUT ALL ROUTINES ARE JD~NTlCAL 0 
VERSIONS OF THIS SYSTEM IS ALSO AVAILABLE FROto~ GEC ELLIOTT 
(SEE FOLLOWING ENTRIES) 
DESCRIPTION• • 
SFE PAErEEO!NG ENTRY 
N!~************** 
~HOEll SERVICE 
CLAS~ CODE • 
TfTL~· • • • 
AlJTiolcl!(~)• • 
C1BTAINABLF II'ROM. 
OPERATIVE DATE • 
COMPIJTER • • 
INTERFACE(!) • 
MIN SYSTEM CONFIG 
LANGUAGE • • 
NEW************** 
READER SERVICE 
CLASs CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
OBTAINABLE FROM• 
COMPuTP:R • • 
. INT£RFACE(S) • 
LANGUAGE • • 
READER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AUTHOR(!)• • 
PURL·. REF • • 
NAME/ACRONYM • 
MAINTENANCE BY• 
OI!TAlNABLE FROM 
AVAILABLE ON/AS 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
COMPUTER • 
INTERII'ACE(S) • 
MIN SYSTEM CONFJG 
SOIIITWARE TYPE • 
LhiGUAGE • 
INCOitP TECHNIQUE 
ENVIRONMENT FOR • 
CAHAt: II'ACILITJES 
READER SERVICE 
CLASS COD! • 
TITLE• • • • 
AIITHnRCS)• • 
PUBL ·• REI' • • 
NAH!/ACRONYH • 
OBTAINABLE FROM 
AVAILABLE ON/AS 
OP!RATIVE DATE• 
Cr!MPUT!RS~ 
INTERFACE(!) • 
MIN MEMORY SPACE 
SOFTwARE TYPE • 
LANGUAGES• 
INCORP TECHNIQUE 
HOST LANGUAGE • 
FACILITIES • 
READ!R SERVICE 
CUSS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AUTH('IR(S)• • 
PUBL·. REF • • 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
COMPUTER • 
INTERII'ACE(S) • 
SOII'TwARE TYPE • 
I NCORP TECHNIQUE 
ENVIRONMENT FOR • 
LANGI)AG! • 
CORR•************ 
REAnER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AUTHOR(S)• • 
PUBL ~ REF • • 
NA!'!E/ACRONY!'! • 
OBTAINABLE FROM 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
COMPUTER • 
INTERFACE(!) • 
MTN SYSTEM CONFIG 
SOFTwARE TYPE • 
LANGUAGE • 
INcORP· TECHNIQUE 
CA!'!AC II'ACILITIES 
CAMAC SOFTWARE PRODUCTS GUIDE 
NEW EfJTRY 
RS:REF. IJ. 5032 
·.5.tJ(CATY) 
A ~AMAC TESTING AID • CATY • FOR NOVA 
~ ~ GQLDI~G, R F CQA~FIELO 
GEe ELLIOTT 
MARCH 197~ 
NOvA Sf.RIES fDATA GENERAL), HIN 4K 
NOVA EXECUTIVE SUITE CGEC ELLIOTT) 
CQ~TROL TTY nR vnu, READER, PU~CH 
CATV (RASED ON BASIC) 
NEw ENTRY 
~s:RI!F • 13. !1033 
.5A3(CATY) 
A CAMAC TESTTNG AID • CATV • FOR THE 
GEe ELLIOTT 
20~0 AND 4080 CGEC) 
EX~CUTIVE SUITE FOR 2050/4080 (GEC) 
CATV (BASED ON BASIC) 
RS:REF·. 13. !5034 
~5A3 
A BASIC MACRn•ll COMPILER 
B AECKS 
CAMAC BULLETIN NO 10, JULY 197A 
MABA 
R RECKS 
B RECKS, ZEL, KFA, JUELICH 
DEC TAPE 
JANUARY 1974 
POP•11, 16K \6 BIT ~OROS OF MEMORY 
TY~E 1533A (BORER) 
DOS V08 OR V09, 16K 
COMPILER 
RA~IC 
TN.LlNE 
CAMAC SOFTWARE IS MACRO ASSEMBLER 
SINGLE ACTION STATEMENTS 
RS:REF~ 13. 5035 
~5A3 
PRECOMPILER FOR IHL SUBSET 
w. KNEIS 
CAMAC BULLETIN Nn 10, JUNE 1974, AND GFK 
REpORT KFK2121, GFK, 1975 CIN PRESS) 
META•IIIX 
W0 KNEIS 1 IAK II/CYCLOTRON,GFK, 
D 7500 KARLSRUHE, POSTFACH 3640 
TAPE, CUDS 
' JULY 10741 
IBH/370 CTRANSL,), CDC 3100 CE~ECUTinN) 
tN;,HOUIE TYPE 
36K BYTES (MAX B6K BYTES) 
PRECOMPILER fMETACOHPILER SYSTEM) 
IHl (USER), FORTRAN TV (SYSTEM), 
META•II CFOR COHPILER/WRJTING) 
tN.LTNE 
COMPAS~ ASSEMBLER (COC 3100) 
SINGLE ACTIONS, MULTIPLE ACTION(MA) 
BL~CKTRANSFER{UBL), AND LAH•, 
CRATE•, AND SYSTEM•STATEHENTS 
~s:REF·. 13. 5036 
.54AICBA8IC> 
A POP•Il BASIC EXTENSION FOR CAHAC 
PRMRAMMING 
1 RALS, E DE AGOSTINO, CNEN, ROME 
CAMAC BULLETIN NO 7 1 JULY 1973 
1 9;3 . 
PDP•I1 
EXECUTIVE SUITE (GEC ELLIOTT) 
INTERPRETER 
SURROUTINES IN ASSEHALY CODE 
r.AMAC SOFTWARE IS BASIC 
8A~IC (ElCTENDED) 
COpRECyED, REVISION 8 
~S.RH • 13. !1037 
·.5A4CBASIC) 
A CAMAC EXTENDED BASIC LANGUAGF. 
J M SERVENT CSCHLUMBERGER) 
PRoC CAHAC SVMPOS, LIJXMBG, DEC 1973 
CAsiC 
SCHLUMBERGER (SEE INDEX OF MFRS) 
1973 
PDP•Il, 16K WORDS MEMORY 
ICP11 OR JCC11 {SCHLUMBERGER) 
TTY 
INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGE, EXTENDED 
WITH MACRO•INSTRUCTION GENERATOR 
8ASIC CEXTENnED) 
IN•LINE CAMAC STATEMENTS 
SYMBOLIC DEVTCE NAME~, INTERRUPT 
HANDLING, RE•ENTRANT. 
DESCRTPTJON• • 
(SEE CLASS ~50!(C4TY) AND P~fCEF.DlNG FNTRYES CLASS ,5d3) 
D~SCRIPTtm.J• • 
(SEE CLASS ~eOICCATY) AND P~ECEF.DING FNTRYES CLASS .5d3) 
DE:SCRTPTJON• • 
THIS t:OMPTLER TRANSLATES TESTED {INTERP'RETIVE) BASIC 
PROGRAMS T NTO MACRO•l1 SOURCE CODE • IWN T I HE IS I MPROVEO R Y 
A FACTOR 0F 1~ TO 20, EASILY AOAPTABI E TO OTHER CONTROLLERS 
(MACROS) ·. 
OUTPUT r.nOE LINKED WITH FLOATTNG POINT PACKAGE: CAN RUN ON 
STANO•AlONE MINI•COMPUTERS. 
DESCRIPTION• • 
META•IIix IS A SYSTEM ~OR ~RITING COMPILERS. THE IMPLE• 
MFNTED VERSION OF THE IML PRECOMPILER IS A CROSS•CO~PIL!R 
VERSION, I.E~ TRANSLATION IS OO~E ON AN IRM/370, EXECUTION 
ON A CDC 3100 COMPUTER. THE OBJECT COD~ II'OR PRECOMPILIN; t8 
THE HNEMnNIC COMPASS ASSEMBLER (CDC), TMEREII'ORE AN ADDITIO• 
NAL ASSEHBLf'R STEP IS INVOLVED 1 WITH META•II/X A PRECOM• 
PILER CAN BE WRITTEN AND TESTED IN A II'EW DAYS. THE IML SUB• 
SET CONTAINS THE DECLARATION• (LOCL, I OCO) AND ACTION•STAT!• 
MENTS (SA 1 SJQ, SJNQ, MA, UAL, ALL LAM HANDLING•, SYSTEM• 
AND CRATE•CONTROLLRR• STATENENTS), 
SET CONTAINS THE D~CLARATION STAT~MENTS LOCL AND LOCO. TH! 
SUBSET ALSO CONTAIN ACTION STAT~MENTS SUCH AS SA, SJQ, SJNQ, 
MA, UBL, ALL LAM•HANDLING STATEMENTS, SYSTEM STATEMENTS, AND 
CRATE CONTRnLL!R STATEMENTS: 
DESCRTPTION• • 
THE SUBROUTTNES WHICH EXTEND THF BASIC INTERPRETER TO CAHAC 
ARE CALLED RY AN E~TERNAL FUNCTION STAT!MENT, ~MERE AODRESS, 
FUNCTION, ETC, ARE TRANSMITTED AS AltGtlHENTS, THE STATEMENT 
HAS THE FOLLOWING GENERAL FnRM• • 
LET U • EXF (AI,A,, •••• ,A!O) 
THE FIRST ARGUMENT SELECTS THE APPROPRIATE SU8RnUTINE, 
DATALESS, RFAD, AND WRITE OPERATIONS ~ITH DTRECT/INOIRECT 
ADDRESSING ARE POSSIBLE. ALSO SINGLE OR BLOCK TRANSFERS IN 
ADDRESS SCAN, REPEAT OR STOP ~OnES CAN RE P!R~ORMED. 
THE EXTENSinN FEATURES LAM HANOLING. 
DESCRIPTynN• • 
STANDARD RASIC IS EXTENDED WITH A SET OF CAMAC RELATED 
STATEMENTS. EXECUTION TIME FOR A 100 LINE PROGRAM IS AROUT 
10 SECONnS. DECLARATIVE STATEMENTS ALLriW SYMBOLIC REII'ERENeE 
OF A MODULE~ ADDRESS PARAHFTERS CAN RE CnNSTANTS 
OR VARIABLES, EVEN EXPRESSinNS, THUS PRnVYDING GREAT 
FLEXIBILITY~ SEVERAL CONTROL FUNCTIONS ARE IN MACRO•STATE• 
MENT FORM, SUCH AS • TST LAM MODULE (SAME AS MODULE(8)) 1 
SOME SYNTAX CHANGES fACILITATES IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SEMAN• 
TtCS OF IML (SEE .eOlCIML)): TYPICAL STATEMENTS ARE • • 
ASSIGN ADDRESS • • STATIUN(MODULE) a (B,C,N,A) 
EXECUTING STATEMENT • • 
SINGLE TRANSFFR • • SA(F,MOnULE,A) 
MULTIPLE TRANSFER • • MA(II' 1 HOOULE,A) 
CONTROL FUNCTION • EXEC MnDIJLE (F) 
LAM REG OPERATION• CLR LAM MODULE (aMnOlllE(tO)) 
LAM/INTERRUPT• • • ON LAMCMODULE) DO 100 
XLI 
READER SERVlCE 
CLA.SS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AIJTHOR(S)• • 
PURL~ REF o • 
NAME/ACRONYM • 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
COMPuTER • 
!NTEPFACE(S) • 
SOFTwARE TYpE • 
INCORP TECHNIQUE 
READFR SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TJTLt:• • • • 
AUTHOR(S)• • 
VfRStON• • • 
MAINTENANCE BY• 
OIITAJNABLE fi'ROM 
AVAILARLE ON/AS 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
CO"'PUT!:R • 
INTERI'ACE(S) • 
MIN SYSTEM CONFIG 
Sni'TWARE TYPE • 
LANGUAGE • 
INCORP TECHNIQUE 
READE:R SERVICE 
CLASS CODE: • 
TITLE• • • • 
AUTHnRCS)• • 
NAME/ACRONYM • 
MAJNTEIIIANCE BY• 
OBTAINABLE FROM 
AVAILABLE ON/AS 
nP!RATIV! DA Tf• 
CnMPUTE:R • 
INTERFACE(S) • 
MIN SYSTEM CONFIG 
SOFTWARE TYPE • 
LA~JGUAGE • 
INCORP TECHNIQUE: 
CAMAt: FACILITIES 
NEW************** 
R!:AD!:R SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
AIJTHOR(S)• • 
MAJNTENANCE BY 
ORTAINABLE FROM• 
OPERATIVE DATE • 
AVA.ILARLE ON/AS• 
CnMPUT[R • • 
INTERFACUS) • 
SOFTwARE TYPE• 
nTHER REMARKS 
READER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TJTLF• • • • 
A.liTHOR(S)• • 
PURL • REF o • 
NAME/ACRONYM • 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
CnMPLJTER • 
SOFTwARE TYPE • 
CAMAC SOFTWARE PRODUCTS GUIDE 
RS:REFo 13, !5038 
~5<14(FOCAL) 
FOCAL nvERLAY FOP CAMAC DATA 
AND COMMA~D HANDLING 
F MAY, H HALLING, K PETRECZEK 
CAMAC BULLETIN NO I, JUNE 1971 
FOe; AD AT 
1970 
PDP•8 1 4K OR 8K 12 BIT WORD MEMORY 
INeHOUSE CC & INTERFACE: 
INTERPRETER (EXTENDED) 
CAMAC EXTENSION OF OVERLAY, 
lN•LINF. CODING OF CAMAC COMMANDS 
CAMAC SOFTwARE IS FQCAL 
RS.REFo 13. !5039 
-.5A4(BASIC) 
B•IJSER BASIC UNDER DOS WITH 
INTERPRETER EXTENDED FOR CAMAC 
PFFIFFER, !!PICKMAN, CARLEBACH 
ooi 
0 p PFEIFFER 
.D P PFEIFFF.R, ZAM, KFA, JUELICH 
DEC TAPE 
JANUARY 1914 
PDP•11, 16K OF 16 BIT WORD MEMORY 
TYPE 1!'l33A (~ORER) 
DO~ VOI3 OR Vtl9, !6K 
DO~ SYSTEM INTERFACE TO CAMAC 
BAglC 
tXTENStON OF INTERPRETER 
RS:REF'. 13o !5040 
:544 . 
ORACL (TM), AN INTERPRETIVE REAL• 
TIME MONITOR WITH CA~AC SUPPORT 
L AYARS, R KEYSER (QRT!:C INC) 
rJRACL (TM) 
nRrEC 
ORTEC (SEE INDEX OF MANUFACTIJRERS) 
PAPER TAPE AND DISK 
APRIL 1974 PDP~I1, ~IN !'lK 1L BIT ME~ORY 
TYPE OCOII (EG&G) 
TTY & DC011 
tNTREPRETER 1 SYSTEM MONITOR 
PDP•11 ASSEMALER 
EM~EDDED CAMAC FEATURES 
SINGLE OR MULTIPLE INSTRUCTIONS, 
DE~ANO HANDLING IS INCLUDED. 
NEW ENTRY 
~s:REF' • 13. !5041 
.544 
GENERAL PURPOSE I/O INTERFACE SOFTWARE 
;E~OR~ , SEN ELECTRONJQUE 
SEN (SEE I~DFX OF MANUFACTURERS) 
~l Ay 197!5 
ni~K 
NOVA SERIES (DATA GENERAL) 
ANY (IRRESPECTIVE OF MAKE) 
YNTERPRETER 
FULLY RDOSISOS COMPATIRLE 
DESCRIPTION• • 
T~E IIIITFRPRETER IS PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR EASILY PROGRAMME~ 
ON•LINE CAMAC SYSTEMS IN NON•TIME•CRITICAL CONTROL AND DATA 
HANDLING APPLICATIONS AND FOR TEST ROtJTtNFS. 
THERE ARE 9 CAMAC STATEMENT TYPES COVERING GENERAL cONTROLS 
(l, c, !) AND CAMAC COMMANDS WITH/WITHOUT DATA TRANS,ER 1 THE GENERAL FORM OF A CAMAC STATEMENT IS 
+; CF,C,N,A,F,FB,HW [,LW,Q) 
WHERE SI'V~RAL PARAMETERS MAY ~E OMITTFD~ 
DESCRIPTION• • 
THE B•U~ER BASIC CAN BE RUN UNDER DOS: A HELP FILE CONTAINS 
ALL MODTFTCAT!ONS oF THE 1 TO 8 USER RASIC, NO INTERRUPT 
HANDLINr.~ COMMUNICATION BETW!EN THF. A USERS IS POSSIBLE BY 
ONE COMMUNICATION WORD PER tJSFR '. EXPAN!'lED ERROR ~ESSAGE 
HANDLING~ FILE HANDLING EXTENDED. TIM'. cOMMAND ADDED, 
DESCRTPTinN• • 
ORACL INTERPRETS ARITHMETIC STATEMENTS, PROGRAM CONTROL 
STATE~ENTS, COMMENTS, IIO STATEMENTS, AND HARDWARE CONTROL 
STATEMENTS AND EXFCUTES THE DESIRED 'IJNCTtON, 
ORACL (TM) IS A TRADE MARK REGISTERED BY ORTEC, INC~ 
DESCRTPTJON• • 
. 55 Support Software II 
RS:REF~ IJ. !5042 
·.5!5JCFt:.'CALIPAL) 
A FOCAL INTERRUPT HANDLE FOR CAMAC 
F MAY, W MARSCHJK 1 H HALLING 
CAMAC BULLETIN NO 6, MARCH 1973 
FOCAL INT 
!971 
PDP•B 
INTERRUPT HANDLEP (SYSTEM PROGRAM) 
DESCRJPTtnN• • 
FOCALINT TS A GENERAL PURPOSE SYSTEM PRnGRAM, ADAPTABLE FOR 
SPECIAL USE. UP TO 3 CRATES ~ITH 24 TNTERRUPTS EACH CAN B!: 
SERVICED. ONE PRnGRAM LINE IN FOCAL !S RESERVED I'OR EACH 
INTERRUPT. SHORT ROUTINES CA~ RE TYPFD INTO TH!SE LINES 
SERVICING THE ASSOCIATED INT£QRUPT3, ALTERNATIVELY A FOCAL 
SUBROUTTNE CAN RE USED, CURR~NT LINE IN THE RACKGROUND 
PROGRAM wYLL RE FINISHED REFORE JUMPING Tn INTERRUPT ROUTINE 
4ND RETURNS Tn NEXT LINE TN THE BACKGROUNO PROGRAM A~TER 
SERVICING·. 
READER SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TITL!• • • • 
OBTAINABLE FROM 
OTio!U REMARKS 
RUD!R SERVICE 
CLASS COD! • 
TITLE• • • • 
AUTHORCS)• • 
AVAILABU ON/U 
OP!RATtVE OAT!• 
COMPUTI!:R • 
P"TER' ACE U) • 
sonwARE TYpE • 
RUD!R SERVICE 
CLASS CODE • 
TITL!• • • • 
AUTHORCI)• • 
OBTAINABLE FROM 
OI'!AATtVE DATE• 
COMIIUT!R • 
!NT!RFAC!(S) • 
SOFTwARE TYPE • 
R!AD!R SERVICE 
Ct.US CODE • 
TITLE• • • • 
OBTAINABLE FROM 
O'!AATIV! DAT!• 
tNT!R,AC!(S) • 
COMI'UT!A • 
so"wAR! TYI'E • 
R!AD!A S!RV IC! 
CLASS CODE • 
TtTL!• • • • 
OBTAINABLE FROM 
OPERATIVE DATE• 
COMI'IITEA • 
INT!RF ACE CS) . • 
SO,TwAR! TYPE • 
LANGUAGE • 
N!W************** 
READ!R SERVICE 
CI.ASS COD! •' 
TtTL!• • • • 
OBTAINABLE FROM• 
COMPUT!R • • 
INTERF1C£C8) • 
snHwARE TYPE• 
MI~ SYSTEM CONFIG 
CAMAC SOFTWARE PRODUCTS GUIDE 
. 67 Test Routines 
~s:REF: t:S, ~043 
,!57 
TEST PROGRAMS FOR SYSTEMS, BRANC~ 
r>RJVER I MODULES 
Bl RA SYSTEMS CSEE INDEX OF MFRS) 
FOR BRANCH DRIVER MBD•11, SYSTEM TEST 
MOOULE 6102 1 AND DATA MODULES 
~s:REF, 13, 5044 
,!573 
CA~AC TEST PROGRAM 
DR. B MERTENS, IKP, KFA• JUELICH 
PAPER TAPE, ASCII CODE 
1971 
PDp•ll, l6K OF 16 BIT wORDS MEMORY 
TYPE 2200 (BnRER) 
TEsT ROVTINES, STAND•ALONE PROGRAMS 
~s:REF, 13, 5045 
,!573 
391 U TEST cuuc 
L A Kl.lolSNER 
KINETIC SYSTEMS (S!E IND!X OF MFRS) 
1973 
PDP•l1 1 4K OF CORE MEMORY REQUIRED 
TYPE ~911A (KINETIC) 
TUT ROUTINE 
~a:REF', 13 ', 5046 
,!573 
TEST CAMAC 
KINETIC SYSTEMS CSEE INDEX OF MFRS) 
1972 
TYPE KS0011 CKINETIC) 
PDP•l1, 4K OF CORE RFQUIRED 
TE!!T ROUtiNE 
~s:REF: 13, eo47 
,573 
PDP•l1 INTERFACE TEST PROGRAM 
GEe•EI.LIOTT CSEE INDfX OF MFRS) 
u;4 
PDP•11 
PDP•11 EXECUTIVE SUITE/GEC•ELLfOTT 
TEST ROUTINE 
PAi •11 ASSEM8LER 
NEW ENTRY 
~S~REF, t3, !5048 
,!573 
TEST PROGRAMS FOR BRANCH DRIVER AND 
SYSTEM WITH MODULE 6102 AND TYPE A 
81 RA SYSTEMS (SEE INDEX OF MFRS) 
PRTME COMPUTER 
12~0 (BI RA SYSTEMS) 
DIAGNoSTIC PROGRAMS 
BRANCH DRIVER 1280 1 8102 CAMAC TEST 
MODULE/DATAWAY DISPLAY 
Df'SCRJPTION• • 
A SET OF THREE DIAGNOSTIC PROGRaMS AR! SUPPLIED WIT~ TM~ 
M8D•11 MICROPROGRAMMED BRANCH DRIVER, TESTS nF MEMORY, FILE 
REGISTERS, INSTRUCTION SET 1 DMA TRANSFERS, INTERRUPTS ETC~ 
A COMPL~TF SYSTEM TEST IS SUPPLJED WITH 6102, 
A CAMAC TEST ROUTINE IS SUPPLtEn FOR CAMAC MODULE T~STING 
FROM THF. TELETYPE. NO ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED~ 
DESCRIPTtnN• • 
STAND AlONE PROGRAMS TEST SnMF. FUNCTIONS nF TME BORER TYP! 
2200 INTERFACE, THE CRATE CONTRnLLER AND TWO IN•MOUSE 
MODULES CCOt & C02), 
ERROR MESSAGES ARE OUTPUT IF THEA! ARE HARDWARE FAILURES, 
DESCRIPTION• • 
A STANO ALONE PROGRAM FOR EXERCISING A CAMAC SYSTEM FROM A 
TELETYPE: JT SUPPORTS UP TO 8 CRATES WIT~ MODEL 39t1A 
UNIBUS *) CRaTE CONTROLLERS: A FUNCTION MAY BE EXECUTEn 
ONCE OR REP~TITIVELY, 
DESCRIPTION• • 
A STANO ALONE PROGRAM FOR EXERCISING A CAMAC SYSTEM FROM A 
T!I.ETYP!~ IT SUPPORTS ONE RRANCH DRIVER WITH UP TO 7 
CRATES, A FUNCTION MAY BE FX!CUTFO ONCE OR REPETITIVELY, 
DESCRIPTION• • 
T~IS JS A STAND•ALONE PROGRAM USED IN CHE~KING THE EXECUTIVE 
SUITE, A MODULAR PDP•t1 • CAMAC INTERFACE, DIAGNOSTIC 
MESSAGES ARE ISSUED, 
DESCRIPTION• • 
A SET OF ntAGNOSTIC PROGRAMS ARE SUPPLIED WITH THE HODEL. 
1260 PRIM! COMPUTER BRANCH nRIVF.R, 
A COMPLETE SYSTEM TEST IS SUPPLIED, BUT REQUIRES MOnEL 6102 
TEST MOOULE·. 
XLIII 
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NEWS 
ANNOUNCEMENTS BY CAMAC MANUFACTURERS 
BORER ELECTRONICS AG is introducing an 
autonomous crate-controller fitted with a built-in 
microprocessor (Intel 8080), teletype port (V 24), 
real-time clock, automatic power fail restart, and 
RAM with the possibility of up to 64K bytes. 
Interfaces to various peripherals such as floppy 
disks, modems etc, are in preparation and provision 
is made for use of the controller in conjunction with 
the standard serial highway. 
A large amount of software support will be imme-
diately available thanks to collaboration with the 
KFA, Jiilich, F. R. Germany. Amongst the many 
packages available are a cross-assembler and a 
simulator which can be run on a PDP-ll. 
Production is scheduled to start autumn 19.75 and 
a live demonstration of a system will be given at'the 
CAMAC Symposium in Brussels from October 
14--16th, 1975. 
Ref. No. 13.0002 
CAMAC AT THE 1st CONFERENCE OF 
IRAQI ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
The 1st Conference of Iraqi AEC took place in 
Baghdad on April 7-11, 1975. In addition to the 
general topics of the Conference (radioisotopes, 
radiology, food preservation, radiochemistry, biol-
ogy, medicine, theoretical physics and energy from 
reactors) CAMAC was presented by the chairman 
of the ESONE Committee, F. Iselin, CERN, in a 
paper entitled, CAMAC Interfacing at CERN and 
future trends. At the moment CAMAC is used in 
Iraq at the Nuclear Research Institute near Baghdad 
which is working with a 2 MW research reactor. An 
exhibition took place at the time of the Symposium 
informing also about existing facilities in CAMAC. 
READER SERVICE ENQUIRY CARD 
In issue 12, a Reader Service Enquiry Card was 
introduced, and this is intended to be a standard 
feature of the CAMAC Bulletin. You will find that 
reference numbers are attached to the products 
mentioned in both the 'New Products' section, in 
the 'Product Guide' and for News of manufacturers. 
Six digits of which the first two are referring to the 
issue number are used in the reference number. 
This number reflects the techniques used in the 
editorial work. 
The Reader Service Enquiry Cards are received 
by the ESONE Secretariat which passes them to the 
relevant manufacturers. 
SECOND INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON CAMAC 
IN COMPUTER APPLICATIONS 
The second CAMAC symposium will take place in 
Brussels on October 14th to 16th, 1975. The sym-
posium is jointly organized by the ESONE Com-
mittee and the European CAMAC Association, and 
sponsored by the ' Commission of the European 
Communities. 
The main topics of the symposium will be the 
application of CAMAC in Industrial Process Con-
trol, Laboratory Automation, Medicine and Health 
Services, Data and Computer Communications, 
Public Utilities, and Environmental Control. There 
will be survey talks in plenary sessions, and users of 
CAMAC will give applications papers in parallel 
sessions. In all, 59 papers will be presented orally 
and 21 additional papers will be mentioned shortly. 
An exhibition of CAMAC equipment, including 
complete systems, and related products from more 
than 30 companies and institutes is being arranged 
XLIV 
to take place simultaneously with the symposium. 
An invitation for the symposium and a prelim-
inary programme were distributed already in May, 
1975 . . 
The latest data of registration is September 1st, 
while organized hotel reservation must take place 
before August 15th. 
Further information and copies of invitation and 
programme are available on request from the 
secretary of the symposium: 
H. Meyer 
Commission of the European Communities 
CRC, CBNM 
Steenweg naar Retie 
B-i440 GEEL 
Belgium. 
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WAS 1ST CAMAC? 
CAMAC ist ein international verbreitetes Instrumentierungssystem zum Anschluss von Prozessperipheriegeraten an digitale 
Prozessoren und Rechner fUr automatische Mess- und Steuereinrichtungen. 
Die System-Spezifikationen umfassen: 
- ein digitales Interface, in dem Daten tiber einen standardisierten Datenweg tibertragen werden; 
- ein modulares Geratekonzept zur Anpassung von Peripheriegeraten und Rechnern an den Datenweg. 
Mit den modularen, in Uberrahmen zusammengefassten Einheiten konnen viele Peripheriegerate im Multiplexverfahren tiber 
den Datenweg betrieben werden. Weiter~. Spezifikationen bestehen ftir parallele und serielle Datentibertragungswege zur Reali-
sierung grosserer Systeme mit mehreren Uberrahmen. 
CAMAC gewahrleistet, dass Gerate verschiedener Hersteller austauschbar oder kompatibel sind und gemeinsam in unter-
schiedlichen Systemen verwendet werden konnen. So sind auch Anderungen der Systemkonfiguration aufgrund neuer Anfor-
derungen Ieicht moglich . Flir unterschiedliche Anwendungen stehen kompatible Gerate von Firmen aus vielen Landern zur 
Verfligung. 
CAMAC ist das Ergebnis einer multinationalen Zusammenarbeit von System-Ingenieuren, aus dem Gebiet der Prozess-
datenverarbeitung und ist ein firmenunabhangiger internationaler Standard, der von jedermann lizenzfrei benutzt werden kann. 
WHAT IS CAMAC? 
CAMAC is an internationally used scheme for connecting digital processors and computers to on-line peripherals in systems 
for Computer Automated Measurement And Control. 
There are rules for: 
- a digital interface for transferring data on a common highway; 
- a modular equipment format for adaptors to match peripherals and computers to the highway. 
A compact assembly of these modular units can be used to multiplex many peripherals. Additional parallel and serial high-
ways are defined for larger systems consisting of several of these assemblies. 
CAMAC ensures that items of hardware from various supp liers are compatible and can be used together in any system, and 
also their subsequent reconfiguration to meet changing needs. Compatible products are available from firms in many countries 
and for uses in different application areas. 
CAMAC is the result of multinational cooperation between data-processing system engineers. It is a non-proprietary inter-
national standard that can be freely used by any organisation. 
QU'EST-CE QUE CAMAC? 
CAMAC est un concept utilise sur une base internationale pour relier des processeurs digitaux et des ordinateurs a des 
peripheriques en ligne, dans des systemes de « Controle - Commande Ainsi que Mesure Automatises par Calculateur ». 
Des regles definissent : 
- une interface numeriq ue transferant des donnees sur une interconnexion generale; 
- un format d'equipement modu laire pour !'adaptation des peripheriques et des ordinateurs a cette interconnexion. 
Un ensemble compact de ces unites modulaires peut etre utilise pour multiplexer de nombreux peripheriques. Des inter-
connexions complementaires, parallele aussi bien que serie, sont egalement definies pour des systemes p lus importants composes 
de plusieurs de ces ensembles. 
CAMAC assure la compatibilite des elements materiels fournis par differents producteurs ainsi que leur utilisation conjointe 
dans tout systeme; il facilite Ia constitution et Ia programmation des systemes de me me que leur reconfiguration consecutive a des 
changements d'uti lisation. Dans de nombreux pays, differentes firmes proposent des produits CAMAC. 
CAMAC resulte d 'une cooperation multinationale entre ingenieurs specialistes des systemes de traitement de donnees. 
C'est une norme internationale non brevetee pouvant etre utilisee librement par tout organisme. 
MEASUREMENT 
DIALOGUE 
FEES FOR BULLETINS AND REPRINTS 
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